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THE FIRST FLEET 1788

MAP #: M0
LISTS OF SHIP NAMES, CREW, PASSENGERS

*******************

HEWETT, E. F.

MAP #: M1
SERIES: PLANS OF SHIPLOADERS AND COLLIERIES
TITLE: Scheme No. 3: Outline plan permanent ship loader plant Dyke Wharf Port of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. Hewett, Supt. Engineer, J. & A. Brown, Abermain & Seaham Collieries Ltd., Hexham
DATE: 28th November 1951
SCALE: 1" = 1 chain
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Ship loaders and colliers. Shows simultaneous loading of two smaller colliers and both loaders feeding into hold of large vessel.
NOTES: Prepared as alternative to permanent ship loader proposal submitted by the Department of Railways on 19th November 1951

********************

MAP #: M2
SERIES: PLANS OF SHIPLOADERS AND COLLIERIES
TITLE: Location Plan No. 1, 2 & 3 proposals coal shiploader, Port of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. Hewett
DATE: (nd)
SCALE: ?
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows Port Waratah Siding; B.H.P., Carrington Basin, North Arm Hunter River, Moscheto Island, existing Steel works channel
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M3
SERIES: BLUE PRINTS OF PITHEADS
TITLE: Details of back legs of Richmond Main Colliery pithead structure
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: (E. Hewett?)
DATE: (nd)
SCALE: 1/2" - 1'
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M4
SERIES: SHIP LOADERS
TITLE: Preliminary arrangement of track work proposed ship loader Newcastle for Northern Colliery Proprietors Association Project
DATE: (nd)
SCALE: 1" = 1 chain
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Timber and cattle wharf, existing rail tracks. Proposed tracks State Dockyard (original drawing)

NOTES: Map folded in halves inside plastic envelope

***********************

MAP #: M5
SERIES: PLANS OF SHIPS
(See also M1106-M1112b)
DATE: November 1954
SCALE: 1/2" = 1 ft
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M5a
SERIES: PLANS OF SHIPS
(See also M1106-M1112b)
DATE: November 1954.
SCALE: 1/2" = 1'
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M5b
SERIES: PLANS OF SHIPS
TITLE: S. S. Pelaw Main proposed general arrangement (& xerox copy of Boiler Survey Certificate)
DATE: August 1935.
SCALE: 1/8" = 1'
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: Blueprint

***********************

SOUTH MAITLAND RAILWAYS

MAP #: M6
SERIES: NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY DISTRICT SCHEME MAPS AS EXHIBITED BY THE MINISTER
TITLE: City of Newcastle.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Northumberland County Council.
DATE: (1955?)
SCALE: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Wallsend, Jesmond, University Area Shortland.
NOTES: --
MAP #: M7
SERIES: NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY DISTRICT SCHEME MAPS AS EXHIBITED BY THE MINISTER
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Northumberland County Council
DATE: 1955
SCALE: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Kotara, Rifle Range Broadmeadow, Locomotive Depot, Blackbutt Reserve, Crofton Colliery
NOTES: --

---------------------

MAP #: M8
SERIES: NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY DISTRICT SCHEME MAPS AS EXHIBITED BY THE MINISTER
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Northumberland County Council
DATE: 1955
SCALE: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: B.H.P. Golf Course, Sandgate Cemetery Shortland, Ironbark Creek, Tuxford Park
NOTES: --

---------------------

MAP #: M9
SERIES: NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY DISTRICT SCHEME MAPS AS EXHIBITED BY THE MINISTER
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Northumberland County Council
DATE: 1955
SCALE: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Central Newcastle area: Harbour, Bar Beach, Merewether, Newcastle Beach, Race Course, Sewerage Treatment Area
NOTES: --

---------------------

MAP #: M9a
SERIES: NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY DISTRICT SCHEME MAPS AS EXHIBITED BY THE MINISTER
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Northumberland County Council
DATE: 1955
SCALE: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Waratah, Lambton, Tighes Hill, New Lambton, University, Wickham, Islington.
NOTES: --

---------------------

MAP #: M10
SERIES: NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY DISTRICT SCHEME MAPS AS EXHIBITED
BY THE MINISTER

TITLE:   Cardiff, Shire of Lake Macquarie
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Northumberland County Council
DATE:    1955
SCALE:   --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Young Wallsend, Glendale, Garden Suburbs, Hillsborough, South Cardiff
NOTES:   --

******************

MAP #:   M11
SERIES:  NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY DISTRICT SCHEME MAPS AS EXHIBITED BY THE MINISTER
TITLE:   Belmont, Shire of Lake Macquarie
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Northumberland County Council
DATE:    1955
SCALE:   --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Belmont
NOTES:   --

******************

MAP #:   M12
SERIES:  NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY DISTRICT SCHEME MAPS AS EXHIBITED BY THE MINISTER
TITLE:   Swansea, Shire of Lake Macquarie
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Northumberland County Council
DATE:    1955
SCALE:   --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Swansea
NOTES:   --

******************

MAP #:   M13
SERIES:  NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY SCHEME MAPS AS EXHIBITED BY THE MINISTER
TITLE:   Wangi Wangi
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Prepared by Northumberland County Council
DATE:    1955
SCALE:   --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Wangi Wangi, N.S.W.
NOTES:   --

******************

MAP #:   M14
SERIES:  COUNTY OF NORTHUMBERLAND PARISH MAPS
TITLE:   Parish of Heddon, County of Northumberland, Land District of Maitland, Kearsley Shire, and Municipality of West Maitland, Eastern Division, N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:    July 30, 1943
SCALE:   --
RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY

MAP #: M18
SERIES: PARISH MAPS
TITLE: Parish of Heathcote, County of Cumberland, Metropolitan Land District, Southern and Bulli Shires
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: Date of map 1911, notified 1880-1911
SCALE: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: South Coast N.S.W. coal mining area in Bulli Shire.
Details of mining surveys, mineral leases and permits.
NOTES: --

MAP #: M18a
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: (The Coal Cliff Collieries)
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: The Coal Cliff Collieries Pty. Ltd.
DATE: --
SCALE: 1" = 20 chains
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Metropolitan Colliery, Coal Cliff Colliery, South Clifton Colliery
NOTES: --

MAP #: M19
SERIES: COLLIERY EQUIPMENT PLANS
TITLE: Aberdaire Extended Colliery plan of proposed 200 ton coal bin for Bridges Hill area B.H. - 4
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Aberdaire Extended Colliery plan of proposed 200 ton coal bin for Bridges Hill area B.H. - 4
NOTES: --

MAP #: M20
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Hebburn Ltd. No. 1 Colliery Middle Seam: sheet 1
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Hebburn Ltd. No. 1 Colliery Middle Seam: sheet 1
NOTES: --
MAP #: M21
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Hebburn Ltd. No. 1 Colliery Bottom Seam
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Hebburn Ltd. No. 1 Colliery Bottom Seam
NOTES: Has 'Sheet 3 HI Bot. Sheet 4 HI Bot' (across bottom margin) (needs repair)

********************

MAP #: M22
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Hebburn Ltd. No. 1 Colliery Bottom Seam
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Hebburn Ltd. No. 1 Colliery Bottom Seam
NOTES: (needs repair)

********************

MAP #: M23
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Hebburn Ltd. No. 2 Colliery under-ground workings
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Hebburn Ltd. No. 2 Colliery under-ground workings
NOTES: Top margin: Sheet 1 UWH2, Sheet 2 UWH2, Sheet 3 UWH2, Sheet 4 UWH2

********************

MAP #: M24
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Hebburn Colliery and Richmond Main Colliery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Hebburn Colliery and Richmond Main Colliery
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M25
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: [Richmond Main Colliery]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: B. A. Hestelow
DATE: April 20, 1965
SCALE: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M26
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: [Richmond Main Colliery]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: B. A. Hestelow
DATE: April 20, 1965
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: Similar to part of M25

******************************

MAP #: M27
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Plan showing western area of Richmond Main Colliery, Holmesville Seam workings
... proposed mechanisation of part of South Dips District, Richmond Main Colliery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown & Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd.
DATE: March 24, 1962
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

******************************

MAP #: M28
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Richmond Main Colliery mines rescue plan
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

******************************

MAP #: M29
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Main East District, Richmond Main Colliery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown & Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd.
DATE: February 28, 1965
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: GOAF North East and Main East districts
NOTES: --

******************************

MAP #: M30
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Plan of Abermain Colliery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: Has 'Royalty Plan' printed on verso

******************************
MAP #: M31
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: [no title] [Richmond Main Colliery?] ML12
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: Shows ML12

***************

MAP #: M32
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Stanford Main Colliery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M33
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Stanford Main Colliery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M34
SERIES: COALFIELDS MAPS
TITLE: Maitland-Cessnock-Greta Coal Field New South Wales
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. Thomas Chief Mining Surveyor
DATE: December 16, 1934
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
PHYSICAL FORM: Print, hand coloured
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Maitland-Cessnock-Great Coal Field New South Wales
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M35
SERIES: COALFIELDS MAPS
TITLE: Richmond Main: Arrangement of surface buildings
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: 40' = 1"
PHYSICAL FORM: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************
MAP #: M36
SERIES: COALFIELDS MAPS
TITLE: Plan showing underground workings in relation to surface boundaries:
Richmond Main Colliery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
PHYSICAL FORM: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY

MAP #: M37
SERIES: STRATA PLAN S SHOWING COAL SEAMS
TITLE: No. 2 Woodford Bore
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: Badly foxed, needs repair

********************

MAP #: M38
SERIES: TRACINGS OF MINING LEASES
TITLE: Tracing shewing the underground workings and some of the surface features on the A. A. Company’s mining lease of 400 acres [Newcastle Area]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows: No. 2 Pit, Hamilton Pit, Adamstown, South Boundary of Burwood Lease, A. A. Company’s South Boundary, Glebe
NOTES: Deacidify? Encapsulate?

********************

MAP #: M39
SERIES: STRATA PLANS SHOWING COAL SEAMS
TITLE: A. A. Co.’s New Winning: tracing showing section along Jones narrow bord from C [on verso: Horizontal section narrow bord[?] under ocean]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: William Turnbull Colliery Manager
DATE: [ca 1900-1902]
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: No. 13 Borehole, overall plan
NOTES: --

********************
MAP #: M39a
SERIES: STRATA PLANS SHOWING COAL SEAMS
TITLE: ... New Winning: tracing showing positions of exploring headings under the ocean
and section of seam
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: William Turnbull Colliery Manager
DATE: April 12, 1900
SCALE: 2 chains = 1"
PHYSICAL FORM: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: ... New Winning: tracing showing positions of exploring headings under the ocean and section of seam
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M39b
SERIES: STRATA PLANS SHOWING COAL SEAMS
TITLE: Tracing showing section and direction of proposed narrow drift to be driven under the ocean from Jubilee Heading
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: William Turnbull Colliery Manager
DATE: August 6, 1902
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Section and plan
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M39c
SERIES: STRATA PLANS SHOWING COAL SEAMS
TITLE: A. A. Company's New Winning Pit: tracing showing section of Dobbs Crosscut under the ocean
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: William Turnbull Colliery Manager
DATE: August 17, 1900
SCALE: 2 chains = 1"
PHYSICAL FORM: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Section and plan
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M40a
SERIES: STRATA PLANS SHOWING COAL SEAMS
TITLE: Company's Freehold Estate [South Maitland Railway crossing Oakey Creek on the A. A. Company's estate on South Maitland Coal Field [near Hebburn?]]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Includes Oakey Creek, Railway line, reservoir, dam and overflow
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M41
SERIES: PARISH MAPS

SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: Topographic
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Parishes of Middlethorpe, Seaham, Gosforth, West Maitland, Heddon, Allynwyck.
NOTES: --

*******************************

MAP #: M42
SERIES: NEWCASTLE DISTRICT MAPS
TITLE: Newcastle District map showing high-tension transmission lines
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Transport N.S.W. - Power and Mechanical branch - Electrical Section
DATE: --
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: From Sydney to Farquhar Inlet Bathurst-Cassilis on Western boundary
NOTES: Covers large area of N.S.W.

*******************************

MAP #: M43
SERIES: ?
TITLE: Plan showing where cinder coal is met within Hetton, Stockton, and A. A. Company's Collieries [Newcastle area]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Drawn by Ralph Turnbull
DATE: November 23, 1897
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Newcastle: A. A. Co.'s Sea Lease, New Winning Pit area, Lindsay's & Garretts Borehole, Nobby's, Hetton Coal Company's Sea lease, Stockton Coal Company's Sea lease, Wickham, Bullock Island. Alleged section of Borehole put down near Nobby's at Newcastle, for Messrs Lindsay and Garrett 1891.

*******************************

MAP #: M44
SERIES: PLANS OF A. A. COMPANY'S ESTATES [subdivision maps]
TITLE: Shepherd's Hill Subdivision
DATE: November 15, 1913
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: Subdivision plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Area bounded by Lemnos Parade, Anzac Parade and High Street. Inset plan of City of Newcastle
NOTES: Includes four photographs of views from Shepherd's Hill
MAP #: M45
SERIES: MAPS OF QUEENSLAND SHOWING PASTORAL STATIONS
TITLE: Map of [northern] Queensland showing pastoral stations
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: H. E. C. Robinson Sydney, Publisher
DATE: --
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: From Townsville to the tip of Cape York, Gulf of Carpentaria
NOTES: --

MAP #: M46
SERIES: MAPS OF QUEENSLAND SHOWING PASTORAL STATIONS
TITLE: [no title] [map of Southern Queensland]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Latitude 19 degrees-30 degrees. Includes pastoral areas in Northern New South Wales, North-Eastern South Australia, and Northern Territory (part only).
- Shows railways, tramways, principal telegraph lines, stock routes, principal tracks,
- pastoral holdings, out-stations, and pastoral districts
NOTES: --

MAP #: M47
SERIES: NEWCASTLE
TITLE: [no title] [tracing of area of Newcastle showing new pit, F pit railway, Bull Street, Railway Street, Brooks Street, Sydney Street, Darby Street, Blane Street
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Tracing of area of Newcastle showing new pit, F Pit railway, Bull Street, Railway Street, Brooks Street, Sydney Street, Darby Street, Blane Street
NOTES: --

MAP #: M48
SERIES: PLANS OF A. A. COMPANY'S PLATTS ESTATE
TITLE: Plan of A. A. Company's Platt's Estate
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [A. A. Co.] [? Worter's Readett Pulver]
DATE: 1902
SCALE: 5 chains = 1"
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Platt's Estate, Hanbury, North Hanbury, Wallsend, Railway quarry
NOTES: For transmission to England, plan No. 2 superseded by 10ch. Helio
31st December
1911, (W.R.P.)

**********************

MAP #: M48a
SERIES: PLANS OF A. A. COMPANY'S PLATTS ESTATE
TITLE: Plan of part of J. L. Platt's 2000 acres grant being also part of portion of 96
Parish of Newcastle County of Northumberland
DATE: 1940
SCALE: 4 chains = 1"
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Sandgate area between Pacific Highway and South Channel
of the Hunter River, Ferry Road Broadcasting Company [2HD], names and
addresses of
owners and occupiers.
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M48b
SERIES: PLANS OF A. A. COMPANY'S PLATTS ESTATE
TITLE: Plan of proposed design for subdivision part of Australian Agricultural
Company's Platt's Estate [Tarro Shire]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A. A. Company's Platt's Estate
DATE: September 26, 1928
SCALE: 2 chains = 1"
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Adjacent to Hunter River Ash Island Ferry Road, Maitland
Road
NOTES: Letter December 13, 1928, included

**********************

MAP #: M48c
SERIES: PLANS OF A. A. COMPANY'S PLATTS ESTATE
TITLE: Shire of Tarro, plan of Lot 1 Section 5, A. A. Company's Estate, part of
portion 96, J.
L. Platt's 2000 acre grant. Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis Surveyor
DATE: Surveyed October 1928. Approved December 1928
SCALE: 100' = 1"
PHYSICAL FORM: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Groongal Street, Gregson Avenue, Werribi
NOTES: Misc. plan of Sub'n (OS) Reg. No. 1913. Tarro Shire Council Certificate
dated 13th
December 1828 attached.

**********************

MAP #: M48d
SERIES: PLANS OF A. A. COMPANY'S PLATTS ESTATE
TITLE: Shire of Tarro, plan of Lots 1 to 12 and 21 & 22 Section A, A. A. Company's
Estate, part of portion 96, J. L. Platt's 2000 acre grant, Parish of Newcastle, County
of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters R. Pulver Surveyor
DATE: Date of survey 8th February 1929, approved Apr 1929.
SCALE: 100' = 1"
PHYSICAL FORM: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Corner of Ash Island Ferry Road and Maitland Road.

************************************************
MAP #: M48e
SERIES: PLANS OF A. A. COMPANY’S PLATT'S ESTATE
TITLE: Shire of Tarro, formation plan proposed roads A. A. Company's Estate, Platt's Estate.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A. A. Co. Survey Department
DATE: 8th October 1929
SCALE: Plan 2 chains = 1". Longitudinal section, horizontal 2 chains, vertical 20' = 1"
PHYSICAL FORM: Print.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [see title] Plan, longitudinal sections, specification of work, cross section
NOTES: To accompany my letter to Tarro Shire 8th October 1929 [signed] James Henry.

************************************************
MAP #: M48f
SERIES: PLANS OF A. A. COMPANY’S PLATT'S ESTATE
TITLE: Plan of proposed design for subdivision, part of A. A. Company's Platt's Estate.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A. A. Co. Survey Department, W.R.P.
DATE: 22nd October 1929
SCALE: 2 chains = 1"
PHYSICAL FORM: Print.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Ash Island Ferry Road, Hunter River, Maitland Road.
NOTES: Similar to M48d showing alternations.

************************************************
MAP #: M48g
SERIES: PLANS OF A. A. COMPANY’S PLATT'S ESTATE.
TITLE: Shire of Tarro, plan of lots 13 to 20 and 23-30, Section A. A. Company's Estate, part of portion 96 J. L. Platt's 2000 acre grant, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
DATE: Survey 12th November 1929.
SCALE: 100’ = 1"
PHYSICAL FORM: Print.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Ash Island Ferry Road, River Road, Maitland Road. Shows Mangrove Road.
NOTES: Grown grant reference Vol.Q. Folio III.

************************************************
MAP #: M48h
SERIES: PLANS OF A. A. COMPANY’S PLATT'S ESTATE
TITLE: Shire of Tarro, plan of Lot 2 Section 5 (additional to Lot 1) and Lot 132, part of portion 96 J. L. Platt's 2000 acre grant, Parish of Newcastle, County of
Northumberland, A. A. Company’s Estate.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: (E. Davis) Edward John Davis.
DATE:   Survey March 2 1933, approved April 1933.
SCALE:  4 chains = 1”
PHYSICAL FORM: Print.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by West boundary of Waratah Municipality, Hunter River, Gregson Avenue, War Services Homes commission land. Shows Werribi Street, Croongal Street, Tourle Street, Bull Street, Government Road [Mayfield West].
NOTES:  Miscellaneous plan of Sub’n (OS) Reg’d: 27, 27/8.

**********************

MAP #:   M49
SERIES:  PLANS OF A. A. COMPANY’S PLATT’S ESTATE
TITLE:   Plan of Lot 31 Section A and lots 133 and 134, part of portion 96 J. L. Platt’s 2000 acre grant, A. A. Company Estate, Parish of Newcastle County of Northumberland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis.
DATE:   December 1935.
SCALE:  5 chains = 1”
PHYSICAL FORM: Print.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Maitland Road, Ash Island Ferry Road, Hunter River South Channel, Mangrove Road, River Road, Quarry
NOTES:  Reg’d No. 3276, Tarro Shire Certificate 1935

***************

MAP #:   M49a
SERIES:  NEWCASTLE WHARFAGE IMPROVEMENTS MOSCHETO ISLAND PLAN.
TITLE:   Newcastle wharfage improvements Moscheto Island plan, showing additional land proposed to be resumed. Tarro Shire, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Public Works Department.
DATE:   1914.
SCALE:  400’ = 1”
PHYSICAL FORM: Print.
NOTES:  Resumed by notification in gazette of 18th Mar 1914, No. 53, Fol. 1747.

***************

NEWCASTLE STEAMSHIP COMPANY LTD.

MAP #:   M50
SERIES:  DESIGN FOR AN IRON PADDLE VESSEL FOR THE SERVICE OF THE NEWCASTLE STEAMSHIP COMPANY LTD., NEW SOUTH WALES.
TITLE:   Design for an iron paddle vessel for the service of the Newcastle Steamship Company Ltd., New South Wales.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: George C. MacNiw: Naval Architect.
DATE:   November 6, 1892
SCALE:  --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [thought to be S. S. Newcastle].
NOTES: --

NEW SOUTH WALES PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

MAP #: M51
SERIES: PLANS OF NEW SOUTH WALES PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
TITLE: No. 1 Newcastle South new school building for boys and alterations to present infants’ School (to be used as girls school) [Junction School].
DATE: June 11, 1908
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Junction School
NOTES: Junction P/S on verso. Needs repair, encapsulation?

MAP #: M52
SERIES: PLANS OF NEW SOUTH WALES PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
TITLE: No. 1 Newcastle South new school building for boys and alterations to present infants school (to be used as girls school) [Junction School].
DATE: June 11, 1908.
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: Coloured Plan.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Junction School.
NOTES: District Works Officer's Copy. Similar to M51. Very poor condition.

MAP #: M53
SERIES: PLANS OF NEW SOUTH WALES PRIMARY SCHOOLS
TITLE: No. 2 Alterations and additions to present primary school to be used as infants School [Junction?]
DATE: June 11, 1908
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: Needs repair & encapsulation.

MAP #: M54-59 left for New South Wales Public Works Department

********************

NORTHUMBERLAND PERMANENT BUILDING INVESTMENT LAND AND LOAN SOCIETY

MAP #: M60
SERIES: NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION LAND SALE PLANS
TITLE: Kotara: 191 best building blocks.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: John H. Greathead.
DATE: January 17, 1925.
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M61
SERIES: NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION LAND SALE PLANS
TITLE: The Highlands: North Waratah
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Lance A. Wilkinson Licensed and Mining Surveyor,
Gibbs, Shallard & Co., Lith., Sydney
DATE: February 2, 1888
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: Needs repair. Encapsulation?

********************

MAP #: M62
SERIES: NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION LAND SALE PLANS
TITLE: Cooks Hill subdivision for sale by auction on the ground December 1, 1917:
A. A. Co.'s Estate.
William Brooks & Co. Litho., Sydney
DATE: December 1, 1917
SCALE: --
PHYSICAL FORM: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Blocks of land bounded by Bruce, Tooke, Corlette and Parry Streets
NOTES: Map 63 glued to back of Map 62.

********************

MAP #: M63 (attached to M62)
SERIES: NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION LAND SALE PLANS
TITLE: Hamilton Cameron's Hill, A. A. Co.'s Estate overlooking Newcastle Racecourse …
[Creer & Berkeley Auctioneers]
Sydney
DATE: February 13, 1915
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Local sketch inset map: 'At tram junction for Lambton, Adamstown,
Waratah, Broadmeadow, Hamilton, Wallsend and West Wallsend
NOTES: Attached to M62

********************
MAP #: M64-M67 - leave for Northumberland Permanent Building Investment Land and Loan Society

***************

ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE

MAP #: M68
SERIES: NEW SOUTH WALES COUNTY MAPS
TITLE: Map of the County of Brisbane, Eastern Subdivision, N.S.W., 1907
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: 1907 Inset map dated 1918
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Includes inset map of New South Wales. Parish boundaries for parishes of Scone, Merriwa, Denman.
NOTES: Needs repair.

***************

MAP #: M69
SERIES: NEW SOUTH WALES COUNTY MAPS
TITLE: Erina No. 50 County of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Extends from Reids Mistake (Lake Macquarie) to Broken Bay. Shows Parish boundaries
NOTES: Encapsulate?

***************

MAP #: M70
SERIES: NEWCASTLE MAPS
TITLE: Map of City of Newcastle and suburbs.
'Compiled in the office of H.D.W.S. & S. Board'.
DATE: Compiled March 2 1918. Revised 3rd July 1925.
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows Parish boundaries.
NOTES: Has come off supporting strip and in bottom of cabinet.

***************

MAP #: M71
SERIES: NEW SOUTH WALES PARISH MAPS
TITLE: Parish of St. Mary's West Maitland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --
MAP #: M72
SERIES: RELIGIOUS EDUCATION CHARTS
TITLE: [No title] [Map of Western half of the world, superimposed on base plan of pyramids and drawing of a man’s face].
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: There are small plans similar to these.

MAP #: M73
SERIES: RELIGIOUS EDUCATION CHARTS
TITLE: [No title] [Map of Australia, New Guinea, Borneo and Eastern Asia superimposed on base plan of pyramids, and drawing of man's face].
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M74
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS, SUBDIVISION PLANS
TITLE: The Lookout subdivision … Part of the Scottish Australian Mining Company’s New Lambton Estate
DATE: 1920
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Main Government Road from Lambton. Locality and Subdivision Map
NOTES: --

MAP #: M76
SERIES: SUBDIVISION PLANS
TITLE: The Weston Estate adjoining A. A. Boy’s Maitland Coalfields.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A. F. Hall, surveyor.
DATE: 4th April 1903.
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: In proximity to Hebburn Colliery, Pelaw Main, Aberdare, Stanford Methyr, Heddon Greta Collieries, shown on locality plan.
NOTES: --
MAP #: M77
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS SUBDIVISION PLANS
TITLE: Wommara [a 'suburb' near Belmont North]. 1st subdivision of 230 allotments.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Wommara, Newcastle, Adamstown, Dudley, Redhead Railway line to Belmont, John Darling Colliery, Swansea
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M78
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS SUBDIVISION PLANS
TITLE: Great Northern Subdivision No. 2 Maitland Road, Mayfield.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A. F. Hall, Surveyor. Smith & Lane, Sydney, Printers
DATE: 4th March 1922
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Subdivisions bounded by Maitland Road, Stedman Street, Adrian Street, Burnet Street, Gordon Street, subdivision and locality maps.
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M78a
SERIES: MAPS OF NEWCASTLE
TITLE: Map of the City of Newcastle and environs.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Compiled by H. G. Trenchard.
DATE: Copyright 1911.
SCALE: 1" = 10 chains.
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [No. 21 on back].
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M79
SERIES: PENCIL DRAWINGS OF PORCH WINDOWS IN CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL.
TITLE: [no title] [drawing for stained glass window].
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: S. Challer? (try a magnifier)
DATE: --
SCALE: Full size
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Drawing for stained glass window - three figures, one upright, two kneeling
NOTES: 'Dorcus Newcastle' on verso. Paper brittle - encapsulate in Mylar

***************

MAP #: M80
SERIES: PENCIL DRAWINGS OF PORCH WINDOWS IN CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL
TITLE: [no title] [Joseph, Mary, Jesus?]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M81
SERIES: CATHEDRAL PLANS
TITLE: Christ Church Cathedral Newcastle, N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Drawn by W. J. R.
DATE: 1st February 1965
SCALE: 1/8" = 1'
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: South elevation, section and ground plan
NOTES: Specification notes

********************

MAP #: M82
SERIES: CATHEDRAL PLANS
TITLE: [no title] [tracing of Cathedral]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Ground floor, cross section and elevation
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M83
SERIES: CATHEDRAL CLOSE PLANS
TITLE: Cathedral Close, Cnr Church and Newcomen Streets
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Brian Suters & Associates
DATE: July 1974
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Ground floor, and elevations
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M84
SERIES: CATHEDRAL CLOSE PLANS
TITLE: The Cathedral Close and rough plan to show proposed layout of Cathedral Cemetery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Brian Suters & Associates
DATE: --
SCALE: 40' = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Church Street, King Street, Wolfe Street and Newcomen Street.
       Cathedral, Deanery, dwellings, Newcastle Club, Cathedral Hall, Sunday school,
proposed Cemetery layout, Roman Catholic Hostel. Proposed site for offices.
C.E.G.G.S., Cathedral Parish Hall
NOTES: --

*****************************

MAP #: M85
SERIES: CATHEDRAL CLOSE PLANS
TITLE: Alterations to Cathedral Hall Church Street, Newcastle. Diocese of Newcastle sketch plan
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Brian Suters & Associates Architects
DATE: September 1975
SCALE: 1:100
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Plan and West elevation
NOTES: 388 S1 (?)

*****************************

MAP #: M86
SERIES: CATHEDRAL PARK PLANS
TITLE: Cathedral park rest park and garden area King Street, Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Newcastle Council City Engineers Department
DATE: --
SCALE: 10' = 1"
FORMAT: Print. Coloured
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

*****************************

MAP #: M86a
SERIES: CATHEDRAL PARK PLANS
TITLE: Cathedral Park Newcastle drainage connection to King Street
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Newcastle City Council, City Engineers Department
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: R2727

*****************************

MAP #: M86b
SERIES: CATHEDRAL PARK PLANS
TITLE: Proposed parking area beside Newcastle Club
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: 10' = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

*****************************

MAP #: M86c
SERIES: ENGRAVINGS OF NEWCASTLE
TITLE: Newcastle 1889
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A. Scott Broad
DATE: 1889
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Print of engraving
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows elevation perspective drawings of buildings in Newcastle in 1889
NOTES: Reproduced from the lithograph in Newcastle Public Library for Hunter History Publications

**********************

MAP #: M86d
SERIES: NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS SHEET 20
TITLE: Wickham - Carrington
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Newcastle City Council
DATE: 4th February 1964
SCALE: 2 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M86e
SERIES: NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS SHEET 21
TITLE: Hamilton-Wickham
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Newcastle City Council
DATE: 23rd May 1963
SCALE: 2 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M86f
SERIES: NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS SHEET 22
TITLE: Hamilton
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Newcastle City Council
DATE: March 1963
SCALE: 2 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M86g
SERIES: NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS SHEET 23
TITLE: Merewether
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Newcastle City Council
DATE: March 1964
SCALE: 2 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

**********************
MAP #: M86h
SERIES: CATHEDRAL PARK PLANS
TITLE: Cathedral Park, Newcastle - proposed drainage construction
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Newcastle City Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10' = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

COHEN, C. A. K.

MAP #: M87
SERIES: UNITED STATES, WORLD WAR II 'PLANNING MAPS'
TITLE: Australasia, AMS 1102, first edition AMS 1 for use by Army and Navy Agencies only, not for sale or distribution
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Army Map Service, Washington DC. Prepared under the direction of the Chief of Engineers U.S. Army, Washington DC
DATE: 1943
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows Japanese Mandate in Pacific Ocean, and International Boundaries in the Pacific Ocean
NOTES: Map has pencilled annotations

***************

MAP #: M88
SERIES: MAPS OF UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
TITLE: Potential natural vegetation of the conterminous United States, by A. W. Kuchler
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A. W. Kuchler, American Geographical Society
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: "Special publication no. 36" [top right corner]

***************

MAP #: M89
SERIES: WORLD MAPS
TITLE: Philip's new commercial map of the world
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Printed in Great Britain by George Philip and Son Ltd., London
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: This very large map is hung folded double (encapsulate?)

***************
DATE: July 17, 1847
SCALE: 33' = 1"
FORMAT: Xerox copy of plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Goods sheds, railway tracks, ramp, footbridge, proposed station building, existing station building 1887. Wharf Road, Scott Street, and Watt Street
NOTES: 'This is the plan or drawing marked No. 1 referred to in our Bond to the Commissioner for Railways dated the seventeenth day of July 1877'

***************

MAP #: M95
SERIES: COPIES OF PLANS OF PROPOSED NEWCASTLE RAILWAY STATION AND RAILWAY YARDS DRAWING NO. 1
TITLE: G.N.R. Newcastle Station, plan shewing arrangement for gas fittings
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: [1877?]
SCALE: 16' = 1"
FORMAT: Xerox copy of plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Platform and upper floor
NOTES: Erected 1878

***************

MAP #: M96
SERIES: COPIES OF PLANS OF PROPOSED NEWCASTLE RAILWAY STATION AND RAILWAY YARDS DRAWING NO. 7
TITLE: G.N.R. Newcastle Station, details of ticket office
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Signed William Cairns
DATE: July 17, 1877
SCALE: Full size
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: ... referred to in Bond to commissioner for Railways

***************

MAP #: M97
SERIES: COPIES OF PLANS OF PROPOSED NEWCASTLE RAILWAY STATION
TITLE: G.N.R. Newcastle Station, details of ticket office
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Signed William Cairns
DATE: July 17, 1877
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Copy of plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M98
SERIES: COPIES OF PLANS OF PROPOSED NEWCASTLE RAILWAY STATION DRAWING NO. 11
TITLE: G.N.R. Newcastle Station: details of ventilators.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Signed William Cairns
DATE: July 17, 1877
SCALE: 1" = 1'
FORMAT: Copy of plan
MAP #: M98a
SERIES: MAP OF NSW RAILWAYS
TITLE: Map of New South Wales Railways showing other routes
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Motor and Dept. of Lands
DATE: 1925
SCALE: 24 miles = 1"
FORMAT: Print coloured on linen
NOTES: --

UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE - PUBLICATIONS AND PUBLICITY OFFICER (J. W. Armstrong)

MAP #: M99
SERIES: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
TITLE: Graduation Procession
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
NOTES: --

NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY UNION

MAP #: M100-101
SERIES: POSTERS
TITLE: 'Wots On'
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: [c1981]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Large original poster in two pieces
NOTES: --

MAP #: M101a-z, M101x1-x62, x63-
SERIES: POSTERS
TITLE: Posters for University activities and visiting artists
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Various artists
DATE: ca.1981
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Original artwork prints and photographs
NOTES: --
UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE ADMINISTRATION PLANNERS DIVISION

MAP #: M102
SERIES: SHORTLAND UNIVERSITY SITE
TITLE: Shortland University Site
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: 2 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Contour map
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Newcastle, Wallsend Coal Co.’s Railway. Proposed Highway, proposed county road
NOTES: --

********************

M103-M105 Leave for planner’s division.

********************

UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE - GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT - PROFESSOR KEN W. ROBINSON

MAP #: M106
SERIES: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE SITE PLANS
TITLE: Newcastle University site development plan 1973
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Prepared by Laurie and Heath Pty. Ltd., architects in association with the University Planner, job no. 3769, drawing no. 3.
DATE: December 1973
SCALE: 1" = 100'
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows existing buildings, December 1973, approved buildings 1973-
NOTES: --

********************

SHORTLAND COUNTY COUNCIL

MAP #: M106a
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTRIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY
TITLE: [no title] [key map to sections 1-26, maps M107-M135]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Key map
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M107
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER REGION COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY SHEET 1
TITLE: No title
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council, traced by C. Baldwin
DATE: 1943
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Print of tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Swan Reach, Morpeth, Betty Park Box Hill, Thornton Brickworks, Cant's Sawmill, Ashtonfields Colliery, Waterloo Brickworks, Tarro, The Christie Estate, roads and rivers
NOTES: --

************************

MAP #: M108
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER REGION COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY
TITLE: No title
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: 1943
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Williams River, Hunter River, Raymond Terrace, Motto Farm, Blue Lagoon, Kennington Park, Woodlands, Great Northern Railway, The Christie Estate, Kilcoy, Tomago
NOTES: --

************************

MAP #: M109
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER REGION COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY
TITLE: SUPPLY SHEET 3
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: 1943
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Grahamstown Storage Reservoir Tomago, Fullerton Cove, Mangrove Island, Wallis Lake, Smith's Island, Dunn's Island
NOTES: --

************************

MAP #: M110
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER REGION COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY
TITLE: SUPPLY SHEET 16
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: 1943
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Williamtown, Salt Ash, Richardson Road, Duckhole Road, Lavis Lane, E. O. Moxey
NOTES: --

************************

MAP #: M111
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map #</th>
<th>Series: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER REGION COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY</th>
<th>Sheet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M112</td>
<td>SUPPLY SHEET 18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M113</td>
<td>SUPPLY SHEET 19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M114</td>
<td>SUPPLY SHEET 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Title:**

- M112: No title
- M113: No title [Seaham area]
- M114: [Medowie]

**Surveyor/Cartographer/Publisher:** Shortland County Council

**Date:**

- M112: 1943
- M113: 1943
- M114: 1943

**Scale:**

- M112: --
- M113: --
- M114: --

**Format:**

- M112: Print of tracing
- M113: Print of tracing
- M114: Print of tracing

**Subject/Area/Features:**

- M112: Swan Reach, O. F. Eveleigh, Hinton Road, Nulla Nulla Lane, Brisbanefield, C. P. Lynch
- M113: Seaham, Williams River, Mt. Kanwary, Redgate, Nelsons Plains, Balickera Channel
- M114: Medowie, Medowie Road, Brockelbury Road, Lisadell Road, Fairlands Road, Abundance Road

**Notes:**

- M112: --
- M113: --
- M114: --
MAP #: M115
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY
SHEET 22
TITLE: [no title] [Tanilba Bay area]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: 1943
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Print of tracing
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M116
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY
SHEET 23
TITLE: [no title] [Lemon Tree Passage area, Soldiers Point]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: 1956
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: North Arm Cove, Baromee Point, Garden Island, Fame Point, Fame Cove, Pindimar Middle Island, Soldiers Point, Cromarty's Bay, Bull Island, Tilligerry Cr.
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M117
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY
SHEET 24
TITLE: Port Stephens
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: 1959
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Port Stephen's, Salamandar Bay, Sandy Point, Dutchman's Bay, Nelson's Bay, Shoal Bay, Gann Gann, Anna Bay, Fisherman's Bay, Morna Point.
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M118
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY
SHEET 25
TITLE: [Shoal Bay and Fingal Bay areas]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shoal Bay, Tomaree Holiday Camp, Fingal Bay
MAP #: M119
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY
TITLE: [Salt Ash area]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Salt Ash Wharf, Tilligerry Creek, Salt Ash Depot
NOTES: --

MAP #: M120
SERIES: MAPS SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY, NORTHERN EXTENSION NE3
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 3 Seaham
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Seaham
NOTES: --

MAP #: M121
SERIES: MAPS SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY, NORTHERN EXTENSION NE4
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 4 Glenoak - Stony Creek
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Glenoak, Stony Creek
NOTES: --

MAP #: M122
SERIES: MAPS SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY, NORTHERN EXTENSION NE5
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 5 Clarencetown - Glen Martin
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
NOTES: --

MAP #: M123
SERIES: MAPS SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY, NORTHERN EXTENSION NE5A
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 5a, Clarendown to Woerden's Road
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Welshman's Creek, Wolleroo, Woerden
NOTES: --

------------------------

MAP #: M124
SERIES: MAPS SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY, NORTHERN EXTENSION NE6
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 6, Glenwilliam & Brookfield
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows names of property owners
NOTES: --

------------------------

MAP #: M125
SERIES: MAPS SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY, NORTHERN EXTENSION NE7
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 7, Alison, Majors Cr., Cangon, Wirragulla & Tabbil Crescent
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

------------------------

MAP #: M126
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY NE7A
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 7A Flat tops
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows names of property owners
NOTES: --

------------------------

MAP #: M127
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY NE7B
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 7B Hanley's Cr. and Sugarloaf
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows names of property owners
MAP #: M128
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY NE8
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 8 Main Creek
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows names of property owners
NOTES: --

MAP #: M129
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY NE9
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 9 Fosterton
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows names of property owners
NOTES: --

MAP #: M130
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY NE10
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 10 Bendolba-Wangat
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows names of property owners
NOTES: --

MAP #: M131
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY NE11
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 11 Tillegra-Brownmore
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows names of property owners
NOTES: --

MAP #: M132
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY NE12A
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 12A Salisbury East to Underbank
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows names of property owners
NOTES: --

*********************

MAP #: M133
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY NE12B
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 12B Salisbury to Barrington
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows names of property owners
NOTES: --

*********************

MAP #: M134
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY NE13
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 13 Wallarobba-Sandy Creek, Cox's Cr. Welshmans Cr.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows names of property owners
NOTES: --

*********************

MAP #: M135
SERIES: MAPS OF LOWER HUNTER COUNTIES SHOWING ELECTRICITY SUPPLY NE14
TITLE: Northern Extension Section 14 Underbank to Chichester
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shortland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows names of property owners
NOTES: --

*********************

ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE
[Building plans also in other map accessions registers]

MAP #: M146
SERIES: PLANS OF BUILDINGS
TITLE: St. Lukes Anglican Church, South Singleton N.S.W., proposed new building
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Pitt & Merewether Architects
DATE: November 1947
SCALE: 1/4" = 1' - site plan 40' = 1"
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Site plan, cross-section, plan, south elevation, east elevation, north elevation
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M147
SERIES: PLANS OF BUILDINGS
TITLE: Proposed new church building at Belmont
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: 3/16" = 1'
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Plan, side elevation, front view, cross-section
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M148
SERIES: PLANS OF BUILDINGS
TITLE: Proposed chapel for the Diocese of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: John W. Oldham, Architect
DATE: February 8, 1926
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Plan, front elevation, side elevation, section A-A
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M149
SERIES: PLANS OF BUILDINGS
TITLE: Brick veneer cottage, Smith Street, Hamilton, for Miss J. Smith
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: January 1937
SCALE: 8' = 1"
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Plan, section AA, front elevation, side elevation
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M150
SERIES: PLANS OF BUILDINGS
TITLE: Plan of proposed new residence Turner Street, Georgetown, for Mr. W. H. Hudson
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: 1/8" = 1'
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Plan, front and side elevations
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M151
SERIES: PLANS OF BUILDINGS
TITLE: Plan for 'Girls Home' Mayfield
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: John W. Oldham
DATE: 11th March, 1926
SCALE: 8' = 1"
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Ground floor, first floor
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M152
SERIES: PLANS OF BUILDINGS
TITLE: Plan of proposed 'Home for Children', High Street, Singleton
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: John W. Oldham & Lees Architects
DATE: February 1942
SCALE: 1/8" = 1'
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Block plan, ground plan, rear elevation, longitudinal section, side elevation
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M153
SERIES: PLANS OF BUILDINGS
TITLE: Floor plan of alterations to St. George's C. of E. Training Farm Residence, Oakhampton
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. W. Scobie & Son Architects
DATE: --
SCALE: 1/8" = 1'
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Ground plan
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M154 (transferred to M4343)
SERIES: PLANS OF BUILDINGS
TITLE: Plan of proposed additions for the Church of England Girls Grammar School
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: John W. Oldham Architect
DATE: --
SCALE: 8' = 1"
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Plan of existing premises, side elevation, front elevation, plan showing additions
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M155
SERIES: PLANS OF BUILDINGS
TITLE: C.E.L.O.P.S. elevation to Telford Street
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Johnson & Hey Newcastle Plan Printers
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M156
SERIES:  PLANS OF BUILDINGS
TITLE:  Sketch plan of proposed Hostel for C.E.L.O.P.S. (United Services Hostel)
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: John W. Oldham & Lees Architects, Newcastle
DATE:  --
SCALE:  1/8" = 1'
FORMAT:  Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  --
NOTES:  --

********************

MAP #:  M157
SERIES:  PLANS OF BUILDINGS
TITLE:  Sketch plan of proposed Hostel for C.E.L.O.P.S. (United services Hostel)
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: John W. Oldham & Lees Architects, Newcastle
DATE:  --
SCALE:  1/8" = 1'
FORMAT:  Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  --
NOTES:  --

********************

MAP #:  M158
SERIES:  PLANS OF BUILDINGS
TITLE:  [unidentified church hall]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  --
DATE:  --
SCALE:  1/4" = 1'
FORMAT:  Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  Plan, south elevation, section, cross section
NOTES:  --

********************

St. Andrews, Waratah see M2161-M2162d
St. Peter's East Maitland see M2164-M2174
St. Matthais Denman see M2175-M2203

********************

M159-M164 leave for Buildings

********************

MAP #:  M165 (transferred to M4337, M4338)
SERIES:  SUBDIVISION PLANS FOR LEASE OF CHURCH PROPERTY
TITLE:  Plan of residential sites situated in Church and Wolfe Streets, City of Newcastle to be
leased by auction for a term of 60 years, by order of Trustees of Church Property.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A. F. Hall, Surveyor
DATE:  --
SCALE:  --
FORMAT:  Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  Christchurch Cathedral, Church Street, Wolfe Street, Newcomen
MAP #:   M170
SERIES:  COUNTY AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT MAPS
TITLE:   Apsley No. 25, counties of Vernon, Hawes and Inglis, Local Government Act 1906
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:   1907
SCALE:  1" = 2 miles
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Manning Shire, Macleay Shire, Dumaresq Shire, Gostwyck Shire, Cockburn and Parry Shires
NOTES:  --

MAP #:   M170a
SERIES:  COUNTY AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT MAPS
TITLE:   Parish of Maitland, County of Durham, town of Maitland [map in 2 sheets, Sheet No. 2, Sheet No. 1 not yet found 24/12/82]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:   [ca. 1909]
SCALE:  1" = 2 miles
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES:  --

MAP #:   M171
SERIES:  ELECTORAL DISTRICT MAPS
TITLE:   Map showing boundaries of electoral districts under the Electorates Redistribution Act 1904 [Newcastle-Maitland]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:   1904?
SCALE:  1" = 1 mile
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Newcastle, Waratah, Kahibah, Teralba, West Wallsend, Stockrington, Maitland, Heddon, Allandale
NOTES:  --

MAP #:   M172
SERIES:  ELECTORAL DISTRICT MAPS
TITLE:   Map showing boundaries of electoral districts under the Electorates Redistribution Act 1904 [Newcastle-Maitland]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:   1904?
SCALE:  1" = 1 mile
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Newcastle, Waratah, Kahibah, Teralba, West Wallsend, Stockrington,
of Rylestone, Macdonald and Hawkesbury River

NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M177
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 3
TITLE: Parish of Coorumbung, County of Northumberland, Land District of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: April 9, 1896
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Parishes of Morrissett, Mandalong, Dora, Mulbring,
Awaba. Shows names of property owners
NOTES: 3rd edition

***************

MAP #: M178
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 4
TITLE: Parish of Maitland County of Northumberland, Land District of Maitland, Eastern Division of N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: September 30, 1893
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Town of Maitland Louth Park, bounded by Parishes of Stockrington,
Heddon, Gosforth, Middlehope, Alnwick. Names of property owners
NOTES: 2nd edition

***************

MAP #: M179
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 5
TITLE: Parish of Millfield, County of Northumberland, Land District of Wollombi, Eastern Division of N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: February 9, 1888
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Parishes of Aellalong, Corrabare, Coolamin, Broke,
Ovingham, Pokolbin. Names of property owners.
NOTES: --

***************

M180-M181 leave for Parish Maps

***************

MAP #: M182
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 10
TITLE: Parish of Heddon, County of Northumberland, Land District of Maitland, Eastern
Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE:   October 30, 1896
SCALE:  1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Parishes of Stanford, Allandale, Gosforth, Maitland, Stockrington
NOTES:  --
***************

M183 leave for Parish Maps

***************

MAP #:   M184
SERIES:  PARISH MAPS NO. 12
TITLE:   Parish of Eglington, County of Northumberland, Gosford Land District, Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:   October 5, 1896
SCALE:  1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Parishes of Gosford, Narara, Popran, Kooree. Stowe, Wyong, Ourimbah
NOTES:  Second edition
***************

MAP #:   M185
SERIES:  PARISH MAPS NO. 14
TITLE:   Parish of Rothbury, County of Northumberland, Land Districts of Maitland and Singleton, Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:   October 6, 1896
SCALE:  1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Parishes of Pokolbin, Ovingham, Branxton, Allandale.
NOTES:  Names of property owners
***************

MAP #:   M186
SERIES:  PARISH MAPS NO. 16
TITLE:   Parish of Kincumber, County of Northumberland, Land District of Gosford, Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:   November 29, 1904
SCALE:  1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Upright Point, Broken Head, Cape Three Points, Brisbane Water.
NOTES:  Bounded by South Pacific Ocean, Parish of Patonga, Parish of Gosford, Parish of
Tuggarah, Village of Kincumber, Cockle Creek, Broadwater. Names of property owners.

NOTES: 6th edition

*******************

MAP #: M187
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 18
TITLE: Parish of Stockrington, County of Northumberland, Land Districts of Maitland & Newcastle, Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: November 27, 1901
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Minmi, bounded by Parishes of Hexham, Teralba, Mulbring, Stanford, Heddon, Maitland, Alnwick. Names of property owners
NOTES: 4th edition

*******************

MAP #: M188
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 19
TITLE: Parish of Stanford, County of Northumberland, Land District of Maitland, Eastern Division of N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: December 20, 1901
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Parish of Stockrington, Mulbring, Cessnook, Heddon. Names of property owners
NOTES: 3rd edition

*******************

MAP #: M189
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 20
TITLE: Parish of Dora, County of Northumberland, Land Districts of Gosford, Newcastle and Wollombi.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: October 13, 1896
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Parishes of Coorumbung, Mandalong, Olney, Coongewai, Quarrybylong, Mulbring. Names of property owners.
NOTES: 3rd edition

*******************

MAP #: M190
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 21
TITLE: Parish of Alnwick, County of Northumberland, Land Districts of Maitland and Raymond Terrace, Eastern Division of N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
SERIES: PARISH MAPS (no number)
TITLE: Parish of Patonga, County of Northumberland, Land District of Gosford, Erina & Hornsby Shires, Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: January 8, 1919
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Surrounded by Parishes of Broken Bay, Cowan, Narara, Gosford, Kincumber, Broadwater, Brisbane Water, Pelican Island, Riley's Island, St. Hubert's Island, Woy Woy, Broken Bay, Hawkesbury River, Mullet Creek, Mooney Mooney Creek, Patonga Creek. Names of property owners and mining leases.
NOTES: 8th edition. Bonded onto cardboard by Preson Bindary (???)

MAP #: M194
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 27
TITLE: Parish of Ourinbah, County of Northumberland, Land District of Gosford, Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: July 6, 1891
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES: 2nd edition

M195 leave for Parish Maps

*******************

M196 (transferred to M4335)
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 37
TITLE: Parish of Cessnock, County of Northumberland, Land Districts of Maitland and Wollombi, Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: October 26, 1901
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES: Third edition.

*******************

MAP #: M197
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 39
TITLE: Parish of Glendon, County of Durham, Land Districts of Paterson and Singleton, Eastern Division N.S.W.
MAP #:   M198
SERIES:  PARISH MAPS NO. 41
TITLE:   Plan of the town of Paterson, Parish of Houghton, County of Durham. Land District of Paterson, N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE:   1882
SCALE:  8 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES:  --

*********************

MAP #:   M199
SERIES:  PARISH MAPS NO. 44
TITLE:   Parish of Colonna, County of Durham, Police District of Paterson
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Surveyor General's Office
DATE:   May 5, 1880
SCALE:  1" = 60 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES:  --

*********************

MAP #:   M200
SERIES:  PARISH MAPS NO. 45
TITLE:   Parish of 'Lewinsbrook', County of Durham. Land District of Paterson. Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:   December 14, 1893
SCALE:  1’ = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES:  2nd edition

*********************

MAP #:   M 201
SERIES:  PARISH MAPS NO. 46
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: January 1895
SCALE: 1’ = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES: 2nd edition

***************

MAP #: M202
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 47
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: September 11, 1894
SCALE: 1’ = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES: 2nd edition

***************

MAP #: M203
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 48
TITLE: Parish of Seaham, County of Durham. Land Districts of Raymond Terrace, Maitland, Dungog, and Paterson.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: January 12, 1895
SCALE: 1” = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print

***************

MAP #: M204
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 49
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney.
DATE: January 1894
SCALE: 1” = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print, hand coloured
NOTES: 2nd edition

***************

MAP #: M205
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 50

NOTES: 2nd edition

******************************

MAP #: M213
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 61
TITLE: Parish of Denman. County of Brisbane, Muswellbrook. Land District Eastern Division, N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: September 1901
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print

NOTES: 3rd edition

******************************

MAP #: M214
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 62
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Surveyor General's Office, Sydney
DATE: December 1883
SCALE: 1" = 8 chains
FORMAT: Litho print

NOTES: --

******************************

MAP #: M215
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 63
TITLE: Parish of Yarraman. County of Brisbane. Muswellbrook Land District. Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: November 1893
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Wybong Creek, Goulburn River. Bounded by Parishes of Wickham, Wybong, Denman, Arndell, Monobalai.

NOTES: 2nd edition

******************************

MAP #: M216
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 64
N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:   July 1892
SCALE:  1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Parishes of Manbus, Melbourne, Park, MacQueen,
                        Strathearn, Halscot. Names of property owners.
NOTES:  2nd edition
*******************
MAP #:   M221
SERIES:  PARISH MAPS NO. 69
TITLE:   Parish of Castle Sempill. County of Brisbane. Land District of Scone.
Eastern Division, N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:   Nov 1896
SCALE:  1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Hunter River, Brush Hill Creek. Town of MacQueen (no
                       names).
                       Bounded by Parishes of Belltrees, Cherson, Waverley, Ellerston, Wandewoi,
                       Mamarin, Omadale, Moonan. Names of property owners.
NOTES:  2nd edition
*******************
MAP #:   M222
SERIES:  PARISH MAPS NO. 70
TITLE:   Parish of Murrurundi. County of Brisbane. Murrurundi Land District. Eastern
Division, N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:   June 30, 1892
SCALE:  1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Photo-lithograph
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Page’s River. Town of Murrurundi. Bounded by Parishes of
                       Murulla,
                       Tingaroo, Temi. Names of property owners.
NOTES:  3rd edition
*******************
MAP #:   M223
SERIES:  PARISH MAPS NO. 71
TITLE:   Parish of Crawney. County of Brisbane. Land District of Scone. Eastern
Division, N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:   July 1892
SCALE:  1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Photo-lithograph
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Parishes of Timor, Lincoln, Wombramarra,
                       Ellerston.
                       names of property owners.
NOTES:  2nd edition
*******************
MAP #: M224
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 72
TITLE: Parish of Waverly. County of Brisbane. Land District of Scone. Eastern Division
N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: August 1892
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Photo-lithograph
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Brush Hill Creek, Isis River. Bounded by Parish of Timor, Crawney, Ellerston, Castle-Sempill, Cherson.
NOTES: 2nd edition

MAP #: M225
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 73
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1872
SCALE: 1" = 8 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES: --

MAP #: M226
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 74
TITLE: Parish of MacQueen. County of Brisbane. Land District of Scone. Eastern Division
N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: November 1897
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
Bounded by Parishes of Strathhearn, Scone, Park, Gundy Gundy, Alma, Rouchel Russel.
NOTES: 2nd edition

MAP #: M227
SERIES: PARISH MAP NO. 75
TITLE: Parish of Timor. County of Brisbane. Murrurundi Land District. Eastern Division
N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: April 10, 1893
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES: 2nd edition
MAP #: M227a
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 76
TITLE: Parish of Turee. County of Bligh Cassilis. Land District. Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Surveyor General's Office, Sydney
DATE: 1886
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Photo-lithograph
NOTES: 2nd edition

MAP #: M228
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 78
TITLE: Parish of Landsdowne. County of Macquarie. Land District of Taree. Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: August 1902
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES: 4th edition

MAP #: M229
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 79
TITLE: Parish of Landsdowne. County of Macquarie. Land District of Taree. Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: August 1902
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES: --

MAP #: M230
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 80
TITLE: Map of the village of Camden Haven and suburban lands. County of Macquarie N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Compiled and drawn by John Hay, Surveyor General's Office
DATE: November 1889
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
MAP #: M231
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 81
TITLE: Parish of Camden Haven. County of Macquarie. Land districts of Port Macquarie and Taree. Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: December 1897
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES: 3rd edition

MAP #: M232
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 82
TITLE: Map of the town of Port Macquarie. East and West and suburban lands. Parish of Macquarie. County of Macquarie. Land District of Port Macquarie N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: December 1893
SCALE: 1" = 8 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES: --

MAP #: M233
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 84
TITLE: Parish of Lewis. County of Macquarie. Land District of Taree. Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: September 1896
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES: 2nd edition

MAP #: M234
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 85
TITLE: Parish of Harrington. County of Macquarie. Land District of Taree. Eastern Division
Division, N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney.
DATE:   February 1897
SCALE:  1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Names of property owners. Gloucester Goldfield, Manning River, Gloucester Goldfield, Heron's Creek, Queen's Lake, Camden Haven River. Bounded by South Pacific, Parish of Oxley, Parish of Cundle, Landsdowne, Stewart.
NOTES:  3rd edition

********************

MAP #:   M235
SERIES:  PARISH MAPS NO. 86
TITLE:   Parish of John's River. County of Macquarie. Land District of Taree. Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:   December 1897
SCALE:  1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES:  2nd edition

********************

MAP #:   M236
SERIES:  PARISH MAPS NO. 87
TITLE:   Parish of Rolfe. County of Macquarie. Land District of Taree & Port Macquarie. Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:   March 1894
SCALE:  1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES:  3rd edition

********************

MAP #:   M237
SERIES:  PARISH MAPS NO. 88
TITLE:   Parish of Cundle. County of Macquarie. Land District of Taree. Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:   March 1900
SCALE:  1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Gloucester Goldfield. Diagram of general cemetery Cundletown (no
names), Landsdowne River, Dawson river, Manning River, Kingston Branch or Chinny Chinny Creek, Cundletown, Chatham, Dumaresq Island, Oxley Island. Bounded by Parishes of Oxley, Bohnock, Tinonee, Taree, Dawson, Landsdowne, Harrington. Names of property owners.

NOTES: 3rd edition

******************************

MAP #: M238
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 89
TITLE: Parish of Wingham. County of Macquarie. Land District of Taree. Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: July 1891
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES: 2nd edition

******************************

MAP #: M239
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 90
TITLE: Map of the town of Wingham and suburban lands. Parish of Wingham. County of Macquarie. Land District of Taree N.S.W. 1893
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: June 1893
SCALE: 1" = 8 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Names of property owners. Manning River, Pahpoo or Cedar Party Creek, Stony Creek. Bounded by Parishes of Tinonee, Taree.
NOTES: --

******************************

MAP #: M240
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 91
TITLE: Parish of Cairncross. County of Macquarie. Land District of Port Macquarie. Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: November 1897
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES: 3rd edition

******************************

NOTES: 2nd edition

********************

MAP #: M245
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 96
TITLE: Map of the town of Tinonee and suburban lands. Parish of Tinonee. County of Gloucester Land District of Taree N.S.W. 1892. [proclaimed a town 20th Mar, 1885]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: November 1892
SCALE: 1” = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Names of property owners. Manning River, Tinonee Creek, Milbai Creek, Gloucester Goldfield.
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M246
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 97
TITLE: Parish of Tinonee. County of Gloucester. Land District of Taree. Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1893
SCALE: 1” = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Town of Wingham, town of Tinonee. Manning River, Pahpoo or Cedar Party Creek, Carter’s Cubba Cubba Creek, Gloucester Goldfield. Bounded by Parishes of Beyan, Talawahl, Bootoowaa, Wingham, Taree, Bohnock.
NOTES: 2nd edition

********************

MAP #: M247
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 99
TITLE: Plan of the village of Wollomba and suburban lands. Parish of Talawahl. County of Gloucester. Land District of Taree N.S.W. 1887
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: 1887
SCALE: ?
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Pipeclay Creek. Names of property owners. Adjacent to Parish of Tuncurry [Gloucester Goldfield?]
NOTES: --

********************
MAP #: M248  
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 100  
TITLE: Parish of Tomaree. County of Gloucester. Raymond Terrace Land District. Eastern Division N.S.W.  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney  
DATE: August 1892  
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains  
FORMAT: Litho print  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Port Stephens, Parish of Sutton. Includes, Tilligerry Creek, Cromarty's Bay, Dowardee or Pelican Island, Soldier's Point, Salamander Bay, Sandy Point, Nelson Head, South Head or Tomaree, Fingal Bay, Anna Bay, Morna Point, Newcastle Bight. Names of property owners.  
NOTES: 3rd edition  

***************

MAP #: M249  
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 101  
TITLE: Parish of Underbank. County of Gloucester. Land District of Dungog. Eastern Division N.S.W.  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney  
DATE: August 1893  
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains  
FORMAT: Litho print  
NOTES: 2nd edition  

***************

MAP #: M250  
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 102  
TITLE: Parish of Eldon. County of Gloucester. Land District of Raymond Terrace. Eastern Division N.S.W.  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney  
DATE: August 1887  
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains  
FORMAT: Litho print  
NOTES: 2nd edition  

***************

MAP #: M251  
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 104  
TITLE: Parish of Eldon. County of Gloucester. Land District of Raymond Terrace. Eastern Division N.S.W.  

***************
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: March 1903
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Hunter's River, Williams, River, Town of Raymond Terrace.
Bounded by Parishes of Alnwick, Seaham, Thornton, Sutton, Stowell, Stockton.
Names of property owners.
NOTES: 2nd edition

*********************

MAP #: M252
SERIES: PARISH MAPS NO. 107
TITLE: Parish of Forster. County of Gloucester. Land Districts of Stroud and Taree.
Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: May 1899
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
NOTES: 2nd edition

*********************

MAP #: M253
SERIES: --
TITLE: [Parish of Whitingham. County of Northumberland] Singleton Army Camp Hydraulic Services, easements, leases, and acquisitions
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Works
DATE: November 1966
SCALE: 1" = 8 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: See title
NOTES: --

*********************

MAP #: M254
SERIES: LAND BOARD DISTRICT MAP NO. 109
TITLE: Map of the Land Board District of Grafton N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: 1904
SCALE: ?
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Pacific Ocean from Cooloon, North of Byron Bay to Indian Head, south of Port Macquarie. Bounded by Walcha.
NOTES: Inset map of N.S.W.

*********************

MAP #: M255
SERIES: COUNTY AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT MAPS
TITLE: Map of the County of Gloucester. Eastern Division N.S.W. 1922
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1922
SCALE: 1" = 80 chains
FORMAT: Litho print
           Bounded by Manning River, Williams River, Hunter River, Port Stephens, Karuah, Stroud, Gloucester.
NOTES: 3rd edition

MAP #: M256
SERIES: COUNTY AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT MAPS
TITLE: Map of the County of Durham. Eastern Division 1924 [joined to] Map of the County of Northumberland. Eastern Division N.S.W 1923
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1923-24
SCALE: 1" = 80 chains
FORMAT: Litho print

EARP, RODD

MAP #: M278
SERIES: MAPS OF BARRINGTON TOPS
TITLE: [no title]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Barrington Club
DATE: December 1953
SCALE: 2" = 1 mile
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Rivers, huts, ranges
NOTES: --

MAP #: M279
SERIES: MAPS OF BARRINGTON TOPS
TITLE: Barrington and Gloucester Tops. County of Gloucester N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Compiled from various sources
DATE: 1943
SCALE: 1" = 1 mile
FORMAT: Print
NOTES: --
MAP #: M280
SERIES: AUSTRALIAN MILITARY MAPS
TITLE: New South Wales Paterson.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Surveyed 1941 by Second Field Survey Corp.
DATE: 1942
SCALE: 1" = 1 mile
FORMAT: Contour map. Transverse mercator projection.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Paterson and surrounding areas.
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M281
SERIES: AUSTRALIAN MILITARY MAPS
TITLE: New South Wales Gloucester
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: L.H.Q. Australia Cartographic Co.
DATE: 1942
SCALE: 1" = 1 mile
FORMAT: Contour map. Transverse mercator projection
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Gloucester and surrounding areas
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M282
SERIES: AUSTRALIAN MILITARY MAPS
TITLE: New South Wales Hastings.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: 1942
SCALE: 1" = 40 miles
FORMAT: Contour map. Transverse mercator projection
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: From Old Bar to Korogoa Point, including Taree, Port Macquarie,
Camden Haven, Crescent Head, west to 45 degrees longitude.
NOTES: --

***************

AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY

MAP #: M283
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Plan of proposed design for subdivision, Australian Agricultural Company's Warrah Estate,
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Australian Agriculture Company's Survey Department
DATE: 10th April, 1929
SCALE: 1" = 50 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Parishes of Moan, Yarramin, Kickerbell, Telford, Parson's Hill, Hudson, lots 1-17
NOTES: Approved by Warrah Council April 17, 1929. Certificate enclosed

***************

MAP #: M284
FORMAT: Print on linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [has additional note relating to permanent marks]
NOTES: Ref. to Title Crown grant dated 20th November 1847. Book 80/Fol. 503/512.

------------------------

MAP #: M288
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Plan (in 4 sheets) of lots 1-17 Warrah Shire, Australian Agricultural Company's Estate Warrah, Parish of Hudson, County of Buckland N.S.W. Sheet 1. Sections 1, 2, 6, 7.
DATE: September 1922
SCALE: 1" = 20 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Adjacent to Parish of Yarrimanbah.
NOTES: --

------------------------

MAP #: M289
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Plan (in 4 sheets) of lots 1-17 Warrah Shire, Australian Agricultural Company's Estate Warrah, Parish of Hudson, County of Buckland N.S.W. Sheet 1. Sections 1, 2, 6, 7.
DATE: September 1922
SCALE: 1" = 20 chains
FORMAT: Print on linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: McDonalds Creek, roads, wells.
NOTES: --

------------------------

MAP #: M290
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Plan (in 4 sheets) of lots 1-17 Warrah Shire, Australian Agricultural Company's Estate Warra. Parish of Hudson, County of Buckland. Sheet 3 [lots 8-13]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [Worters Readett Pulver]
DATE: [September 1922]
SCALE: 1" = 20 chains
FORMAT: Print, roads coloured
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Lots 8-13. Yarramanbah Creek, Station Pump Creek
NOTES: --

------------------------

MAP #: M291
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Sheet 3 of 4
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Lot 18, Mount Parry, Donald's Ridge, 'Line Station', Phillips Creek.
Surrounded by Parishes of Moan, Yarramanbah.
NOTES: Misc. plan of Sub'n No. 2814

**********************

MAP #: M295
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Plan of Lots 19 and 20. Parish of Hudson County of Buckland, Australian Agricultural Company's Estate, part of 249600 acre grant Warrah N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Alfred Francis Hall
DATE: Surveyed March 1929
SCALE: 1" = 20 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Lots 19, 20. Black Mountain, Heydon, Cattle Creek, Phillip Creek,
Box and Apple Tree Flats.

**********************

MAP #: M296
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Warrah Estate: A. A. Coy plan of Lots D, E, & F of No. 4 Subdivision, County of Buckland. Lots 22, 23, 24, Parish of Hudson. Bk 80/Fol. 502/512
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Marcus Michael Hyndes
DATE: March 1934
SCALE: 1" = 20 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Black Creek, Avon, Stroud, Gloucester, Myall, Bundebah,
Tellegherry. Surrounded by Donalds Ridge, Heydon, Black Mountain.
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M296a (transferred to M4223)
SERIES: ?
TITLE: Plan of connecting road between Lots 21 & 23, Parish of Parson's Hill
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1924
SCALE: 1" = 2 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M297 (transferred to M4224)
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: (Proposed) Warrah township Australian Agricultural Company's Estate, County of Buckland N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A. A. Co. Survey Department
DATE:    1929 A. A. Coy Stamp 12/12/34
SCALE:   1” = 2 chains
FORMAT:  Print, hand coloured
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Warrah township [note: this plan was subsequently withdrawn and
                                    two separate plans (one of lot 6 Sec. A. and one of Lots 4 & 5 Sec. A. and lot
                                    3, Sec. C) were substituted]
NOTES:   To accompany letter to Warrah Shire Council 12th December 1934 (not enclosed)
                        signed J. F. Holloway)
***************

MAP #:   M298 (transferred to M4225)
SERIES:  PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE:   Shire of Warrah. Proposed subdivision and new road, village of Warrah, Australian
                    Agricultural Company's Estate Warrah.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [A. A. Coy]
DATE:    9th January 1935
SCALE:   1” = 2 chains
FORMAT:  Print, hand coloured
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Section A, Lots 3, 1, 2, 6
NOTES:   --
***************

MAP #:   M299 (transferred to M4226)
SERIES:  PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE:   Shire of Warrah. Proposed design for subdivision village of Warrah (Part
                    Sec. A to
                    C) Australian Agricultural Company's Estate Warrah
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [A. A. Coy]
DATE:    9th January 1935
SCALE:   1” = 2 chains
FORMAT:  Print, hand coloured
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Sec. C, Lot 3. Sec. A, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Road from Miller's Creek to
                        Willow Tree.
NOTES:   To accompany letter 9/1/1935 signed W. J. Rees (not enclosed)
***************

MAP #:   M300 (transferred to M4227)
SERIES:  PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE:   Warrah township
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. M. Hyndes Surveyor
DATE:    8th March 1935
SCALE:   1” = 2 chains
FORMAT:  Print, hand coloured
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Warrah township
NOTES:   --
***************
MAP #: M301 (transferred to M4228)
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Plan shewing levels of proposed road, Warrah township
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. M. Hyndes, H. M. Chadwick
DATE: March 1935
SCALE: 1" = 1 chain (horizontal), 1" = 10' (vertical)
FORMAT: Print, hand coloured
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Plan, longitudinal and vertical sections
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M302 (transferred to M4229)
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Shire of Warrah. Proposed design for subdivision. Lots 3-7 Section B, village of Warrah. Parish of Parson's Hill, County of Buckland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [A. A. Boy]
DATE: May 1935
SCALE: 1" = 2 chains
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [as title]
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M303 (transferred to M4230)
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Shire of Warrah. Plan of lots 6 to 8 Section A and lots 3 to 5 Section C. Village of Warrah, part of 249600 acre grant, Australian Agricultural Company's Estate. Parish of Parson's Hill. County of Buckland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Henry Hopetown Chadwick
DATE: January - July 1935
SCALE: 1" = 2 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [as title]

***************

MAP #: M304 (transferred to M4231)
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Australian Agricultural Company Warrah Estate, plan of portions 39 to 47. Parish of Parsons Hill, county of Buckland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Marcus Michael Hyndes
DATE: May 5, 1934
SCALE: 1" = 20 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [as title]
NOTES: --

***************
MAP #: M304 (transferred to M4232)
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Australian Agricultural Company Warrah Estate plan of portions 39 to 47. Parish of Parsons Hill, County of Buckland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Marcus Michael Hyndes
DATE: May 5, 1934
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [smaller plan than M304]
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M305 (transferred to M4233)
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Plan of lots 48, 49, 50. Parish of Parsons Hill. County of Buckland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Marcus Michael Hyndes
DATE: December 1944
SCALE: 1" = 2 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [smaller plan than M304]
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M306 (transferred to M4234)
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Shire of Warrah, plan of Lot 3, Section A Warrah. Part of 249,600 acre grant Australian Agricultural Company's Estate Parish of Parsons Hill.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: April 24, 1931
SCALE: 1" = 2 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [Smaller than M304]
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M307 (transferred to M4235)
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Plan of Lots 4 and 5, Section A Warrah, part of 249,600 acre grant Australian Agricultural Company's Estate, Parish of Parson's Hill, County of Buckland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. M. Hyndes
DATE: November 1934
SCALE: 1" = 2 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: As title
NOTES: Council Certificate included

**********************

MAP #: M308 (transferred to M4236)
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Plan of Lot 1, Section B, Warrah, part of 249,600 acre grant, Australian Agricultural
Company's Estate, Parish of Parson's Hill, County of Buckland.

SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. J. Davis (Edward John Davis)
DATE:    October 1929
SCALE:  1" = 4 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: As title
NOTES:  --

********************

MAP #:   M309 (transferred to M4237)
SERIES:  PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH
ESTATE
TITLE:   Shire of Warrah, plan of Lot 2, Section B, Warrah, part of 249600 acre grant
Australian Agricultural Company's Estate Parish of Parson's Hill, County of Buckland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. J. Davis (Edward John Davis)
DATE:   October 1929
SCALE:  1" = 4 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: As title
NOTES:  --

********************

MAP #:   M310
SERIES:  PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH
ESTATE
TITLE:   Plan of Lots 3 to 7, Section B, Warrah, part of 249600 acre grant Australian
Agricultural Company's Estate, Parish of Parsons Hill, County of Buckland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. J. Davis (Edward John Davis)
DATE:   March 1935
SCALE:  1" = 2 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: As title
NOTES:  Certificate enclosed

********************

MAP #:   M311
SERIES:  PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH
ESTATE
TITLE:   Shire of Warrah, plan of Lots 1 & 2, Section C, Warrah, part of 249,600 acre grant
Australian Agricultural Company's Estate, Parish of Parson's Hill, County of Buckland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Marcus Michael Hyndes
DATE:   Apr 1934
SCALE:  1" = 2 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: As title
NOTES:  --

********************

MAP #:   M312
SERIES:  PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH
ESTATE
TITLE:   Shire of Warrah, plan of Lots 1 & 2, Section C Warrah, part of 249,600 acre grant
Australian Agricultural Company's Estate, Parish of Parson's Hill, 
County of Buckland

SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Marcus Michael Hyndes
DATE: April 1934
SCALE: 1" = 2 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: As title
NOTES: --

******************************

MAP #: M313
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Plan of part of 249600 acre grant, Warrah Estate, being Lot 52, Parish of Parsons Hill, County of Buckland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Geoffrey Rex Bailey
DATE: --
SCALE: 1" = 10 chains
FORMAT: Ink drawing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Includes Lot 7, Parish of Willow Tree
NOTES: --

******************************

MAP #: M314
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Part of Australian Agricultural Company's Estate Warrah, Parish of Parsons Hill, County of Buckland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [not stated]
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: 1" = 20 chains
FORMAT: Drawing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Section 33, Parish of Parson's Hill, shows area applied for by H. Perrett
NOTES: --

******************************

MAP #: M315
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Shire of Warrah, plan of Lot 2, Section A Warrah, part of 249600 acre grant Australian Agricultural Company's Estate, Parish of Parson's Hill, County of Buckland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: Survey 1915, Map 1923
SCALE: 1" = 2 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Roads from Miller's Creek and to Willow Tree
NOTES: --

******************************

MAP #: M316
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
Plan of Lots 53 and 54 and access road to Lot 54, Australian Agricultural Company's Warrah Estate, Parish of Willow Tree, County of Buckland.

SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: Survey December 11, 1924
SCALE: 1" = 4 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: As title, Borambit Creek
NOTES: --

MAP #: M317 (transferred to M4245)
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Plan of proposed subdivision Warrah, Australian Agricultural Company's Estate, Parish of Willow Tree, County of Buckland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [A. A. Co.]
DATE: 1927
SCALE: 1" = 4 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Lot 54, road and Great Northern Railway
NOTES: Council Certificate Enclosed

MAP #: M318 (transferred to M4246)
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Shire of Warrah, plan of Lot 58, part of Warrah 249,600 acre grant, A. A. Co.'s Estate, Parish of Willow Tree, County of Buckland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: April 1932
SCALE: 1" = 2 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Great Northern Railway to Murrurundi, and road to Murrurundi
NOTES: Council Certificate enclosed

MAP #: M319 (transferred to M4247)
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Shire of Warrah, plan of Lots 60 and 61, part of Warrah 249600 acre grant, A. A. Co.'s Estate, Parish of Willow Tree, County of Buckland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Alfred Francis Hall
DATE: Survey August 1928, approved 1930
SCALE: 1" = 4 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [as title]
NOTES: Council certificate enclosed

MAP #: M320 (transferred to M4248)
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Plan of part of Australian Agricultural Company's grant being portions 71-75, Parish of Willow Tree, County of Buckland, (Australian Agricultural Company vendors)
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Marcus Michael Hyndes
DATE: 1937
SCALE: 1" = 4 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Great Northern Railway, New England Highway, Willow Tree Public School
NOTES: Reg'd plan 728

SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Shire of Warrah, plan of Lot 77, being part of the Australian Agricultural Company's Warrah Estate ... Parish of Willow Tree, County of Buckland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Astley R. Pulver
DATE: 1947
SCALE: 1" = 4 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [as title]
NOTES: Council certificate enclosed

SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Plan of Lot 79 being part of the Australian Agricultural Company's Warrah Estate, Parish of Willow Tree, County of Buckland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Astley R. Pulver
DATE: 1949
SCALE: 1" = 4 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Plan form for compilation
NOTES: Council certificate enclosed

SERIES: PLANS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S WARRAH ESTATE
TITLE: Warrah Shire, plan of proposed subdivision of F. S. Eipper's property at Willow Tree.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: W. R. P. [Worter's Readett Pulver?]
DATE: 1926
SCALE: 1" = 4 chains
FORMAT: Ink drawing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --
MAP #: M328
SERIES: TRACINGS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S SIDINGS
TITLE: N.S.W.R. Newcastle Tracing showing A. A. Co.'s siding
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Signed E. R. W.
DATE: 1928
SCALE: 1" = 33'
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: A. A. Co. siding, railway line from Hamilton to Newcastle,
Brown Street level crossing, Hunter Street, Wright Heaton & Co., property owned by
A. A. Co. leased to Holdsworth MacPherson, Tramway Power Station, Darks Cold Storage
NOTES: --

MAP #: M329
SERIES: TRACINGS OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY'S SIDINGS
TITLE: Plan of present coal sidings and proposed extension of sidings between
Stewart Avenue and Denison Streets, Hamilton
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A. A. Co.
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: [not stated]
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Parry Street, Wood Street, football ground, Denison Street,
site of Ranger's residence
NOTES: --

M330-M335 left for Australian Agricultural Co.

************************

STEVENS FAMILY

MAP #: M336
SERIES: ENGRAVING OF MELBOURNE
TITLE: Melbourne
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A. C. Cooke Del.
DATE: October 1871
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Print from engraving
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Supplement to 'The Illustrated Australian News', October 1871
NOTES: --

************************

MAP #: M336a
SERIES: MAPS OF AUSTRALIA, MAPS OF THE WORLD
TITLE: The Australian Commonwealth and New Zealand. [reverse side] map of the world, map of the British Isles.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Compiled and published by The Southern Publishers, Sydney & Melbourne
LAND BOARD DISTRICT OF MAITLAND

MAP #: M337
SERIES: MAP OF THE LAND BOARD DISTRICT OF MAITLAND, N.S.W.
TITLE: Map of the Land Board District of Maitland, N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1914
SCALE: 1" = 8 miles
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

COMERFORD, JIM

MAP #: M338
SERIES: PARISH MAPS SHOWING MINERAL LEASES AND MINING DIVISIONS
[see also M1201-E]
TITLE: Parish of Eglington, County of Northumberland, Land District of Gosford, Erina Shire, Eastern Division, N.S.W
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1918
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Names of mining lease holders & property owners. Ourinbah State Forest, bounded by Parishes of Stowe, Ourinbah, Gosford, Narara, Popran
NOTES: 5th edition

MAP #: M339
SERIES: PARISH MAPS SHOWING MINERAL LEASES AND MINING DIVISIONS
[see also M1201-E]
TITLE: Parish of Gosford, County of Northumberland, Land District of Gosford, Eastern N.S.W., Erina Shire, Newcastle Mining Division
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: March 19, 1917
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Print Trigonometrical compilation
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Town of Gosford, Strickland State Forests, names of property and lease holders, Brisbane Water, Erina Creek, bounded by Parish of Kincumber, Parish of Patonga, Parish of Narara, Parish of Ourinbah, Parish of Tuggarah
NOTES: 10th edition
MAP #: M340
SERIES: PARISH MAPS SHOWING MINERAL LEASES AND MINING DIVISIONS
[see also M1201-E]
TITLE: Parish of Kincumber, County of Northumberland, Land District of Gosford, Eastern Division N.S.W., Erina Shire
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: March 20, 1913
SCALE: 1” = 40 chains
FORMAT: Print Trigonometrical compilation
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Mining Division of Newcastle, bounded by Pacific Ocean, from upright Point to Box Head, Parishes of Patonga, Gosford, Tuggarah, Cockle Creek. Names of property and lease holders
NOTES: 9th edition

***********************

MAP #: M341
SERIES: PARISH MAPS SHOWING MINERAL LEASES AND MINING DIVISIONS
TITLE: Parish of Kooree, County of Northumberland, Gosford Land District, Erina Shire, Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: August 1915
SCALE: 1” = 40 chains
FORMAT: Print Trigonometrical Survey
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Mining Division of Newcastle, property owners and mining lease holders.
NOTES: 3rd edition

***********************

MAP #: M342
SERIES: PARISH MAPS SHOWING MINERAL LEASES AND MINING DIVISIONS
TITLE: Parish of Narara, County of Northumberland, Land District of Gosford, Erina Shire, Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: February 4, 1916
SCALE: 1” = 40 chains
FORMAT: Print Trigonometrical Survey
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Parish of Stowe, Parish of Eglington, Parish of Popran, Parish of Mangrove, Parish of St. Albans, Colo Shire, Parish of Wallambine, Parish of Lockyer, Mangrove Creek
NOTES: 6th edition

***********************

MAP #: M343
SERIES: PARISH MAPS SHOWING MINERAL LEASES AND MINING DIVISIONS
TITLE: Parish of Olney, County of Northumberland, Gosford Land District, Erina Shire, Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 30th July, 1921
SCALE: 1” = 40 chains
FORMAT: Print Trigonometrical Survey
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Newcastle Mining Division, property owners, and lease holders.
Jilliby Cr, Wyong Cr. Bounded by Parishes of Dora, Mandalong, Wyong, Stowe, Coongewai.

NOTES: 5th edition

********************

MAP #: M344
SERIES: PARISH MAPS SHOWING MINERAL LEASES AND MINING DIVISIONS
TITLE: Parish of Spencer, County of Northumberland, Land District of Gosford, Erina Shire, Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1920
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Print Trigonametrical Survey
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Newcastle Mining Division. Hawkesbury. Names of property and lease owners, bounded by Parish of Mangrove, Parish of Cowan, Marramarra, Frederick, Cornelia.
NOTES: 7th edition

********************

MAP #: M345
SERIES: PARISH MAPS SHOWING MINERAL LEASES AND MINING DIVISIONS
TITLE: Parish of Tuggarah, County of Northumberland, Land District of Gosford, Erina Shire, Eastern Division
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1915
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Print Trigonametrical Survey
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Mining Division of Newcastle, Tuggerah or Budgewoi Lake. Names of property and lease owners. Bounded by Parishes of Kincumber, Gosford, Ourimbah, Munmora, Wallarah, South Pacific Ocean.
NOTES: 8th edition

********************

M346-350 left for COMERFORD, JIM

********************

CESSNOCK NO. 1 COLLIERY KALINGO [Plans donated by J. Delaney]

MAP #: M351
SERIES: CESSNOCK NO. 1 COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Plan of surface utilisation of Cessnock No. 1 Colliery holding
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Signed J. G. B.
DATE: 1959
SCALE: 1" = 10 chains
FORMAT: Original drawing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Cessnock No. 1 Colliery, Dam. Parishes of Aellalong, Quarrybylong, Railway to Stanford Main Colliery, Railway to Cessnock. Property owned by Jacob and Josephson.
NOTES: --

*********************

MAP #: M361
SERIES: CESSNOCK NO. 1 COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: General arrangement upcast head frame, Kalingo Colliery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: W. D. Wallace
DATE: May 1936
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

*********************

MAP #: M362
SERIES: CESSNOCK NO. 1 COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Plan outline of surface layout of Kalingo Colliery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: April 1920
SCALE: 1" = 40'
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

*********************

M363-M364 left for CESSNOCK NO. 1 COLLIERY

*********************

HEWETT, ERNEST F.

MAP #: M365
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY EQUIPMENT: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY
TITLE: Water cooling (Brown's patent). Detail of coping for chimney tower.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Hudson Economiser Co., London
DATE: --
SCALE: 1'3" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

*********************

MAP #: M366
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY EQUIPMENT: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY
TITLE: Water cooling (Brown's patent). Detail of troughs and supports.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Hudson Economiser Co., London
DATE: --
SCALE: 1-1/2" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

*********************
MAP #: M367
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY EQUIPMENT: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY
TITLE: Water cooling (Brown's patent). Sections showing arrangements of troughs and gutters.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Hudson Economiser Co., London
DATE: --
SCALE: 3/4" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M368
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY EQUIPMENT: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY
TITLE: Concrete and foundation for water-cooling tower.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Hudson Economiser Co., London
DATE: --
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M369
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY EQUIPMENT: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY
TITLE: Water cooling (Brown's patent). General arrangement showing interior construction of chimney tower.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Hudson Economiser Co., London
DATE: --
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

M370 - M372 left for HEWETT, ERNEST

S308 at M1061
S372 at M1062

MAP #: M373
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S384
TITLE: Steel frame for cooling tower [Richmond Main Colliery]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
M374 - M376 left for HEWETT, ERNEST F.

M388 at M1063

MAP #: M377
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S739
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery: detail of semi-automatic couples for 5-1/2 ton mine cars.
DATE: --
SCALE: 3" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M378
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S740
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery: details of bottom doors and hinges 5-1/2 ton mine car.
DATE: Mar 1938
SCALE: 2" & 3" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M379
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S741
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery Section 36" rubber belt transfer unit conveyor
DATE: March 1938
SCALE: 6" = 1' + full size
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M380
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S742
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery: detail of welded steel underframe for 5-1/2 ton mine cars.
DATE: March 1938
SCALE: 2" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M381 (leave for S743)
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S743
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery: detail of welded steel underframe for 5-1/2 ton mine cars.
DATE: March 1938
SCALE: 2" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M382
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S744
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery: arrangement and details of brake gear.
DATE: April 1938
SCALE: 2", 1-1/2", 3" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

M383 - M384 leave for HEWETT, ERNEST F.

********************

MAP #: M385
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S750
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery: Excavation plan for underground track hopper.
DATE: May 1938
SCALE: 3/8" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M386
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S751
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery proposed layout of underground transfer unit.
MAP #: M391
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S758
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery: details of frame for 36" troughed belt conveyor, underground transfer unit.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown & Abermain Seaham Collieries, E.H.
DATE: July 1938
SCALE: 1" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M393
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S760
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery general arrangement of underground transfer unit.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown & Abermain Seaham Collieries, E.H.
DATE: July 1938
SCALE: 3/8" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M394
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S761
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery foundation plan of creeper pit & bedplate base for rotary loader & creeper drive.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown & Abermain Seaham Collieries, E.H.
DATE: July 1938
SCALE: 1" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M395
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S762
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery detail of steel structure at discharge end of conveyor:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAP #: M399 (leave for S766)</td>
<td>SERIES:</td>
<td>TITLE:</td>
<td>SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:</td>
<td>DATE:</td>
<td>SCALE:</td>
<td>FORMAT:</td>
<td>SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:</td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MAP #: M400
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S767
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery arrangement of retractable cams for closing mine-car doors
DATE: August 1938
SCALE: 1" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M401
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S768
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery: arrangement of cams for latching mine-car doors underground transfer unit.
DATE: August 1938
SCALE: 1" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M402
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S769
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery: details of door releasing cams. Underground transfer unit.
DATE: August 1938
SCALE: 1", 1-1/2" & 3" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M403
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S770
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery: arrangement of double acting mine ventilating door.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd., Hexham, E.H.
DATE: September 1938
SCALE: 1" = 1'
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

M404 - M408 leave for HEWETT, ERNEST F.
MAP #:   M409
SERIES:  BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S806
TITLE:   Abermain No. 2 Colliery: detail of welded steel underframe for 6 ton mine cars
         (manual release)
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd.,
       E.H.
DATE:   April 1939
SCALE:  2" = 1'
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES:  --
***************

MAP #:   M410
SERIES:  BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S807
TITLE:   Abermain No. 2 Colliery details of bottom doors & hinges for 6 ton mine cars.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd.,
       E.H.
DATE:   April 1939
SCALE:  2" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES:  --
***************

MAP #:   M411
SERIES:  BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S808
TITLE:   Abermain No. 2 Colliery: detail of body 6 ton mine cars (manual release).
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd.,
       E.H.
DATE:   May 1939
SCALE:  2" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES:  --
***************

MAP #:   M412
SERIES:  BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S809
TITLE:   Abermain No. 2 Colliery: arrangement & details of brake gear for 6 ton mine cars
         (manual release)
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd.,
       E.H.
DATE:   May 1939
SCALE:  2" & 3" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES:  --
M413 - M419 leave for HEWETT, ERNEST F.

M420
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S835
TITLE: Sullivan machinery Co. Ltd., general arrangement of scraper loader.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain & Seaham Collieries Ltd.
DATE: December 1939
SCALE: 1" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

M421 - M427 leave for HEWETT, ERNEST F.

M428
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S955
TITLE: Freeman's Tunnel Colliery arrangement of fan installation.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries Engineering Works, Hexham, N.S.W.
DATE: May 1942
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

M429
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S956
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery: details of frame of scraper loader to load into two skips.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries Engineering Works, Hexham, N.S.W.
DATE: May 1942
SCALE: 1" & 3" =: 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

M430 - M432 leave for HEWETT, ERNEST F.

M433
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT T992
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery 16" wheel for 5-1/2 ton bottom dump mine-car
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown & Abermain & Seaham Coals
DATE: 8th March 1938
SCALE: Full size
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

M434
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLERY EQUIPMENT
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

M435 LEAVE FOR HEWETT, ERNEST F.

M436
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLERY EQUIPMENT T998
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery: detail of tentron pulley 36" belt conveyor, underground transfer unit
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown & Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd., E.H.
DATE: 25th May 1938
SCALE: 3" & 6" =: 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

M437 - M438 leave for HEWETT, ERNEST F.

M439
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLERY EQUIPMENT T1001
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery skip loader - underground transfer unit.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown & Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd., E.H.
DATE: June 1938
SCALE: 1-1/2" =: 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

M440
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLERY EQUIPMENT T1002
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery details of bedplate for creeper drive.
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT T1004
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery: sideplates and chute for rotary loader
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown & Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd.,
E.H.
DATE: August 1938
SCALE: 1/2" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Abermain No. 2 Colliery details of 12" x 5" RSJ for track hopper underground transfer unit.
NOTES: --

SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT T1006
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery details of 12" x 5" RSJ for track hopper underground transfer unit.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown & Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd.,
E.H.
DATE: August 1938
SCALE: 1/2" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
MAP #: M445 (leave for later use)
SERIES:
TITLE:
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

********************

MAP #: M446
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT T1009
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery detail of operating gear-automatic mine ventilating door.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown & Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd., Underground Transfer Unit, drawn by J. E. Q. traced by E. H.
DATE: August 1938
SCALE: 1-1/2" & 3" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M447
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT T1010
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery Detail of automatic mine ventilating door.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown & Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd.,
Underground Transfer Unit, drawn by E. E., traced by E. H.
DATE: August 1938
SCALE: 1" & 3" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

M448 - M450 leave for HEWETT, ERNEST F.

********************

MAP #: M451
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT T1082
TITLE: Sullivan Machinery Co., gearing shafting etc. for tramming gear.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown & Abermain Seaham Collieries
DATE: December 1939
SCALE: 3" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************
MAP #: M457
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT T1091
TITLE: Sullivan Machinery Company details of brake gear for scraper loader
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown & Abermain Seaham Collieries
Engineering Works, Hexham, E.H.
DATE: January 1940
SCALE: 1-1/2" & 3" = 1'
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

M458 - M459 leave for HEWETT, ERNEST F.

MAP #: M460
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT T1235
TITLE: Stanford No. 2 Colliery details of drive shaft & clutch for double drum scraper hoist.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries
Engineering Works, Hexham
DATE: November 1941
SCALE: Half size
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M461
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT T1237
TITLE: Stanford No. 2 Colliery detail of clutch linings for 2-drum scraper hoist.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries
Engineering Works, Hexham
DATE: November 1941
SCALE: Half size
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M462
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT T1239
TITLE: Stanford No. 2 Colliery Detail of gear case & bearing next motor, double-drum scraper hoist.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries
Engineering Works, Hexham
DATE: December 1941
MAP #: M463
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT T1240
TITLE: Stanford No. 2 Colliery fabricated steel bedplate for double-drum scraper hoist.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries Engineering Works, Hexham
DATE: December 1941
SCALE: 3" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

*********************

MAP #: M464
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT T1241
TITLE: Stanford No. 2 Colliery general arrangement of double-drum scraper hoist.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries Engineering Works, Hexham
DATE: December 1941
SCALE: Half size
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

*********************

MAP #: M465
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT NO.195
TITLE: Arrangement of gutters for water-cooling tower (Brown's patent).
DATE: --
SCALE: 3" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

*********************

MAP #: M466
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERIES AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT
TITLE: Details of roof principals.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: 3/4" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

*********************
MAP #: M467
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT U816
TITLE: Detail of axle for 6-ton mine skip.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd.
DATE: April 1938
SCALE: 3/4" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M468
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT U827
TITLE: Detail of track rails - automatic mine ventilating door
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd.,
drawing by J.E.Q.
DATE: September 1938
SCALE: 3/4" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M469
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT U829
TITLE: Abermain No. 2 Colliery. Details of ironwork for 3'6" gauge track over cam-
Underground transfer unit.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd.,
Engineering Works Seaham.
DATE: September 1938
SCALE: 1" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M470
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT U831
TITLE: Details of ironwork for track under rotary loader
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd.
DATE: September 1938
SCALE: 1" & 3" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M471
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT U845
TITLE: Stockrington Colliery details of guide idlers for 20 flat belt room conveyors
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E.H.
MAP #: M475B
SERIES: SHIP LOADERS
TITLE: Rock foundation levels.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: November 1970
SCALE: 1" = 1600'
FORMAT: Tracing - original issue
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M475C
SERIES: SHIP LOADERS
TITLE: Railway development for Clutha and alternate proposals
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: June 1970
SCALE: 1" = 4 miles
FORMAT: Tracing - original issue
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M475D
SERIES: SHIP LOADERS
TITLE: [no title]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: June 1970
SCALE: 1 mile = 1.96"
FORMAT: Tracing - original issue
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Fingal Bay, Shoal Bay, Shark Island, proposed jetty, ship loader
NOTES: --

MAP #: M475E
SERIES: SHIP LOADERS
TITLE: [no title - shows coastline with depths - Newcastle to Pt. Stephens]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: June 1970
SCALE: 1" = 2.375 miles
FORMAT: Tracing - original issue
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY

MAP #: M476 (transferred to M4340)
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Plan : fatal accident to F.H. 11 bottom of stone drive South dips R.M.C.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: May 19, 1948
SCALE: 20' = 1"
MAP #: M482
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Serious Accident to B. Gumbleton 8 Bord, 2 panel right south dips R.M.C.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: 3' = 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M483
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Serious accident to H. Blain 27 Bord, 2 panel right south dips
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: I. H. Duncan
DATE: April 1951
SCALE: 3' = 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M484
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Fatal accident of Alex Duncan ...
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: August 22, 1949
SCALE: 1' = 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M485
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Scene of fatality No. 1 pillar 3 main West District
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: 6'6" = 1"
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M486
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Fatal accident to Robert Partridge
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: August 1948
SCALE: 4' = 1"
MAP #:   M487
SERIES:  PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE:   Serious accident to W. P. Bennett
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE:   January 1949
SCALE:  1 chain = 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES:  --

********************

MAP #:   M488
SERIES:  PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE:   Serious accident to H. Gibson
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: I. H. Duncan
DATE:   November 1953
SCALE:  4’ = 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES:  --

********************

MAP #:   M489
SERIES:  PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE:   Scene of fatality
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. N. Neilson
DATE:   [n.d.]
SCALE:  4’ = 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES:  --

********************

MAP #:   M490
SERIES:  PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE:   Scene of fatality No. 1 Bord 3 panel
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. N. Neilson
DATE:   [n.d.]
SCALE:  2 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES:  --

********************

MAP #:   M491
SERIES:  PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE:   Locality of death four pillar North East dips
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. N. Neilson
DATE:   October 1, 1941
SCALE:  8’ = 1"
MAP #: M492
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Scene of fatal accident to H. Blackwell and W. Simpson
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: May 7, 1958
SCALE: 2' = 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M493
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Scene of fatal accident to R. Brian
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: L. R. Clifton
DATE: September 27, 1956
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M494
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Scene of fatal accident
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. N. Neilson
DATE: September 21, 1943
SCALE: 4' = 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M495
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Fatal accident to A. Hill on May 1, 1944
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. N. Neilson
DATE: May 1, 1944
SCALE: 10' = 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M496
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Fatal accident to Robert Partridge
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: August 8, 1949
SCALE: 4' = 1"
MAP #:   M497
SERIES:  PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE:   Fatal accident to Bert Machin
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE:   March 20, 1947
SCALE:  20' = 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

 MAP #:   M498
SERIES:  PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE:   Fatal accident to Alex Duncan
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: K. McD.
DATE:   August 22, 1949
SCALE:  10' = 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

 MAP #:   M499
SERIES:  PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE:   Barrier bord, four panel main West scene of fatality
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. N. Neilson
DATE:   January 16, 1942
SCALE:  8" = 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

 MAP #:   M500
SERIES:  PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE:   Fatality No. 1 Bord, 3 North West Richmond Main Colliery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. N. Neilson
DATE:   [n.d.]
SCALE:  6' = 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

 MAP #:   M501
SERIES:  PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE:   F. Hill fatal accident
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE:   May 1948
SCALE:  20' = 1"
MAP #:   M502
SERIES:  PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE:   ...South dip slant headings, places in dispute re deficiency cavilled
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE:   29th December 1941
SCALE:  20' = 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #:   M503
SERIES:  PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE:   Fatal accident to G. Moore southeast road extension
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: I. H. Duncan
DATE:   15th August 1951
SCALE:  4' = 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #:   M504-M504a
SERIES:  PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE:   Richmond Main Colliery showing route taken by John Neilson
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: G. G.
DATE:   April 1955
SCALE:  33' = 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #:   M505 (A6155 viii)
SERIES:  AMBULANCE FACILITIES
TITLE:   Coal Board's proposed ambulance room
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: L.R.G.
DATE:   --
SCALE:  1/2" = 1'
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #:   M506
SERIES:  AMBULANCE FACILITIES
TITLE:   Ambulance Box - diagramatic view of 'Proto' patent rescue apparatus
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. N. Neilson
DATE:   August 1943, December 1948
SCALE:  --
MAP #: M507
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Plans of passenger platform at Pelaw Main Colliery, locality where fatal accident occurred, to John McKerrow on August 7, 1943
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. N. Neilson
DATE: August 6, 1943
SCALE: 50’ = 1”
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M508
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Scene of fatal accident to R. Brian
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: L. R. Clifton
DATE: September 1956
SCALE: 6’ = 1”
FORMAT: Plan - coloured
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M509
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Richmond Main Colliery: fatality at No. 1 Board four panel North West District
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. N. Neilson
DATE: May 1, 1941
SCALE: 10’ = 1”
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M510
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Locality of death four pillar northeast dips
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: 8’ = 1”
FORMAT: Rough drawing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M511 (transferred to M4341)
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Scene of fatality No. 1 pillar, 3 main west district
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. N. Neilson
DATE: February 10, 1941
SCALE: 6'6" = 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: 

********************

MAP #: A6155viii
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Fatal accident to Bert Machin
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. D.
DATE: March 20, ?
SCALE: 10' = 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: 2 plans

********************

MAP #: A6155viii
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: [rough drawing of derailed coal skip]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: A6155viii
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Side elevation [accident suite?] 
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: 4' = 1"
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: A6155viii
SERIES: PLANS OF ACCIDENT LOCATIONS
TITLE: Richmond Main Colliery showing route taken underground by John Neilson
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: L. R. C.
DATE: June 10, 1965
SCALE: 20' = 1"
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: A6155viii
SERIES: PLANS OF HAULAGE ROADS
TITLE: Haulage roads bottom of main east
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
MAP #:   A6155viii
SERIES:  PLANS OF BUILDINGS
TITLE:   Floor plan of Pelaw Main Colliery Office
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. P.
DATE:   March 3, 1965
SCALE:  10' = 1"
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #:   M512
SERIES:  RAILWAYS AND SIDINGS
TITLE:   Plan : existing and proposed sidings at Freeman's tunnel
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. N. Neilson
DATE:   September 19, 1941
SCALE:  10' = 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES:  2 plans, 1 coloured

MAP #:   M513
SERIES:  RAILWAYS AND SIDINGS
TITLE:   Railway detail for Freeman's Tunnel collateral line
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. N. Neilson
DATE:   [n.d.]
SCALE:  100' = 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #:   M514
SERIES:  RAILWAYS AND SIDINGS
TITLE:   Plan of unidentified siding
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE:   --
SCALE:  --
FORMAT:  --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #:   M515
SERIES:  RAILWAYS AND SIDINGS
TITLE:   Railway detail near Dog-hole gates for collateral line
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. N. Neilson
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: 3/8" = 1'
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M531
SERIES: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY
TITLE: [as series]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M532
SERIES: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY
TITLE: [as series]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: 10 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M533
SERIES: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY
TITLE: Richmond Main Colliery holding
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Compiled from various surveys by M. N. Neilson
DATE: December 1, 1943
SCALE: 20 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Village of Tomalpin, Mulbring, Wallace Creek. Shows surface and coal leaseholds and freehold
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M534
SERIES: PLANS OF PIT BOTTOM
TITLE: Details of cage landing Pit bottom R.M.C. - new airshaft
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: 1/2" - 1'
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: See also M537

**********************
MAP #: M535  
SERIES: PLANS OF PIT BOTTOM  
TITLE: Pit bottom - transfer station arrangement  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A. G. Searle  
DATE: March 1, 1965  
SCALE: 3/8” = 1’  
FORMAT: --  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --  
NOTES: --  

*********************

MAP #: M536  
SERIES: PLANS OF PIT BOTTOM  
TITLE: Pit bottom skip circuit  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A. G. Searle  
DATE: February 1963  
SCALE: 1” = 10’  
FORMAT: Plan  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --  
NOTES: --  

*********************

MAP #: M537  
SERIES: PLANS OF PIT BOTTOM  
TITLE: Details of cage landing pit bottom, new air shaft  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --  
DATE: --  
SCALE: 1/2” = 1’  
FORMAT: Plan  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --  
NOTES: See also M534  

*********************

MAP #: M538  
SERIES: PLANS OF PIT BOTTOM  
TITLE: Longitudinal section kip to D. C. shaft pit bottom R.M.C.  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --  
DATE: --  
SCALE: 10’ = 1”  
FORMAT: Plan  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --  
NOTES: --  

*********************

MAP #: M539  
SERIES: PLANS OF BUILDINGS  
TITLE: R.M.C. proposed store  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M. N. Neilson  
DATE: June 1944  
SCALE: 20’ = 1”  
FORMAT: Plan  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --  
NOTES: --  

*********************
MAP #: M545
SERIES: EQUIPMENT PLANS
TITLE: Plan of fixture for Richmond Main Colliery Bulk electrical store
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: H. R. H.
DATE: June 1945
SCALE: 1" = 1'
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M546
SERIES: EQUIPMENT PLANS
TITLE: Plan showing proposed spiral staircase, No. 3 shaft, R.M.C.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: K. Patrick
DATE: 1947
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

**********************

M547 - M548 - leave for Richmond Main Colliery

**********************

**PURDUE, ALDERMAN FRANK O.J. [Lord Mayor of Newcastle]**

MAP #: M549
SERIES: PURDUE, ALDERMAN FRANK O. J. [Lord Mayor of Newcastle]
TITLE: Hand painted and printed congratulations to the Lord Mayor of Newcastle from the Lord Mayor of Sydney, Jubilee Year, 1951
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. C. O'Dea
DATE: 1951
SCALE: --
FORMAT: See title
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M550
SERIES: SOUVENIR POSTER
TITLE: The Coronation of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Prepared by the Central Office of Information
DATE: June 2, 1953
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Poster
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M551
SERIES: MAPS OF WARD BOUNDARIES
TITLE: Ward boundaries 1968 N.C.D. sheet 14, Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
HEWETT, E. F.

MAP #: M1000
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON, SHEET NO. 1
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre cnr Beaumont Street, and Maitland Road, Islington, owner W. Herbert Esq.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: September 13, 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Foundation plan
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1001
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON, SHEET NO. 2
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, cnr. Beaumont Street and Maitland Road, Islington, owner W. Herbert Esq.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: September 8, 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Ground plan and circle plan
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1002
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON, SHEET NO. 3
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, cnr. Beaumont Street and Maitland Road, Islington, owner W. Herbert Esq.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: October 2, 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Longitudinal and cross sections
NOTES: See also M1014, M1048

***************

MAP #: M1003
SERIES: (leave for sheet 4)
TITLE: 
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
MAP #: M1004
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON, SHEET NO. IVA
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, cnr Beaumont Street and Maitland Road, Islington, owner W. Herbert Esq.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: September 29, 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Front and side elevations
NOTES: See also M1049

MAP #: M1005
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON, SHEET NO. V
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, cnr Beaumont Street and Maitland Road, Islington, owner W. Herbert Esq.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: September 23, 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Details of stairways to dress circle
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1006
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON, SHEET NO. VI
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, cnr Beaumont Street and Maitland Road, Islington, owner W. Herbert Esq.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Sections of dress circle trusses
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1007
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON, SHEET NO. VII
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, cnr Beaumont Street and Maitland Road, Islington, owner W. Herbert Esq.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: September 21, 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Framing plan of dress circle floor
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1008
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
SHEET NO. VIII
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, cnr Beaumont Street and Maitland Road, Islington,
owner W. Herbert Esq.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: November 20, 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Detail of centre steel roof principal
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1009
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
SHEET NO. IX
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, cnr Beaumont Street and Maitland Road, Islington,
owner W. Herbert Esq.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: December 12, 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Detail of longitudinal steel wing trusses for roof
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1010
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
SHEET NO. X
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, cnr Beaumont Street and Maitland Road, Islington,
owner W. Herbert Esq.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: November 17, 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Detail of longitudinal steel wing trusses for roof
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1011
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
SHEET NO. XI
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, cnr Beaumont Street and Maitland Road, Islington,
owner W. Herbert Esq.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: November 27, 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Detail of gusset plates centre roof principal
NOTES: --

*******************

MAP #: M1012
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
        SHEET NO. 12
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, cnr Beaumont Street and Maitland Road, Islington,
        owner W. Herbert
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: December 20, 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Detail of gusset plates rear cross roof principal
NOTES: --

*******************

MAP #: M1013
SERIES: BLUE PRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
        SHEET NO. 13
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, cnr Beaumont Street and Maitland Road, Islington,
        owner W. Herbert
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: January 5, 1929
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Plan of roof showing positions of trusses, vents and bracing
NOTES: --

*******************

MAP #: M1014
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
        SHEET NO. 14
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, cnr Beaumont Street and Maitland Road, Islington,
        owner W. Herbert
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Alteration to lavatory block under stairway: amendment to
        sheet no. 2
NOTES: See also M1001

*******************

MAP #: M1015
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
        SHEET NO. 15 (not present)
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, corner Beaumont Street and Maitland Road, Islington,
        owner W. Herbert
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Amended plan of circle
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1028
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
        SHEET NO. 28
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, corner Beaumont Street and Maitland Road,
       Islington,
       owner W. Herbert
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: 25 May 1929
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Details of fibro-work for Prosenium
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1028a
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
        (also marked as sheet no. 28)
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, corner Beaumont Street and Maitland Road,
       Islington,
       owner W. Herbert
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: 11 May 1929
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Wall section at termination of facade - Beaumont Street
frontage
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1029
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
        SHEET NO. 29
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, corner Beaumont Street and Maitland Road,
       Islington,
       owner W. Herbert
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: 6 July 1929
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Detail of awning trusses
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1029a
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
        (also marked as Sheet 29)
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, corner Beaumont Street and Maitland Road,
MAP #: M1035
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
SHEET NO. 34
TITLE: [no title]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Detail of air inlet wall vents
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1036
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
SHEET NO. 35
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, corner Beaumont Street and Maitland Road,
Islington,
owner W. Herbert
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Detail of woodwork around stairways
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1037
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
SHEET NO. 36
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, corner Beaumont Street and Maitland Road,
Islington,
owner W. Herbert
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Ceiling under circle [reverse printed 'mirror-image' plan]
MAP #: M1038 (not used)
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, corner Beaumont Street and Maitland Road,
Islington,
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Detail of entrance doors
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1039 (not used)
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, corner Beaumont Street and Maitland Road,
Islington,
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Architrave to exit doors
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1040
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, corner Beaumont Street and Maitland Road,
Islington,
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Detail of entrance doors
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1041
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, corner Beaumont Street and Maitland Road,
Islington,
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Architrave to exit doors
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1042
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON,
TITLE: Herbert's Picture Theatre, corner Beaumont Street and Maitland Road, Islington, owner W. Herbert
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Printed plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Ground plan, longitudinal section (outline). Plan of circle, front elevation, Maitland Road, plan showing corner entrance
NOTES: --

******************

MAP #: M1051
SERIES: BOX PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON
TITLE: Herbert's Islington Theatre. Box plan of dress circle.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Printed plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

******************

MAP #: M1052
SERIES: BOX PLANS OF HERBERT'S PICTURE THEATRE, ISLINGTON
TITLE: Herbert's Islington Theatre. Box plan of dress circle.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Printed plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

******************

MAP #: M1053
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF RESIDENCE FOR W. HERBERT, CORNER OF KEMP AND SILSOE STREETS, HAMILTON
TITLE: Amended plan of breakfast room and breakfast room door
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: 3 small blueprints
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [see title]
NOTES: --

******************

MAP #: M1054
SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF RESIDENCE FOR W. HERBERT, CORNER OF KEMP AND SILSOE STREETS, HAMILTON
TITLE: Detail for well ceilings. Detail for 10'6" ceiling
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #</th>
<th>M1055</th>
<th>SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF RESIDENCE FOR W. HERBERT, CORNER OF KEMP AND SILSOE STREET, HAMILTON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>Interior elevations of loungeroom, residence for W. Herbert Esq.</td>
<td>SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>4 October 1934</td>
<td>SCALE: --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #</th>
<th>M1056</th>
<th>SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF RESIDENCE FOR W. HERBERT, CORNER OF KEMP AND SILSOE STREETS, HAMILTON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>Elevations of vestibule interior wall decoration</td>
<td>SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>[n.d.]</td>
<td>SCALE: --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #</th>
<th>M1057</th>
<th>SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF RESIDENCE FOR W. HERBERT, CORNER OF KEMP AND SILSOE STREETS, HAMILTON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>Elevations of hall - interior decoration</td>
<td>SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>[n.d.]</td>
<td>SCALE: --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #</th>
<th>M1058</th>
<th>SERIES: BLUEPRINT PLANS OF RESIDENCE FOR W. HERBERT, CORNER OF KEMP AND SILSOE STREETS, HAMILTON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>[no title]</td>
<td>SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>[n.d.]</td>
<td>SCALE: --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT</td>
<td>Blueprint</td>
<td>SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Details of doors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MAP #: M1059
SERIES: PHOTOGRAPHIC COPIES OF PLANS OF W. HERBERT'S RESIDENCE
TITLE: Residence for W. Herbert Esq., corner Kemp and Silsoe Streets, Hamilton,
Lot No. 20 & 21, Section 2, A. A. Co's Estate.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Photographic copy
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Front & side elevations
NOTES: Negatives at A5881(ii)

**********************

MAP #: M1060
SERIES: PHOTOGRAPHIC COPIES OF PLANS OF W. HERBERT'S RESIDENCE
TITLE: Residence for W. Herbert Esq., corner Kemp and Silsoe Streets, Hamilton,
Lot No. 20 & 21, Section 2, A. A. Co's Estate.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Photographic copy
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Ground plan
NOTES: Negatives at A5881 (ii)

**********************

MAP #: M1060a
SERIES: PHOTOGRAPHIC COPIES OF PLANS OF W. HERBERT'S RESIDENCE
TITLE: Residence for W. Herbert Esq., corner Kemp and Silsoe Streets, Hamilton,
Lot No. 20 & 21, Section 2, A. A. Co's Estate.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Photographic copy
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Ground plan
NOTES: Negatives at A5881(ii)

**********************

MAP #: M1061
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT S308
TITLE: General arrangement, Duckenfield No. 2 Colliery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: 10 April 1921
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [see title]
NOTES: Needs repair

**********************

MAP #: M1062
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT:
RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY S372
TITLE: Fan drift and foundations around shaft R.M.C. air shaft
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE:   [n.d.]
SCALE:  1/4" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [see title]
NOTES:  --

********************

MAP #:   M1063
SERIES:  BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT:
RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY S388
TITLE:   Details of conductor girders, R.M.C. pit-head structure
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE:   --
SCALE:  3/4" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [see title]
NOTES:  --

********************

MAP #:   M1064
SERIES:  BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT:
RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY S424
TITLE:   J. & A. Brown Engineering Works Hexham. Details of column's bracing etc. for coal bunkers on Thompson WT Boilers, Richmond Main Power Plant.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. Hewett for J. & A. Brown Engineering Works, Hexham
DATE:   14 December 1927
SCALE:  1/2" & 1-1/2" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [see title]
NOTES:  --

********************

MAP #:   M1065
SERIES:  BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT:
RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY
TITLE:   Details of structure of Thompson WT Boilers
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. Hewett for J. & A. Brown Engineering Works, Hexham
DATE:   [n.d.]
SCALE:  --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES:  --

********************

MAP #:   M1066
SERIES:  BLUEPRINT MR. BROWN'S PROPERTY DARBALARA
TITLE:   J. & A. Brown Engineering Works, Hexham. Details of steel work steel-framed shed for Mr. Brown's properties, Darbalara
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE:   22 December 1927
MAP #: M1067
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY S430
TITLE: J. & A. Brown Engineering Works, Hexham. Details of head shaft and motor drive pedestal brackets, 24x21 bucket conveyor, J. Thompson WT Boilers, Richmond Main Power Plant
DATE: 31 January 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: as title
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1068
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY S431
TITLE: Arrangement and details of top, bottom and vertical runners, framing etc. 24"x21" pivoting bucket conveyor for J. Thompson, WT Boilers, Richmond Main Power Plant
DATE: 22 February 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: as title
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1069
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY S433
TITLE: Detail of drag chain feeder conveyor for coal gear on J. Thompson, WT Boilers, Richmond Main Power Plant
DATE: 12 March 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: as title
NOTES: --
MAP #: M1074
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF GRAIN STORAGE SILOS RICHMOND MAIN COLLIER Y S445
TITLE: Detail of grain elevator for grain silos Richmond Main Colliery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: 27 November 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1075
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIER Y T502
TITLE: Details of buckets and chain, pivoting bucket, coal and ash conveyor for Richmond Main Colliery power plant.
DATE: 1 November 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1076
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIER Y T514
TITLE: Detail of top return and lower corner shaft assembly 24"x21" pivoting bucket conveyor. Coal and ash handling conveyor, for J. Thompson WT boilers, Richmond Main Power Plant.
DATE: 24 January 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1077
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIER Y T515
TITLE: Detail of take up adjusting brackets 24"x21" pivoting conveyor. Richmond Main Power Plant
DATE: 2 February 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
MAP #: M1078
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIER PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT:
RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY T519
TITLE: Detail of gearing shafting etc. Drag chain feeder, conveyor coal handling
gear on J. Thompson WT Boilers, Richmond Main Power Plant
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett for J. & A. Brown Engineering
Works, Hexham
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1079
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF PEDESTAL BEARINGS U107
TITLE: [as series]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett for J. & A. Brown Engineering
Works, Hexham
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1080
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF PEDESTAL BEARINGS U110
TITLE: [as series]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. R. Hewett for J. & A. Brown Engineering
Works, Hexham
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1081
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OR PEDESTAL BEARINGS U119
TITLE: [as series]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. R. Hewett for J. & A. Brown Engineering
Works, Hexham
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
MAP #: M1082
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OR PEDESTAL BEARINGS U122
TITLE: [as series]
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1083
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OR PEDESTAL BEARINGS U220
TITLE: [as series]
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1084
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY U433
TITLE: Detail of top return pedestal bracket and bearing for bottom uptake axle 24"x21" pivoting bucket conveyor for J. Thompson WT boilers, Richmond Main Power Plant
DATE: 2 March 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1085
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND COLLIERY EQUIPMENT: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY U436
TITLE: Detail of drag chain, drag chain feeder conveyor for coal handling gear on J. Thompson WT Boilers, Richmond Main Power Plant
DATE: 1 March 1928
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
MAP #: M1090
SERIES: PLANS OF BALLS HEAD NO. 105 COALING DEPOT
TITLE: Proposed water service Coal and Bunkering Coy Ltd., Balls Head, North Sydney
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. G. W. Irwin, Clerk of Works, Ball Head
DATE: 15 April 1921
SCALE: 40' = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Cross section, main jetty, coal floor and roadway, Balls Head Bay
NOTES: 

********************

MAP #: M1091
SERIES: PLANS OF BALLS HEAD NO. 105 COALING DEPOT
TITLE: The Wallarah Coal Co. Ltd., Balls Head Coaling Depot, layout of the coal storage floor, collier discharging berths and hydrographic survey
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: 28 November 1954
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1092
SERIES: PLANS OF BALLS HEAD NO. 105 COALING DEPOT
TITLE: Proposed alterations to ship loader Balls Head Depot
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: 26 February 1960
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Coloured plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1093, 93a, 93b
SERIES: PLANS OF BALLS HEAD NO. 105 COALING DEPOT
TITLE: Proposed alterations to ship loader Balls Head Depot
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett
DATE: 26 February 1960
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Tracings of M1092
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1094
SERIES: SHIP LOADERS PLANS S OSL-6
TITLE: Off shore ship loader terminal to accommodate 16,000 ton bulk carrier vessels. To be established off North Stockton. A. Original issue.
DATE: 16 June 1970
SCALE: 1 mile = 1.96"
FORMAT: Hand coloured map on black and white base
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Fullerton Cove, South Channel Hunter River, Stockton. Proposed shiploader Newcastle, Merewether. Details of 'Universe Aztec' [ship]
NOTES: To be submitted to Clutha Development Pty. Ltd., Sydney, by Port Stephens Preservation Committee

**********************

MAP #: M1095
SERIES: SHIP LOADERS PLANS S OSL-6
TITLE: Off shore ship loader terminal to accommodate 16,000 ton bulk carrier vessels. To be established off North Stockton. A. Original issue.
DATE: 16 June 1970
SCALE: 1 mile = 1.96"
FORMAT: Hand coloured map on black and white base
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Similar to M1094. Gives an enlarged view of Fullerton Cove and coal loading area.
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1096
SERIES: SHIP LOADERS PLANS S OSL-7
TITLE: Off shore ship loader terminal to accommodate 16,000 ton bulk carrier vessels. To be established off North Stockton. A. Original issue.
DATE: 16 June 1970
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Similar to M1094. Outline plan with areas shaded in colour - shows less detail than M1094, M1095
NOTES: Needs repair

**********************

MAP #: M1097
SERIES: SHIP LOADERS PLANS S OSL-7
TITLE: Alternate proposal limiting coal stockpile area within existing Stockton-Williamtown
roadway

SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett, Consulting Engineer
DATE: 16 June 1970
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Coloured plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1097a
SERIES: SHIP LOADERS PLANS S OSL -7
TITLE: Alternate proposal limiting coal stockpile area within existing Stockton-Williamtown roadway
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett, Consulting Engineer
DATE: 16 June 1970
SCALE: --
FORMAT: AS1097, but not coloured
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1098
SERIES: MAPS OF STOCKTON AND FULLERTON COVE AREA
TITLE: [no title]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [E. F. Hewett]
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Uncoloured plan showing Fullerton Cove, Stockton, Dunn's Island, Walsh Island, Smith's Island, Moscheto Island, Bore DDH, Fullerton Cove DDH3
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1099
SERIES: MAPS OF COASTLINE FROM NEWCASTLE TO PORT STEPHENS
TITLE: [no title] Outline of coast from Newcastle to Port Stephens
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: 1/2" = 1 mile
FORMAT: Coloured
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Outline of coastline, Newcastle, Newcastle Bight, Morna Point, fly roads, Port Stephens
NOTES: Numbers and letters in ocean depths?

********************

MAP #: M1100
SERIES: MAPS OF COASTLINE FROM NEWCASTLE TO PORT STEPHENS
TITLE: [no title] Outline of coast from Newcastle to Port Stephens
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E. F. Hewett, Hexham Engineering, subsidiary of Coal & Allied Industries
DATE: --

********************
COHEN, C. A. K.

MAP #: M1113
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 362 ZONE 8.
TITLE: New South Wales: Wingham.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Planimetric detail, compilation and drawings by the Department of Lands, N.S.W. under supervision of the Surveyor General, printed by AHQ Cartographic Co., Melbourne.
DATE: 1942
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Topographical map
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Wingham, Taree, Manning River areas.
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1114
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 371 ZONE 8.
TITLE: New South Wales: Krambach.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Surveyed in 1937 by Australian Survey Corps with the aid of air photos by The Royal Australian Air Force.
DATE: 1940
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Topographical map, transverse mercator projection
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1115
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 372 ZONE 8.
TITLE: New South Wales: Tuncurry.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Surveyed in 1938 by Australian Survey Corps with the aid of air photos by The Royal Australian Air Force.
DATE: 1941
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Topographical map
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1116
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 379 ZONE 8.
TITLE: New South Wales: Dungog.
DATE: 1942
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1117
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 380 ZONE 8.
TITLE: New South Wales: Bulahdelah
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Surveyed in 1937 by The Royal Australian Air Force.
DATE: 1940
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Topographical map, transverse mercator projection
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Smith Lake, Myall Lake, Boolambayte Lake, Wallis Lake, Bulahdelah
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1118
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES.
TITLE: New South Wales: Seal Rocks
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Prepared by Australian Section Imperial General Staff. Surveyed in 1938 by the Australian Survey Corps with the aid of air photos by The Royal Australian Air Force.
DATE: 1939
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Topographical map, transverse mercator projection
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Seal Rocks, Treachury Head, Seagull Island, Sugarloaf Bay, Smith Lake, Dangar Point, Bluey's Head, Boomerang Point, Charlotte Head.
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1119
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 387 ZONE 8.
TITLE: New South Wales: Singleton
DATE: 1924, 1927, 1942
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Topographical map, transverse mercator projection
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1120
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 388 ZONE 8.
TITLE: New South Wales: Paterson
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Surveyed by Australian Section Imperial General Staff. Surveyed in 1941 by The 2nd Field Survey Coy., with the aid of Air photos by
The Royal Australian Air Force.

DATE: 1942
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Topographical map, transverse mercator projection
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1121
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 388 ZONE 8/4
TITLE: New South Wales: West Maitland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Prepared by Australian Section General Staff. Surveyed in 1941 by the Australian Survey Corps with the aid of air photos by The Royal Australian Air Force. Printed by A.H.Q. Cartographic Company, Melbourne
DATE: 1942
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Topographical map
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1122
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 388 ZONE 8/5
TITLE: New South Wales: Seaham
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Prepared by Australian Section General Staff. Surveyed in 1939 by The Australian Survey Corps with the aid of air photos by The Royal Australian Air Force. Printed by A.H.Q. Cartographic Company, Melbourne
DATE: 1941
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Topographical map
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1123
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 388 ZONE 8/6
TITLE: New South Wales: Karuah
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Prepared by Australian Section General Staff. Surveyed in 1939 by The Australian Survey Corps with the aid of air photos by The Royal Australian Air Force. Printed by A.H.Q. Cartographic Company, Melbourne
DATE: 1941
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Topographical map
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1124
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 389 ZONE 8/1
TITLE: New South Wales: The Branch
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Prepared by Australian Section General Staff.
Surveyed in 1941 by The Australian Survey Corps with the aid of air photos by The Royal Australian Air Force. Printed by A. H.Q. Cartographic Company, Melbourne

DATE: 1941
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Topographical map
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Area North West of Port Stephens includes Tea Gardens and Bulahdelah
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1125
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 389 ZONE 8/4
TITLE: New South Wales: Port Stephens
DATE: 1942
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1125a
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES NO. 389 ZONE 8/4
TITLE: New South Wales: Providence Bay [north of Port Stephens]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [surveyed 1939]
DATE: 1941
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Topographic map
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Port Stephens, Shoal Bay, Fingal Bay, Providence Bay
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1126
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES NO. 395 ZONE 8
TITLE: New South Wales: Cessnock
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Prepared by Australian Section Imperial General Staff
DATE: --
MAP #: M1128
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES NO. 395 ZONE 8
TITLE: New South Wales: Cessnock
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Prepared by Australian Section Imperial General Staff
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1129
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES NO. 396 ZONE 8
TITLE: New South Wales: Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Surveyed 1940
DATE: 1941
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Topographic map
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1129a
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES NO. 396 ZONE 8
TITLE: New South Wales: Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Surveyed 1940
DATE: 1941
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Topographical map
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1129b
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES NO. 396 ZONE 8
TITLE: New South Wales: Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Surveyed 1940
DATE: 1941
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Topographical map
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1130
SERIES: MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 396 ZONE 8/5
TITLE: New South Wales: Newcastle
**SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:** Surveyed in 1939
**DATE:** 1941
**SCALE:** --
**FORMAT:** --
**SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:** --
**NOTES:** More detail than M1129

***************
**MAP #:** M1131
**SERIES:** MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 396 ZONE 8/5
**TITLE:** New South Wales: Newcastle
**SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:** Surveyed in 1939
**DATE:** 1941
**SCALE:** --
**FORMAT:** --
**SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:** --
**NOTES:** More detail than M1129

***************
**MAP #:** M1132
**SERIES:** MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 396 ZONE 8/1
**TITLE:** New South Wales: East Maitland
**SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:** Surveyed 1938
**DATE:** 1941
**SCALE:** --
**FORMAT:** Topographical map
**SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:** --
**NOTES:** --

***************
**MAP #:** M1133
**SERIES:** MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 396 ZONE 8/3
**TITLE:** New South Wales: Salt Ash
**SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:** Surveyed 1939
**DATE:** 1941
**SCALE:** --
**FORMAT:** Topographical map
**SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:** --
**NOTES:** --

***************
**MAP #:** M1134
**SERIES:** MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 396 ZONE 8/4
**TITLE:** New South Wales: West Wallsend
**SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:** Surveyed 1939
**DATE:** 1941
**SCALE:** --
**FORMAT:** --
**SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:** --
**NOTES:** --

***************
**MAP #:** M1135
**SERIES:** MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 396 ZONE 8/4
**TITLE:** New South Wales: West Wallsend
**SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:** Surveyed 1939
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #:</th>
<th>M1136</th>
<th>M1137</th>
<th>M1138</th>
<th>M1139</th>
<th>M1140</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SERIES:</td>
<td>MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 397 ZONE 8</td>
<td>MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 403 ZONE 8</td>
<td>MILITARY MAPS OF AREAS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. NO. 404 ZONE 8</td>
<td>AA EDUCATION SERVICE MAPS NO. 1</td>
<td>AA EDUCATION SERVICE MAPS NO. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITLE:</td>
<td>New South Wales: Morna Point</td>
<td>New South Wales: Morisset</td>
<td>New South Wales: Lake Macquarie</td>
<td>The World</td>
<td>[no title] [shows New Guinea, Caroline Islands, Solomon Islands, Northern Cape York and Arnhem Land]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:</td>
<td>Surveyed 1940</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE:</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>January 1926</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>[World War II, 1939-1945?]</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE:</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT:</td>
<td>Topographical map</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Topographic map</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: [World War II 1939-1945?]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1141
SERIES: AA EDUCATION SERVICE MAPS NO. 3
TITLE: [no title] [Far East - South East Asia, Pacific Islands, Northern Australia]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1142
SERIES: AA EDUCATION SERVICE MAPS NO. 4
TITLE: Europe
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: [World War II 1939-1945]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1143
SERIES: AA EDUCATION SERVICE MAPS NO. 5
TITLE: [no title] [Siam, Sumatra, Borneo]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1144
SERIES: RAN and AA EDUCATION SERVICE MAPS NO. 13
TITLE: Phillipine Islands
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1145
SERIES: RAN AND AA EDUCATION SERVICE MAPS NO. 14
TITLE: China
MAP #:   M1146
SERIES:  RAN AND AA EDUCATION SERVICE MAPS NO. 15
TITLE:   Japan and Korea
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE:   --
SCALE:  --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES:  --

**********************

MAP #:   M1147
SERIES:  AUSTRALIAN ARMY MAP
TITLE:   New Guinea Victories
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Issued by Director General Army Public Relations.
Printed by authority, L.H.Q. Cartographic Coy. & Australian Survey Coy.
DATE:   August 1944
SCALE:  --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES:  Lists Australian Military Forces New Guinea Battle record August 25, 1942

**********************

MAP #:   M1148
SERIES:  WORLD WAR II CONICAL ORTHOMORPHIC PROJECTION MAPS OF EASTERN ASIA AND NEAR EAST. SHEET NO. 22
TITLE:   Mongolia
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Compiled and drawn at W.O., heliographed at O.S. and printed at W.O.
DATE:   1939
SCALE:  --
FORMAT: Conical orthomorphic projection
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows international boundaries and boundaries as claimed by Japan
NOTES:  --

**********************

MAP #:   M1149
SERIES:  WORLD WAR II CONICAL ORTHOMORPHIC PROJECTION MAPS OF EASTERN ASIA AND NEAR EAST. SHEET NO. 23
TITLE:   Manchuria
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Reproduced from colour pulls by L.H.Q. (Aust.) Cartographic Co., Geographic Section General Staff No. 2957. Published at The War Office 1921, 3rd edition 1939. Compiled and drawn at the War Office.
Heliographed at O.S. and printed at the War Office.
DATE: 1921, 1939, 1940
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Conical orthomorphic projection
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M1150
SERIES: WORLD WAR II CONICAL ORTHOMORPHIC PROJECTION MAPS OF EASTERN ASIA AND NEAR EAST. SHEET NO. 34
TITLE: China
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Geographical Section General Staff No. 2957, published by the War Office 1926, communications and boundaries revised 1939.
REPRODUCED FROM COLOUR PULLS BY L.H.Q. CARTOGRAPHIC CO.
DATE: 1926, 1939
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M1151
SERIES: WORLD WAR II CONICAL ORTHOMORPHIC PROJECTION MAPS OF EASTERN ASIA AND NEAR EAST.
TITLE: China and Japan
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Drawn and reproduced by 512 (AFd Svy) Co., R. E.
DATE: Drawn 1941, revised 1942
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Conical orthomorphic projection
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M1152
SERIES: WORLD WAR II CONICAL ORTHOMORPHIC PROJECTION MAPS OF EASTERN ASIA AND NEAR EAST. SHEET NO. 35
TITLE: Japan
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Published by the War Office 1923.
DATE: 1923, 2nd ed. 1939
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Conical orthomorphic projection
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M1153
SERIES: WORLD WAR II CONICAL ORTHOMORPHIC PROJECTION MAPS OF EASTERN ASIA AND NEAR EAST
TITLE: Malaya
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Drawn and reproduced by 512 (AFd Svy) Co., R. E.
DATE: 1941, revised and reprinted 1942
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Bonne projection
MAP #: M1154
SERIES: COMMONWEALTH NEW SOUTH WALES ELECTORAL DIVISION MAPS
TITLE: … Commonwealth Electoral Division of Newcastle showing the subdivisions
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Commonwealth Electoral Office, Sydney
DATE: 1948
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1155
SERIES: COMMONWEALTH NEW SOUTH WALES ELECTORAL DIVISION MAPS
TITLE: … Commonwealth Electoral Division of Hunter showing the subdivisions
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Commonwealth Electoral Office, Sydney
DATE: 1948
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Includes Branxton, Cessnock, Kurri Kurri, Weston, Bellbird, West Wallsend, bounded by Divisions of Paterson, Shortland, Charlestown, Robertson, Newcastle.
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1156
SERIES: COMMONWEALTH NEW SOUTH WALES ELECTORAL DIVISION MAPS
TITLE: … Commonwealth Electoral Division of Robertson showing the subdivisions
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Commonwealth Electoral Office, Sydney
DATE: 1948
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1157
SERIES: MAPS OF CANBERRA
TITLE: Canberra
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Compiled and drawn by Property and Survey Branch, Department of Interior Canberra, by authority of J.H. Green. Government Printer, Melbourne.
DATE: 1933
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --
MAP #: M1158
SERIES: ROBINSON’S DETAILED WAR MAPS
TITLE: Europe and The Mediterranean
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Compiled and drawn in the cartographic section of H. E. C. Robinson Pty. Ltd., Sydney
DATE: [1940s?]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows German power 1914-1918, international boundaries 1918, Axis powers in 1939, gives area and populations of various countries.
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1159
SERIES: ROBINSON’S DETAILED WAR MAPS
TITLE: India and Burma with adjacent countries.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Compiled and drawn in the cartographic section of H. E. C. Robinson Pty. Ltd., Sydney
DATE: [no date]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

M1160-M1161 leave for COHEN, C. A. K.

RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY

MAP #: M1162
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIERY PLANS AND EQUIPMENT. S303
TITLE: Water cooling tower (Brown’s patent): arrangement of outer structure showing bracing, etc.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: The Hudson Economiser Co. (1907) Ltd., Gloucester
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: Hudson Cooling Tower on verso. Needs repair

MAP #: M1163
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY POWER PLANT. S390
TITLE: General arrangement of power plant Richmond Main Colliery.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [E. Hewett]
DATE: [n.d.]
MAP #: M1168
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF RICHMOND MAIN COLLIER POWER PLANT.
TITLE: R. M. C. Power Plant, ash hoist, general arrangement
DATE: June 27, 1952
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1169
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF RICHMOND MAIN COLLIER POWER PLANT.
TITLE: R. M. C. Power plant layout of ventilation scheme boiler room basement
DATE: 2 February 1931
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: Job No. 5653

MAP #: M1170
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF RICHMOND MAIN COLLIER POWER PLANT. G252F
TITLE: Arrangement of electrically driven compressor.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1171
SERIES: BLUEPRINTS OF COLLIER PLANS AND COLLIER EQUIPMENT: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIER
TITLE: Rough layout of coal and ash handling gear Thompson W. T. Boilers, R. M. C.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J. & A. Brown Engineering Works, Hexham [E. Hewett]
DATE: October 25, 1927
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --
DATE: 5 August 1965
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1177
SERIES: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Underground workshop South Levels District, R. M. C.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [signed J. M.]
DATE: 27 July 1965
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1178
SERIES: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Part of South Dips District Richmond Main Colliery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: L. R. Clifton
DATE: 13 August 1965
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1179
SERIES: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: South Dip headings
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Drawn J. Murphy
DATE: 13 March 1965
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1180
SERIES: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Underground workshop, 2 panel, right south dips Richmond Main Colliery
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: 3 November 1965
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1181
SERIES: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Plan of underground workshop, pit bottom area R.M.C.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Drawn J. M.
MAP #: M1186
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS. PART PLAN AE213
TITLE: Plan showing proposed access into Bridges Hill area Caledonian Collieries Ltd.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Caledonian Collieries Limited.
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1187
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS. AE277
TITLE: Caledonian Collieries Limited … 450 hp endless rope haulage Aberdaire Extended Colliery haulage building
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Caledonian Collieries Limited
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1188
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Upper Homeville development
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1189
SERIES: ?
TITLE: Green’s premier diamond economiser type 25 of 72 tubes
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: 24 July 1956
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1190
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Green’s premier diamond economiser type 25 of 72 tubes
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: 24 July 1956
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
MAP #: M1195
SERIES: POWER OUTPUT GRAPH
TITLE: [no title] [power output graph] [Richmond Main Colliery]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: 1973
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Energy in kwh. Cost per unit in cents. Units per ton kwh.
Coal burnt in tons. Graphed over fortnightly periods
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1196
SERIES: RICHMOND MAIN MAP (FOR REPAIR)
TITLE: --
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1197
SERIES: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY INSURANCE PLAN
TITLE: Richmond Main Colliery insurance plan
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: ---
DATE: 14th January 1955
SCALE: 2 chains = 1"
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1198
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Richmond Main Colliery new screening plant layout of sidings
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: ca 1950
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1198A
SERIES: [sidings and buildings Richmond Main Colliery]
TITLE: [sidings and buildings Richmond Main Colliery]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Print on linen with pencil annotations
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --
COMERFORD, JIM

MAP #: M1199
SERIES: WESTON SUBDIVISION PLANS
TITLE: Weston 3rd Subdivision
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A. F. Hall licensed surveyor Newcastle, R. W. Thompson & Son West Maitland, solicitor for vendor. T. Dimmock Ltd. litho Printers, West Maitland. [George Watson handwritten below title]
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1200
SERIES: PELAW MAIN SUBDIVISION PLAN
TITLE: Village of Pelaw Main and suburban lands and Spion Kop settlement, Land District of Maitland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: June 12, 1934
SCALE: 4 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Plan
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1201
SERIES: PARISH MAPS SHOWING MINERAL LEASES AND MINING DIVISIONS
TITLE: Parish of ‘Coorumbung’ County of Northumberland, Land District of Newcastle, Lake Macquarie Shire, Eastern Division.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: July 18, 1916
SCALE: 1” = 40 chains
FORMAT: Lithoprint

********************

MAP #: M1201a
SERIES: PARISH MAPS SHOWING MINERAL LEASES AND MINING DIVISIONS
TITLE: Parish of Dora, County of Northumberland, Land districts of Gosford, Newcastle & Maitland, Eastern Division N.S.W., Lake Macquarie and Cessnock Shires
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: May 1, 1912
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Lithoprint

*********************

MAP #: M1201b
SERIES: PARISH MAPS SHOWING MINERAL LEASES AND MINING DIVISIONS
TITLE: Parish of Kahibah, County of Northumberland. Land District of Newcastle. Macquarie Shire and Municipality, Eastern Division N.S.W., within the mining division of Newcastle.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1924
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Lithoprint
NOTES: Very dirty, dry cleaning not satisfactory, needs washing. Bagged to prevent contamination. Mouldy, 9th edition

*********************

MAP #: M1201c
SERIES: PARISH MAPS SHOWING MINERAL LEASES AND MINING DIVISIONS
TITLE: Parish of Morrisset, County of Northumberland. Land District of Gosford. Lake Macquarie Shire, Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: --
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Lithoprint

*********************

MAP #: M1201d
SERIES: PARISH MAPS SHOWING MINERAL LEASES AND MINING DIVISIONS
TITLE: Parish of Teralba. County of Northumberland. Land Districts of Newcastle and Maitland. Lake Macquarie Shire, Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: January 27, 1915
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Lithoprint
NOTES: 8th edition

***********************

MAP #: M1201e
SERIES: PARISH MAPS SHOWING MINERAL LEASES AND MINING DIVISIONS [see also M338+]
TITLE: Parish of Wallarah. County of Northumberland. Land Districts of Newcastle and Gosford. Lake Macquarie and Erina Shires. Eastern Division N.S.W., Newcastle Mining Division.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: September 22, 1919
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded on east by Pacific Ocean, from Reid’s Mistake, to Tuggarah Entrance, Catherine Hill Bay, Wybung Head, village of Norah, Budgewoi Lake, Munmorah Lake, Erina Shire. Morrisset, Crangan Bay, Lake Macquarie. Names of property and leaseholders. Inset map of Black Ned’s Bay
NOTES: Very dirty. Mould present. Bagged to stop contamination, needs washing

***********************

SOUTH MAITLAND RAILWAYS

MAP #: M1202
SERIES: MAPS SHOWING THE COAL RESOURCES OF THE SOUTHERN PORTION OF THE MAITLAND-GRETA-CESSNOCK COAL DISTRICT
TITLE: Geological map of the Southern portion of the Greta-Cessnock coalfield. Part A of 3 parts
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Geologically surveyed by L. J. Jones, assisted by A.C. Lloyd. Based on the original survey by T. W. Edgeworth David, prepared under the direction of E. C. Andrews, Government Geologist, Department of Mines, Sydney, N.S.W.
DATE: 1927
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

***********************

MAP #: M1203
SERIES: MAPS SHOWING THE COAL RESOURCES OF THE SOUTHERN PORTION OF THE MAITLAND-GRETA-CESSNOCK COAL DISTRICT
TITLE: Geological map of the Southern portion of the Greta-Cessnock coalfield. Part B of 3 parts
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Geologically surveyed by L. J. Jones, assisted by
A.C. Lloyd. Based on the original survey by T.W. Edgeworth David, prepared under the direction of E.C. Andrews, Government Geologist, Department of Mines, Sydney, N.S.W.

DATE: 1927
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

*********************

MAP #: M1204
SERIES: MAPS SHOWING THE COAL RESOURCES OF THE SOUTHERN PORTION OF THE MAITLAND-GRETA-CESSNOCK COAL DISTRICT
TITLE: Geological map of the Southern Portion of the Greta-Cessnock coalfield. Part C, showing sections
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Geologically surveyed by L.J. Jones, assisted by A.C. Lloyd. Based on the original survey by T.W. Edgeworth David, prepared under the direction of E.C. Andrews, Government Geologist, Department of Mines, Sydney, N.S.W.
DATE: 1927
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

*********************

MAP #: M1205
SERIES: COLLIERY PLANS
TITLE: Seaham No. 2 Colliery B
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: West side abandoned and sealed off in November 1932.
NOTES: Needs repair.

*********************

MAP #: M1206
SERIES: RAILWAY MAPS AND PLANS
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: H. Reynolds, Engineer
DATE: March 8, 1972
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Black & white print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

*********************

MAP #: M1207
SERIES: PLANS OF SOUTH MAITLAND RAILWAYS OFFICE BLOCK
TITLE: [no title] [rough pencil drawn plan of South Maitland Railways Office Block?]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

*******************

MAP #: M1208
SERIES: PLANS OF SOUTH MAITLAND RAILWAYS OFFICE BLOCK
TITLE: [very rough sketch office block?]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: [n.d.]
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

*******************

MAP #: M1209
SERIES: COUNTY OF NORTHUMBERLAND PARISH MAPS
TITLE: Parish of Cessnock, County of Northumberland, Land District of Maitland. [shows lands exempted from occupation under Miners’ Right or Business Licenses]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: 13 August, 1942
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Allandale, Pokolbin, Aellalong, Quarrybylong, Mulbring, Stanford, details of mining surveys, mineral leases, private mining permits.
NOTES: --

*******************

MAP #: M1210
SERIES: COUNTY OF NORTHUMBERLAND PARISH MAPS
TITLE: Parish of Stanford, County of Northumberland, Land District of Maitland, Kearsley and Tarro Shires, Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: 14th January, 1937
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
NOTES: --

*******************

MAP #: M1211
SERIES: COUNTY OF NORTHUMBERLAND PARISH MAPS
TITLE: Parish of Stanford, County of Northumberland, Land District of Maitland, Kearsley and Tarro Shires, Eastern Division N.S.W.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --

***************
TITLE: Northumberland County District Shire of Lake Macquarie, West Wallsend
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Base map prepared by Northumberland County Council
DATE: 1955
SCALE: 1" = 400'
FORMAT: Contoured map. Urban areas coloured.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Map showing scheme submitted by the Northumberland County Council as amended by the Minister for Local Government N.S.W. under Section 342J of the Local Government Act. West Wallsend and Homesville.
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1215
SERIES: NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY DISTRICT SCHEME MAPS AS EXHIBITED BY THE MINISTER
TITLE: Northumberland County District Shire of Lake Macquarie, Windale
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Base map prepared by Northumberland County Council
DATE: 14 October 1955
SCALE: 1" = 400'
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1216
SERIES: NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY DISTRICT SCHEME MAPS AS EXHIBITED BY THE MINISTER [Sheet 7]
TITLE: Northumberland County District, Shire of Lake Macquarie, City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Base map prepared by Northumberland County Council
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows only a very small portion of Newcastle, non-urban area near the Reservoir
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1217
SERIES: NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY DISTRICT SCHEME MAPS AS EXHIBITED BY THE MINISTER
TITLE: Northumberland County District, Shire of Lower Hunter, Beresfield
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Base map prepared by Northumberland County Council
DATE: 1955
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --
***************
MAP #: M1218
SERIES: NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY DISTRICT SCHEME MAPS AS EXHIBITED BY THE MINISTER
TITLE: Northumberland County District, Shire of Kearsley, Branxton
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Base map prepared by Northumberland Council
DATE: 1 July 1955
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --
***************

MAP #: M1219
SERIES: NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY DISTRICT SCHEME MAPS AS EXHIBITED BY THE MINISTER
TITLE: Northumberland County District, Shire of Kearsley, Branxton
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Base map prepared by Northumberland Council
DATE: 1 July 1955
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --
***************

MAP #: M1220
SERIES: NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY DISTRICT SCHEME MAPS AS EXHIBITED BY THE MINISTER
TITLE: Northumberland County District, Shire of Port Stephens, Raymond Terrace
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Base map prepared by Northumberland Council
DATE: 27 May 1955
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --
***************

MAP #: M1221
SERIES: BY LAWS OF SOUTH MAITLAND RAILWAYS
TITLE: By Laws of South Maitland Railways
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Newcastle Davies & Cannington Ltd., Federal Printing Works
DATE: 22 October 1919
SCALE: --
FORMAT: Original with signatures & annotations
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
M1225 - leave for South Maitland Railways

AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY

MAP #: M1226
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS
[TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle, plan of lots 163-170 Section A. Part of portion 268a
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readdett Pulver licensed surveyor.
Signed R.G. Kilgour (Mayor), John Glossop (Town Clerk), John W. Greanes (Justice of the Peace)
DATE: December 18, 1923
SCALE: 60’ = 1’
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE REG. NO. 625. NEWCASTLE
SUBDIVISION PLANS
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle. Plan of lot Nos. 55-59, Section O, Newcastle.
Part of portion 268a 2000 acres, Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate.
Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: 1934
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Lots bounded by Light & Tooke Street, Wrightson Avenue,
Parkway Avenue
80.
Fol. 503/512

 MAP #: M1230
 SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE REG. NO. 625. NEWCASTLE
SUBDIVISION PLANS
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle. Plan of lot Nos. 55-59, Section O, Newcastle.
Part of portion 268a 2000 acres, Australian Agricultural Company’s estate.
Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: 1934
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Lots bounded by Light & Tooke Street, Wrightson Avenue,
Parkway Avenue
80.
Fol. 503/512

 MAP #: M1231
 SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE REG. NO. 626. NEWCASTLE
SUBDIVISION PLANS [after redeclaration]
Part of portion 268a 2000 acres, Australian Agricultural Company’s estate.
Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: 1934
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Lemnos Parade
80.
Fol. 503/512

 MAP #: M1232
 SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS.
REG. PLAN NO. 666
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle, plan of lots 20-24, Section F. Part of portion 268a
2000
Acres, Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate Parish of Newcastle, County
of
Northumberland.
MAP #: M1233
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS.
REG. PLAN NO. 690
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle, plan of lots 142-158, Section O, and lots 67-75, Section Q. Part of portion 268a 2000 acres Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: 1935
SCALE: 100’ = 1"
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Fenton Avenue, Memorial Drive, Tooke Street

MAP #: M1234
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS.
REG. PLAN NO. 698
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle, plan of lots 111-122 Section O, Newcastle and prolongation of Brooks Street, part of portion 268a 2000 acres Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: 1936
SCALE: 100’ = 1"
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Parkway Avenue, Brook, Tooke & Light Street

MAP #: M1235
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS.
REG. PLAN NO. 753
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle, plan of lots 170-197, Section O, part of portion 268a 2000 acres Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Reginald Frederick Bruyn
DATE: 1937, approved 1938
SCALE: 100’ = 1"
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Parkway Avenue, Darby & Brooks Street
NOTES: Reference to title Crown Grant dated 20th November 1847, Reg. Book No. 80. Fol. 503/512
MAP #: M1236
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. NO. 1093
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle, plan of lot 175, Section A, part of portion 268a 2000 Acres, Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readdett Pulver, Surveyor
DATE: 1926
SCALE: 60’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Great Northern Railway, Merewether Street, Centenary Road.

MAP #: M1237 (see also M1238)
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. NO. 2351
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle, plan of lots 42-44, Section D, part of portion 268a 2000 Acres, Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readdett Pulver, Surveyor
DATE: 1930
SCALE: 50’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Hunter Street and Darby Street

MAP #: M1238
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. NO. 2427
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle plan of amended survey of lots 42-44, Section D, part of portion 268a 2000 acres Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readdett Pulver, Surveyor
DATE: 1930
SCALE: 50’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Darby, Hunter & King Street
NOTES: Ref. to title as above

MAP #: M1239
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. NO. 2615. Miscellaneous plan of subdivision (OS)
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle of lots 154-155, Section L, part of portion 268a 2000
Acres, Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate, Parish of Newcastle,

County of Northumberland

SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: Surveyed 1925, declared 1931
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: Linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Corlette, Tooke, Bruce, & Dumaresq Street, Newcastle Coal Mining
NOTES: Ref. to title [as above]

*********************

MAP #: M1240
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. NO. 2697
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle of Lot 1, Section P, part of portion 268a 2000 acres
Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: Surveyed 1924, approved 1932
SCALE: 200’ = 1”
FORMAT: Linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Parry, Railway, Darby, Bull and Brooks Streets
NOTES: Ref. to title [as above] [has penciled note]. See also M1241

*********************

MAP #: M1241
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. NO. 2697
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle of Lot 1, Section P, part of portion 268a 2000 acres
Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: Surveyed 1924, approved 1932
SCALE: 200’ = 1”
FORMAT: Linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Parry, Railway, Darby, Bull and Brooks Streets
NOTES: Same as M1240 but lacks annotation

*********************

MAP #: M1242
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. NO. 2846
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle plan of lot 42, Section O, part of portion 268a 2000 acres
Australian Agricultural Company Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: Surveyed 1926, 1929, declared 1934
SCALE: 5 chains = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Parkway Avenue, Memorial Drive, High Street, Cliff Street, Bar Beach

*********************
MAP #: M1243
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. NO. 2968
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle of lots 109, 111, 112 & 113 Section M., part of portion 268a 2000 acres Australian Agricultural Company Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: July 26, 1934
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bruce, Dumaresq, Dawson and Darby Streets

MAP #: M1244
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. NO. 3046
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle of lots 138 to 141, Section O, part of portion 268a 2000 acres Australian Agricultural Company Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: 1935
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Light and Tooke Streets, Wrightson Avenue

MAP #: M1245
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. NO. 3052
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle (compilation balance of area) of lot 45, Section D
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: 1935
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: King, Crown and Church Streets. Reference to plans 339, 538

MAP #: M1246
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. NO. 3977
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle plan of lot 91, Section H Newcastle, being an additional area to lot 82 Section H, part of portion 268a 2000 acres Australian Agricultural Company estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Reginald Frederick Bruyn
DATE: 1937
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Queen, Swan and Brooks Streets, Kitchener Parade

***************

MAP #: M1247
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. NO. 4056
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle plan of lots 66 & 76, Section Q, Newcastle, …
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: 1938
SCALE: 100’ = 1"
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Fenton Avenue, Light Street

***************

MAP #: M1248
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. NO. 4293
TITLE: Municipality of Greater Newcastle plan: extension of public roads, Parkway Avenue, Corlette, Bruce, Dawson & Tooke Streets.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: 1938
SCALE: 2 chains to an inch
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Union, Corlette, Bruce, Dawson, Dumaresq, Darby, & Macquarie Streets, Newcastle Coal Mining Company’s Railway

***************

MAP #: M1249
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. PLAN NO. 4294
TITLE: Municipality of Greater Newcastle plan of lots 114 to 117, Section M, …
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: 1938
SCALE: 100’ = 1"
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Newcastle Coal Mining Company’s Railway, Corlette, Kemp & Bruce Streets, Parkway Avenue

***************

MAP #: M1249A
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS [no reg. no.]
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle plan of Lot 110, Section M, Parish of Newcastle.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: Surveyed 11th June 1928
SCALE: 100’ = 1"
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Dumaresq, Dawson & Darby Streets

***************

MAP #: M1250
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS [no reg. no]
TITLE: Municipality of Greater Newcastle plan of lot 176, Section A, Newcastle …
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: May 1935
SCALE: 40' = 1"
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Port Hunter resumption Wharf Road, Centenary Road, Darks Ice and Cold Storage Ltd., Great Northern Railway from Sydney to Newcastle

***************

MAP #: M1251
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS C386894
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle plan of lot 46, Section D, Newcastle …
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1935
SCALE: 30' = 1"
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Darby, Hunter & King Streets

***************

MAP #: M1252
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS C386894
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle, plan of lot 42, Section O, Newcastle …
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1926
SCALE: 5 chains = 1"
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Parkway & Bar Beach Avenues, Memorial Drive, High Street, Pacific Ocean, Reserve for public baths

***************

MAP #: M1252a
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF NEWCASTLE SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. PLAN O5477
TITLE: Municipality of Newcastle, plan of lots 43 to 54 and 60 to 93, Section O, Newcastle …
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1926, approved 1927
SCALE: 100’ = 1"
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Parkway Avenue, Light Street, Memorial Drive
MAP #: M1260
SERIES: [print of M1258]
TITLE: 
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Cram, Smith and Turnbull Streets, Lake Macquarie Road

MAP #: M1261
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF HAMILTON SUBDIVISION PLANS. MISC. PLAN OF SUBDIVISION (O.S.) REG. NO. 142
TITLE: Part of portion 268a 2000 acres, Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1923
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Cram, Smith and Turnbull Streets, Lake Macquarie Road

MAP #: M1262
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF HAMILTON SUBDIVISION PLANS. MISC. PLAN OF SUBDIVISION (O.S.) REG. PLAN 186
TITLE: Municipality of Hamilton, plan of lots 21 to 32, 38 to 60 and 66 to 69, Section 14, and lots 11 to 29, Section 15, ...
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1924
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Everton, Wood, Parry, National Park, Hebburn and Warrah Streets

MAP #: M1263
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF HAMILTON SUBDIVISION PLANS. MISC. PLAN OF SUBDIVISION (O.S.) REG. NO. 307
TITLE: Municipality of Hamilton, plan of lots 95 to 124, Section 14, ...
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1926
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On Linen

SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Stewart Avenue, Corona, National Park and Dumaresq Streets

*********************

MAP #: M1264
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF HAMILTON SUBDIVISION PLANS. MISC. PLAN OF SUBDIVISION (O.S.) REG. NO. 311
TITLE: Municipality of Hamilton, plan of lots 39 to 55, Section 9, …
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1926
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Stewart Avenue, Stanley and Kenrick Streets

*********************

MAP #: M1265
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF HAMILTON SUBDIVISION PLANS. MISC. PLAN OF SUBDIVISION (O.S.) REG. NO. 322
TITLE: Municipality of Hamilton, plan of lots 2-24 Section 13 …
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1926
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Stewart Avenue, Dumaresq Street, Parkway Avenue

*********************

MAP #: M1266
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF HAMILTON SUBDIVISION PLANS. MISC. PLAN OF SUBDIVISION (O.S.) REG. NO. 356
TITLE: Municipality of Hamilton, plan of lots 27-63, Section 12 …
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: Surveyed 1926, Approved 1927
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Porcher Street, Parkway Avenue, Smith Street, Kemp Street.

*********************

MAP #: M1267
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF HAMILTON SUBDIVISION PLANS. MISC. PLAN OF SUBDIVISION (O.S.) REG’D NO. 402
TITLE: Municipality of Hamilton plan of lots 124, 99-116 Section Z
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1927
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Beaumont Street, Harle Street, Lawson Street, Lake Macquarie Road.
NOTES: Reference to title: Crown Grant dated 20th November 1847, Reg. Book No. 80,
Fol. 503/512

***************

MAP #: M1268
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF HAMILTON SUBDIVISION PLANS. MISC. PLAN OF SUBDIVISION (O.S.) REG’D NO. 403
TITLE: Municipality of Hamilton plan of lots 25-41, Section 13.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1927
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Smith Street
NOTES: Reference to title: Crown Grant dated 20th November 1847, Reg. Book No. 80,
Fol. 503/512

***************

MAP #: M1269
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF HAMILTON SUBDIVISION PLANS, REG. PLAN No. 450
TITLE: Municipality of Hamilton plan of lots 56-71 Section 9, part of portion 268A 2000 acres, Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1928
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Stanley Street, Kenrick Street, Porcher Street
NOTES: Reference to title: Crown Grant dated 20th November 1847, reg. Book No. 80,
Fol. 503/512

***************

MAP #: M1270
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF HAMILTON SUBDIVISION PLANS, REG. PLAN NO. 454
TITLE: Municipality of Hamilton plan of lots 1-41 Section 10, part of portion 268A 2000 acres, Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1928
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Stewart Avenue, Kenrick Street, Porcher Street, Smith Street
NOTES: Reference to title: Crown Grant dated 20th November 1847, reg. Book No. 80,
Fol. 503/512

***************

MAP #: M1270a
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF HAMILTON SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. PLAN NO. 457
TITLE: Municipality of Hamilton plan of lots 62 & 117 to 123 Section Z, part of portion 268A 2000 acres, Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
MAP #: M1278
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF HAMILTON SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. PLAN NO. 549
TITLE: Municipality of Hamilton plan of lots 88-94 Section 12, part of portion 268A 2000 acres, Australian Agricultural Company's Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: Surveyed 1929, approved 1930
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Smith Street, Parkway Avenue, Kemp Street, Farquhar Street, Learmonth Avenue, Dumaresq Street, National Park Street
NOTES: Reference to title: Crown Grant dated 20th November 1847, Reg. Book No. 80, Fol. 503/512

******************************

MAP #: M1279
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF HAMILTON SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. PLAN NO. 550
TITLE: Municipality of Hamilton plan of lots 21-25 Section 4, part of portion 268A 2000 acres, Australian Agricultural Company's Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: Surveyed 1929, approved 1930
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Alexander Street, Learmonth Street, Gordon Avenue, Stewart Avenue, Martin Avenue, stormwater channel
NOTES: Reference to title: Crown Grant dated 20th November 1847, Reg. Book No. 80, Fol. 503/512

******************************

MAP #: M1280
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY OF HAMILTON SUBDIVISION PLANS REG. PLAN NO. 551
TITLE: Municipality of Hamilton plan of lots 43-48 Section 5, part of portion 268AS 2000 acres, Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: Surveyed 1929, approved 1930
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Gordon Avenue, Martin Street, Martin Avenue, stormwater channel, Learmonth Street, Stewart Avenue, Stanley Street, Kenrick Street
NOTES: Reference to title: Crown Grant dated … (as above)

******************************

MAP #: M1281
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY … PLAN NO. 558
TITLE: Municipality … lots 1-18 Section 11 …
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1930
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Learmonth Street, Smith Street, Kemp Street, Farquhar Street
NOTES: Reference to …
NOTES: Reference to title ...

******************************

MAP #: M1287
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY ... REG. PLAN NO. 1831
TITLE: Municipality ... lot 42 Section 10 ...
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1928
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Stanley Street, Stewart Avenue, Kenrick Street, Porcher Street, stormwater channel
NOTES: Reference to title ...

******************************

MAP #: M1288
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY ... REG. PLAN NO. 3045
TITLE: Municipality ... lots 85-88 Section 15 ...
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: 1935
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Parkway Avenue, Dumaresq Street, Stewart Avenue
NOTES: Reference to title ...

******************************

MAP #: M1289
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY [NO. REG’D PLAN NO.]
TITLE: Municipality ... lot 33 Section V ...
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: 1931
SCALE: 2ch = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Donald Street, Chatham Street, Boreas Road, Clyde Street, Newcastle Gas & Coke Co. Ltd., gasometers, stormwater channel
NOTES: --

******************************

MAP #: M1290
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY ... REG. PLAN NO. 22
TITLE: Municipality ... lots 50A, 51-53 and 60A Section X ...
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 16th October 1921
SCALE: 100’ = 1”
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Veda Street, Parkway Avenue
NOTES: --

******************************

MAP #: M1291
SERIES: MUNICIPALITY ... REG. PLAN NO. QS1455
TITLE: Municipality ... lot 20 Section 4 ...
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Worters Readett Pulver
DATE: 1926
MAP #: M1296
SERIES: TRACING TO ILLUSTRATE AN APPLICATION BY JOHN MORRISON TO OPEN AN EXTENSION OF CHURCH STREET, A. A. COMPANY’S ESTATE NEWCASTLE [LOTS 25 & 26 SECTION E]
TITLE: Tracing to illustrate an application … (as above)
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Signed A. G.
DATE: May 27, 1907
SCALE: 40’ = 1”
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: McCormack Street, Church Street, Woodlands, lots owned by C. H. Hannell. Lot 25 and 26 Section E … were sold by A. A. Company in 1854 to Thomas McCormack and later were subdivided as shown
NOTES: “To accompany letter May 27, 1907”
“To accompany report on John Morrison's claim 27 May 1907”

**********************

MAP #: M1297
SERIES: --
TITLE: Sketch of part of Section E, Australian Agricultural Company's estate Newcastle.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: 2 September, 1922
SCALE: 1chain = 1”
FORMAT: Sketch plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Darby Street, King Street, [outline sketch does not show subdivisions]
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1298
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 1
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 40’ = 1”
FORMAT: Lithoprints on paper
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Port Hunter, Boat sheds and boat harbour [very little detail on this plan]
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1299
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 2
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 40’ = 1”
FORMAT: Lithoprint on paper
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Railway carriage shed, Gibbs Bright & Co., wool store, boat harbour, boat shed, Railway Military road, [numbered unnamed buildings Military road]
NOTES: --

********************
MAP #: M1300  
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 3  
TITLE: City of Newcastle  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney  
DATE: 1897  
SCALE: 40’ = 1”  
FORMAT: Lithoprint on paper  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Scott Street, Parnell Place, Military Road, Beach Reserve Street, Alfred Street, tramway and tram shed, railway terminus.  
NOTES: --  
***************

MAP #: M1301  
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 4  
TITLE: City of Newcastle  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney  
DATE: 1897  
SCALE: 40’ = 1”  
FORMAT: Lithoprint on paper  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Port Hunter, Wharf Road, wool store (Dalgety & Co.), railway station, goods sheds, railway yard, D. Cohen & Co. and Cohen’s Shed, carriage shed, gasometer, Railway Gas Works, Watt Street, Bond Street, part of Custom’s House  
NOTES: --  
***************

MAP #: M1302  
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 5  
TITLE: City of Newcastle  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney  
DATE: 1896  
SCALE: 60 links = 1”  
FORMAT: Lithoprint on paper  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Watt Street, Scott Street with tramway, Newcastle Railway, Custom’s House, Seamen’s shelter shed, Sailor’s Home, Earp Gillam & Co., Rowland’s Cordial Factory, Stevenson Street, Alfred Street, D. Cohen & Co. Store, tramway in Scott Street, Hunter Street.  
NOTES: --  
***************

MAP #: M1303  
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 6  
TITLE: City of Newcastle  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney  
DATE: 1896  
SCALE: 60 links = 1”  
FORMAT: Lithoprint on paper  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Pacific Street, Reid’s Land, Mona Terrace, Newcastle Hospital Stables  
NOTES: --  
***************
MAP #: M1304
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 7
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1887
SCALE: 60 links = 1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint on paper
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Port Hunter, wharves, H. R. & N.S.N.Cos wharf, horse ferry, stone crushing works, Water Police boathed, boat harbour, market, railway and tramways, turntable, Scott Street, Australian Hotel, Wolfe street, Presbyterian Church, Market Wharf Hotel, Hall & Son Commercial Hotel.
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1305
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 8
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 40' = 1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint on paper
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Wolfe Street, Newcomen Street, Bolton Street, Hunter Street, King Street, Thorn Street, Keightley Street, Newcastle Railway Station, Scott Street with tramway, Watt Street.
HOTELS: Australian, City Arms, Crystal Palace, Commercial Harbour View, Centennial, Terminus, Royal exchange, Globe, McDonalds, Newmarket, Blue Bell, Hunt Club, Criterion, Star & Garter, Market Wharf, Great Britain.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS: School of Arts, Corporation Swimming Baths, Municipal Buildings, Old Court House, Police Station, Church of England Cathedral Church of England Cemetery, Hunter River Water Supply Office, Old Court House.
OTHER: Chinese Quarters, Mulinbah [House?]
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1306
SERIES: NEWCASTLE & SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 9
TITLE:
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
MAP #: M1307
SERIES: NEWCASTLE & SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 10
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 40' = 1"/60 links to 1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Port Hunter, wharf, coal shoots, railway lines,
Newcastle Railway Station, Tramways, tramway engine shed,
Hunter Street, Crown Street, Brown Street, Perkins Street.
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1309
SERIES: NEWCASTLE & SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 12
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 40' = 1"/60 links to 1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Port Hunter, wharf, coal shoots, railway lines,
Newcastle Railway Station, Tramways, tramway engine shed,
Hunter Street, Crown Street, Brown Street, Perkins Street.
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1310
SERIES: NEWCASTLE & SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 13
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 40' = 1"/60 links to 1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Port Hunter, wharf, coal shoots, railway lines,
Newcastle Railway Station, Tramways, tramway engine shed,
Hunter Street, Crown Street, Brown Street, Perkins Street.
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1311
SERIES: NEWCASTLE & SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 14
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 40' = 1"/60 links = 1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Tramlines, timber yard.

STREETS: Hunter, Crown, King, Brown, Perkins, Wolfe, Church,
McCormack,
Sydney, The Terrace, Noster Place.

BUILDINGS: Bank of Australasia, Hunter River Hotel, Paragon Hotel,
Crown & Anchor Hotel, Victoria theatre, Masonic Hall, YMCA Hall,
Primitive Methodist Church, Ireland’s Bond, School in Brown Street Lane,
Congregational Church and Parsonage, Rossmoyne, Woodlands, Marlboro
House,
Gunyah, Roman Catholic Church and Presbytery [other buildings numbered
but not
identified]
NOTES: --
********************

MAP #: M1312 (leave for later use)
SERIES: 
TITLE: 
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: 
NOTES:
********************

MAP #: M1313 (leave for later use)
SERIES: 
TITLE: 
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: 
NOTES:
********************

MAP #: M1314 & M1315
SERIES: NEWCASTLE & SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 25
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1896
SCALE: 60 links = 1", 40' = 1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Throsby Creek, Honeysuckle Point Wharf, Morgue,
Stone Crushing Works, Russell & Cos Foundry, District Engineers Office,
Merewether Street, Railway, YMCA Hall
NOTES: --
********************

MAP #: M1316
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 26
TITLE:  City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:  1896
SCALE:  60 links = 1", 40’ = 1"
FORMAT:  Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  Hunter Street, Lower Church Street, Burwood Street, Auckland Street, Laman Street, Darby Street, Sydney Street, McCormack Street, Merewether Street, YMCA, railway lines, tramway, Princess Royal Hotel, Fuller & Rodgers, Post Office Hotel, Black Diamond Hotel, Clarendon Hotel, Northumberland Permanent Building Society, Fryer’s Royal Hotel, Tattersall’s Hotel, Salvation Army Barracks, Rodger’s Foundry Hall of Science,

NOTES:  --

MAP #:  M1317
SERIES:  NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 27
TITLE:  City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:  1896
SCALE:  60 links = 1", 40’ = 1"
FORMAT:  Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  Laman Street, Dawson Street, Pit Street, Darby Street, Railway Street, Brooks Street, Burwood Coal Company’s Railway, Baptist Tabernacle, Centennial Terrace, Galatea, Tobacco Factory, Plymouth Terrace, Samson’s Lane, Fountain of Friendship Hotel, White Horse Hotel, Inverness Terrace, dancing hall, Prince Alfred Hotel, A.A. Company’s Railway
NOTES:  --

MAP #:  M1318
SERIES:  NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 28
TITLE:  City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:  1897
SCALE:  60 links = 1", 40’ = 1"
FORMAT:  Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  Darby Street, Ball Street, Brooks Street, Railway Street, A.A. Co.’s Railway, A.A. Company’s Dam, Shallow Creek
NOTES:  Needs repair

MAP #:  M1319
SERIES:  NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 29
TITLE:  City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:  1897
SCALE:  60 links = 1", 40’ = 1"
FORMAT:  Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  A.A. Co.’s Railway to Sea Rt, A.A. Company’s coal mine shed and
pit shed, workshops, boilers, engine room, store and stables, A.A.Co.’s dam.

NOTES: Needs repair

********************************************************************************

MAP #: M1320-22 (leave for later use)
SERIES:
TITLE:
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES: 

********************************************************************************

MAP #: M1323
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 37
TITLE: City of Newcastle and Carrington
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1896
SCALE: 60 links=1", 40'=1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Throsby Creek, Mangrove Swamp, Carrington Bridge Railway, Honeysuckle Point, coal platform
NOTES: 

********************************************************************************

MAP #: M1324
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 38
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1896
SCALE: 60 links=1", 40'=1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Hunter Street, Lower Church Street, Great Northern Railway, tramway, A.A.Co.’s Railway, Union Street, technical college, trades hall, Devonshire Street, post office, Bank of New South Wales, Jubilee Lane, Locomotive Hotel, Union Inn, Young Australian Hotel, Gibson’s Foundry, Cooke’s Hill Public School, Buhl’s Terrace, Devon Terrace, Willunga Terrace
NOTES: --

********************************************************************************

MAP #: M1325
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 39
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1896
SCALE: 60 links=1", 40'=1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Melville Street, Union Street, Bruce Street, Council Street, Bull Street, tramway, Burwood Coal Company Railway, Dawson Street, Methodist Church, Parry Street, Cosmopolitan Hotel, Corlette Street, Arnott’s Biscuit Factory, Oriental Hotel, Landerou’s Terrace, Cricketer’s Arms Hotel
NOTES: --
MAP #: M1326
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 40
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1896
SCALE: 60links=1", 40'=1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Parry Street, Bruce Street, Dawson Street, Darby Street, Bull Street, Burwood Coal Company’s Railway, Newcastle Cricket Ground, Centennial Park, Benevolent Asylum, St. John’s Church, St. John’s School, St. John’s Parsonage, Capper Sons & Co.
NOTES: Encapsulate

MAP #: M1327
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 41
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1896
SCALE: 60links=1", 40'=1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Tooke Street, Dawson Street, Darby Street, Centennial Park, A.A. Company’s Railway and engine room.
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1328 (leave for later use)
SERIES: TITLE:
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M1329-1333 (leave for sheets 43-47)
SERIES: TITLE:
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M1333
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 52
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1896
SCALE: 60links=1”, 40’=1”
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Municipal Boundary, Melville Street, Market Gardens, Newcastle Coal Co.’s Railway, Bruce Street, Dumaresque Street, Kemp Street, Corlette Street, Tooke Street, Chinese quarters
NOTES: Badly repaired by prison bindery. Glue went mouldy.

**********************

MAP #: M1338
 SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 53
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1896
SCALE: 60links=1”, 40’=1”
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Burwood Coal Co. Railway, Macquarie Street, Darby Street, Junction Street
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1339
 SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 54
TITLE: City of Newcastle and Merewether
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 60links=1”, 40’=1”
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Patrick Street, Reuss Street, Sneddon Street, Burwood Street, Buchanan Street, Municipal Boundary
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1340
 SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 55
TITLE: City of Newcastle and Wickham
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1896
SCALE: 60links=1”, 40’=1”
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Harrison Street, Harris Street, Downie Street, Hannell Street, Throsby Creek, Lott Street
NOTES: Badly repaired by prison bindery, mouldy

**********************

MAP #: M1341
 SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 56
TITLE: City of Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1896
SCALE: 60links=1”, 40’=1”
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Hannell Street with tramway, School of Arts, railway, Beresford Street, Brewery Lane, Cooper Street, Edwards' Horse Bazaar, Coach Factory, Maitland Road with tramway, Hamilton Road, Cambridge Hotel, Wood Street, Castlemaine Brewery, Municipal Boundary, Stewart Street, Westend Hotel

NOTES: Edwards Horse Bazaar & Coach Factory, Castlemaine Brewery

********************

MAP #: M1346
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 61
TITLE: City of Newcastle (part) and Hamilton (part)
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1896
SCALE: 60links=1", 40'=1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Porcher Street, Langford Street, Parry Street, Municipal Boundary, A.A. Company's Railway, Northern Union Football Ground, Race Course Lane North
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1347
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 62
TITLE: Hamilton
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Public Works, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 60links=1", 40'=1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Race Course (The Straight), Settling Paddock and Grand Stand, Leger Stand
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1348
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 63
TITLE: Hamilton
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Public Works, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 60links=1", 40'=1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Race Course, swamps
NOTES: --

********************

MAP #: M1349
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 64
TITLE: City of Newcastle (part) and Hamilton (part)
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 60links=1", 40'=1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Race Course, Chinese Gardens, Municipal Boundary between
Hamilton and Newcastle, Ravenshaw Street, Kenrick Street, Farquhar Street, Kemp Street, Brien Street, Melville Street with tramway, Corlette Street, St. Joseph’s Roman Catholic Church

NOTES:

*****************************

MAP #: M1350
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 65
TITLE: City of Newcastle, Hamilton and Merewether
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1896
SCALE: 60 links = 1", 40’ = 1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Farquhar Street, Macquarie Street, Melville Street, Corlette Street, Junction Street, Railway Street, Municipal Boundaries, Kenrick Street, Britannia Hotel, Duke of Edinburgh Hotel, Burwood Pottery Works, public school, Bethesda Welsh Congregational Chapel, Burwood Coal Co.’s Railway, teacher’s residence
NOTES: --

*****************************

MAP #: M1351
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 66
TITLE: City of Newcastle and Merewether
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1896
SCALE: 60 links = 1", 40’ = 1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Mitchell Street, Patrick Street, Frederick Street, Watkin Street, Livingstone Street, Buchanan Street, Burwood Coal Company’s Railway, Chinese Gardens
NOTES: --

*****************************

MAP #: M1352
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 67
TITLE: Merewether
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Public Works, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 60 links = 1", 40’ = 1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Burwood Coal Company’s Railway, Chinese Gardens
NOTES: --

*****************************

MAP #: M1353-1360 (leave for sheets 68-75)
SERIES: 
TITLE: 
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: 
NOTES: 
MAP #: M1370 (leave for sheet 85)
SERIES:
TITLE:
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************

MAP #: M1371
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 86
TITLE: Hamilton and Merewether
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Public Works, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 60 links = 1", 40' = 1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Turnbull Street, Smith Street, Macquarie Street, Municipality of Hamilton, Municipality of Merewether, Municipal Boundary, Morgan Street, Lingard Street, Hopkins Street, railway, Wesleyan Church, Albert Victor Hotel, Prince of Wales Hotel, post office
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1372
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 87
TITLE: Merewether
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Public Works, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 60 links = 1", 40' = 1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Windsor Street, Berner Street, Dent Street, Merewether Street, Mitchell Street, cricket ground, Welsh Baptist Chapel, Barr Street
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1373
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 88
TITLE: Merewether
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Public Works, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 60 links - 1", 40' = 1"
FORMAT: Lithoprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Hall Street, Berner Street, Mitchell Street, Park Street, Short Street, Pell Street, Frederick Street, Robert Street, air shaft
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1374
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS PLANS SHEET 89
TITLE: Merewether
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Public Works, Sydney
DATE:  1897  
SCALE:  60 links = 1", 40' = 1"  
FORMAT: Lithoprint  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Nott Street, Park Street, Coane Street, Pell Street, Ridge Street, Ranclaud Street, Frederick Street  
NOTES: --  

********************

MAP #:  M1375-1382 (leave for sheets 90-98)  
SERIES: 
TITLE: 
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

********************

MAP #:  M1383  
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS SHEET 99  
TITLE: Wickham and Hamilton  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney  
DATE:  1897  
SCALE:  60 links = 1", 40' = 1"  
FORMAT: Lithoprint  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Anderton Street, Daniel Street, Beaumont Street, Fern Street, Maitland Road, Power Street, Phoebe Street, Sheddon Street, Fleming Street, Great Northern Railway, Hamilton Railway Station, dancing hall, Islington Hotel, Congregational Hotel, Durham Hotel, Sydney Junction Hotel, tram line  
NOTES: --  

********************

MAP #:  M1384-1386 (leave for sheets 100-102)  
SERIES: 
TITLE: 
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

********************

MAP #:  M1387  
SERIES: NEWCASTLE AND SUBURBS SHEET 103  
TITLE: Hamilton  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Public Works, Sydney  
DATE:  1897  
SCALE:  60 links = 1", 40' = 1"  
FORMAT: Lithoprint  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Cricket and football ground, A.A. Company's Railway, drain, swamp,
DATE:  [ca 1911-1912]
SCALE:  20' = 1"
FORMAT: Original drawing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Merewether Street, roadways and unidentified buildings.
NOTES:  --

**************

MAP #:  M1394
SERIES:  NEWCASTLE AREA FORESHORE PLANS SHEET 3
TITLE:  A.A. Company’s Foreshore Sheet 3
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  --
DATE:  [ca 1911-1912]
SCALE:  --
FORMAT: Original drawing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Merewether Street, Hunter Street, Great Northern Railway, James Sandy & Co., Wright Heaton & Co.
NOTES:  Badly repaired by prison bindery - mould

**************

MAP #:  M1394a
SERIES:  NEWCASTLE AREA FORESHORE PLANS
TITLE:  [no title]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  --
DATE:  --
SCALE:  --
FORMAT: Original drawing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Newcastle Municipal Council leasehold, Holdsworth McPherson Co. leasehold, Dalton Bros leasehold
NOTES:  --

**************

MAP #:  M1395
SERIES:  PLAN SHEWING POSITION OF RAILWAY FENCE WEST OF MEREWETHER STREET
TITLE:  [as series]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  --
DATE:  27th May 1907 [survey]
SCALE:  60 links = 1"  
Inset diagram:  4 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Original plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Merewether Street, Railway Commissioners Land, approximate edge of ash filling by Railway Commissioners. 
Inset diagram: proposed new wharfage, Carrington Bridge, A.A. Company’s wharf, Proposed reclamation
NOTES:  --

**************

MAP #:  M1396
SERIES:  NEWCASTLE AREA FORESHORE PLANS [continued from above]
TITLE:  Plan showing Section of No. 1 Shoot A.A. Company’s Foreshore Newcastle
DATE:  Date of survey 19th July 1904
SCALE:  60 links = 1" - Section  
2 chains = 1" - Horizontal
20' = 1" - Vertical diagram
60 links = 1" - Horizontal diagram
10' = 1" - Vertical

FORMAT: Original drawing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Port Hunter, wharf, Great Northern Railway, overhead bridge, section, diagram of part of a ship loader with a skip
NOTES: Pencil note: ‘Ireland’s Chaff Cleaning, 1920’

***************

MAP #: M1396a
SERIES: --
TITLE: [no title] “B” Wharf Area
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Palmer, Turner & Bruyn
DATE: 18th December 1935
SCALE: 50' = 1"
FORMAT: Print with ??? annotations
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Port Hunter, Wharf Road, Merewether Street, Centenary Road, Argyle Street, Great Northern Wool dumping & stevedoring
NOTES: Newcastle & Hunter, R. Steamship Co., A.A. Company's Offices

***************

MAP #: M1397
SERIES: HOUSE PLAN
TITLE: Plan of brick residence, Hamilton, for T. C. Hoffman to be built on Lot 3 Section I, Garden Suburb
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: November 1924
SCALE: 8' = 1"
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Located at Gordon Avenue
NOTES: Newcastle Railway Station, Dark’s Ice Works

***************

MAP #: M1398
SERIES: ROAD FORMATION PLANS
TITLE: Formation plan Cram Street, Australian Agricultural Co. Estate … Hamilton
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Signed James Henry
DATE: 1923
SCALE: 1" = 1 chain [vertical]
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Plan, longitudinal section and specification, plan shows, Cram Street, Turnbull Street, Smith Street, Glebe Street
NOTES: --

***************

MAP #: M1398A
SERIES: ROAD FORMATION PLANS
TITLE: Formation plan Stewart Avenue, A.A. Company Estate … Hamilton
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Signed James Henry
DATE: 192
SCALE: 1" = 1 chain [vertical]
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1398b
SERIES: ROAD FORMATION PLANS
TITLE: Formation plan Parkway Avenue & Dumaresq Street Hamilton
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: 1923
SCALE: 10' = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1398c
SERIES: ROAD FORMATION PLANS
TITLE: Newcastle Municipality Plan and Specifications of proposed construction of new streets, H.A. Co. Estate, Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: 1925
SCALE: 2 chains = 1"
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Tooke Street, Darby Street, Parkway Avenue, Brooks Street
NOTES: To accompany letter to council 9-9-1925

**********************

MAP #: M1399
SERIES: TRACINGS OF A.A. COMPANY MINING LEASES AND MINE SECTIONS
TITLE: Tracing of A.A. Co’s lease in Burwood Estates
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: 5 chains = 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: A.A. Co.’s grant 2000 acres, The Glebe Adamstown, Lot 8 : Mrs. Muir
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1400
SERIES: TRACINGS OF A.A. COMPANY MINING LEASES AND MINE SECTIONS
TITLE: [Tracing of] Plan and section of Bennett’s Heading under the ocean
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: May 23, 1901
SCALE: Plan - 2 chains - 1"
Section - Horizontal: 1 chain - 1", Vertical: 10’ = 1”
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Plan and vertical section of Bennett’s Heading
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1401
SERIES: TRACINGS OF A.A. COMPANY MINING LEASES AND MINE SECTIONS
TITLE: Plan showing a portion of A.A. Co.’s Hamilton Pit
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE:  --  
SCALE:  2 chains = 1"  
FORMAT:  Tracing, coloured  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  A.A. Co.'s South boundary, Adamstown, Burwood  
NOTES:  --  

*******************************

MAP #:  M1402  
SERIES:  TRACINGS OF A.A. COMPANY MINING LEASES AND MINE SECTIONS  
TITLE:  [Hamilton Pit]  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  --  
DATE:  --  
SCALE:  --  
FORMAT:  Tracing  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  Location of Hamilton pit  
NOTES:  --  

*******************************

MAP #:  M1403  
SERIES:  TRACINGS OF A.A. COMPANY MINING LEASES AND MINE SECTIONS  
TITLE:  Check survey of 400 acres of the Burwood Estate under lease to the Australian Agricultural Company  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  --  
DATE:  1878  
SCALE:  4 chains = 1"  
FORMAT:  --  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  Adamstown, 54 acres, Beaumont Street, The Glebe, diagram shewing the error in closing by the description of the 400 acres.  
NOTES:  Needs encapsulation  

*******************************

MAP #:  M1404  
SERIES:  TRACINGS OF A.A. COMPANY MINING LEASES AND MINE SECTIONS  
TITLE:  A.A. Company's leasehold and A.A. Company's freehold  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  --  
DATE:  --  
SCALE:  4 chains = 1"  
FORMAT:  --  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  Locations of bores and shafts in the vicinity of Oakey Flat, Fern Flat, Oakey Creek, Hepplewhite's Shaft, Reservoir Railway  
NOTES:  --  

*******************************

MAP #:  M1405  
SERIES:  TRACINGS OF A.A. COMPANY MINING LEASES AND MINE SECTIONS  
TITLE:  Levels from Northeast Narrow Bord to face of Reid's Heading  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  --  
DATE:  October 25, 1899  
SCALE:  Horizontal:  1 chain = 1"  
Vertical:  10' = 1"  
FORMAT:  Tracing  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  [as title]  
NOTES:  --
MAP #: M1406
SERIES: TRACINGS OF A.A. COMPANY MINING LEASES AND MINE SECTIONS
TITLE:
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M1407
SERIES: TRACINGS
TITLE: Tracing of showing section of ground where over flow of reservoir is to be made.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE: --
SCALE: Horizontal: 33ft to an inch. Vertical: 10ft to an inch.
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Section and surface plans Railway and Creek.
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1408
SERIES: UNIDENTIFIED TRACING
TITLE: --
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall licensed Surveyor, Newcastle
DATE: --
SCALE: --
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1409
SERIES: PLANS OF MINING LEASES
TITLE: Plan showing the South Boundary line of the Burwood Mining Lease of 400 acres
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: --
SCALE: 4 chains to 1", Diagram 60 links to an inch.
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: --
NOTES: --

MAP #: M1410
SERIES: PLANS OF A. A. Co. LAND, NEWCASTLE
TITLE: Contour Survey (10 intervals) Australian Agricultural Company Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Palmer, Turner and Bruyn Registered surveyor Newcastle
DATE: --
SCALE: 100ft-1"
FORMAT: Ink Drawings with Contours
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Parry St., Darby St., Railway St., Nesca Parade, Brooks St., Kitchener Parade, Anzac Parade, Lemnos Parade, Fenton Ave, Memorial Drive, Tooke St., Light St.
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1411
SERIES: --
TITLE: Design Sea Pit Paddock Australian Agricultural Company Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Palmer, Turner and Bruyn Registered Surveyors Newcastle
DATE: --
SCALE: 100ft -1"
FORMAT: --
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Darby St., Parry St., Railway St., Nesca Park, Nesca Parade, Kitchener Parade, Anzac Parade, Lemnos Parade, High St., Fenton Ave, Memorial Drive.
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1412
SERIES: REAL ESTATE PLANS OF NEWCASTLE
TITLE: Newcastle pasturage reserve Auction Sale of Crown Lands... Plans of H2 Portions Parish of Newcastle, Country of Northumberland, Municipalities of New Lambton and Waratah
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: --
DATE: March 1918
SCALE: 5 chains - 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As title]
NOTES: --

**********************

MAP #: M1413
SERIES: Plans and tracings of A.A. Company's Port Stephens Estate
TITLE: Plan of Lot 28 Parish Black Camp A.A. Company's Port Stephens Estate
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [Pulver?] 
DATE: -
SCALE: 10 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As Title] Black Camp Creek
NOTES: 

**********************

MAP #: M1414
SERIES: Plans and tracings of A.A. Company's Port Stephens Estate
TITLE: Plan of Lot 28 Parish Black Camp A.A. Company's Port Stephens Estate
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [Pulver?] 
DATE: -
SCALE: 10 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As Title] Black Camp Creek
NOTES: 

**********************

MAP #: M1415
SERIES: Plans and tracings of A.A. Company's Port Stephens Estate
TITLE: Plan of Lot 46 Parish of Booral A.A. Company’s Port Stephens Estate

------------------------
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [Pulver?]
DATE: -
SCALE: 10 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As Title]
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M1415A
SERIES: Plans and tracings of A.A. Company's Port Stephens Estate
TITLE: A plan of Lot 57 Parish of Booral, County of Gloucester
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E.S. Davis
DATE: April 6 1932
SCALE: 10 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Karuah River, Lillipilli Cr., properties of Marsh, Price, Ford
NOTES: Crown grant 20th November 1847, book 8, folio 503/57

********************
MAP #: M1416
SERIES: Plans and tracings of A.A. Company's Port Stephens Estate
TITLE: A plan of Lot 57 Parish of Booral, County of Gloucester
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E.S. Davis
DATE: -
SCALE: 10 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Karuah River, Lillipilli Cr., properties of Marsh, Price, Ford
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M1417
SERIES: Plans and tracings of A.A. Company's Port Stephens Estate
TITLE: Plan of reserved land Village of Carrington A.A. Company's Port Stephens Estate
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: -
DATE: -
SCALE: 4 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Karuah River, Lillipilli Cr., properties of Marsh, Price, Ford
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M1418
SERIES: Plans and tracings of A.A. Company's Port Stephens Estate
TITLE: Plan of reserved land Village of Carrington A.A. Company's Port Stephens Estate
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: -
DATE: -
SCALE: 4 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Karuah River, Lillipilli Cr., properties of Marsh, Price, Ford
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M1419
SERIES: Plans and tracings of A.A. Company's Port Stephens Estate
MAP #: M1422B
SERIES: Shire of Stroud plans
TITLE: Shire of Stroud, plans of Lots 45 and 46, part of 464640 acres grant A.A. Co. Estate. Parish of Coweambah, County of Gloucester.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Shire of Stroud, Worters, Readett, Pulver.
DATE: Date of Survey November 1925, Certified 1926.
SCALE: 10 chains to 1”
FORMAT: Print Hand Coloured
NOTES: Crown Grant November 1847, Vol 80, Folio 503/512.

MAP #: M1423
SERIES: [No Entry]
TITLE:
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M1424
SERIES: Railway, Postal and Telegraph and Rainfall maps
TITLE: Railway, Postal and Telegraph Map of South Australia
DATE: 1888
SCALE: -
FORMAT: Map on linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As Title] shows annual rainfall
NOTES: Compiled from information furnished by C. Todd, Postmaster General and Superintendent of Telegraphs

MAP #: M1425
SERIES: Railway, Postal and Telegraph and Rainfall maps
TITLE: Railway, Postal and Telegraph Map of Queensland
DATE: 1888
SCALE: -
FORMAT: Map on linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As Title] shows annual rainfall
NOTES: Compiled from information furnished by Clement L. Wragge, Government meteorologist

MAP #: M1426
SERIES: Railway, Postal and Telegraph and Rainfall maps
TITLE: Railway, Postal and Telegraph Map of New South Wales
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Compiled, drawn and published by Kenneth Craigie
DATE: [1888?]
SCALE: 1” = 20 miles inset map 1” = 5 miles
FORMAT: On linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows mileages from Sydney. Inset map of coast and towns from Kiama to Newcastle, NSW Government Auxiliary tramways, passenger stations with mileages from Sydney Central, stations where wheat silos are situated and to be built, private railways, sidings and collieries, railways in adjoining states.

NOTES: 

**********************

MAP #: M1426
SERIES: Railway, postal and telegraph and rainfall maps
TITLE: Railway, postal and telegraph map of New South Wales
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Compiled, drawn and published by Kenneth Craigie
DATE: [1888?]
SCALE: 1" = 20 miles, inset map 1" = 5 miles.
FORMAT: on linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows mileages from Sydney. Inset map of coast and towns from Kiama to Newcastle NSW Government Railways, Auxiliary tramways, passenger stations with mileages from Sydney Central, stations where wheat silos are situated and to be built, private railways, sidings and collieries, railways in adjoining states.
NOTES: 

**********************

MAP #: M1427
SERIES: Railway, postal and telegraph and rainfall maps
TITLE: Railway, postal and telegraph map of the North Island of New Zealand
DATE: 1889
SCALE: -
FORMAT: on linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: As title. Inset map of Auckland
NOTES: 

**********************

MAP #: M1428
SERIES: Railway, postal and telegraph and rainfall maps
TITLE: Railway, postal and telegraph map of the Middle Island of New Zealand
DATE: 1889
SCALE: -
FORMAT: on linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As title] Has inset map of Christchurch and Dunedin.
NOTES: 

**********************

MAP #: M1429
SERIES: Geological maps of New South Wales
TITLE: Geological maps of New South Wales [Western section]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Compiled from the original maps of Reverend W.B. Clarke, C.S. Wilkinson and officers or the Geological Survey Branch Department of Mines and Agriculture, New South Wales
DATE: 1893
SCALE: 1" = 10 miles
FORMAT: on linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As title] Western section
NOTES: Needs repair and encapsulation
**********************
MAP #: M1430
SERIES: Geological maps of New South Wales
TITLE: Geological maps of New South Wales [Eastern section]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Compiled from the original maps of Reverend W.B. Clarke, C.S. Wilkinson and officers or the Geological Survey Branch Department of Mines and Agriculture, New South Wales
DATE: 1893
SCALE: 1" = 10 miles
FORMAT: on linen
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As title]
NOTES: Needs repair and encapsulation
**********************
MAP #: M1431
SERIES: Railway, postal, telegraph and rainfall maps
TITLE: Railway, postal, telegraph and rainfall map of Tasmania
DATE: 1889
SCALE: -
FORMAT: Shiny coloured surface on linen. Print from engraving
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:
**********************
MAP #: M1432
SERIES: Australian Agricultural Company Estate plans. [Maps mentioned in reports]
TITLE: Proposed boundaries of the Estate selected by the Australia Agricultural Company, January 1828
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [A.A. Co]
DATE: January 1828
SCALE: 1 ¼" = 5 English miles
FORMAT: Lithoprint
NOTES: Report A5239
**********************
MAP #: M1433
SERIES: Australian Agricultural Company Estate plans. [Maps mentioned in reports]
TITLE: Plan of the Australian Agricultural Company's grant at Port Stephens, NSW
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Engraved by I. Crohs London
DATE: 1828
SCALE: 1" = 2 miles
FORMAT: Print from engraving
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: From Newcastle to Farquhars Inlet on coast, Port Stephens Myall Lake, Wallace Lake, Williams River, Parishes of Horton, Wilmot, Karuah, Tarean
NOTES: Report A5239
**********************
SPARKE, HELMORE AND WITHYCOMBE (SOLICITORS, NEWCASTLE)

MAP #: M1436
SERIES: Waratah subdivision plan
TITLE: Plan of the village of Hanbury, NSW
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE: [Ca 1890?]
SCALE: -
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Commonage reserve, Station St, Smart St, Ada St, Harriet St, Cross St, Turton St, Recreation ground, Dulling St. Names of lot owners. Cremorne Garden Cottage.

NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1437
SERIES: Xerox copy of M1436
TITLE: 
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: 
NOTES:

**********************

ABORIGINAL COOPERATIVE SOCIETY - NEWCASTLE AWABAKAL CULTURE CLASS

MAP #: M1438
SERIES: Drawings by Aboriginal children
TITLE: 
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Fiona Anderson [Age 9], Kevin Anderson [Age 8], Paul Peters [Age 6]
DATE: September 1980
DESCRIPTION AND NOTES: “These exhibits are supplied by the Newcastle Awabakal Culture Class, conducted by the Aboriginal Cooperative Society. These children attend weekly class to learn the Awabakal mother tongue. Elders and initiated persons take them on visits to sacred sites in Lake Macquarie and the Lower Hunter Valley...” - Donated by P.A. Haslam

**********************

MAP #: M1439
SERIES: Drawings by Aboriginal children
TITLE: 
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Karen Connoors, Cedric Talbot, Karry Anderson
DATE: September 1980
DESCRIPTION AND NOTES: “These exhibits are supplied by the Newcastle Awabakal Culture Class, conducted by the Aboriginal Cooperative Society. These children attend weekly class to learn the Awabakal mother tongue. Elders and initiated persons take them on visits to sacred sites in Lake Macquarie and the Lower Hunter Valley...” - Donated by P.A. Haslam

**********************

MAP #: M1440
SERIES: Drawings by Aboriginal children
TITLE: 
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Carol Smith, Fiona Anderson
DATE: September 1980
DESCRIPTION AND NOTES: “These exhibits are supplied by the Newcastle Awabakal Culture Class, conducted by the Aboriginal Cooperative Society. These children attend weekly class to learn the Awabakal mother tongue. Elders and initiated persons take them on visits to sacred sites in Lake Macquarie and the Lower Hunter Valley...” - Donated by P.A. Haslam
GLASS AND MORRISON FAMILIES, EURIE EURIE STATION

MAP #: M1442
SERIES: New South Wales pastoral district maps
TITLE: Map of Pastoral District of Liverpool plains, north east portion, shewing the boundaries of runs, sheet number 1, NSW
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Compiled and drawn at the Occupation of Lands Office, Sydney. Printed at the Surveyor General’s office, Sydney
DATE: 1881
SCALE: 2 miles to an inch
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by the Namoi, Barwan and Gwydir rivers. Covers area between Wee Waa and Walgett, Pocataroo and Milton Vale
NOTES: “Transferred to stone” (lithograph). “Drawn under Eccles patent process”

MAP #: M1443
SERIES: Parish maps
TITLE: [Parish of Walgett, County of Denham – Central Division: Land District of Walgett]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: -
DATE: -
SCALE: -
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows Eurie Eurie resumed area, names of property owners. Bounded by Namoi, Darling and Barwan rivers and Pagan Creek. Town of Walgett.
NOTES: Proclaimed a population area 15th July, 1893

MAP #: M1444
SERIES: Parish maps. Office number P82-107
TITLE: Parish of Buriembri, County of Denham, Land district of Walgett.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Printed at Surveyor General’s Office, Sydney
DATE: January 21, 1882
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains. 1" = ½ mile
FORMAT: Photo – lithograph (on linen)
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bounded by Pian Creek, Parish of Pian, Parish of Dunuleroi, Parish of Mungerarra. Shows surveyed boundaries and names of property owners.
NOTES:

MAP #: M1445
SERIES: Parish maps. Office number P406
TITLE: Parish of Manilla, County of Denham, Police district of Walgett.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Printed at Surveyor General’s office, Sydney
DATE: 1879
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: photo – lithograph in linen

NOTES:

******************************

MAP #: M1446
SERIES: Parish maps. Office number P82-102
TITLE: Parish of Denham, County of Denham, Land district of Walgett.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Printed at the Surveyor General's office, Sydney
DATE: 1887
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains, 1" = ½ mile
FORMAT: photo – lithograph (mounted on linen)
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Portions are shown only as dealt with by the Charting Branch, 21 January 1882.

******************************

MAP #: M1447
SERIES: -
TITLE: -
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: -
DATE: -
SCALE: -
FORMAT: photo - lithograph
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows various runs on Eurie Eurie station and 320 acres owned by E.J. Glass
NOTES:

******************************

NEW SOUTH WALES HYDROGRAPHIC CHARTS

MAP #: M1448
SERIES: New South Wales Hydrographic charts, sheet V.
TITLE: East coast of Australia, NSW, Port Stephens to Tracking Point
DATE: Surveyed 1862, Map 1882
SCALE: -
FORMAT: Print of Engravings
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Inset maps of Sugar Loaf Anchorage and Crowdy Head Anchorage, Gives depths in fathoms.
NOTES:

******************************

MAP #: M1449
SERIES: New South Wales Hydrographic charts, sheet VI.
TITLE: East coast of Australia, NSW, Tracking Point to Coffs Islands.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Surveyed by Frederick W. Sidney and others. Hydrographic office.
DATE: Surveyed 1862, Published at the Admiralty London, 12th October 1865, outer soundings and additions 1869.
SCALE: -
FORMAT: Print of engraving
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Inset of Trial Bay
NOTES:
***************


MAP #: M1455
SERIES: [As title]
TITLE: Plan of Browns Town, County of Gregory, NSW
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: John Roche? (surname indecipherable)
DATE: February 22 1870
SCALE: 3 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Hand drawn plan in ink and water colour
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:

***************

MAP #: M1456
SERIES: [As title]
TITLE: [Water colour painting of Browns town]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [Ca 1870?]
DATE: -
SCALE: 500 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Photo – lithograph, coloured.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows geological strata from Lake Macquarie to Newcastle.
NOTES:

***************

EDGEOIRTH DAVID, PROFESSOR T.W.

MAP #: M1457 – M1458
SERIES: Geological strata plans of Lower Hunter Valley coalfields. Section I.
TITLE: Coast section from Moon Island to Newcastle: Section I.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: [David?] W.A. Gullick Government printer.
DATE: -
SCALE: 500 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Photo – lithograph, coloured.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows geological strata from Lake Macquarie to Newcastle.
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M1459 - M1460
SERIES: Section II.
TITLE: Section parallel to axis of main anticline extending from Mount Warrawolong on the South to the Hunter River near Lochinvar on the North.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: W.A. Gullick Government printer.
DATE: -
SCALE: 1" to 1 mile
FORMAT: Photo – lithograph, coloured.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As title]
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M1461 – M1462
SERIES: Section III.
TITLE: Section from Rix’s Creek near Singleton, to Anna Bay near Port Stephens
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 1” = 2 miles and 1” = 80 chains
FORMAT: Photo – lithograph, coloured.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Rix’s Creek coal basin, Greta and Branxton coal basin, West Maitland coal basin, Paterson coal basin, Williams coal basin, Port Stephens coal basin, Glendonbrook coal basin, Greta and Branxton coal basin, West Maitland coal basin
NOTES:

**********************

MAP #: M1463 – M1464
SERIES: Section IV.
TITLE: Section along the railway line from Singleton South Eastwards to Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 1” = 80 chains, 1” = approx 5000 ft
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As title]
NOTES:

**********************

MAP #: M1465 – M1466
SERIES: Geological strata plans of Lower Hunter coalfields. Section V.
TITLE: Section from near East Greta Colliery to outcrop of Muree beds on Miller’s Forest Road South of Duckenfield
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: W.A. Gullick Government printer.
DATE:
SCALE: 1” = 40 chains
FORMAT: Photo – lithograph, coloured.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As title]
NOTES:

**********************

MAP #: M1467 – M1468
SERIES: Geological strata plans of Lower Hunter coalfields. Section VI.
TITLE: Section from Alison’s Wyong Bore to Raymond Terrace
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: W.A. Gullick Government printer.
DATE:
SCALE: 1” = 80 chains
FORMAT: Photo – lithograph, coloured.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As title]
NOTES:

**********************

MAP #: M1469 – M1470
SERIES: Geological strata plans of Lower Hunter coalfields. Section VII.
TITLE: Section from Matthew’s Gap, Pokolbin, to the A.A. Company’s 3,002 ft Bore, Newcastle
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: W.A. Gullick Government printer.
DATE:
SCALE: 1” = 40 chains
FORMAT: Photo – lithograph, coloured.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Matthew’s Gap, Bright, Mt View, Aellalong, Barraba, Quarrybylong, Bow Wow, Cliffs, Killingworth Colliery, Fassifern, Cockle Creek, Lake Macquarie
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1471 – M1472
SERIES: Geological strata plans of Lower Hunter coalfields. Section VII.
TITLE: Section in a general west to east direction across the carboniferous volcanic inlier of Mount Bright, near Pokolbin
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: W.A. Gullick Government printer.
DATE:
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Photo – lithograph, coloured.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Cedar Creek, Mt Bright
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M1473 – M1474
SERIES: Geological strata plans of Lower Hunter coalfields. Section IX.
TITLE: Section on J&A Brown’s. New railway from Pelaw-Main Colliery to the outcrop of the Borehole Coal Seam in Blue Gum Creek, 1½ miles north west of Minmi
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: W.A. Gullick Government printer.
DATE:
SCALE: 1" = 20 chains
FORMAT: Photo – lithograph, coloured.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows the splitting of the Greta coal seam eastward of Stanford-Merthyr, also the increased thickness of the Tomago coal measures
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M1475
SERIES: Geological strata plans of Lower Hunter coalfields. Section X.
TITLE: Comparative series of vertical sections of the Greta coal seams
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: W.A. Gullick Government printer.
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Photo - lithograph
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Hebburn Colliery, Abermain, Wynne and Scholey’s Bore, Caledonian Coal Company, Neath Colliery, Aberdare Extended Colliery, Milton Vale, Black Creek, Anvill Creek, Greta [and other collieries]
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M1476
SERIES: Geological strata plans of Lower Hunter coalfields. Section XI.
TITLE: Comparative series of vertical sections in the Tomago coal measures.
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 1" = 200ft
FORMAT: Coloured photo-lithograph
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As title]
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M1477
SERIES: Geological strata plans of Lower Hunter coalfields. Section XII.
TITLE: Newcastle stage or Newcastle series
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Photo-lithograph. Not coloured
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Wallarah or Bulli seam, Great Northern seam, Fassifern seam, Upper and lower pilot seams, Australasian seam, Barwood seam, Nobby’s seam, Dirty seam, Yard seam, Young Wallsend seam, Borehole seam.
NOTES:

**********************

MAP #: M1478 - M1479
SERIES: Geological maps of coal fields in the Hunter Valley
TITLE: Geological map of part of the Maitland coal field, counties of Northumberland and Durham
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Geologically surveyed by T.W.E David [and others] prepared under the direction of E.F Pittman, Department of Mines and Agriculture
DATE: 1902
SCALE: 1" = 20 chains
FORMAT: Photo-lithograph. Not coloured
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Vertical section and legend
NOTES:

**********************

MAP #: M1480
SERIES: Geological maps of coal fields in the Hunter Valley
TITLE: Geological map of part of the Maitland coal field, counties of Northumberland and Durham [continuation of M1478 and M1479]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Geologically surveyed by T.W.E David [and others] prepared under the direction of E.F Pittman, Department of Mines and Agriculture
DATE: 1902
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Parish of Maitland, Morpeth, Heddon, Gosford, East Greta, Coal seam, Coal fields
NOTES:

**********************

MAP #: M1480A
SERIES: Geological maps of coal fields in the Hunter Valley
TITLE: Geological map of part of the Maitland coal field, counties of Northumberland and Durham [continuation of M1478 and M1479]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Geologically surveyed by T.W.E David [and others] prepared under the direction of E.F Pittman, Department of Mines and Agriculture
DATE: 1902
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: M1480A from Auchmuty library Cataloguing Department [Unknown Donor]
NOTES:

**********************

MAP #: M1481
SERIES: Geological maps of coal fields in the Hunter Valley
TITLE: Geological map of the Hunter River coal field from Newcastle to Singleton [in three parts] [part one]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Geologically surveyed by T.W.E David [and others] prepared under the direction of E.F Pittman, Department of Mines and Agriculture
DATE:  1905
SCALE:  1” = 1 mile
FORMAT: Coloured photo-lithograph
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Extends from Kahibah to Paterson from Cessnock to Stockton
NOTES:

**********************

MAP #:  M1482
SERIES: Geological maps of coal fields in the Hunter Valley
TITLE: Geological map of the Hunter River coal field from Newcastle to Singleton [in three parts] [part two] Inset map of Rothbury, Pokolbin areas
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Geologically surveyed by T.W.E David [and others] prepared under the direction of E.F Pittman, Department of Mines and Agriculture
DATE:  1905
SCALE:  1” = 1 mile
FORMAT: Coloured photo-lithograph
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: From Warkworth to Cessnock and Branxton [needs encapsulation]
NOTES:

**********************

MAP #:  M1483
SERIES: Geological maps of coal fields in the Hunter Valley
TITLE: Geological map of the Hunter River coal field from Newcastle to Singleton [in three parts] [part three]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Geologically surveyed by T.W.E David [and others] prepared under the direction of E.F Pittman, Department of Mines and Agriculture
DATE:  1905
SCALE:  1” = 1 mile
FORMAT: Coloured photo-lithograph
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Nobby’s head, Port Stephens, Limeburners Creek
NOTES:

**********************

PAGE, IRWIN

MAP #:  M1484
SERIES: Map of Australia
TITLE: Map of the Commonwealth of Australia 1937. Regular air services as at 15th of March 1938
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Published by the Department the Interior Canberra
DATE:  1938
SCALE:  1” = 50 miles
FORMAT: coloured print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: regular air services as at 15th March 1938
NOTES:

**********************

MAP #:  M1485
SERIES: World map
TITLE: Robinson’s map of the world, mercators projection
**LAMBTON MECHANICS INSTITUTE**

MAP #: M1486  
SERIES: New South Wales maps  
TITLE: [Not title, map of NSW]  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Clive Barress (copyright)  
DATE: [Ca. 1930’s]  
SCALE: 1” = 20 miles  
FORMAT: Coloured print  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Shows roads and railways  
NOTES: Inset maps: City of Canberra, Tourists resorts around Sydney, Brisbane

***************

**UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT – PROFESSOR KEN W. ROBINSON**

MAP #: M1487  
SERIES: Hunter regional Advisory Council maps of Kooragang Island  
TITLE: Newcastle Harbour improvements proposed reclamation of Islands: General Plan. First part of Scheme  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: E.D.K. Green, Principal engineer Harbours and rivers, Department of Public Works, NSW  
DATE: 1951 signed W.R.C. 22nd May 1953  
SCALE: 20 chains = 1”  
FORMAT: Print  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Hexham Island, Ash Island, Dempsey Island, Mosheto, Walsh, Smith’s Island, Fullerton Cove  
NOTES: Map transferred from file A6010 (III)

***************

MAP #: M1488 – M1489  
SERIES: Hunter regional Advisory Council maps of Kooragang Island  
TITLE: Department of Public Works, New South Wales, Harbours and Rivers Branch, Newcastle District, Kooragang Island Development scheme general lay out. c 779  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: J.C. Humphrey, Director  
DATE: 1968  
SCALE: 8ft = 1”  
FORMAT: Print  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Kooragang Island  
NOTES: Map transferred from file A6010 (III)

***************

MAP #: M1490  
SERIES: Hunter regional Advisory Council maps of Kooragang Island
TITLE: Level 2
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: rough draft
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:  

********************

MAP #: M1501
SERIES: University of Newcastle Social Sciences Building plans
TITLE: level 3
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Rough draft
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:  

********************

MAP #: M1502
SERIES: University of Newcastle Social Sciences Building plans
TITLE: level 2 and 3
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:  

********************

MAP #: M1503
SERIES: University of Newcastle Social Sciences Building plans
TITLE: Ground floor
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Rough draft tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:  

********************

MAP #: M1504
SERIES: University of Newcastle Social Sciences Building plans
TITLE: University of Newcastle Social Sciences Building: ground floor
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE: January 1970
SCALE: 1" = 16'
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Geography, psychology, commerce and economics departments
NOTES:  

********************

MAP #: M1505
SERIES: University of Newcastle Social Sciences Building plans
TITLE: University of Newcastle Social Sciences Building: ground floor
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE: January 1970
SCALE: 1" = 16'
MAP #: M1506  
SERIES: University of Newcastle Social Sciences Building plans  
TITLE: University of Newcastle Social Sciences Building: first floor  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  
DATE: January 1970  
SCALE: 1" = 16'  
FORMAT: Tracing  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: First floor – geography, economics and commerce  
NOTES:  

MAP #: M1507  
SERIES: University of Newcastle Social Sciences Building plans  
TITLE: University of Newcastle Social Sciences Building: first floor  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  
DATE: January 1970  
SCALE: 1" = 16'  
FORMAT: Tracing  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: First floor – geography, economics and commerce  
NOTES:  

MAP #: M1508  
SERIES: University of Newcastle Social Sciences Building plans  
TITLE: University of Newcastle Social Sciences Building: second floor  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  
SCALE: 1" = 16'  
FORMAT: Tracing  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Second floor: geography, psychology, economics departments  
NOTES:  

MAP #: M1509  
SERIES: University of Newcastle Social Sciences Building plans  
TITLE: University of Newcastle Social Sciences Building: second floor  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Tracing  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: geography, commerce, economics  
NOTES: Different to M1508  

MAP #: M1510  
SERIES: University of Newcastle Geography Department plans of details of built in furniture  
TITLE: Index to sheets 1-15  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Tracing  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  
NOTES:
SCALE: Tracing
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Adjustable book shelving and roll storage for lecturer’s offices nos. 1-7. Drafting bench. Map storage and light table unit for lecturer’s offices nos. 3-7 and two assistants’ office

NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M1516
SERIES: University of Newcastle Geography Department plans of details of built in furniture: sheet 6
TITLE: Department of Geography sheet 6
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Cupboards and book shelving - west wall, book shelving - east wall, drafting bench, map storage and light table unit - west wall.

NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M1517
SERIES: University of Newcastle Geography Department plans of details of built in furniture: sheet 7
TITLE: Department of Geography sheet 7
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Senior laboratory – student work bench

NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M1518
SERIES: University of Newcastle Geography Department plans of details of built in furniture: sheet 8
TITLE: Department of Geography sheet 8
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Copying machine area, map mounting/ repair room

NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M1519
SERIES: University of Newcastle Geography Department plans of details of built in furniture: sheet 9
TITLE: Department of Geography sheet 9
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bench cupboards and sink units. Drawing benches for cartographers

NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M1520
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1535-M1536
SERIES: Publicity posters
TITLE: The shadow of a gunman by Sean Casey
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE: June 1981
SCALE:
FORMAT: Black and white
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: University drama theatre
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1537-M1538
SERIES: Publicity posters
TITLE: Peer gynt: a workshop production directed by Ian Watson
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Newcastle Uni drama students. Poster by Bell
DATE: October 1981
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: University drama studio
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1539
SERIES: Publicity posters
TITLE: Aristophanes birds
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Newcastle Uni drama students. Poster by Bell
DATE: July and August 1981
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Presented at Arts Drama Theatre Newcastle
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1540-M1541
SERIES: Publicity posters
TITLE: Don’s Party
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Newcastle Uni drama students. Poster by Bell
DATE: April-May 1982
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Presented at Arts Drama Theatre Newcastle
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1542
SERIES: Publicity posters
TITLE: The lovers of Bologna
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Newcastle Uni drama students. Poster by Bell
DATE: June 8-12 1982
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Presented at Arts Drama Theatre Newcastle
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1543
SERIES: Publicity posters
TITLE: Esther by T. Racine
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Newcastle Uni drama students. Poster by Bell
DATE: May 26-28
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Presented by Avondale players and singers at Christ Church Cathedral
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M1544
SERIES: Publicity posters
TITLE: Newcastle Arts Council one-act drama festival
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE: May 1 1982
SCALE:
FORMAT: Black and white print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: University drama theatre
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M1545 (x3)
SERIES: Publicity posters
TITLE: Woyzeck
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Bell
DATE: July 1982?
SCALE:
FORMAT: Colour
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: University drama theatre
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M1546
SERIES: Publicity posters
TITLE: Salome
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: N.O.W. Poster group
DATE: September 1982?
SCALE:
FORMAT: Colour
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Great hall, University of Newcastle
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M1547
SERIES: Publicity posters
TITLE: Macbeth
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Directed by David Berthold
DATE: June 198?
SCALE:
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Presented at Roxy Theatre
NOTES:

********************
M1548-M1554 Leave for drama theatre

********************
MAP #: M1554
SERIES:
TITLE:
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

********************

CAMPBELL (M) & Co.

MAP #: M1555
SERIES: Maps and plans of Scone NSW
TITLE: Scone sewerage detail survey, sheet no. 12
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Drawn from A.J. Lines’ Field book no. F4
DATE: 1937
SCALE: 50ft = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Kelly St, Main St, Liverpool St, Great Northern Railway
NOTES:

********************

MAP #: M1556
SERIES: Maps and plans of Scone NSW
TITLE: Plan of allotments 7-10 of section 11 Town of Scone, Parish of Scone,
       County of Brisbane
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M.M. Hyndes Surveyor
DATE: 1927
SCALE: 80ft = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Hill St, Liverpool St, Guernsey St, Kingdom St
NOTES:

********************

MAP #: M1557
SERIES: Maps and plans of Scone NSW
TITLE: Detail plan of Section 18, Village of Scone
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: M.M. Hyndes
DATE: [Ca. 1927]
SCALE: 50ft = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: St. Aubins St, Main St, Liverpool St, Kelly St, Gully buildings
NOTES:

********************

MAP #: M1558
SERIES: Maps and plans of Scone NSW
TITLE: Village of Scone, Parish of Scone, County of Brisbane, NSW 1877
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Lithographed at the Surveyor Generals Office
       Sydney
DATE: 1877
SCALE: 8 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Lithograph
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: St Aubins St, Aberdeen St, Liverpool St, Kingdom St, Kelly St,
       Names of property owners
NOTES:

********************

MAP #: M1559
SERIES: Maps and plans of Scone NSW
TITLE: Plan of nine lots Village of Scone for sale by J.W. Hopper
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: F. Isaac licensed Surveyor Woodhouselee (Nr. Goulburn) drawn by S.W. Alexander

DATE: [Ca. 1877]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Original drawing, hand coloured
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: St Aubins St, Guernsey St
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1560  
SERIES: Maps and plans of Scone NSW  
TITLE: Subdivision of allotments 11 to 14 (inclusive) of section 4, Village of Scone  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Draft and Lithograph by H.E.C. Robinson, F. Isaac licensed surveyor  
DATE: [1877?]  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Original? Print?  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Liverpool St, Aberdeen St, Names of owners and occupiers: Mrs Handley, C. Wilkie, H.D. Brown  
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1561  
SERIES: Maps and plans of Scone NSW  
TITLE: Plan of subdivision of parts of allotments 18, 19 and 20 of section 17, Village of Scone, Parish of Scone, County of Brisbane  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  
DATE: May 23 1927  
SCALE: 40ft = 1"  
FORMAT: Tracing  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Guernsey St, Liverpool St, Kelly St, St Aubins St, Great Northern Railway. Buildings.  
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1562  
SERIES: Maps and plans of Scone, NSW  
TITLE: Village of Scone and suburban lands Parish of Scone, County of Brisbane, Land District of Scone  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  
SCALE: 40 chains = 1"  
FORMAT: Blueprint  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Includes Kingdom Ponds, Marooan Estate, St Aubins Estate  
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1563  
SERIES: Blueprints of Atlantic Union Oil Company’s depot at Scone  
TITLE: Atlantic Union Oil Company general layout, Scone depot  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Drawn by F. Rinott  
DATE: 1933  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Blueprint  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As title]  
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1564  
SERIES: Blueprints of Atlantic Union Oil Company’s depot at Scone  
TITLE: Atlantic Union Oil Company Ltd detail of proposed drum rack, Scone  
NOTES:
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE: [Ca 1933]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As title]
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1565
SERIES: Parish maps: land district of Scone
TITLE: Parish of Brawboy, County of Brisbane, Land District of Scone, Upper hunter shire, Eastern division NSW
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1921
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Names of property owners, Campbell’s property shaded.
   Bounded by parishes of Manbus, Guan Gua, Tyrone, Nerobingabla, Willis
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1566
SERIES: Parish maps: land district of Scone
TITLE: Parish of Macqueen, County of Brisbane, Land district of Scone, Eastern division NSW
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1897
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Property owners including Campbell’s property. Hunter river.
   Bounded by parishes of Alma, Rouchel, Russell, Scone, Gundy Gundy
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1567
SERIES: Parish maps: Land district of Scone
TITLE: Parish of Manbus, County of Brisbane, Land district of Scone, Woolooma Shire, Eastern division NSW
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1916
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Names of property owners. Dart brook. Bounded by parishes of Scone, Halscot, Guan Gua, Brawboy, Willis, Melbourne
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M1568
SERIES: Parish maps: Land district of Scone
TITLE: Parish of Nerobingabla, County of Brisbane, Eastern division NSW, Scone land district
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1892
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Campbell’s properties. Names of property owners. Bounded by parishes of Terell, Willis, Brawboy, Tyrone
NOTES:
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Land located at Macqueen, north east of Scone, names of property owners and lesees including John Campbell
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M1574
SERIES: Real estate plans
TITLE: Woy Woy heights estate
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Reg. E. Reid, licensed surveyor 81
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Ettalong beach Rd, Kitchener Ave, Bay view Crescent, Woy Woy Rd
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M1575
SERIES: Real estate plans
TITLE: Merriwa
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1912
SCALE:
FORMAT: print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: public school, church of England, hotels, court house, site for shire council chambers, commercial bank
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M1576
SERIES: Plans of property, premises and equipment
TITLE: Proposed additions to garage at Murrurundi for Campbell's garages Ltd
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: existing garage eastern elevation, western elevation
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M1577
SERIES: Plans of property, premises and equipment
TITLE: [No title] [?As above]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: floor plan
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M1578
SERIES: Plans of property, premises and equipment
TITLE: [Drawings of fixtures for new store at Scone]
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1928
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Fixtures for pharmacy
NOTES:
***************
MAP #: M1579
SERIES: Plans of property, premises and equipment
TITLE: Showcase
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: A. Cunningham, architect
DATE: 1916
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Original drawing
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M1580
SERIES: Plans of property, premises and equipment
TITLE: suggested garden plot for M. Campbell and Co. Ltd Scone
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 1" = 8ft
FORMAT: Original drawing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Includes Campbell’s Logo
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M1581
SERIES: Plans of property, premises and equipment
TITLE: Plans for leveling ground
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Original drawing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M1582
SERIES: Plans of property, premises and equipment
TITLE: plan of a building
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: original drawing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M1583
SERIES: Plan of fig tree gully
TITLE: Fig tree gully cross sections
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: municipality of Scone
DATE: 1941
SCALE: 5ft = 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Cross sections of drains
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M1584
SERIES: Printed notices for shop display
Factories and shop Act: Abstract acts and regulations to be kept posted in factories in which steam or any other mechanical power is used, or in which any boy under the of 16 years of age or any female is employed

TITLE: Factories and shop Act
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Alfred James Kent, Government printer, 1935
DATE: 1935
SCALE: Poster
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M1585

Pure food Act 1908
TITLE: Pure food Act 1908
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Alfred James Kent, Government printer, 1931
DATE: Act 1908, Published 1931
SCALE: Poster
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Regulation (no. 76) Published in Government Gazette, 17th July 1931
NOTES:

GRACESON THEATRE

MAP #: M1589
SERIES: Plans for picture theatre buildings
TITLE: Drawing for proposed gallery and shops to Swansea picture building, Swansea
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 8ft = 1”
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: [As title]
NOTES:

NORTHUMBERLAND PERMANENT BUILDING INVESTMENT LAND AND LOAN SOCIETY

MAP #: M1590
SERIES: Real estate subdivision plans
TITLE: Pindimar City, Port Stephens, New South Wales
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER: Designed and laid out under the supervision of W. Scott Griffiths. H. Sheaffe, Surveyor. W.C. Penfold and Co Litho
DATE: [Ca?1918] 1919?
SCALE: 1” = 400ft
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Plan of proposed Federal Capital of Australia, at Pindimar, Port Stephens
NOTES:

MAP #: M1591
SERIES: Real estate subdivision plans
TITLE: Mount Pleasant Estate, Adamstown
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Litho print  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Fletcher, Bailey Streets, Redhead Coal Company’s Railway,  
New Lambton Coal Company’s Railway  
NOTES:  

**********************
MAP #: M1592  
SERIES: Real estate subdivision plans  
TITLE: Mowbray’s estate, Adamstown  
SURVEYOR/CARTOGRAPHER/PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Tracing  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Lots 1-31, Fletcher St, Wood St, Eighth St, Mowbray Crescent  
NOTES:  

DRAWER ONE: SUN NEWSPAPERS LTD

MAP #: M2000  
SERIES: Blueprints of proposed premises Sun Newspapers Ltd, No.1  
TITLE: Proposed premises Sun Newspapers Ltd, Hunter St, Newcastle  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J.A. Kethell, Architect  
DATE:  [Ca 1926]  
SCALE: 1/8” = 1ft  
FORMAT: Blueprint  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Basement plan and ground floor  
NOTES: Need repair, very dirty (would have to be cleaned [if encaps?] )

**********************
MAP #: M2001  
SERIES: Blueprints of proposed premises Sun Newspapers Ltd, No. 2  
TITLE: Proposed premises Sun Newspapers Ltd, Hunter St, Newcastle  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J.A. Kethell, Architect  
DATE:  [Ca 1926]  
SCALE: 1/8” = 1ft  
FORMAT: Blueprint  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Second floor, Third floor and roof plan  
NOTES:  

**********************
MAP #: M2002  
SERIES: Blueprints of proposed premises Sun Newspapers Ltd  
TITLE: Proposed premises Sun Newspapers Ltd, Hunter St, Newcastle  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J.A. Kethell, Architect  
DATE:  [Ca 1926]  
SCALE: 1/8” = 1ft  
FORMAT: Blueprint  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Second floor, Third floor and roof plan  
NOTES:  

**********************
MAP #: M2003  
SERIES: Blueprints of proposed premises Sun Newspapers Ltd  
TITLE: Proposed premises Sun Newspapers Ltd, Hunter St, Newcastle  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J.A. Kethell, Architect  
DATE:  [Ca 1926]  
SCALE: 1/8” = 1ft
MAP #:  M2009
SERIES:  Blueprints for printing presses, Drawing No. 74
TITLE:  Details of brick foundation for “Foster” printing press, scale ¼” = 1ft
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  J.A. Kethell, Architect
DATE:  1926
SCALE:  ¼” = 1ft
FORMAT:  Blueprint
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #:  M2010
SERIES:  Blueprints for printing presses, Drawing No. 76
TITLE:  Arrangements for dual drive for “Goss” and “Foster” printing presses, scale ¼” = 1ft
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:  1926
SCALE:  ¼” = 1ft
FORMAT:  Blueprint
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #:  M2011
SERIES:  Blueprints for printing presses, Drawing No. 78
TITLE:  Amended details of motor foundation for “Foster press,” Sun Newspapers, Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:  1926
SCALE:  ¼” = 1ft
FORMAT:  Blueprint
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #:  M2012
SERIES:  Blueprints for printing presses
TITLE:  Foundation plan, Sun Newspapers Ltd, Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  Cline Electric MFG Chicago
DATE:  1926
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #:  M2013
SERIES:  Blueprints for printing presses
TITLE:  Foundation plan, Sun Newspapers Ltd, Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:  ¾” = 1ft
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #:</th>
<th>M2014</th>
<th>SERIES: Typescript – instructions for press drive equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE:</td>
<td>Instructions for installing and operation Cline automatic two motor press drive equipments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT:</td>
<td>Typescript</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #:</th>
<th>M2015</th>
<th>SERIES: Drawing of metal indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE:</td>
<td>Proposed metal indicators for the Newcastle Sun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT:</td>
<td>Hand coloured drawing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DRAWER ONE: SCHOOL FOR DEAF GIRLS, WARATAH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #:</th>
<th>M2016</th>
<th>SERIES: Press clipping books</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE:</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td>Returned to Sister A. Dooley until Dec. 1988. (02) 768221; 23/08/88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MAP #: M2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERIES:</th>
<th>Press clipping books</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE:</td>
<td>1955-1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td>Returned to Sister A. Dooley until Dec. 1988. (02) 768221; 23/08/88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MAP #: M2018**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERIES:</th>
<th>Posters with names of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE:</td>
<td>Centenary posters in alphabet “letter” shapes with names of pupils of the school 1875-1975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: Returned to Sister A. Dooley until Dec. 1988. (02) 768221; 23/08/88

*****************
MAP #:  M2018A
SERIES: Illuminated address
TITLE:  Centenary posters in alphabet “letter” shapes with names of pupils of the school 1875-1975
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:  May 1960
SCALE:
FORMAT: Illuminated address with photograph
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: Returned to Sister A. Dooley until Dec. 1988. (02) 768221; 23/08/88

*****************
DRAWER ONE:  GLASS AND MORRISON FAMILIES

MAP #:  M2019
SERIES: Theatrical posters
TITLE:  [Billboard poster for Harry Lauder performance]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:  [Ca 1910]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Poster in four sections
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*****************
MAP #:  M2022
SERIES:
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*****************
MAP #:  M2023
SERIES:
TITLE:  [Advertising posters for play fatal wedding], 9 copies
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Under direction of Meynell and gun
DATE:  [Ca 1910]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Posters
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*****************
DRAWER ONE:  DATE, STEPHEN
MAP #: M2024
SERIES: Council election posters.
TITLE: [Stephen Dates election posters for student member of council]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: Ca 1981
SCALE:
FORMAT: Handmade coloured posters
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2026
SERIES:
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER ONE: NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY UNION

MAP #: M2027
SERIES: Poster
TITLE: Students! Are you eligible for a deferred repayment campus loan: ask at the Commonwealth bank
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1981
SCALE:
FORMAT: Original poster on cardboard
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER ONE: NEWCASTLE DISTRICT HOSPITALS [Drawings by Val Anderson]

MAP #: M2028
SERIES: Pen drawings by Val Anderson
TITLE: Newcastle Western Suburbs Hospital 1896
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Val Anderson
DATE: 1979
SCALE:
FORMAT: Original pen drawing on cardboard
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2029
SERIES: Pen drawings by Val Anderson
TITLE: Newcastle Hospital 1891
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Val Anderson
DATE: 1979
SCALE:
FORMAT: Original pen drawing on cardboard
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************************
MAP #: M2030
SERIES: Pen drawings by Val Anderson
TITLE: Mater Misericordiae Hospital Waratah (Enmore Hall) - 1921
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Val Anderson
DATE: 1979
SCALE:
FORMAT: Original pen drawing on cardboard
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************************
MAP #: M2031
SERIES: Pen drawings by Val Anderson
TITLE: Wallsend Mining District Hospital 1893
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Val Anderson
DATE: 1979
SCALE:
FORMAT: Original pen drawing on cardboard
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************************
DRAWER ONE: MAHLSHEDT AND GEE SURVEYORS AND DRAUGHTSMEN, 1886

MAP #: M2032
SERIES: Copies of plans of Newcastle compiled 1975-1979 by A.P Pulver from plans by Mahlshedt and Gee, surveyors and draughtsmen 1886; sheet 1 and 2
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle… (in several parts); Part 1
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Mahlshedt and Gee – copied by A.P Pulver
DATE: January 1886 – copied 1976
SCALE: 60 ft to an inch.
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Blane St, Steel St, Charlton street Pendergrass Wood and Co. Castlemaine Brewery, Castlemaine Hotel, Acketie, G. Yeomans, Chas McIntosh general blacksmith, Cameron’s Family Hotel, R. Connolly, The Station Hotel, J. Owen, Geo Galleen Draper, R. Owen Blacksmith [and others]
NOTES: All give names of owners of property

***************************
MAP #: M2032A
SERIES: Sheet 1 and 2
TITLE: 
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES:

***************************
MAP #: M2033
SERIES: Copies of plans of Newcastle compiled 1975-1979 by A.P Pulver from plans by Mahlshedt and Gee, surveyors and draughtsmen 1886; Sheet 2
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle… (in several parts); Part 1
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Mahlshedt and Gee , copied by A.P Pulver
DATE: January 1886 , copied 1976
SCALE: 60 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Blane St, Steel St, names of property owners.
NOTES:

***********************
MAP #: M2033A
SERIES: Sheet 3 and 4
TITLE: 
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Blane St, Lower Church St, Union and Laman.
NOTES:

***********************
MAP #: M2034
SERIES: Copies of plans of Newcastle compiled 1975-1979 by A.P Pulver from plans
by Mahlshedt and Gee, surveyors and draughtsmen 1886; sheet 4 and 5
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle… (in several parts); Part 1
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Mahlshedt and Gee, copied by A.P Pulver
DATE: January 1886, copied 1976
SCALE: 60 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Blane, Lower Church St, Union St, Auckland St, Names of
Property owners
NOTES:

***********************
MAP #: M2034A
SERIES: Sheet 5 and 6
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle… (in several parts); Part 1
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Blane, Lower Church St, Union St, Auckland St, Names of
Property owners, Darby St
NOTES:

***********************
MAP #: M2035
SERIES: Copies of plans of Newcastle compiled 1975-1979 by A.P Pulver from plans
by Mahlshedt and Gee, Surveyors and draughtsmen 1886; Sheet 6 and 7
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle… (in several parts); Part 1
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Lower Church St, Darby St, Blane St, King St, Brown St,
Perkins ST, with names of buildings and owners, Crown St.
NOTES:

***********************
MAP #: M2036
SERIES: Copies of plans of Newcastle compiled 1975-1979 by A.P Pulver from plans
by Mahlshedt and Gee, surveyors and draughtsmen 1886; Sheet 8 and 10
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle…
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Mahlshedt and Gee, copied by A.P Pulver
SERIES: Copies of plans of Newcastle compiled 1975-1979 by A.P Pulver from plans by Mahlshedt and Gee, surveyors and draughtsmen 1886; Sheet 11 and 12
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle...
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Mahlshedt and Gee; copied by A.P Pulver
DATE: 1886; copied 1976
SCALE: 60 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Streets: Lower Church, Union, Laman, Bull, Telford, Scott, Stevenson Place, Parnell Place.

***************
MAP #: M2042
SERIES: Copies of plans of Newcastle compiled 1975-1979 by A.P Pulver from plans by Mahlshedt and Gee, surveyors and draughtsmen 1886; Sheet 13 and 14
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle...
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Mahlshedt and Gee; copied by A.P Pulver
DATE: 1886; copied 1976
SCALE: 60 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Streets: Laman, Pitt, Dawson, Bull, Melville, Parry, Corlette, Bruce.

***************
MAP #: M2043
SERIES: Copies of plans of Newcastle compiled 1975-1979 by A.P Pulver from plans by Mahlshedt and Gee, surveyors and draughtsmen 1886; Sheet 13
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle...
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Mahlshedt and Gee; copied by A.P Pulver
DATE: 1886; copied 1976
SCALE: 60 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Streets: Melville, Parry, Corlette, Bruce, Bull, Dawson, Darby, Brooks.

***************
MAP #: M2044
SERIES: Copies of plans of Newcastle compiled 1975-1979 by A.P Pulver from plans by Mahlshedt and Gee, surveyors and draughtsmen 1886; Sheet 15 and 16
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle... [Darby St, Sydney St, McCormack St, Church St, Dawson St, Council St, Bull St, Brooks St]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Mahlshedt and Gee; copied by A.P Pulver
DATE: 1886; copied 1976
SCALE: 60 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Print

***************
MAP #: M2045
SERIES: Copies of plans of Newcastle compiled 1975-1979 by A.P Pulver from plans by Mahlshedt and Gee, surveyors and draughtsmen 1886; Sheet 16 and 17
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle...
MAP #: M2046
SERIES: Copies of plans of Newcastle compiled 1975-1979 by A.P Pulver from plans by Mahlshedt and Gee, surveyors and draughtsmen 1886; Sheet 17 and 18
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle...
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Mahlshedt and Gee; copied by A.P Pulver
DATE: 1886; copied 1976
SCALE: 60 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Print
NOTES:

***********************

MAP #: M2047
SERIES: Copies of plans of Newcastle compiled 1975-1979 by A.P Pulver from plans by Mahlshedt and Gee, surveyors and draughtsmen 1886; Sheet 19 and 20
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle...
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Mahlshedt and Gee; copied by A.P Pulver
DATE: 1886; copied 1976
SCALE: 60 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Streets: Newcomen, Church, Bolton, Ordnance, Barker, Tyrrell, The Terrace.

***********************

MAP #: M2048
SERIES: Copies of plans of Newcastle compiled 1975-1979 by A.P Pulver from plans by Mahlshedt and Gee, surveyors and draughtsmen 1886; Sheet 18 and 19
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle...
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Mahlshedt and Gee; copied by A.P Pulver
DATE: 1886; copied 1976
SCALE: 60 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Print
NOTES:

***********************

MAP #: M2049
SERIES: Copies of plans of Newcastle compiled 1975-1979 by A.P Pulver from plans by Mahlshedt and Gee, surveyors and draughtsmen 1886; Sheet 20 and 21
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle...
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Mahlshedt and Gee; copied by A.P Pulver
DATE: 1886; copied 1976
SCALE: 60 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Terrace Rd, Bingle St, High St, The Terrace, Tyrrell
NOTES:

***********************

MAP #: M2050
DATE: September 1960
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2055
SERIES: Floor plans of N.U.C. Science and Engineering Building at Tighes Hill.
TITLE: University of New South Wales. Newcastle University College Science and Engineering Building: Ground Floor Plan.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Sketches by government Architect Spencer and Hanson Architects. W. Carroll Director of Works.

DATE: September 1960
SCALE: 8 ft to 1 inch
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2056
SERIES: Floor plans of N.U.C. Science and Engineering Building at Tighes Hill.
TITLE: University of New South Wales. Newcastle University College Science and Engineering Building: First Floor Plan
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Sketches by government Architect Spencer and Hanson Architects. W. Carroll Director of Works.

DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2057
SERIES: Floor plans of N.U.C. Science and Engineering Building at Tighes Hill.
TITLE: University of New South Wales. Newcastle University College Science and Engineering Building: Second Floor Plan
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2058
TITLE: Technical Education and University of New South Wales Act 1949-1958
[published in the Government Gazette No. 11 of 8th February, 1963.]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Schedule Nesting land at Shortland to the University of New South Wales.

NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2059
SERIES: University of Newcastle Shortland Site plans
         County of Northumberland.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: City of Newcastle
DATE: July 18, 1949
SCALE: 8 chains to an inch
FORMAT: Print with hand shading
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Shows Newcastle Wallsend Coal Company's Railway, Great
                         Northern Railway.

NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2060
SERIES: University of Newcastle Shortland Site plans
         County of Northumberland.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: City of Newcastle.
DATE: July 18, 1949.
SCALE: 8 chains to an inch.
FORMAT: Print with hand shading.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Shows Teachers college site and University site.
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2061
SERIES: University of Newcastle Shortland Site plans
TITLE: Plan of subdivision of the land shown in plan catalogued Ms 5119 Md.
        University of N.S.W. Lots 2,3 and 4 proposed to be appropriated:
        City: Newcastle
        Locality: Shortland
        County: Northumberland.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Rex Beach Surveyor
DATE: June 12 1962
SCALE: 400 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Print with hand shading
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Shows Teachers college site and University site.
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2062
SERIES: University of Newcastle Shortland Site plans
TITLE: Plan of subdivision of the land shown in plan catalogued Ms 5119 Md.
        University of N.S.W. Lots 2,3 and 4 proposed to be appropriated:
        City: Newcastle
        Locality: Shortland
        County: Northumberland.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Rex Beach Surveyor
DATE: June 12, 1962
SCALE: 400 ft to an inch
FORMAT: 400 ft to an inch
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Shows Teachers college site and University site. [Proposed
                         Highway 23 in pencil]
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2063
SERIES: University of Newcastle Shortland Site plans
TITLE: Plan showing deviation of planned Route 14 through University site.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: June 15, 1960
SCALE: 8 chains to an inch
FORMAT: Print – site shaded
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2064
SERIES: University of Newcastle Shortland Site plans.
TITLE: The University of N.S.W Shortland site plan Newcastle University Drawing
No.1.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects.
DATE: January 3 1963. All survey work taken from Department of Public Works,
June 1962 Survey.
SCALE: 1" = 400 ft
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Sizes of usable areas existing roads, easements for
Electricity Commission Transmission lines.
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2065
SERIES: University of Newcastle Shortland Site plans.
TITLE: The University of N.S.W Shortland site plan Newcastle University Drawing
No.1.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: January 3 1963. All survey work taken from Department of Public Works,
June 1962 Survey.
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
DRAWER ONE: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – CENTRAL RECORDS SECTION

MAP #: M2066 – M2069
SERIES: University of Newcastle Shortland Site plans – Access plans
TITLE: The University of N.S.W, Shortland, Newcastle Main access to site, Drawing
No. 4a.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath, Architechts.
DATE: April 29, 1963
SCALE: 1" = 100 ft
FORMAT: Shaded print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Easements for Electricity Commission and Water Board,
Rankin Wallsend Drive proposed state Highway 23. Former Newcastle Coal Company’s Railway.
[Slight variations 2066-2069]
NOTES: Supersedes drawing No.4 dated March 8, 1963. To be read with drawing No.2.

***************

MAP #: M2070 – M2074
SERIES: University of Newcastle Shortland Site plans - Access plans.
TITLE: The University of N.S.W: Building, planning and development section site layout plan, taken from plan No.2231 4a by Laurie and Heath.

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: July 1963
SCALE: 1” =100 ft
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: Vol. 9484 Folio 30 Council of City of Newcastle.

***************

DRAWER ONE: ROYAL COMMISSION ON RAILWAY DECENTRALISATION

MAP #: M2075
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.1
TITLE: Map of N.S.W showing Railway proposals submitted to the Commission.

DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1” =20 miles
FORMAT: Print (coloured), photo-litho.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Shows existing lines, lines under construction, Authorised lines, Surveyed lines, explored lines, and new proposals.

NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2076
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.2
TITLE: Royal Commission Railway Decentralisation, comparative map showing Railway systems of N.S.W. and Victoria.

DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1” =50 miles
FORMAT: Print (coloured). Photo-litho
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Railway systems of N.S.W. and Victoria.

NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2077
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Harbour improvement Plan No.3. Plans
TITLE: Byron Bay: scheme submitted by the Chief Engineer for Harbours for the construction of an artificial harbour in Byron Bay

DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1’ =1000 ft
FORMAT: Print (coloured). Photo-litho
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Village of Cavvanba, proposed reclamation area.

NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2078
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Harbour improvement plans.
TITLE: Byron Bay: alternative schemes submitted by Mr. T.W. Keele. For the construction of an artificial Harbour at Byron Bay.
DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1" =1000 ft
FORMAT: Photo-litho
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M2079
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.1 Harbour improvement plans.
TITLE: Clarence River: scheme submitted by Mr. H.A. Blomfield, District Engineer for the South Coast for the cutting of a new entrance to the Clarence River.
DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1" =1000 ft
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Townships of Iluka, Yamba, Freeburn Island, Dart Island, Rabbitt Island.
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M2080
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.6 Harbour improvement plans.
TITLE: Woolgoolga Bay: alternative scheme submitted by the Chief Engineer for Harbours for the construction of an artificial Harbour in Woolgoolga Bay.
DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1" =800 ft
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Woolgoolga – Artificial Harbour in Woolgoolga Bay.
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M2081
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.7 Harbour improvement plans.
TITLE: Woolgoolga Bay: scheme submitted by Mr. T.W. Keele for the construction of an artificial Harbour in Woolgoolga Bay.
DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1" =800 ft
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Woolgoolga – Artificial Harbour in Woolgoolga Bay.
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M2082
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.8 Harbour improvement plans.
TITLE: Coffs Harbour; alternative schemes submitted by the Chief Engineer for Harbours for the establishment of a port at Coffs Harbour.

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Public Works Harbour Water Supply Branch.
E.M. De Burgh Chief Engineer, J. Marshall Survey draughtsman.

DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1" =800 ft
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Town of Bresford, Coffs Harbour, Coff's or Mutton bird Island.
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2083
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.9
Harbour improvement plans.
TITLE: Coffs Harbour: alternative schemes submitted by Mr. T.W. Keele for the establishment of a port at coffs Harbour.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Public Works Harbour Water Supply Branch.
J. Marshall chief survey draughtsman.

DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1000 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2084
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.10
Harbour improvement plans.
TITLE: Trial Bay: alternative schemes submitted by the Chief Engineer for the establishment of a port in Trial Bay.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: E.M. De Burgh Chief Engineer, Department of Public Works, Harbours and water Supply Branch.

DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1000 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2085
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.11
Harbour improvement plans.
TITLE: Trial Bay: alternative schemes submitted by Mr. T.W. Keele for the establishment of a port in Trial Bay
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Public Works Harbour Water Supply Branch.
J. Marshall chief survey draughtsman.

DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1000 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
MAP #: M2087
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.13
TITLE: Port Stephens: Training wall suggested by Mr. T.W. Keele... for the purpose of improving the entrance to Port Stephens.
DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1" = ½ mile
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: City of Newcastle, Stockton, Carrington, Throsby Cr. Walsh Island, Spectacle Island, Goat Island, Mosheto Island, Smith's Island, Mangrove Island.
NOTES:

MAP #: M2088
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.14
TITLE: Newcastle Harbour: scheme submitted by the Chief Engineer for Harbours, showing proposed improvements in Newcastle Harbour.
DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1" =2000 ft
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: City of Newcastle, Stockton, Carrington, Throsby Cr. Walsh Island, Spectacle Island, Goat Island, Mosheto Island, Smith's Island, Mangrove Island.
NOTES:

MAP #: M2089
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.15
TITLE: Newcastle Harbour: scheme submitted by the Chief Engineer for Harbours, showing proposed new entrance to the Hunter River and an outer Harbour on Stockton Beach.
DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1" =2000 ft
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: City of Newcastle, Stockton, Carrington, Throsby Cr. Walsh Island, Spectacle Island, Goat Island, Mosheto Island, Smith's Island, Mangrove Island.
NOTES:

********************************

MAP #: M2090
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.16
Harbour improvement plans.
TITLE: Newcastle Harbour: scheme submitted by Mr. T.W. Keele for an outer Harbour at Stockton.
DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1" =2000 ft
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: City of Newcastle, Stockton, Carrington, Throsby Cr. Walsh Island, Spectacle Island, Goat Island, Mosheto Island, Smith’s Island, Mangrove Island.
NOTES:

********************************

MAP #: M2091
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.17
Harbour improvement plans.
TITLE: Port Kembla: Proposed Harbour Works at Port Kembla as they will be when completed.
DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1" =800 ft
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

********************************

MAP #: M2092
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.18
Harbour improvement plans.
TITLE: Jervis Bay: Harbour schemes submitted by the Chief Engineer in connection with a proposal to establish an over-sea port at Jervis Bay.
DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1" =6000 ft
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

********************************

MAP #: M2093
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.19
Harbour improvement plans.
TITLE: Jervis Bay: Harbour schemes submitted by Mr. T.W. Keele in connection with
a proposal to establish an over-sea port at Jervis Bay.

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: E.M. De Burgh Chief Engineer. J. Marshall
chief Survey draughtsman.

DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1" =6000 ft
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M2094
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.20
Harbour improvement plans.
TITLE: Wagonga Inlet: scheme submitted by the Chief Engineer for Harbours in connection with a proposal to establish an over-sea port in Wagonga Inlet.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: E.M. De Burgh Chief Engineer. J. Marshall
chief Survey draughtsman.
DATE: 3rd April, 1911
SCALE: 1" =6000 ft
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Wagonga Inlet near Narooma.
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M2095
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.21
Harbour improvement plans.
TITLE: Twofold Bay: scheme submitted by the Chief Engineer for Harbours in connection with a proposal to establish a deep sea port at Twofold Bay.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: E.M. De Burgh Chief Engineer. J. Marshall
chief Survey draughtsman.
DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 1" =1/2 mile
FORMAT: Litho-print
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M2096
SERIES: Royal Commission on Railway Decentralisation maps. Plan No.22
Harbour improvement plans.
TITLE: Twofold Bay: Newcastle Harbour: scheme submitted by Mr. T.W. Keele in connection with a proposal to establish a deep sea port at two fold Bay.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: E.M. De Burgh Chief Engineer. J. Marshall
chief Survey draughtsman.
DATE: 15th Feb. 1911
SCALE: 
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
DRAWER ONE: BERRY, MRS. B
MAP #: M2097
SERIES: Aerial photographs of Newcastle and suburbs “a bird’s eye view”.
TITLE: A bird’s eye view: Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Newcastle Sun.
DATE: (1960’s?)
SCALE:
FORMAT:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2098
SERIES: Aerial photographs of Newcastle and suburbs “a bird’s eye view”
TITLE: A Bird’s eye view: Stockton.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Newcastle Sun.
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2099
SERIES: Aerial photographs of Newcastle and suburbs “a bird's eye view”.
TITLE: A bird’s eye view: Mereweather.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Newcastle Sun.
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2100
SERIES: Aerial photographs of Newcastle and suburbs “a bird’s eye view”.
TITLE: A bird’s eye view: Hamilton.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Newcastle Sun.
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2101
SERIES: Aerial photographs of Newcastle and suburbs “a bird’s eye view”.
TITLE: A bird’s eye view: Valentine.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Newcastle Sun.
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2102
SERIES: Aerial photographs of Newcastle and suburbs “a bird’s eye view”.
TITLE: A bird’s eye view: Wallsend.
MAP #: M2103
SERIES: Aerial photographs of Newcastle and suburbs “a bird’s eye view”.
TITLE: A bird’s eye view: Waratah.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

MAP #: M2104
SERIES: Aerial photographs of Newcastle and suburbs “a bird’s eye view”.
TITLE: A bird’s eye view: Cooks Hill.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

MAP #: M2105
SERIES: Aerial photographs of Newcastle and suburbs “a bird’s eye view”.
TITLE: A bird’s eye view: Carrington.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

MAP #: M2106
SERIES: Aerial photographs of Newcastle and suburbs “a bird’s eye view”.
TITLE: A bird’s eye view: Newcastle East.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

MAP #: M2107
SERIES: Aerial photographs of Newcastle and suburbs “a bird’s eye view”.
TITLE: A bird’s eye view: New Lambton.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
**DRAWER ONE: PANORAMAS OF MAITLAND, MORPETH AND NEWCASTLE;** Published by Hunter History Publications.

MAP #: M2118
SERIES: Panoramas of Newcastle, Maitland and Morpeth
TITLE: A guide to the 1878 engraving “West Maitland and its leading Commercial Buildings”.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Compiled by Val Hamson.
DATE: 1979
SCALE:
FORMAT: Typescript
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Guide describes buildings in Maitland 1878
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2119
SERIES: Panoramas of Newcastle, Maitland and Morpeth
TITLE: West Maitland, N.S.W. and its leading Commercial Buildings.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Reproduced from the engraving in the Grossman House Collection of the National Trust of Australia by Hunter History Publications.
DATE: Original – 1878
Reproduced – 1979
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print of an engraving.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Engraving first appeared in the Sydney illustrated news in September 1878.
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2120
SERIES: Panoramas of Newcastle, Maitland and Morpeth
TITLE: Morpeth, by W. Hart.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Engraver W. Hart. Reproduced from the engraving in the illustrated Sydney news, 16th October 1865 by Hunter Historical Publications.
DATE: Original – 1865
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print of an engraving.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Wharves, buildings, paddle wheel steamers.
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2121
SERIES: Panoramas of Newcastle, Maitland and Morpeth
TITLE: Newcastle 1889 by A. Scott Broad
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Reproduced from the Lithograph in Newcastle Public Library.
DATE: Original – 1889
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print of Lithograph.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2122
SERIES: Panoramas of Newcastle, Maitland and Morpeth
TITLE: Notes to accompany M2121 by Dr. J.W. Turner
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Reproduced from the Lithograph in Newcastle Public Library.
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print of Lithograph.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
DRAWER TWO: TIGHE AND MITCHELL FAMILIES

MAP #: M2123
SERIES: Scrapbooks of family papers and Certificates.
TITLE: Tighe and Mitchell families, birth, death and marriage Certificates of some of the Tighe family, Atkinson Lodge Certificates, Mitchell family papers.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1859-1978
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: Donated by Mrs. Edward Stanley, 235 Main Rd, Cardiff, N.S.W. 2285.

**********************
MAP #: M2124
SERIES: Scrapbooks of family papers and Certificates.
TITLE: Births, deaths and marriage Certificates of some of the Tighe family, [and Sparke family]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1844-1980
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2125
SERIES: Family Certificates
TITLE: [Certificate of admission of George Washington Mitchell as Solicitor, Attorney and Proctor in the Supreme Court of New South Wales]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1887
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2126
SERIES: Family Certificates
TITLE: Leaving Certificate of Aileen Mitchell.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1914
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2127
SERIES: Family Certificates
TITLE: Bachelor of Medicine Certificate of Brenda Aileen Mitchell.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1919
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2128
SERIES: Family Certificates
TITLE: Master of Surgery Certificate of Brenda Aileen Mitchell.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1919
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2129
SERIES: Family Certificates
TITLE: New South Wales Medical Board Certificate of Brenda Aileen Mitchell.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1919
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2130
SERIES: Family Certificates
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1923
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2131
SERIES: Family Certificates
 TITLE: Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital Certificate.
 CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
 DATE: 1923 
 SCALE: 
 FORMAT: 
 SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
 NOTES: 

 ******************

 DRAWER TWO: STEVENS FAMILY

 MAP #: M2132
 SERIES: Engravings from English paintings and drawings.
 TITLE: Benevolent cottages
 CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Painted by A.W. Callcott
 R.A.
 Engraved by John Scott
 DATE: Published 1816
 SCALE: 
 FORMAT: Print of engraving
 SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES/ NOTES: Dedicated to Thomas Freeman.

 ******************

 MAP #: M2133
 SERIES: Engravings from English paintings and drawings.
 TITLE: The convalescent from Waterloo.
 CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Engraved by George T. Door, historical
 Engraver… to the Queen painted by William
 Milready.
 DATE: 1847
 SCALE: 
 FORMAT: Print of engraving
 SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES/ NOTES: From the original picture in the possession of the
 Right Honourable Lord Northwick.

 ******************

 MAP #: M2134-M2137
 SERIES: Engravings from English paintings and drawings.
 TITLE: Sussex County Hospital, Brighton… This view of the Hospital showing the
 addition of the Adelaide wing and other recent alterations… inscribed by the
 Architect Herbert Williams.
 CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: From a drawing by H. Williams
 “On stone by T.T. Bury”.
 DATE: 1841
 SCALE: 
 FORMAT: Litho-graph
 SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
 NOTES: 

 ******************

 MAP #: M2138
 SERIES: Engravings from English paintings and drawings.
 TITLE: Chain Pier, Brighton.
 CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Drawn and published by E. Burn
 Bookbinder, 25 John St, Brighton
DATE: 1816-1847
SCALE:
FORMAT: (Litho-graph?)
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2139
SERIES: British Portrait engravings.
TITLE: Prince Albert
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Engraved by I.T. Wedgewood from a drawing by A. Wivell
DATE: 1840
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2140
SERIES: British Portrait engravings.
TITLE: The Queen [Queen Victoria]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Engraved by I. Thompson from a drawing by A. Wivell, published by Henry Brooks
DATE: May, 1840
SCALE:
FORMAT: Engraving
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2141
SERIES: engravings of English paintings
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W. Rider, del.
DATE: (1840’s?)
SCALE:
FORMAT: Hand coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2142
SERIES: engravings of English paintings
TITLE: Part of the Iron Works at Tintern
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Drawn by Frederick Calvert, Engraved by D. Havell
DATE: (1840’s?)
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2143
SERIES: engravings of English paintings
TITLE: Sources of manufacture animal and vegetable published for Hore and Colonial infant School Society by Darton and Clark.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Published by Darton and Clark.
DATE: (1840’s)
SCALE:
FORMAT: Hand coloured printer
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2144
SERIES: Certificate
TITLE: [Nursing Certificate of Robert High Carter]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1937
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2145 - M2146
SERIES: Real estate subdivision plans
TITLE: Birrong station estate on the new Regent’s Park – Bankstown
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: March 10, 1928
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2147
SERIES: Canobolas Shire Council expenditure sheet
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1913 – 1915
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2148
SERIES: Railways and Tramways map
TITLE: Map showing railways and tramways of Sydney and environs N.S.W. 1913
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Compiled and drawn by the department of Lands, Sydney.
DATE: 1913
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**********************
MAP #: M2149
SERIES:
TITLE: Australian Women’s Weekly May 15 1937
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: May 15, 1937
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
***************
MAP #: M2150
SERIES: Posters
TITLE: [Enlistment poster World War 1]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2151
SERIES: Posters
TITLE: Kitchener's Solemn Warning.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: (World War 1?)
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2152
SERIES: War maps
TITLE: The Daily telegraph map Russo – Japanese
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: March 16, 1904
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Supplement to the Daily Telegraph Sydney, March 16, 1904.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2153
SERIES: War maps
TITLE: War map of the Western Front supplement to “the Great War No.1”
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 27th October 1939
SCALE: 1“= 10 miles
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2154
SERIES: War maps
TITLE: The 2GB War map
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Compiled and published by H.E.C. Robinson
DATE: [1939 – 1945]
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Europe
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2155
SERIES: War maps
TITLE: War in the Pacific
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:  1"= 300 ft
FORMAT: Newspaper clipping
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

********************
MAP #:  M2156
SERIES: Drainage plan
TITLE:  [Plan of farm land showing drains. Location not identified].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

********************
MAP #:  M2157 (p)
SERIES: Photographs of Managing Directors.
TITLE:  J.W. Humphries Managing Director 1864 – 1929
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Photograph
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

********************
MAP #:  M2158
SERIES: Photographs of Managing Directors.
TITLE:  J.M.C. Humphries joined 1903 Managing Director 1924 – 1934
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

********************
MAP #:  M2159
SERIES: Plans of Scone, N.S.W.
TITLE:  Proposed Bowling Green for Scone
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:  1/16" & 1/8"= 1 ft
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

********************
MAP #:  M2160
SERIES: Plans of Scone, N.S.W.
TITLE:  Plan of subdivision of parts of allotments 18, 19, 20 of section 17 Village of Scone, Parish of Scone, County of Brisbane.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: Surveyed 11th March 1927
SCALE: 40 ft to an inch.
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***********************

DRAWER TWO: ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE, PARISH OF WARATAH

MAP #: M2161
SERIES: Building plans
TITLE: [No title] plan of Saint Andrews Church Waratah
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Floor plan, South Elevation, East Elevation
NOTES:

***********************

MAP #: M2162
SERIES: Site plans
TITLE: [Plan of church property at Waratah, plan referred to in The Deed of Gift and Conveyance dated 10th August 1860 from Simon Kemp Esq. to trustees].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1860
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Shows land occupied by church school and parsonage.
NOTES:

***********************

MAP #: M2162A
SERIES: Building plans: Plan A
TITLE: Church of England property North Waratah proposed plans for parish buildings.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: North and Williams Architects.
DATE: 
SCALE: 32 ft to an inch.
FORMAT: Rough pencil drawn plans on tracing paper.
NOTES:

***********************

MAP #: M2162B
SERIES: Building plans: Plan B
TITLE: Church of England property North Waratah proposed plans for parish buildings.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: North and Williams Architects.
DATE: 
SCALE: 32 ft to an inch.
FORMAT: Rough pencil drawn plans on tracing paper.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Plan B: Concert Hall, church, tennis court, cemetery
NOTES:
*****
MAP #: M2162C
SERIES: Building plans: Plan C
TITLE: Church of England property North Waratah proposed plans for parish buildings.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: North and Williams Architects.
DATE: 
SCALE: 32 ft to an inch.
FORMAT: Rough pencil drawn plans on tracing paper.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Plan C: Cemetery, proposed Hall, present Hall, tennis court.
NOTES:
*****

MAP #: M2162D
SERIES: Building plans: Plan D
TITLE: Plan of church and rectory? North Waratah (Mayfield).
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Signature not legible
DATE: January, 1916
SCALE: 132 ft to an inch.
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Church Hall, tennis court, rectory, church. Robert St, Dora St Church St, Woodbine St.
NOTES:
*****

DRAWER TWO: ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE, BRANXTON PARISH

MAP #: M2163 (p)
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: [Copy of a photograph of a wedding party outside Branxton Anglican Church].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: [ca 1900]
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
*****

DRAWER TWO: ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE, ST. PETER’S CHURCH, EAST MAITLAND

MAP #: m2164
SERIES: Building plans: Plans of St. Peter’s church, East Maitland, Plan No. 3
TITLE: East Maitland church: Longitudinal section looking north.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Blacket Brothers Architects.
DATE: 1880’s
SCALE: 1/8”= 1 ft
FORMAT: Original drawing on linen backing.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Longitudinal section looking north, includes roof plan details.
NOTES:
*****

MAP #: M2165
SERIES: Building plans: Plans of St. Peter’s church, East Maitland, Plan No. 5
TITLE: East Maitland Church: South elevation and roof plan.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Blacket Brothers Architects.
DATE: 1880’s
SCALE: 1/8”= 1 ft
MAP #: M2171
SERIES: Building plans: Plans of St. Peter’s church, East Maitland, Plan No. 68
TITLE: St. Peter’s East Maitland. [Plans for choir seat ends, and nave seat ends]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Blacket Brothers, Sydney Architects.
DATE: 1880’s
SCALE: Full size
FORMAT: Original drawing on linen backing.

MAP #: M2172
TITLE: St. Peter’s East Maitland. [Plans for choir seat ends, and nave seat ends]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Blacket Brothers, Sydney Architects.
DATE: 1880’s
SCALE: Full size
FORMAT: Original drawing on linen backing.

MAP #: M2173
TITLE: St. Peter’s East Maitland. [Plans for choir seat ends, and nave seat ends]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Blacket Brothers Architects, Sydney Architects.
DATE: 1880’s
SCALE: Full size
FORMAT: Original drawing on linen backing.

MAP #: M2174
TITLE: St. Peter’s East Maitland. [Plans for choir seat ends, and nave seat ends]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Blacket Brothers Architects, Sydney Architects.
DATE: 1880’s
SCALE: 1/8
FORMAT: Original drawing on linen backing.

DRAWER TWO: ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE, PARISH OF DENMAN – ST. MATTHAUS CHURCH

MAP #: M2175
SERIES: Plans of buildings: St. Matthais church Denman No. 1
TITLE: Anglican Church Denman: Ground plan.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J. Horbury Hunt
DATE: November, 1871
SCALE: 4 ft to an inch.
FORMAT: Original drawing on linen backing.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2176
SERIES: Plans of buildings: St. Matthais church Denman No. 3
TITLE: Anglican Church Denman: South elevation.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J. Horbury Hunt
DATE: November, 1872
SCALE: 4 ft to an inch.
FORMAT: Original drawing on linen backing.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2177
SERIES: Plans of buildings: St. Matthais church Denman No. 4
TITLE: Anglican Church Denman: North elevation.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J. Horbury Hunt
DATE: November 30, 1872
SCALE: 4 ft to an inch.
FORMAT: Original drawing on linen backing.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2178
SERIES: Plans of buildings: St. Matthais church Denman No. 5
TITLE: Anglican Church Denman: West elevation.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J. Horbury Hunt
DATE: November, 1871
SCALE: 4 ft to an inch.
FORMAT: Original drawing on linen backing.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2179
SERIES: Plans of buildings: St. Matthais church Denman No. 6
TITLE: Anglican Church Denman: East elevation.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J. Horbury Hunt
DATE: November, 1871
SCALE: 4 ft to an inch.
FORMAT: Original drawing on linen backing.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2180
SERIES: Plans of buildings: St. Matthais church Denman No. 7
TITLE: Anglican Church Denman
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: November 30, 1872
SCALE: 4 ft to an inch,
2 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Original drawing on linen backing.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Section of main roof against vestry, transverse section looking
section of
foundation and base course, elevation and section of eaves, gutters, section of top of wall showing portion of roof timbers.
NOTES:
********************
MAP #: M2181
SERIES: Plans of buildings: St. Matthis church Denman No. 8
TITLE: Anglican Church Denman: Longitudinal section.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J. Horbury Hunt
DATE: November, 1871
SCALE: 4 ft to an inch
2 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Original drawing on linen backing.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Section of main roof against vestry, transverse section looking
section of
foundation and base course, elevation and section of eaves, gutters, section of top of wall showing portion of roof timbers.
NOTES:
********************
MAP #: M2182
SERIES: Plans of buildings: St. Matthis church Denman
TITLE: Anglican Church Denman: Amended drawing of West Front
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J. Horbury Hunt
DATE: July 16, 1872
SCALE: ¼"= 1 ft
FORMAT: Original drawing on linen backing.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Original drawing on linen.
NOTES:
********************
MAP #: M2183
SERIES: Plans of buildings: St. Matthis church Denman.
TITLE: Denman church plan showing iron bond.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J. Horbury Hunt Architect
DATE: July 15, 1872
SCALE: ¼"= 1 ft
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
********************
MAP #: M2184
SERIES: Specifications for St. Matthis Church Denman.
TITLE: Schedule od details for masonry of church at Denman.
DATE: July 17, 1872
MAP #: M2185 – M2191
SERIES: Specifications for St. Matthias Church Denman.
TITLE: Specification of labour to be performed and materials provided in and about the finishing of in masonry of a new Anglican Church at Denman, N.S.W.
DATE: November 26, 1872
SCALE: ¼" = 1 ft
FORMAT: Fragments and pages of MS. Laminated
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Seven pages
NOTES:

MAP #: M2192 – M2201
SERIES: Specifications for St. Matthias Church Denman.
TITLE: Specifications… in and about the carpentry of roof, flooring and door etc. of a new Anglican Church at Denman.
DATE: November 27, 1872
SCALE: ¼" = 1 ft
FORMAT: Fragments and pages of MS. Laminated
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Ten pages
NOTES:

MAP #: M2202
SERIES: Plan cover
TITLE: Specifications… in and about the carpentry of roof, flooring and door etc. of a new Anglican Church at Denman.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2203
SERIES: Typescript description of plans and brief biography of J. Horbury Hunt.
TITLE: Horbury Hunt’s plans of St. Matthias Church Denman, 1872.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Horbury Hunt’s biographer, Professor J.M. Freeland.
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

FITZGERALD, JOHN

MAP #: M2203A
SERIES: Denman Rectory plans.
TITLE: Proposed new rectory for the Parish of Denman, N.S.W. Working drawing.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Castleden and sara.
DATE: 16th November, 1954
SCALE: 1/8" = 10"
FORMAT: Working drawing coloured.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Drawing No. 1784.
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M2203B
SERIES: Denman Rectory plans.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Castleden and sara.
DATE: 11th November, 1954
SCALE: ¼", ½", 1" = 1'
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Drawing No. 1801
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M2203C
SERIES: Denman Rectory plans.
TITLE: Plan of proposed brick veneer rectory to be erected facing Palace St. Denman for the Church of England Trustees.
SCALE: 1" = 100 mm
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

********************
DRAWER TWO: ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE, PARISH OF CARDIFF

MAP #: M2204
SERIES: Plans of buildings
TITLE: Sketch plans for a church at Argenton.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Ian W. Pender Architect.
DATE: June 26, 1951
SCALE: 1/8" = 1 ft
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Two designs each showing ground plan and section.
NOTES: Separated from Cardiff Parish, correspondence file: AB6771

********************
ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE

MAP #: M2205
SERIES: Plans of buildings
TITLE: Site plan of Diocesan offices and Synod Hall, Telford St. Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Pitt and Merewether Architects.
DATE:
SCALE: 1/16" = 1 ft
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Diocesan offices, public Hall, vacant land (site for proposed Girls
Hostel), Telford St, Terrace (3 two story houses – site).

NOTES:

**********************

DRAWER TWO: **ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE C.A. BROWN HOMES FOR THE AGED AT BOORAGUL**

MAP #: M2206
TITLE: Diocese of Newcastle: C.A. Brown homes for the aged, Booragul Working drawing(s) living unit type A (brick).
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Hoskings and Pilgrim, Architects
DATE: June, 1963
SCALE: 1/8” = 1 ft
FORMAT: Original or print hand coloured working drawing.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Ground plan, side elevation, rear elevation.
NOTES:

**********************

MAP #: M2207
TITLE: C.A. Brown homes for the aged at Booragul: Building development stage x : Working drawings: Administration and recreation 2.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Ian W. Pender
DATE: July, 1967
SCALE: 1/8” = 1 ft
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Foundation plan and floor plan.
NOTES:

**********************

MAP #: M2208
TITLE: C.A. Brown homes for the aged at Booragul: Building development stage x : Working drawings: Administration and recreation 3.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Ian W. Pender Architect
DATE: July, 1967
SCALE: 1/8” = 1 ft
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: West elevation, East elevation, South and North elevations Section A – A.
NOTES:

**********************

MAP #: M2209
TITLE: C.A. Brown homes for the aged at Booragul: Building development stage x : Working drawings: Hospital extension 3.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Ian W. Pender Architect
DATE: July, 1967
SCALE: 1/8” = 1 ft
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: West elevation, section A – A, section B – B, North elevation, section C – C.
NOTES:

**********************

**ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE, PARISH OF DORA CREEK (MORISSET)**
MAP #: M2210
SERIES: Plans of buildings
TITLE: Draft plan of proposed Sunday School Hall Morisset C. of E. [and specifications]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1962
SCALE:
FORMAT: Draft
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*********************

DRAWER TWO: ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE – TRUSTEES OF CHURCH PROPERTY ST. ALBANS BOYS HOME – CESSNOCK

MAP #: M2211A
SERIES: Specifications
TITLE: Specification of work required and material to be provided for addition to store to St. Albans Home for Boys, at Aberdare.
DATE: July, 1973
SCALE:
FORMAT: Typescript and related correspondence
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*********************

MAP #: M2211B – M2211C
SERIES: St Albans Boys Home, Cessnock, plans.
TITLE: Proposed extension to garage for St. Albans Church of England Home for Boys.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Ian W. Pender Architect, Maitland.
DATE: August, 1967
SCALE: 1/8” to 1 ft
FORMAT: Ink drawings submitted for Council approval.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Existing cottage, existing garage and proposed extension.
NOTES:

*********************

MAP #: M2211D
SERIES: St Albans Boys Home, Cessnock, plans.
TITLE: Proposed store room and service court for St. Albans Home Cessnock.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Ian W. Pender Architect, Maitland
DATE: April, 1973
SCALE: 1/8” to 1 ft
FORMAT: Print – coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Floor plan and elevations
NOTES:

*********************

MAP #: M2211E
SERIES: St Albans Boys Home, Cessnock, plans.
TITLE: Proposed store room and service court for St. Albans Home Cessnock.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Ian W. Pender Architect, Maitland.
DATE: July, 1973
MAP #:  M2211F
SERIES:  St Albans Boys Home, Cessnock, plans.
TITLE:  Proposed store room and service court for St. Albans Home Cessnock
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Ian W. Pender Architect, Maitland
DATE:  July, 1973
SCALE:  1/8" to 1 ft
FORMAT:  Print – coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Floor plan sections, window and roof detail
NOTES:  

*******************

DRAWER TWO: ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE – REGISTRAR

MAP #:  M2212
SERIES:  House plans
TITLE:  Plans of wood residence at Lambton for Mr. D. Wilkinson.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J. Stewart
DATE:  January, 1937
SCALE:  1/8"
FORMAT:  Drawing with colour wash
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: (from old mortgage book)
NOTES:  

*******************

DRAWER THREE: ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE (continued)

MAP #:  M2216
SERIES:  Parish maps
TITLE:  Parish of Stockrington – County of Northumberland: Land included in application No. 12705.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A. F. Hall
DATE:  Surveyed May 1902
SCALE:  10 chains to an inch
FORMAT:  Print
NOTES:  Needs repair.

*******************

MAP #:  M2217
SERIES:  Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE:  Birmingham Gardens Estate near Jesmond, Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Kelly and Kelly surveyors
DATE:  Ca 1920
SCALE:  2 chains to an inch
FORMAT:  Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  Needs repair.
MAP #: M2218
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Proposed subdivision of Evans Estate, Swansea.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 2 chains to an inch
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: Needs repair.

MAP #: M2219
SERIES:
TITLE: Map of the Land Board District of Maitland. 15th edition
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Departments of Land, Sydney.
DATE: 1927
SCALE: 1"= 8 miles
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Shows coastline from Broken Bay to Port Macquarie. Bounded on West by Murrurundi, Mudgee, Phillip, Rylstone.
NOTES: Needs repair

MAP #: M2220
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Plan of the Village of Waratah Parish of Newcastle County of Northumberland Land District of Newcastle, N.S.W. 1884.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Approved by Minister for Lands 20th February, 1864.
DATE: 1884
SCALE: 4 chains to an inch
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Names of lot owners Waratah St, Denison St, bourke St, Macquarie St, Station St, “Hanbury” (private Town) Turton St, Reserve for market, Reserve for Public Recreation.
NOTES: J.L. Platt 2000 ac. Needs repair

MAP #: M2221
SERIES: Subdivision maps
TITLE: Map of... Aberdare and suburban lands Parish of Cessnock Land District of Maitland, [fragments of map].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1906
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: Very poor condition needs repair.

MAP #: M2222
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
MAP #: M2227
SERIES: Maps of New South Wales.
TITLE: Map of New South Wales showing Land Districts.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Surveyor General's Office.
DATE: 1880
SCALE: 10 miles to 1"
FORMAT: lithograph
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: Needs repair.

*****************

MAP #: M2228
SERIES: Maps of New South Wales.
TITLE: Diagram map of New South Wales.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Govt. – printer Sydney.
Department of Lands, Sydney.
DATE: Ca 1914
SCALE: 1"= 80 miles
FORMAT: Lithograph
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Geographical divisions.
NOTES:

*****************

MAP #: M2229
SERIES: Maps of New South Wales.
TITLE: Map of New South Wales Railways showing coach and other routes from the various stations, also proposed stocklines, inland linking lines and lines for decentralization purposes.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney.
DATE: Ca 1914
SCALE: 60 miles to an inch.
FORMAT: Inset map of Australia.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*****************

MAP #: M2230
SERIES: Maps of New South Wales.
TITLE: Agricultural map of New South Wales, 1914.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney issued by Immigration and Tourist Bureau.
DATE: 1914
SCALE:
FORMAT: Photo – lithograph
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*****************

MAP #: M2231
SERIES: County and local Government maps.
TITLE: Hastings No. 15 County of Macquarie.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 1"= 2 miles
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: From Diamond head to Crescent Head on coast including Port Macquarie. Bounded by Apsley Shire, Walcha Shire,
Shire.

NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:  M2231A
SERIES: County and local Government maps.
TITLE: [No title] [Area adjacent to M2231 – from Farquhar Inlet to Grants Head, Taree, Wingham, Camden Haven].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:  M2232
SERIES: Hunter Valley maps
TITLE: Hunter District Water Supply and sewerage Board. Map of the drainage area of the Hunter River above the Waterworks intake near West Maitland.
DATE:  1908
SCALE:  1"= 6 miles
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:  M2233
SERIES: Plans of Diocesan land.
TITLE: Plan of Christ church, Glebe, 35 acres
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Pen drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Sections A, B, C, D, Edward St, Arthur St, Alice St, Selwyn St, Rose St.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:  M2234
SERIES:
TITLE: [No title: Proposed sports ground in Newcastle near Tyrrell St, Swan St, terrace St ].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Australian Agricultural Society Survey Department.
DATE:
SCALE:  2 chains to an inch
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:  M2235
SERIES: Plans of Diocesan land.
TITLE: Tracing showing the site selected by the Bishop of Newcastle for an Episcopal residence, Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Small tracing 23cm x 20cm.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Newcomen St, Church St, Wolf St, Perkins St.
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2236
SERIES: Plans of Diocesan land.
TITLE: Plan of residential sites situated in Church and Wolf Streets City of Newcastle to be leased by auction for a term of 60 years.

DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Christ Church Cathedral, Deanery, Tyrrell St, Newcomen St
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2237
TITLE: [Bishopscourt Land Morpeth] Plan of 91A or 30P Borough of Morpeth, Parishes of Alynwick and Maitland, County of Northumberland.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Adelbert Schleicher
DATE: 20\textsuperscript{th} March 1906. Surveyed January 1906
SCALE: 4 chains to an inch
FORMAT: Original drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Originally part of a grant to E. C. Close. Acquired by the Diocese.
Closbourne, used as Bishopscourt at Morpeth, later became Broughton School. Bounded by Maitland Rd, Tank St.
NOTES: Certificate of Title, Vol. 816, folio 128. Surveyors description (MS) and typescript description attached.

***************

MAP #: M2238 – M2243
TITLE: [Bishopscourt Land Morpeth] Plan of 91A or 30P Borough of Morpeth, Parishes of Alynwick and Maitland, County of Northumberland.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Adelbert Schleicher
DATE: 20\textsuperscript{th} March 1906. Surveyed January 1906
SCALE: Prints with shading
FORMAT: In addition to items shown in M2237 – shows plan of Bishopscourt, St. James Church Morpeth, Church of England Cemetery Morpeth, Parsonage.
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2244
SERIES: Religious education charts
TITLE: A design explanation of pyramids at Gizeh. [Map of the world superimposed on a base plan of the pyramids].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Fred H. Brown
DATE:
SCALE:
MAP #: M2245
SERIES: Religious education charts
TITLE: A design explanation of pyramids at Gizeh. [Map of the world superimposed on a base plan of the pyramids].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2246
SERIES: Religious education charts
TITLE: [Base plan of the pyramids].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2247
SERIES: Plans of buildings
TITLE: Holy trinity Church, Launceston.
DATE: Church opened 1843
SCALE: 1" = 30 ft
FORMAT: Print of etching 3 – dimensional
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Ground plan and perspective drawing.
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2248
SERIES: Cemetery plans
TITLE: Plan of General Cemetery and Ext. at Sandgate County of Northumberland…
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1938?
SCALE: 4 chains to an inch
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: [Does not show headstone locations]
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2249
SERIES: Cemetery plans
TITLE: Plan of lots 7 – 11 General Cemetery at Sandgate – Unexamined plan.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Joseph James Williams surveyor.
DATE: October, 1938
SCALE: Print
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: [Does not show headstone locations]
NOTES:

***************
DATE:  
SCALE:  2 miles to an inch  
FORMAT:  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Brenda property in Queensland and New South Wales.  
NOTES: Total holdings 145547.  

***************

MAP #:  M2260  
SERIES:  Plans of Brenda Station.  
TITLE:  No title [old map of southern Queensland with Brenda Station in Western corner]  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Old plan 1942 in pencil – Brenda Station area  
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Original drawing  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

***************

MAP #:  M2261  
SERIES:  Parish maps  
TITLE:  ELKIN, A. P  
Map of the town of Wollombi and suburban lands Parishes of Corrabare and Coolamin County of Northumberland, Land District of Wollombi, N.S.W.  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney.  
DATE:  1893  
SCALE:  8 chains to an inch  
FORMAT: Litho-print  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Proclaimed a town 1853  
NOTES:  

***************

DRAWER THREE: ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE, MOUNT VINCENT PARISH

MAP #:  M2262  
SERIES:  Posters  
TITLE:  Diocese of Newcastle Cemetery celebrations 1847 – 1947 – William Grant Broughton, Bishop of Australia 1836  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT:  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

***************

MAP #:  M2263  
SERIES:  Posters  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT:  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

***************
MAP #: M2264
SERIES: Parish calendar
TITLE: ELKIN, A. P
Parish of Wollombi, calendar No. 8, 1906 – 07.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

********************

ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE

MAP #: M2265
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Proposed subdivision Evans Estate, Swansea.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 2 chains to an inch
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

********************

DRAWER THREE: CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL

MAP #: M2270
SERIES: Cathedral photographs
TITLE: Christ Church Cathedral, 1979
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Photograph by Mick Turnbull printed Davis and Cannington.
DATE: 1979
SCALE:
FORMAT: Photograph on calendar.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Photograph taken at night Cathedral, David Jones building, Commonwealth Bank, Wharf Rd car park.
NOTES:

********************

MAP #: M2271
SERIES: Cathedral drawings
TITLE: Christ Church Cathedral Newcastle as seen from the ocean headland.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: N. McPherson
DATE: 14/1/1954
SCALE:
FORMAT: Drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Drawing of Cathedral with spire [not built]
NOTES:

********************

MAP #: M2272
SERIES: Cathedral drawings
TITLE: Christ Church Cathedral Newcastle as seen from the harbour
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: N. McPherson
DATE: 12th January, 1954
SCALE: 20 ft to 1"
MAP #: M2273
SERIES: Cathedral drawings
TITLE: [Christ Church Cathedral from Church St.]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: N. McPherson
DATE: 12th January, 1954
SCALE: 20 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Plan and perspective drawing
NOTES:

MAP #: M2274
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: Proposed rearrangement of seating Newcastle Cathedral
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Castleden and Sara Architects
DATE: [m.d]
SCALE: 1/8
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Proposed rearrangement of seating
NOTES:

MAP #: M2275
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: [Plan of seating arrangements]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Castleden and Sara Architects
DATE: November 23, 1953
SCALE: 1/2"= 1"
FORMAT: Coloured drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Ground plan and South elevation
NOTES:

MAP #: M2276
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: [Blueprint] Data for belfry design
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A. Castledon Architect
DATE: November 23, 1953
SCALE: 1/2"= 1"
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Blueprint
NOTES:

MAP #: M2277
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: Sketch plan for hall of remembrance in old engine room in Newcastle Cathedral.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A. Castledon Architect
DATE: November 23, 1953
SCALE: 1/2"= 1"
FORMAT: coloured drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Ground plan and South elevation
NOTES:
MAP #: M2278  
SERIES: Plans of Deanery  
TITLE: Plan of floor layout at “the Deanery” Newcomen St, Newcastle.  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE: 1949  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Blueprint  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

MAP #: M2279  
SERIES: Plans of Deanery  
TITLE: Sketch of suggested layout for conversion into flats old Deanery – Wolfe St. Newcastle  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Jeater, Rodd and Hay Architects  
DATE: 1947  
SCALE: 8 ft to 1"  
FORMAT: Print  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Letter attached  
NOTES:  

MAP #: M2280  
SERIES: Clergy house plan  
TITLE:  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Lees and Valentine  
DATE: n.d  
SCALE: 1/8"=1 ft  
FORMAT: Print  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Plan and elevations  
NOTES:  

MAP #: M2281  
SERIES: Plans of Church of England Chapel at Sandgate Cemetery.  
TITLE: Sketch plan CoE shelter converted into chapel CoE Cemetery Sandgate.  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Castledon and Sara  
DATE: [n.d]  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Tracing  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Plan and elevations  
NOTES:  

MAP #: M2282  
SERIES: Plans of Church of England Chapel at Sandgate Cemetery.  
TITLE: Sketch plan CoE shelter converted into chapel CoE Cemetery Sandgate.  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Castledon and Sara, Architects Bolton St, Newcastle.  
DATE: July, 1939  
SCALE: 1/8"  
FORMAT: Tracing  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Plan and elevations.  
NOTES:  

MAP #: M2283
Serries: Plans of Church of England Chapel at Sandgate Cemetery.
Title: Sketch of proposed wall of remembrance CofE Chapel Sandgate.
Cartographer/Surveyor/Publisher: Castledon and Sara, Architects Bolton St Newcastle.

date: [Ca. 1939]
scale: ½"= 1 ft
format: Print coloured
subject/area/features:
notes:

***************

drawer three: dryeR, dr. albeRt

map #: M2284
series: Railway maps – Australia
Title: Map showing the principal railway systems of Australia 1939
Cartographer/Surveyor/Publisher: [Department of Lands, Sydney]
Date: 1939
Scale: 1"= 100 miles
Format: Print
Subject/area/features:
Notes: Crown copyright

***************

map #: As above
series: Railway maps – Australia
Title: Map of the New South Wales Railways 1939
Cartographer/Surveyor/Publisher: [Department of Lands, Sydney] C.C. Allen.
Date: 1939
Scale: 1"= 48 miles
Format: Print
Subject/area/features:
Notes: Crown copyright

***************

map #: M2285
series: Railway maps – Australia
Title: Map of the railways and tramways Sydney District N.S.W. 1940
Cartographer/Surveyor/Publisher: Department of Lands, Sydney. C.C. Allen, R.S.
Date: 1940
Scale: 1"= 2 miles
Format: Print
Subject/area/features:
Notes: Crown copyright

***************

map #: 
series: Railway maps – Australia
Title: Map of the railways and tramways Newcastle District N.S.W. 1940
Cartographer/Surveyor/Publisher: Department of Lands, Sydney. C.C. Allen, R.S.
Date: 1940
Scale: 1"= 2 miles
Format: Print
DRAWER THREE: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT –
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR W.F. GEYL

MAP #: M2286
SERIES: University of Newcastle Building plans – Administration block.
TITLE: Alternative sketch plan for building one (part A) for Newcastle University
College, Shortland site.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.F. Geyl
DATE: 15/12/1963
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2287
SERIES: University of Newcastle Building plans – Administration block.
TITLE: Alternative sketch plan for building one (part B) for Newcastle University
College, Shortland site.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.F. Geyl
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2288
SERIES: Plans of “Nineways” Broadmeadow
TITLE: D.M.R. City of Newcastle “Nineways” proposed layout at the intersection of
Brunker Rd and Belford St. with Lambton rd. and Broadmeadow Rd. at
Broadmeadow: file 3251318.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: G.A.V.
DATE: 12th February, 1962
SCALE: 20 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2289
SERIES: Plan of Waratah, Newcastle.
TITLE: [Zoning plan of Waratah in vicinity of Waratah Hospital and Christo Rd.]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Zones hand coloured? W.F. Geyl
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER THREE: THOMPSON, TOM, ARTIST IN RESIDENCE, UNIVERSITY OF
NEWCASTLE

MAP #: M2290
SERIES: Portraits in pencil of academics at graduation Ceremony 1978
TITLE: Professor Stewart, Professor Gates from New England.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Tom Thompson
DATE: 1978
SCALE: Pencil sketches mounted on cardboard.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2291
SERIES: Portraits in pencil of academics at graduation Ceremony 1978
TITLE: Professor George, Michael Dadman at Sir Bede Calligan, Professor Short, Graduate in Architecture. BB, BR, MC?
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Tom Thompson
DATE: 1978
SCALE: Pencil sketches mounted on cardboard.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER THREE: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – FIRST VICE CHANCELLOR
PROFESSOR JAMES J. AUCHMUTY

MAP #: M2292
SERIES: Cartoon
TITLE: [Irish uprising Cartoon]. “William Murder Murphy’s Tramcars”
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: E. K
DATE: 1914
SCALE: Pen drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER THREE: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE PUBLICATIONS AND PUBLICITY
OFFICER – JOHN ARMSTRONG

MAP #: M2293
SERIES: Posters
TITLE: Tom Thompson exhibition of art, Great Hall University of Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Tom Thompson
DATE: 10 – 15th June [1978?]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Poster
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Signed by Tom Thompson.
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2294
SERIES: Posters
TITLE: Second class accommodation Miss Caroline Chisholm’s shelter shed… Beds /s adults
6d child
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Printed at the Ballarat Times Office
Sovereign
**Hill**

**DATE:** [n.d]

**SCALE:**

**FORMAT:** Possibly reproduction of early poster

**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:**

**NOTES:**

***************

**LAMBTON MECHANICS INSTITUTE**

**MAP #:** M2295 – M2298

**SERIES:** Call to arms Certificate World War 2

**TITLE:** The call to arms presented to … by the Lambton Welfare and Patriotic Committee.

**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:** John Sands of Sydney.

**DATE:** Ca 1939 – 1945

**SCALE:**

**FORMAT:** Coloured print

**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:** “War declared 4th September, 1939”

**NOTES:**

***************

**DRAWER THREE: KINTAIBA CHILD CARE CENTRE**

**MAP #:** M2299

**SERIES:** Children’s paintings

**TITLE:** As series

**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:**

**DATE:** 1977

**SCALE:**

**FORMAT:** Seven children's paintings.

**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:**

**NOTES:** For plans of Child Care Centre see M2451 – M2452

***************

**REID, JOHN C.**

**MAP #:** M2300

**SERIES:** Chart [see title]

**TITLE:** Chart showing interlocking interests of coal, steel, shipping and finance capital.

**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:**

**DATE:** 16th March, 1939

**SCALE:**

**FORMAT:**

**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:** Emphasis on mining industries and B.H.P

**NOTES:**

***************

**MAP #:** M2301

**SERIES:** Plans of railways

**TITLE:** section along railway line from Singleton, South – Eastwards to Newcastle: Section IV …

**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:** Government printer Sydney

**DATE:** [n.d]

**SCALE:**

**FORMAT:** Photo – lithograph coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*************************

MAP #: M2302
SERIES: Plan of Hobart Harbour
TITLE: Hobart Harbour Tasmania.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.E. Hutchinson Engineer
DATE:
SCALE: 1”= 200 ft
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*************************

DRAWER THREE: [PROPOSED] REPUBLIC OF MINERVA SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN

MAP #: M2303
SERIES: Plan of Minerva
TITLE: Exhibit A Sovereignty boundaries of the Republic of Minerva South Pacific Ocean
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Prepared by R.L Fuller Engineering
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*************************

MAP #: M2304
SERIES: Plan of Minerva
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*************************

MAP #: M2305
SERIES: Declaration of Sovereignty
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*************************

UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – ADMINISTRATION – BURSARS DIVISION – ASSISTANT BURSAR GEORGE WALKER

MAP #: M2307
SERIES: Forms
TITLE: Forms of the University of Newcastle first payroll system
MAP #: M2308
SERIES: University of Newcastle plans
TITLE: The University of Newcastle site plan 1970 – 1972 Triennium
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
SCALE: 1 cm = 200 ft
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

MAP #: M2309
SERIES: [Book of plans of University buildings]
TITLE: Laurie and Heath Architects
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: 1965
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Book of prints of plans.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Main building, Arts and Administration, Lecture Theatre, Geology building floor plans, Physics building.
NOTES:

MAP #: M2310
SERIES: Geological maps
TITLE: Geological map of the Carboniferous Rocks in the Muswellbrook – Scone District [in 2 parts].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Dr. G.D. Osborne
DATE: [Ca 1950]
SCALE: 1" = 2 miles
1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Original pen drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Dr. Osborne of Sydney University was an active researcher into the geology of the Hunter Valley… [Note by Professor Ritchie 1977]
NOTES:

MAP #: M2311
SERIES: [See title]
TITLE: Proposed stained glass panels Great Hall - University of Newcastle [painting].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Philip Handel
DATE: 1974
SCALE:
FORMAT: Painting
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: 

*******************

MAP #: M2312
SERIES: [See title]
TITLE: Fountain to the courtyard of the arts and administration buildings Newcastle University. Shortland Designer Michel J. Santry
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.J. Santry
DATE: 21/10/1965
SCALE: 3/8” = 1 ft
FORMAT: Original drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: 

*******************

DRAWER THREE: BELLTREES ESTATE – SCONE

MAP #: M2313
SERIES: Real estate plans
TITLE: Part of Belltrees Estate Rooty – Bank – Hunter River
DATE: April 19, 1913
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Bounded by County of Durham, County of Brisbane shows names of owners.
NOTES: 

*******************

UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – ADMINISTRATION – VICE-CHANCELLOR’S UNIT –
FIRST VICE-CHANCELLOR – PROFESSOR J.J. AUCHMUTY

MAP #: M2314
SERIES: Irish Newspaper Supplements
TITLE: Irish review and annual [Supplement to The Irish Times]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1935
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: [See also A6266]

*******************

MAP #: M2315
SERIES: Irish Newspaper Supplements
TITLE: Irish review and annual [Supplement to The Irish Times]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1938
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: [See also A6266]

*******************

MAP #: M2316
SERIES: Irish Newspaper Supplements
TITLE: Irish review and annual [Supplement to The Irish Times]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1940
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: [See also A6266]
*******************
MAP #: M2317
SERIES: Irish Newspaper Supplements
TITLE: Irish review and annual [Supplement to The Irish Times]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1941
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: [See also A6266]
*******************
MAP #: M2318
SERIES: Irish Newspaper Supplements
TITLE: Irish review and annual [Supplement to The Irish Times]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1943
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: [See also A6266]
*******************
MAP #: M2319
SERIES: Irish Newspapers
TITLE: The Belfast news-letter 1737 – 1937
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: September, 1937
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
*******************
MAP #: M2320
SERIES: Irish Newspapers
TITLE: The Irish Times
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: April 5, 1900
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
*******************

DRAWER FOUR: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR W.R. WALKER

MAP #: M2321
SERIES: Posters 1982 - 1983
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DRAWER FOUR: PULVER, ASTLEY (DONATED BY R. SMITH)

MAP #: M2322
SERIES: Plan of Newcastle
TITLE: Plan showing some original coal companies lands and railways in the Parish of Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Compiled by A.P. Pulver
DATE: 1976
SCALE: 20 chains to an inch
FORMAT: Print (hand coloured)
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Names of property owners
NOTES:

TURNER, DR. JOHN, [DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES] See also A6343

MAP #: M2323
SERIES: Copies of engravings of Newcastle
INDEX NO:
TITLE: Newcastle in New South Wales with a distant view of Point Stephen, taken from Prospect Hill.
Engraved by W. Prefston
Published by A. West Sydney
DATE: November 30, 1812
SCALE: Copy of engraving
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: From an engraving in the Collection of Newcastle City Art Gallery
NOTES:

MAP #: M2324
SERIES: Copies of engravings of Newcastle
INDEX NO:
TITLE: View of Hunter River near Newcastle N.S.W. taken from Prospect Hill.
Engraved by W. Prefston
Published by A. West Sydney
DATE: November 30, 1812
SCALE: Copy of engraving
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: From an engraving in the Collection of Newcastle City Art Gallery
NOTES:

MAP #: M2325
SERIES: Copies on engravings of Newcastle
INDEX NO:
TITLE: Newcastle 1874
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Samuel Calvert
DATE: 1874
SCALE:
FORMAT: Copy of engraving
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Reproduced from an engraving in the Newcastle Public Library

By Hunter History Publications. Davies and Cannington

PRINTERS
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2326
SERIES: Copies on engravings of Newcastle
INDEX NO:
TITLE: Newcastle 1874
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Samuel Calvert
DATE: 1874
SCALE:
FORMAT: Copy of engraving
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Reproduced from an engraving in the Newcastle Public Library

By Hunter History Publications. Davies and Cannington

PRINTERS
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2327
SERIES: Copies on engravings of Newcastle
INDEX NO:
TITLE: Newcastle 1874
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Samuel Calvert
DATE: 1874
SCALE:
FORMAT: Copy of engraving
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Reproduced from an engraving in the Newcastle Public Library

By Hunter History Publications. Davies and Cannington

PRINTERS
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2328
SERIES: Copies on engravings of Newcastle
INDEX NO:
TITLE: Newcastle 1874
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Samuel Calvert
DATE: 1874
SCALE:
FORMAT: Copy of engraving
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Reproduced from an engraving in the Newcastle Public Library

By Hunter History Publications. Davies and Cannington

PRINTERS
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2329
SERIES: Copies of lithographs of Newcastle
***************
MAP #: M2333
SERIES: A.A. Company Railways
INDEX NO: 1
TITLE: A.A. Coy Railways
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Jerry Callen
DATE: [n.d]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox, copies of sketch plan.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Bullock Island, Union St, Parkway Ave, A, B, C, D, E, F and H Pits, Sea Pit, Borehole 1 and 2 Pits, Coke ovens.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2334
SERIES: A.A. Company Railways
INDEX NO: 1
TITLE: A.A. Coy Railways
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Jerry Callen
DATE: [n.d]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox, copies of sketch plan.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Bullock Island, Union St, Parkway Ave, A, B, C, D, E, F and H Pits, Sea Pit, Borehole 1 and 2 Pits, Coke ovens.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2335
SERIES: Hunter Valley maps
INDEX NO: 4
TITLE: The Hunter Valley Region (showing local Government boundaries)
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: [n.d]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Sn Small Pk
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2336
SERIES: Map of Port Kembla
INDEX NO: 6
TITLE: Map of proposed and existing wharfage Port Kembla
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Published by Maritime Services Board of N.S.W
DATE: 1959
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2336A
SERIES: Newcastle maps
INDEX NO: 7
TITLE: Historical development of Newcastle built up areas.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.T. Daly
DATE:  1870, 1880, 1890
SCALE:  1”= 4 miles
FORMAT:  Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: p. 200 of?
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER FOUR:  TURNER, DR. JOHN (CONTINUED)

MAP #:  M2336B
SERIES:  Maitland plans
INDEX NO:  8
TITLE:  Plan of West Maitland
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  
SCALE:  ?
FORMAT:  Photographic copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES:

***************

MAP #:  M2337
SERIES:  Newcastle maps (Newcastle to Port Stephens)
INDEX NO:  11
TITLE:  Newcastle, Australia
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Printed by Royal Australian Survey Corp.
DATE:  1958
SCALE:  1:250,000
FORMAT:  Transverse Mercator Projection shows contours
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Military map
NOTES:

***************

MAP #:  M2338
SERIES:  Newcastle maps
INDEX NO:  12
TITLE:  Map of Newcastle Harbour N.S.W.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Published by the Maritime Services Board of N.S.W.
DATE:  1959
SCALE:  
FORMAT:  Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES:

***************

MAP #:  M2339
SERIES:  Newcastle and Suburbs maps (Parish maps)
INDEX NO:  13
TITLE:  Parish of Teralba, County of Northumberland.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE:  [Ca 1955]
SCALE:  40 chains to an inch
FORMAT:  Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Mining Surveys lease and property owners
NOTES:

***************

MAP #:  M2340
SERIES: Newcastle Hydrographic Charts
INDEX NO: 14
TITLE: Chart of Newcastle Harbour and Port Waratah
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Drawn and lithographed with the Sanction of the Pilot Board of N.S.W.

DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy of litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Copy of Local History map B. 623.894/9
NOTES:

**************************
MAP #: M2341
SERIES: Northern Coalfields maps
INDEX NO: 15
TITLE: Northern Coalfields [Maitland, Cessnock, Newcastle]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Small map
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: p. 238 of?
NOTES:

**************************
MAP #: M2342
SERIES: N.S.W coastline
INDEX NO: 16
TITLE: [Early N.S.W Coast]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: [Drawn by S.P. Lewin]
DATE: 1825
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Copy of R.S.Q 912.944
Lew (N.P.L?)
1.1A

NOTES:

**************************
MAP #: M2343
SERIES: A.A Company and convict coal mines
INDEX NO: 17
TITLE: [See series]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: Copied 1968
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Copied from negative lent by B.W. Champion (LH. A622.33/10)

NOTES:

**************************
MAP #: M2344
SERIES: Maps of Newcastle
INDEX NO: 18
TITLE: Maps of Newcastle and its environs.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: September 26, 1854
SCALE: 4 chains to an inch
FORMAT: Xerox copy
DRAWER FOUR: **TURNER, DR. JOHN (CONTINUED)**

**MAP #:** M2345  
**SERIES:** Newcastle maps  
**INDEX NO:** 19  
**TITLE:** [King St. subdivision] Design showing proposed subdivision of lot 47 of the A.A. Co. Subdivision, Newcastle.  
**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:** Linton, Turner and Palmer surveyors  
**DATE:**  
**SCALE:**  
**FORMAT:**  
**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:** L.H.M. A 333.38/23  
**NOTES:**

***************

**MAP #:** M2346  
**SERIES:** Newcastle maps  
**INDEX NO:** 20  
**TITLE:** Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate, Newcastle.  
**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:**  
**DATE:** 1828  
**SCALE:** 1 chain to an inch  
**FORMAT:** Xerox copy  
**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:** AM B22/11  
**NOTES:**

***************

**MAP #:** M2347  
**SERIES:** Newcastle maps  
**INDEX NO:** 21  
**TITLE:** Early Newcastle Foreshores  
**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:**  
**DATE:**  
**SCALE:**  
**FORMAT:** Xerox copy  
**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:**  
**NOTES:**

***************

**MAP #:** M2348  
**SERIES:** Newcastle maps  
**INDEX NO:** 22  
**TITLE:** Newcastle breakwater plate 26  
**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:**  
**DATE:**  
**SCALE:** 1” = 20 chains  
**FORMAT:** Xerox copy  
**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:**  
**NOTES:**

***************

**MAP #:** M2349  
**SERIES:** Ash Island  
**INDEX NO:** 23
TITLE: Ash Island subdivisions
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Part of A333.38 70A
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2350
SERIES: Newcastle maps
INDEX NO: 24
TITLE: Dangars Newcastle District 1822.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Dangar
DATE: 1822
SCALE: Xerox copy
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2351
SERIES: Swansea
INDEX NO: 25
TITLE: [Swansea dig site]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2352
SERIES: Newcastle Coalfields
INDEX NO: 26
TITLE: Newcastle Coalfield
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2353
SERIES:
INDEX NO: 27
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER FOUR: TURNER, DR. JOHN (CONTINUED)
MAP #: M2354
SERIES: Newcastle
INDEX NO: 28
TITLE: First Glebe Land (Newcastle)
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Page from University News with map
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2355
SERIES: Port Stephens
INDEX NO: 29
TITLE: Early Port Stephens
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2356
SERIES: Stockton
INDEX NO: 30
TITLE: [Stockton c.1900]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 60 links to an inch
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: A.M.C 39/1 N.P.L
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2357 – M2358
SERIES: Coalfields and Colliery maps
INDEX NO: 33
TITLE: Map showing boundaries of coalfields and colliery holdings.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Copies
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: From copy in Mitchell Library, Sydney. 559/N The Mineral Industry of N.S.W. p. 238 Fig. 8
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2359
SERIES: Newcastle
INDEX NO: 32
TITLE: Newcastle c 1822
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1822
SCALE: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
***************
MAP #:  M2360
SERIES:  
INDEX NO:  34
TITLE:  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT:  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  
***************
MAP #:  M2361
SERIES:  Coalfields and Colliery maps.
INDEX NO:  35
TITLE:  Burwood Collieries and railways
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  T.S. Parrot, Major
DATE:  1892
SCALE:  
FORMAT:  Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  Left hand map C 919.442/11
Sheet 1
NOTES:  
***************
MAP #:  M2362
SERIES:  Newcastle
INDEX NO:  36
TITLE:  Plan of the City of Newcastle (City Wards 1857 – 71)
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  [Ca. 1871]
SCALE:  
FORMAT:  Xerox
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  
***************
MAP #:  M2363
SERIES:  Port Stephens
INDEX NO:  38
TITLE:  Shire of Port Stephens
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  
SCALE:  2 miles to an inch
FORMAT:  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  
***************
DRAWER FOUR: TURNER, DR. JOHN (CONTINUED)

MAP #:  M2364
SERIES:  Newcastle (shipwrecks)
INDEX NO:  38
TITLE:  Approximate position of some of the larger wrecks on the Newcastle Oyster bank
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  

***************
**MAP #: M2365**  
**SERIES:** Wingen (near Scone)  
**INDEX NO:** 39  
**TITLE:** The Burning Mountain  
**CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:** Scone Shire Council  
**DATE:**  
**SCALE:**  
**FORMAT:** Xerox  
**SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:**  
**NOTES:**  

**MAP #: M2366**  
**SERIES:** Ash Island  
**INDEX NO:** 40  
**TITLE:** Ash Island  
**CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:**  
**DATE:** 1864  
**SCALE:** 1" = 40 chains  
**FORMAT:** Xerox of subdivision plan  
**SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:**  
**NOTES:**  

**MAP #: M2367**  
**SERIES:** Newcastle maps  
**INDEX NO:** 42  
**TITLE:** Newcastle, 1818  
**CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:**  
**DATE:** 1818  
**SCALE:**  
**FORMAT:** Xerox copy  
**SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:** 2 parts. Xerox copy from map in Mitchell Library.  
**NOTES:**  

**MAP #: M2368**  
**SERIES:** Newcastle maps  
**INDEX NO:** 43  
**TITLE:** Dr. Mitchell’s Burwood Estate.  
**CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:**  
**DATE:** [Ca. 1865?]  
**SCALE:**  
**FORMAT:** Xerox copy and extract from book  
**SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:**  
**NOTES:**  

**MAP #: M2369**  
**SERIES:** Newcastle maps  
**INDEX NO:** 44  
**TITLE:** [Newcastle Foreshores C. 1850]  
**CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:**
DATE:  1971
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Local History map B 333.3/16
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:  M2370
SERIES:
INDEX NO:  45
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:  M2371
SERIES: Newcastle and Hunter River maps
INDEX NO:  46
TITLE: An eye sketch of Hunter’s River.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: “Discovered this River 9th September 1797... J.S”
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:  M2372
SERIES: Port Stephens
INDEX NO:  47
TITLE: Port Stephens
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Grimes
DATE:  1795
SCALE: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: With notes
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:  M2373
SERIES: Minmi
INDEX NO:  48
TITLE: Minmi as remembered 1910 - 1917
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Alex Mitchell
DATE:  1910 - 1917
SCALE: Pencil sketch map
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:  M2374
SERIES: Newcastle maps

DRAWER FOUR: TURNER, DR. JOHN (CONTINUED)
INDEX NO: 49
TITLE: Draft of the town of Newcastle 1822
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: James Meehan
DATE: 1822
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M2375
SERIES: Newcastle maps
INDEX NO: 51
TITLE: A map of the town of Newcastle on Hunter’s River
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M2376
SERIES:
INDEX NO: 50
TITLE: CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M2377 – M2377A-B
SERIES: Newcastle – Port Hunter
INDEX NO: 52
TITLE: Part of Hunter’s River (or the Coal River) surveyed by Lieut. C. Jeffories
Commander of H.M.C Brig “Kangaroo” March 1816.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Lieut. C. Jeffories Commander H.M.C Brig
“Kangaroo”
DATE: March, 1816
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Tracing and Xerox copies
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Town of Newcastle, Commandants farm, Light Houses. “The first
map of Port Hunter” shows 3 shipwrecks.
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M2378
SERIES: Newcastle – Port Hunter
INDEX NO: 53
TITLE: A.A. Company Newcastle Grant
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 1”= 1 mile
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: 
MAP #: M2379
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs
INDEX NO: 54
TITLE: Waratah
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 1864
SCALE: 4 chains to an inch
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Subdivision
NOTES:

MAP #: M2380
SERIES: Newcastle geology
INDEX NO: 55
TITLE: [Cross section of geological formations Newcastle and Stockton in 3 sections]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: Horizontal: 8 chains to 1”
          Vertical: 80 ft to 1”
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Local History map C622 38/15
NOTES:

MAP #: M2381
SERIES: 
INDEX NO: 56
TITLE: 
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER FOUR: TURNER, DR. JOHN (CONTINUED)

MAP #: M2382
SERIES: 
INDEX NO: 57
TITLE: 
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Public Record Office
DATE: 
SCALE: 1”= ½ mile
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Public Record Office Co. 201/194
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2384
SERIES: Newcastle. A.A. Coy
INDEX NO: 59
TITLE: The Estates of the Australian Agricultural Company at Newcastle, 1854.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 1854
MAP #: M2383
SERIES: Newcastle
INDEX NO: 58
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle by James Meehan.
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: James Meehan
DATE: 1818
SCALE:
FORMAT: Copies
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Xerox copies
NOTES:

MAP #: M2385
SERIES: Coalfields and Collieries maps
INDEX NO: 60
TITLE: Plan showing the Waratah Collieries and Estates of Port Waratah, the property of the Waratah Coal mining Company and the railways connecting the Collieries with the Port of Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:
DATE: October, 1877
SCALE:
FORMAT: Photographic copy
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2386
SERIES: Newcastle maps
INDEX NO: 61
TITLE: Plan of the neighbourhood of Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: Public Record Office Co/201/194.
DATE: [n.d] very early?
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2387
SERIES: Road maps
INDEX NO: 62
TITLE: General plan of roads northwards from Sydney.
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: From survey made 1829
DATE:
SCALE: 1"= 12 miles
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2388
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs maps
INDEX NO: 63
TITLE: [Map of original Land holders of Waratah, Lambton, New Lambton].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy
NOTES:

***************
MAP #:  M2389
SERIES:
INDEX NO:  64
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #:  M2390
SERIES: Barrington Tops
INDEX NO:  65
TITLE: State Forests of the Barrington Tops.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:  1978
SCALE:  1:250,000
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
DRAWER FOUR: TURNER, DR. JOHN (CONTINUED)

MAP #:  M2391
SERIES: Collieries and Coalfields Minmi
INDEX NO:  66
TITLE: Portion of the workings of Minmi Colliery…
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Public Record Office. E. Beaumont licensed surveyor
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Co 201/538
NOTES:

***************
MAP #:  M2391A
SERIES: Collieries and Coalfields Minmi
INDEX NO:  66
TITLE: Portion of the mineral workings.
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Co 201/538
NOTES:
***************
MAP #:       M2391B
SERIES:      Collieries and Coalfields Minmi
INDEX NO:   66
TITLE:       C. pit. N+M Minmi Co.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Public Record Office. E. Beaumont licensed surveyor
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Co 201/538
NOTES:

***************
MAP #:       M2391C
SERIES:      Minmi maps
INDEX NO:   67
TITLE:       Minmi township sketch plan
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Per Edgar Smith
DATE:     1910
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #:       M2392
SERIES:      Parish maps – Hexham.
INDEX NO:   69
TITLE:       Parish of Hexham...
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: [Department of Lands]
DATE:     1953
SCALE:    1"= 40 chains
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Mining leases and property owners.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #:       M2393
SERIES:      Newcastle
INDEX NO:   70
TITLE:       Plan of Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:     1839
SCALE:
FORMAT:  Xerox
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Local History map A 333.38/87 (box 21, slide 7)
NOTES:

***************
MAP #:       M2394
SERIES:      Lake Macquarie
INDEX NO:   71
TITLE:       Map of Lake Macquarie sketched by W. Proctor in 1841 and lithographed by....
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W. Proctor
DATE:     1841
SCALE:    1"= 4 miles
FORMAT:  Xerox
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Original in Archives Office of New South Wales
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2395
SERIES: Collieries and Coal mines
INDEX NO: 72
TITLE: [Lambton – New Lambton Coal Pits]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: [Ca 1887?]
SCALE: 1” = 20 chains
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: L.H map A442.33/9
NOTES:

********************
DRAwer FOUR: TURNER, DR. JOHN (CONTINUED)

MAP #: M2396
SERIES: New South Wales maps
INDEX NO: 73
TITLE: A chart of part of the interior of New South Wales.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: John Oxley surveyor general
DATE: January, 1882
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Jervis Bay to Port Macquarie (from Macquarie’s journal in Newcastle University Library.
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M2397
SERIES: Collieries and Coal mining – Newcastle, Raymond Terrace, Minmi, Maitland, Morpeth.
INDEX NO: 74
TITLE: (Map of Newcastle district showing sites of J+A Brown’s enterprises between 1843 – 1877).
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1843 – 1877
SCALE: 1” = 3 miles
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Newcastle, Raymond Terrace, Maitland, Minmi.
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M2397A
SERIES: Collieries and Coal mining – Newcastle, Raymond Terrace, Minmi, Maitland, Morpeth.
INDEX NO: 74
TITLE: (Map of Newcastle district showing sites of J+A Brown’s enterprises between 1843 – 1877).
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1843 – 1877
SCALE: 1” = 3 miles
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Newcastle, Raymond Terrace, Maitland, Minmi.
NOTES:

********************
MAP #: M2398
SERIES: Collieries – Cessnock
INDEX NO: 75
TITLE: Location of Collieries Cessnock District
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Joint Coal Board Sydney.
DATE: 1948
SCALE: 1”= 40 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Shows active Collieries, roads and railways.
NOTES:

**************************
MAP #: M2399
SERIES: Newcastle
INDEX NO: 76
TITLE: Newcastle Statistical District.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: n.d
SCALE: 1”= 5 miles
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Statistical District Boundaries Urban – Newcastle Local Government Area boundaries
NOTES:

**************************
MAP #: M2400
SERIES: Kooragang Island
INDEX NO: 78
TITLE: Kooragang Island development project
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J.R. Rigby
DATE: [n.d] [Ca 1970 – 84]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy of print.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************************
MAP #: M2401
SERIES: Wyong – Gosford – Woy Woy maps
INDEX NO: 79
TITLE: Gregory’s Wyong, Gosford and Woy Woy District map
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Gregory Publishing Co.
DATE:
SCALE: 1”= 2 miles
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************************
MAP #: M2402
SERIES:
INDEX NO: 80
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
MAP #: M2403
SERIES: Coal mining and Colliery maps.
INDEX NO: 81
TITLE: Early Coal industry localities in the Newcastle District.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2404
SERIES: Newcastle maps
INDEX NO: 82
TITLE: Location map of Newcastle and Suburbs.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.T. Daly
DATE: 1936
SCALE: 1" = 4 miles
FORMAT: Xerox copy from journal article.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2405 – M2406
SERIES: Newcastle maps
INDEX NO: 83
TITLE: [Menken’s Newcastle City buildings]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: [Menken]
DATE: [Ca. 1907?]
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2407
SERIES: Newcastle – A.A. Company maps, Coal mining and Colliery maps.
INDEX NO: 84
TITLE: [Australian Agricultural Company Works]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Public Records Office
DATE: 1852
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Accompanying memo from Mr. Darby to Mr. Blanes
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2408
SERIES: Scone maps
INDEX NO: 87
TITLE: Scone Shire feature map
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Scone Shire Council
DATE: Ca. 1983
DRAWER FOUR: **TURNER, DR. JOHN (CONTINUED)**

MAP #: M2418  
SERIES: Maitland  
INDEX NO: 103  
TITLE: Parish of Maitland  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT:  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Names of property owners.  
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2419  
SERIES: Tomago maps  
INDEX NO: 104  
TITLE: [Subdivision map – vicinity of Tomago House, Tomago near Raymond Terrace]  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE: [n.d]  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Xerox copy. Locality plan  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2420  
SERIES: Tomago maps  
INDEX NO: 104  
TITLE: [Subdivision map – vicinity of Tomago House, Tomago near Raymond Terrace]  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT:  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2421  
SERIES: A.A. Company maps - Newcastle  
INDEX NO: 59  
TITLE: The Estates of the Australian Agricultural Company at Newcastle N.S.W 1854 – Newcastle No. 2.  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J.G. Linstead Fecit  
DATE: 1854  
SCALE: 1”= 40 chains  
FORMAT: Xerox copy  
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2422  
INDEX NO:  
TITLE: Plan of portion of N.S.W. showing the Estates of the Australian Agricultural Company, 1855. (No. 3)
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  1855  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Xerox copy  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Broken Bay, Newcastle, Port Stephens, Harrington Inlet, West to Tamworth Warrah Estate, Liverpool plains, Hunter River.  
NOTES:  

*******************  
MAP #:  M2423  
SERIES: Parish maps  
INDEX NO:  
TITLE: Parish of Teralba, County of Northumberland, Land Districts of Newcastle and Maitland, Lake Macquarie Shire and Municipality, Eastern division N.S.W.  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands Sydney  
DATE:  August 20, 1923  
SCALE:  1"= 40 chains  
FORMAT:  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

*******************  
MAP #:  M2424 – M2426  
SERIES: Stroud maps  
INDEX NO:  
TITLE: Historical map of Stroud Centre of the Karuah Valley founded by A.A. Co. 1826.  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  [Ca. 1984]  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Xerox copies of tourist map  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

*******************  
MAP #:  M2427 – M2428  
SERIES: A.A. Company - Stroud  
INDEX NO:  
TITLE: Plan of the township of Stroud N.S.W. The property of the Australian Agricultural Company 1855.  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.A. Company  
DATE:  1855 - 1856  
SCALE:  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

*******************  
MAP #:  M2429  
SERIES:  [As title]  
INDEX NO:  95  
TITLE: Department of Public Works Hunter St. Newcastle.  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Drawing D.J.E  
DATE:  
SCALE:  1”= 1 ft  
FORMAT: Print  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

***************
DRAWER FOUR: TURNER, DR. JOHN (CONTINUED)

MAP #: M2430
SERIES: Maitland maps
INDEX NO: 
TITLE: Maitland last century
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Designed and drawn by Ms. A. Peacock.
DATE: August, 1979
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Coloured map with sketches.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Sketches and guide to historic buildings, sponsored and presented by The Maitland Mercury as part of Maitland's 150th Anniversary.
NOTES: 

*******************

MAP #: M2431
SERIES: Newcastle maps
INDEX NO: 
TITLE: Major industrial localities in the Newcastle region.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: [n.d]
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Large tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

*******************

MAP #: M2432
SERIES: Newcastle maps
INDEX NO: 
TITLE: Major industrial localities in the Newcastle region.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Small tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

*******************

MAP #: M2433
SERIES: Newcastle, Maitland, Cessnock maps.
INDEX NO: 
TITLE: General map of Newcastle, Maitland and Cessnock
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: H.E.C. Robinson Sydney, Map No.423
DATE: [Ca. 1960's]
SCALE: 1"= 1 mile
FORMAT: Coal mines and railways
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

*******************

MAP #: M2434
SERIES: Raymond Terrace maps
INDEX NO: 
TITLE: [Raymond Terrace] (part only)
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy with locations of historic buildings.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2435
SERIES: Coalfield maps
INDEX NO:
TITLE: Hillington Colliery plan of workings.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Joint Coal Board Sydney, survey by D. Maitland
DATE: 1952
SCALE: 1 chain= 1"
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2436
SERIES: Maitland maps
INDEX NO:
TITLE: Plan of portion No.221 Parish of Maitland County of Northumberland [Municipality of East Maitland].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: Date of survey January 10, 1917
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2437
SERIES: [Maitland maps]
INDEX NO:
TITLE: [Xerox copy of map of Maitland]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Names of lease holders and property holders. Molly Morgan Motel, J.A. Brown’s 20 Acre subdivision, and delta No.1 Colliery, Marked.
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER FOUR: TURNER, DR. JOHN (CONTINUED) (SEE ALSO A6343)

MAP #: M2438 – M2439
SERIES: Port Stephens maps
A.A. Company maps
INDEX NO: 85?
MAP #: M2444
SERIES: Port Stephens maps
INDEX NO:
TITLE: The Myall Lakes N.S.W.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 1 cm = 1 km
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2445
SERIES: Port Stephens maps
INDEX NO:
TITLE: [Early Port Stephens]
[Early Manning River District]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2446
SERIES: Minmi
Coalfields and Collieries
INDEX NO:
TITLE: [Minmi “A” Pit prior to 1862]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2447
SERIES: Minmi
Coalfields and Collieries
INDEX NO:
TITLE: M and NMCCo. Plan of A, B and C parts.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: ½” = 1 chain
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2448
SERIES: Newcastle – Lake Macquarie
Sheet 29
INDEX NO:
TITLE: City of Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print (part of map)
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Subdivisions Highfields
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER FOUR: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – ADMINISTRATION – PROPERTY DIVISION – ASSISTANT PLANNER (R.M. COWDROY)

MAP #: M2449
SERIES: Newcastle Hospital plans
TITLE: New teaching Hospital for the Greater Newcastle area. (Rankin Park)
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Dr. O.F. James, Regional Director
DATE: Ca. 1982 - 1985
SCALE:
FORMAT: Plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Site plan
Location plan
Building plans
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2450
SERIES: Newcastle Hospital plans
TITLE: New teaching Hospital for the Greater Newcastle area. (Rankin Park)
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER FOUR: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – ADMINISTRATION – SECRETARY DIVISION – STUDENT ADMINISTRATOR (TOM REID)

MAP #: M2451
SERIES: Kintaiba Child Care Centre plans
TITLE: Child Care Centre, Rankin Drive, Shortland, University of Newcastle: Floor plans
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Noble Bennett Pty Limited
71 Military Rd Neutral Bay
DATE: Drawn January, 1975
SCALE: 1: 100
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Drawing No. 745.4A
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2452
SERIES: Kintaiba Child Care Centre plans
HENDERSON, JAMES – ARCHITECT

MAP #: M2453
SERIES: Design plans for a theatre in Union St. Newcastle.
TITLE: Design plans for a theatre in Union St, for Robert Hollyford.
Front elevation and section
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: James Henderson
DATE: 1914
SCALE: 1/8"= 1 ft
FORMAT: Pencil drawing

NOTES:

MAP #: M2454
SERIES: Design plans for a theatre in Union St. Newcastle
TITLE: Design plans for a theatre in Union St, for Robert Hollyford.
Ground floor plan
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: James Henderson
DATE: 1914
SCALE: 1/8"= 1 ft
FORMAT: Pencil drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Proposed Theatre was not built
NOTES:

MAP #: M2455
SERIES: Design plans for a theatre in Union St. Newcastle
TITLE: Design plans for a theatre in Union St. for Robert Hollyford.
Section.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: James Henderson
DATE: 1914
SCALE: 1/8"= 1 ft
FORMAT: Pencil drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2456
SERIES: Design plans for a theatre in Union St. Newcastle
TITLE: Design plans for a theatre in Union St. for Robert Hollyford.
Floor plan at gallery level.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: James Henderson
DATE: 1914
SCALE: 1/8"= 1 ft
FORMAT: Pencil drawing
MAP #: M2457
SERIES: Design plans for a theatre in Union St. Newcastle
TITLE: Design plans for a theatre in Union St. for Robert Hollyford. Floor plan at cloak room level.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: James Henderson
DATE: 1914
SCALE: 1/8” = 1 ft
FORMAT: Pencil drawing

MAP #: M2458
SERIES: Design plans for a theatre in Union St. Newcastle. Sections.
TITLE: Design plans for a theatre in Union St. for Robert Hollyford.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: James Henderson
DATE: 1914
SCALE: 1/8” = 1 ft
FORMAT: Pencil drawing

DRAWER FIVE: CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL, NEWCASTLE

MAP #: M2459
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: Christ Church Cathedral, Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: [n.d]
DATE: [n.d]
SCALE: 1/16” = 1 ft
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Ground plan
NOTES:

MAP #: M2460
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: [Architectural sketch of Cathedral]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Russell Wombey
DATE: 1970
SCALE:
FORMAT: Original drawing of Great West Door
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2461
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: Proposed Anglican Cathedral at Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Horbury Hunt: Architect
DATE: August 10, 1882
SCALE:
FORMAT: Drawing of exterior
MAP #: M2462
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: [Early sketch of Cathedral interior]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Horbury Hunt: Architect
DATE: n.d
SCALE:
FORMAT: Pencil sketch
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2463 - M2466
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: [Cathedral interior showing seating]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: [n.d]
SCALE:
FORMAT: 4 plans showing seating
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Notes on occupants
NOTES:

MAP #: M2466A – B
SERIES:
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: M2466B several copies
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2467
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: [Floor plan]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 
SCALE:
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES:

MAP #: M2468 - M2469
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: [Plans of Christ Church Newcastle, possibly drawn by Lycett, annotations appear to be in Greenways hand].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Photocopies of plans in Mitchell Library
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M2470
SERIES: Cathedral?
TITLE: [Plan for church windows layout]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: No.1686
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2471
SERIES: Cathedral? ?other church
TITLE: [Old church drawing the 2nd church 1817 – 1884]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Original artwork by NBN Channel 3, Art Department.
DATE: n.d
SCALE:
FORMAT: Pen drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2472
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: [Sketch of Cathedral outline]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Pen drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER FIVE: CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL, NEWCASTLE (CONTINUED)

MAP #: M2473
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: [Architectural drawing of cross]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.S.S
DATE: 5/3/1984
SCALE:
FORMAT: Pencil sketch
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2474
SERIES: Plan of Paterson Cemetery
TITLE: Tracing showing subdivision of cemetery at the Paterson County of Durham
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J.W. Allworth surveyor
DATE: November, 1887
SCALE: 4 chains to an inch
FORMAT: Tracing coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: MS 81/19675
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2475
MAP #: M2501
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: Chapel screen...[details]
DATE: June, 1950
SCALE: 1/8"
FORMAT: Original detailed drawings
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2502
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: ...space beyond south Transept
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: L.W.
DATE: 17/4/1950
SCALE: 1/8"
FORMAT: Rough pencil sketch
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2503
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: Proposed setting for sculptured memorial panel to rerepos
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: F.G and A.C Castleden
DATE: 1/7/1936
SCALE: 1"= 2 ft
FORMAT: Rough sketch elevation
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2504 (p)
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: [Photograph of sculptured memorial panel (completed)]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Photograph
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2505
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: Arch on East side of South Transept.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: L.W.
DATE: 18/4/1950
SCALE: ½" scale
MAP #: M2511
SERIES: See title
TITLE: Plans of Sedilia
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: F.G Castleden
DATE: 26/10/1909
SCALE: ½” scale
FORMAT: Original water coloured drawing.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2512
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: ...Annie Fowler Berkeley Memorial reredos
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: F.G. and A.C. Castleden
DATE: 
SCALE: ½”
FORMAT: Rough pencil drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2513
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: ...Internal porch to door next to South Transept.
DATE: 5/6/1950
SCALE: ½”
FORMAT: Pen drawings
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2514
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: ...Annie Fowler Berkeley Memorial reredos
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: F.G. and A.C. Castleden
DATE: 
SCALE: ½”
FORMAT: Pencil drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2515
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: Proposed re-arrangement of St. Christopher’s Chapel.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 
SCALE: ½”
FORMAT: Pencil drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2516
SERIES:
TITLE: [Proposed reconstruction of St. Christopher’s Chapel and the building of the Nickson Memorial Porch].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: William Frazer
DATE: 1950
SCALE:
FORMAT: Drawing and correspondence.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2517 – M2519
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: …Alterations and additions to electric light system
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: F.G. and A.C. Castleden
DATE: 1/6/1928
SCALE: 1/16”= 1ft
FORMAT: Prints, floor plan and lighting
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2520
SERIES:
TITLE: [Correspondence and specifications relating to Cathedral construction 1947 – 1952] Cathedral tower specification.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: F.G. Castleden
DATE: 1947 – 1952
September, 1939
SCALE:
FORMAT: Correspondence and specifications.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2521
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: Sketch design for internal porch.
DATE: May, 1949
SCALE:
FORMAT: Pencil drawings
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2522
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: Diagram of tower requirements for bells hung dead
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2523 – M2525
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: Sketch design for internal porch Dr. Nixon memorial.
DATE:  May, 1949
SCALE:  ½” scale
FORMAT:  Coloured prints
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES: Plans A & B

*******************

DRAWER FIVE: CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL (CONTINUED)

MAP #:  M2526
SERIES:  Cathedral plans
TITLE:  Plan of tower and plan through upper part of Transepts.
DATE:  23/9/1950
SCALE:  1/8”= 1ft
FORMAT:  Print coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  1 of set of 4.
NOTES:  

*******************

MAP #:  M2527
SERIES:  Cathedral plans
TITLE:  Section through Transept looking East.
DATE:  23/9/1950
SCALE:  1/8”= 1ft
FORMAT:  Print coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  2 of 4
NOTES:  

*******************

MAP #:  M2528
SERIES:  Cathedral plans
TITLE:  Cross section through Transept looking South
South West Porch and West side of Transept
DATE:  23/9/1950
SCALE:  1/8”= 1ft
FORMAT:  Print coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  3 of 4
NOTES:  

*******************

MAP #:  M2529
SERIES:  Cathedral plans
TITLE:  South elevation of Transept and tower.
DATE:  23/9/1950
SCALE:  1/8”= 1ft
FORMAT:  Print coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  4 of 4
NOTES:  

*******************

MAP #:  M2530
SERIES:  Cathedral plans
TITLE:  Proposed Anglican Cathedral at Newcastle
DATE: 1882
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Original drawings? Copies?
SUBJECT/A REA/ FEATURES: J.E. McNaughton consulting surveyors
NOTES:

**************
MAP #: M2531
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: 
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/A REA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES:

**************
MAP #: M2532
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: Christ Church Cathedral Newcastle
South West Porch proposed embellishments
Specifications and correspondence
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Pitt and Merewether Architects
DATE: February, 1946
1946 – 1947
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Pencil drawings
SUBJECT/A REA/ FEATURES: Drawing No.246 A/S1
NOTES:

**************
MAP #: M2533
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: Christ Church Cathedral Newcastle [exterior].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Pen and wash drawing
SUBJECT/A REA/ FEATURES: Notation by Davies and Cannington. (Printers)
NOTES:

**************
MAP #: M2534
SERIES: Cathedral plans
TITLE: ….Font and cover
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.D. Larse London
DATE: 
SCALE: 1”= 1 ft
FORMAT: Coloured drawings
SUBJECT/A REA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES:

**************

DRAWER FIVE: CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL (CONTINUED)

MAP #: M2535
SERIES: Newcastle maps
TITLE: CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: DATE: SCALE: FORMAT: SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: NOTES:

***************

DRAWER SIX: CHAMPION, DR. BEN. W.

MAP #: M2547
SERIES: House plans
TITLE: Plan of proposed cottage residence to be erected at Tarro for J.A.N. Land
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 8ft to 1”
DATE: 23/8/1932
SCALE: 8ft to 1”
FORMAT: Original or print (coloured) drawing.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2548
SERIES: Family history charts
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: B.W. Champion
DATE: 1828 – 1944
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Ink on tracing paper
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2549
SERIES: Family history charts
TITLE: Descendants of Bruce R. Piper and Jean Thompson
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: B.W. Champion
DATE: 1818 – 1960
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2550
M2550A
SERIES: Family history charts
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: B.W. Champion
DATE: 1843 – 1947
SCALE: 8ft – 1”
FORMAT: Genealogy chart
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2551
SERIES: Family history charts
TITLE: Descendants of Samuel Pickett and Mary Thompson
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: B.W. Champion
DATE: 1814 – 1936
SCALE: 8ft – 1”
FORMAT: Original and tracing and print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2557
SERIES: Family history charts
TITLE: Descendants of Bruce R. Piper and Jean Thompson
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: B.W. Champion
DATE: 1812 – 1927
SCALE: 8ft – 1”
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2558
SERIES: Family history charts
TITLE: William Greaves and Susan Connolly descendants
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: B.W. Champion
DATE: 1875 – 1972
SCALE: 8ft – 1”
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2559
SERIES: Family history charts
TITLE: Anderson family tree
Rutter family tree
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: B.W. Champion
DATE: 1826 – 1928
1842 – 1972
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2560
SERIES: Family history charts
TITLE: Cooper family
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: B.W. Champion
DATE: 1828 – 1924
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2561
SERIES: Family history charts
TITLE: Edward Collins descendants
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: B.W. Champion
DATE: 1791 – 1913
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

*******************

MAP #: M2562
SERIES: Family history charts
TITLE: Samuel Piper and Julia Percival descendants
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: B.W. Champion
DATE: 1847 – 1964
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

*******************

MAP #: M2563
SERIES: Parish maps
TITLE: Parish of Wallambine County of Northumberland
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands
DATE: September, 1968
SCALE: 1"= 2 miles
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Names of property owners bounded by Land District of Gosford, Parish of Lockyer, Parish of Auburn, Parish of St. Albans
NOTES: 

*******************

MAP #: M2564
SERIES: Parish maps
TITLE: Parish of St. Albans, County of Northumberland, Land Districts of Windsor and Gosford
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands
DATE: October, 1964
SCALE: 1"= ½ mile
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Names of property owners
NOTES: 

*******************

MAP #: M2565
SERIES: Parish maps
TITLE: Village of Copeland and adjoining lands
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands
DATE: August, 1970
SCALE: 1"= 4 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Gloucester Gold Fields
NOTES: 

*******************

MAP #: M2566
M2569
SERIES: Parish maps
TITLE: Parish of Hexham
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: [n.d]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy.

SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2570
M2571
M2572

SERIES: Parish maps
TITLE: Parish of Heddon
Parish of Stanford
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: [n.d]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copies

SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2573

SERIES: Maps of Maitland
TITLE: Parish of Maitland County of Northumberland.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1884
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy of old map

SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Shows names of grants
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2575
M2576

SERIES: Maps of Maitland
TITLE: Part of the Parish of Maitland
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: n.d
SCALE:
FORMAT: 

SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Shows names
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2577

SERIES: Newcastle maps
TITLE: Plan of Newcastle Pasturage reserve showing development for general public purposes to 1974.

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands
DATE: [Ca 1974]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copy coloured

SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
MAP #: M2578
SERIES: Newcastle maps
TITLE: Plan of The Commonage (The Newcastle Pasturage Reserve) (about 1890)
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Compiled by A. P. Pulver Surveyor
DATE: July 1971
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER SIX: SMITH FAMILY, FULLERTON COVE, STOCKTON

MAP #: M2579
SERIES: Maps of Stockton
TITLE: Plan of the town of Stockton, Parish of Stockton, County of Gloucester, Land District of Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1887
SCALE: 4 chains to 1" 
FORMAT: Litho print 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Bounded by Clyde St. Fullerton St. and Flint St. 
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2580
SERIES: Maps of Stockton
TITLE: Parish of Stockton, County of Gloucester, Land District of Raymond Terrace and Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands
DATE: July, 1892
SCALE: 40 chains to 1" 
FORMAT: Litho print 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2581
SERIES: Maps of Stockton
TITLE: Plan of the town of Stockton... [For auction sale June 18, 1887]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: [Edwards and Tighe Auctioneers]
DATE: June, 1887
SCALE: 4 chains to 1" 
FORMAT: Litho print 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Plan for auction sale 
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2582
SERIES: Maps of Stockton
TITLE: Stockton near Newcastle, portion of James Smith’s grant of 880...Auction sale 13th October, 1894.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J. Haydon Cardew Surveyor
DATE: October, 1894
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Litho print 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2583
SERIES: Maps of Stockton
TITLE: Stockton, second subdivision sale in freehold of portion of The Quigley Estate.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Greer and Berkeley Auctioneers
DATE: April 20, 1912
SCALE:
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2584
SERIES: Maps of Stockton
TITLE: Parish of Stockton…
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands
DATE: April, 1942
SCALE: 40 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Names of grantees and owners.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2585
SERIES: Cemetery plans – Stockton
TITLE: Plan of a general cemetery at Stockton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1884
SCALE: 2 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Tracing
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2586
SERIES: Cemetery plans – Stockton
TITLE: Plan of a general cemetery at Stockton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2587
SERIES: Parish maps – Stowell
TITLE: Parish of Stowell, County of Gloucester… [Williamtown, Salt Ash]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: March, 1956
SCALE: 40 chains to an inch
FORMAT: Litho print
Names of owners.
MAP #: M2588
SERIES: Plan of Stowell
TITLE: Plan showing subdivision of portions 40, 56, 124, 125, 140 and School site.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall, Surveyor
DATE: [n.d]
SCALE: 5 chains to an inch
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Names Russell, Sampson, Moxey

MAP #: M2589
SERIES: House plans
TITLE: Sketch plan of addition to residence.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: For S. Smith Esq.
DATE: [n.d]
SCALE: 1/8" = 1ft
FORMAT: Original drawing, coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:

DRAWER SIX: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – DRAMA DEPARTMENT

MAP #: M2590
SERIES: Posters
TITLE: “For these dead birds sigh a prayer” by Peter Matheson.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Drama department J.C.W.
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Poster
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Play advertisement
NOTES:

DRAWER SIX: NORHTUMBERLAND PERMANENT BUILDING… SOCIETY.

MAP #: M2592
SERIES: Australian Agricultural Company Estate maps.
TITLE: Plan of the Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate, Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: G.E. Darby surveyor
MAP #: M2593
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Beverley Hills Estate New Lambton Heights, at intersection of Charlestown and Cardiff roads.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.J. Comerford auctioneer, Davies and Cannington printer.
DATE: September 2, 1939
SCALE: Litho print
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2594
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Merewether West: 30 residential sites.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Langwood and Co and Kevin Reid auctioneers
DATE: January 30 ?
SCALE: Litho print
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Glebe Rd, Ulick St Lockyer St, Henry St
NOTES:

MAP #: M2595
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Georgetown Heights Waratah Land and cottage.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: November 29, 1924
SCALE: Litho print
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2596
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Charlestown
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: July 26, 1940
SCALE: Litho print
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2597
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Georgetown Heights
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 29th November, 1924
SCALE:
MAP #:  M2598
SERIES:  Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE:  Georgetown Heights, Waratah
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE:  July 5, 1902
SCALE:  60ft to 1"
FORMAT:  Ink drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Christo Rd, Turton Rd, George St
NOTES:

MAP #:  M2600
SERIES:  Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE:  Waratah
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE:  n.d
SCALE:  
FORMAT:  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Lambton rd, Christo Rd, Crescent Rd
NOTES:

MAP #:  M2601
SERIES:  Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE:  Adamstown
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE:  n.d
SCALE:  
FORMAT:  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:

MAP #:  M2602
SERIES:  Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE:  [Georgetown] Suburban allotment No.77
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  Ca 1900
SCALE:  
FORMAT:  Ink drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Georgetown Rd, Moate St, Christo Rd
NOTES:  

*******************
MAP #: M2603
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: [Waratah]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 14th March, 1918
SCALE: 30ft to 1"
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Turner St, Christo Rd
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2604
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: [Adamstown] near railway station
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1889
SCALE:
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2605
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: [Tighes Hill, Georgeville and Wickham]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1905
SCALE:
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2606
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Hamilton Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: 1891
SCALE: 30ft to 1"
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Bounded by Lindsay St, and Donald St.
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2607
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: The Highlands Estate Waratah
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: February, 1888
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2608
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: The Highlands [Waratah]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1888
MAP #: M2609
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Mayfield
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 40ft to 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Blocks 81 – 84 Kerr St Mayfield
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2610
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Glenroy subdivision Toronto
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Carey St and Renwick St
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2611
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: [Mayfield] [5 lots between Hanbury St, and Braye St]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 40 ft to 1"
FORMAT: p. Quinlan. Rough pencil and ink plan
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2612
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Subdivision of portion 197,198,199 C.H. Hannells Grant.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1974
SCALE: 50 links to 1 inch
FORMAT: Deposited plan 126. Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Charlton St Tighe St
NOTES:

***************

MAP #: M2613
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: [Allotments bounded by Gardener St, Scholey St, Hughes St, Upfold St, Great Northern Railway]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
MAP #: M2614
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: [New Lambton Orchardtown Rd Watson St]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Rough pencil and ink
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Rob Martins Pub.
NOTES:

MAP #: M2615
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Isaacville [Tighes Hill]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Rough pencil sketch
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Government Rd, Mclsaac St, Mossvale Heights subdivision, Ferndale Colliery Coy.
NOTES:

MAP #: M2616
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Maryville Estate situated between Tighes Hill, Islington, Georgeville and Wickham.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: November, 1905
SCALE:
FORMAT: Sale announcement
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2617
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: [New Lambton] subdivision of section T.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: St. James Rd, Evescott St, High St.
NOTES:

MAP #: M2618
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: [Mayfield]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Rough pencil sketch
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Braye St, Mawson St, W. Dent, H. Hoffman
NOTES:

MAP #: M2619
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Belmont Iluka Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: February, 1925
SCALE: Pencil sketch
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: George St, Hall St, Belmont Railway Station

*******************
MAP #: M2620
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Belmont Iluka Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: Pencil sketch
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: George St, Ernest St, Belmont Railway Station
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2621
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Belmont
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Church St, Glover St, Hall St, Macquarie St
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2622
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Cardiff: Railway Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Maclean and Mills surveyors
DATE: December, 1926
SCALE: Auction plan
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Great Northern Railway, Government Rd, Park St
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2623
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Maryville Estate: Situated between Tighes Hill, Georgeville, Islington and Wckham.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: November, 1905
SCALE: Auction plan
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2624
SERIES:
TITLE: Mayfield
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: March, 1921
SCALE:
FORMAT: Auction plan
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Gavey St, Fitzroy St, Bourke St, Macquarie St.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2625
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Georgetown – Waratah
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall
DATE: 1919
SCALE: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Christo Rd, Shelley St Astley St
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2626
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Garden Suburbs Hamilton, A.A. Co.
   21 sites
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor, A.A. Co.
DATE: October, 1926
SCALE: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Gordon Ave, Learmonth St
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2627
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Garden Suburbs Hamilton, A.A. Co.
   34 sites
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor, A.A. Co.
DATE: October, 1924
SCALE: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Learmonth St, Gordon Ave, Stanley St, Porcher St, Turnbull St.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2628
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Garden Suburbs Hamilton, A.A. Co.
   21 sites
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor, A.A. Co.
DATE: November, 1925
SCALE: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Learmonth St, Gordon Ave, Stanley St, Porcher St, Turnbull St.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2629
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Garden Suburbs Hamilton, A.A. Co.
24 sites
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor, A.A. Co.
DATE: September, 1928
SCALE:
FORMAT: Auction plan
Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Smith St, Dumaresq, Parkway Ave, Kemp St
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2630
M2631
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Garden Suburbs Hamilton, A.A. Co.
15 sites
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor, A.A. Co.
DATE: June, 1926
SCALE:
FORMAT: Auction plan
Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Stewart Ave, Corona St, Dumaresq St, National Park St.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2632
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Garden Suburbs Hamilton, A.A. Co.
26 sites
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor, A.A. Co.
DATE: December, 1925
SCALE:
FORMAT: Auction plan
Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Hebburn St, corona St, Stewart Ave.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2633
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Garden Suburbs Hamilton, A.A. Co.
34 sites
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor, A.A. Co.
DATE: December, 1923
SCALE:
FORMAT: Auction plan
Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Turnbull St, Cram St Lake Macquarie Rd.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2634
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Garden Suburbs Hamilton, A.A. Co.
13 sites
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor, A.A. Co.
DATE: December, 1933
SCALE:
FORMAT: Auction plan
Print

SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Kenrick St, National Park St
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2635
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Garden Suburbs Hamilton, A.A. Co.
13 sites

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor, A.A. Co.
DATE: December, 1933
SCALE:
FORMAT: Auction plan
Print

SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Kenrick St, National Park St
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2636
SERIES:
TITLE: Belmont Parklands Estate

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1936
SCALE:
FORMAT:

SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2637
SERIES:
TITLE: Village of Waratah
8 sites

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1920
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Bourke and Denison Streets
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2638
SERIES:
TITLE: Hamilton

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall
DATE: March, 1891
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Sandon St
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2639
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Sulphide works Cockle Creek
214 sites

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: October, 1888
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print on canvas
MAP #: M2640
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Georgeville Islington
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Miller and Lewis surveyors
DATE: 6th April [no year]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print on canvas
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2641
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Balmoral Lake Macquarie
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.B. Christie surveyor
DATE: May, 1882
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print on canvas
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2642
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Garden Suburb Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: December, 1918
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print on canvas
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2643
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: The Meadows Estate, New Lambton – Broadmeadow
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: n.d
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print on canvas
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2644
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Toronto: Stony Creek and Edmunds Bay
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: October, 1923
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print on canvas
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M2645
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #</th>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Cartographer/Surveyor/Publisher</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Subject/Area/Features</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M2646</td>
<td></td>
<td>Plan of 13 allotments at Islington</td>
<td></td>
<td>n.d</td>
<td>40 ft to 1”</td>
<td>Print on canvas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2647</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hamilton Estate</td>
<td>A.F. Hall surveyor</td>
<td>August, 1891</td>
<td></td>
<td>Print on canvas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2648</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hamilton</td>
<td></td>
<td>May, 1890</td>
<td></td>
<td>Print on canvas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2649</td>
<td></td>
<td>Charlestown 21 township allotments</td>
<td></td>
<td>November, 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>Print on canvas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2650</td>
<td></td>
<td>Woodville Hamilton</td>
<td>T.A. Bourke surveyor</td>
<td>April, 1887</td>
<td></td>
<td>Print on canvas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2651</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cardiff: Lymington Collieries Land Sale</td>
<td></td>
<td>June 20, 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>Print on canvas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP #</td>
<td>M2652</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERIES</td>
<td>Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>Adamstown: part of the Merewether Estate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER</td>
<td>A.F. Hall surveyor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>May 8, 1915</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT:</td>
<td>Print</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:</td>
<td>Union St</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #</th>
<th>M2653</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SERIES</td>
<td>Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>Marmong Point Lake Macquarie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER</td>
<td>A.F. Hall surveyor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>December 13, 1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT:</td>
<td>Print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #</th>
<th>M2654</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SERIES</td>
<td>Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>The Highlands Estate, North Waratah [Mayfield] second subdivision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER</td>
<td>Lange and Wilkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>1888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT:</td>
<td>Litho print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Springfield subdivision Elizabeth St, Barton St, Kerr St, Bull St, Mr. Gorrick’s residence, Mrs. Chapman’s residence, Mr. W.H. Hammonds residence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #</th>
<th>M2655</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SERIES</td>
<td>Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>Mayfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER</td>
<td>A.F. Hall surveyor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT:</td>
<td>Litho print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Mulgrave St, Kerr St, Berkeley St, Crebert St , residence of J. Scholeley, residence of William Arnott.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #</th>
<th>M2656</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SERIES</td>
<td>Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>[Same as M2654]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
***************
MAP #: M2657
SERIES: Weston subdivision plans
TITLE: Weston 3rd subdivision
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: T. Dimmock printers
                      W. Maitland
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M2658
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Ramsgate Lake Macquarie
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J.M. White surveyor
DATE: ? 1800’s
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M2659
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Plan of the Highlands [Mayfield]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Lance A. Wilkinson
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Pen drawing on linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Bull St, Cross St, Arnold St, Winchester St and Maitland Rd.
                      Platts Estate, Monastery grounds.
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M2660
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Waratah
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: n.d
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Elizabeth St, Barton St, Kerr St, Bull St.
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M2661
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Woodville, Islington near Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Christie and McIlree
DATE: Ca 1900
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:** Near Hamilton Station

NOTES:

**************

MAP #: M2662
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: [Wickham?]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Hannell St, Lott St, Harris, Hogue, William, Edwin and Downie St
NOTES:

**************

MAP #: M2663
SERIES: House plans
TITLE: Plan of cottage to be erected on the Highlands Estate for William Charles Ford.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: n.d
SCALE: 1/8" = 1ft
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************

MAP #: M2664
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: March, 1915
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print or original on linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Russell Rd, Glossop St, Sturdee St, Jellicoe Parade
NOTES:

**************

**DRAWER SIX: NORTHUMBERLAND PERMANENT BUILDING… SOCIETY (CONTINUED)**

MAP #: M2665
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Belmont, Lake Macquarie. Glover and Smith’s Subdivision
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: February, 1927
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print linen backed
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Church St, Glover St, Hall St, Macquarie St
NOTES:

**************

MAP #: M2666
M2666A
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Works View subdivision [Cardiff]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Near railway workshops Cardiff
M2666A has rate appeals notice attached.

NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2667
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Carrington Rouses subdivision
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: August, 1887
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Gipps St, Rouse St, Young St, Darval St
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2668
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Carrington Rouses subdivision
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: August, 1887
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Portion of M2667
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2669
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Boolaroo Township adjoining Sulphide Works, Cockle Creek
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: Print on linen
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2670
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Wallsend Pit Town subdivision
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: Tracing
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Gunambi St, Kokera St, Irrawang St, Bulkhara St, Boundary St, Bousefield St
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2671
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Part of Scottish Australian Mining Company’s [Estate] Lambton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1915
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Charlestown rd, Russell St, Wickham Rd
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2672
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: South Wallsend
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2673
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Municipality of Hamilton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Kelly and Kelly surveyors
DATE:
SCALE: 60 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Chatham Rd, Melville Rd
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2674
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Bert Bonser’s subdivision Newtown, Hamilton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Pen drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Hartley Vale Railway, Bowser St, Boreas St, Broadmeadow Rd.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2675
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: [Wallsend]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 2 chains = 1”
FORMAT: Pencil drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Cardiff Rd, Croudace St
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2676
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: South New Lambton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Rough drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Fletcher St, Gow St, Dibbs St, Government Rd
NOTES:
MAP #: M2677
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Hamilton: Australian Agricultural Company's Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Maitland Rd, Parry St, Tudor St, Hamilton Rd, Gordon Ave.
NOTES:

MAP #: M2679
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Merewether Beach: Plan of 10th subdivision of Merewether Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Kelly and Kelly surveyors
DATE: May, 1922
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Frederick St, Watkins St, Helen St, Livingstone St
NOTES:

MAP #: M2680
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: New Lambton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: April, 1915
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: St James Rd, South Greta Rd
NOTES:

MAP #: M2681
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Cardiff
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: F.H. Reuss surveyor
DATE: June, 1908
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES:

MAP #: M2682
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Lake Vista Estate: Belmont J.M. Burke’s subdivision
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Rough pencil sketch
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Pearce Ave, Vista Parade
NOTES:
MAP #: M2683
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Mayfield
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Rough pencil sketch
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2684
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Plan of proposed subdivision of portion 926, Parish of Newcastle Wallsend?
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bindera Rd, Young Rd, Verulam Rd
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2685
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Georgeville Islington
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: Miller and Lewis surveyors
DATE: 1889
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2686
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: [Mayfield]
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Rough drawing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Vere St, Crebert St
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2687
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: [Mayfield] The Highlands
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: Lance A. Wilkinson
DATE: 1888
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Bull St, Cross St, Abel St, Arnold St, Winchester St, Maitland Rd
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2688
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Hamilton South, adjoining racecourse
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE:  1904
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:  M2689
SERIES:  Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE:  Garden suburbs Hamilton A. A. Co.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor, A. A. Co.
DATE:  1926
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Corona St, Dumaresq St, Parkway Ave.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:  M2690
SERIES:  Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE:  Hamilton Homes Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Chatham St, Donald St, Dorothy St
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:  M2691
SERIES:  Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE:  Milray Estate SWANSEA
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:  December, 1913
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:  M2692
SERIES:  Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE:  Stony Creek and Edmunds Bay Toronto
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Ink drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Cottages of Duncan, Clouten and Rowan.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:  M2693
M2694
SERIES:  Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE:  [Mayfield]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: R.W. Langstaff
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Tracing and original and attached correspondence
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Langstaff's plan, Elizabeth St, Barton St, Kerr St, Maitland Rd
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2695
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Kahiba Township close to Kinibe Station on the Belmont Railway.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: 1917
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Inset locality plan shows Belmont railway Kinibe Station, Burwood Coal Co. Railway, Great Northern Railway.

*******************

DRAWER SIX: NORTHUMBERLAND PERMANENT BUILDING… SOCIETY (CONTINUED)

MAP #: M2696
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Waratah
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: R.W. Langstaff
DATE: February, 1891
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Waratah St, Denison St, Gorrick's subdivision.
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2697
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Islington
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Original drawing on linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Devon St, Price St, Bentley St, Clyde St, Chinchen St, Girling St.
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2698
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: May, 1885
SCALE:
FORMAT: Linen backed print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Bull St, MortSt, Kerr St. Names Gordon and Hammond
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2699
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: St George’s subdivision New Lambton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Rough drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: St. Georges Rd, Adamstown Rd
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2700
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Islington
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J.J. Tucker surveyor
DATE: 1881
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Dent St, Chinchen St, Bevan St. Names: G.H Anderton, Halliday,
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2701
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Bar Beach: A. A. Co.’s Estate.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Worters R. Pulver
DATE: 1921
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Lake Macquarie Rd.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2702
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Blackalls Park subdivision, Lake Macquarie [Toronto]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: 1915
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2703
SERIES: Newcastle Storm Water Drainage plan.
TITLE: Newcastle Storm Water drainage Throsby Creek Storm water channel plan showing land to be resumed for channel purposes.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 40ft to an inch
FORMAT: Pen drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Glebe Rd, Victoria St, Wood St.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2704
SERIES: Newcastle plans
TITLE: Sketch plan, showing position of shops and vacant land Hunter St, Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: [Ca 1915 – 1920]
SCALE:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2705
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Plan… Shire of Tarro
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 
SCALE: 100 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Rough pencil sketch
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2706
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: [Mayfield] Plan of subdivision of part of Robert Ingall’s 11A 1R 14P – Portion 226
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall
DATE: 1889
SCALE: 50 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Crebert St, Ingall St
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2707
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: [Wickham]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1878
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Pencil and ink drawing. Linen backed
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Beresford St, Blane St.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2708
SERIES: Cessnock subdivision plans
TITLE: Rough plan and sections of P. O’Neills Heights of West Cessnock Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1923
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2709
SERIES: Cessnock subdivision plans
TITLE: Cessnock…
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: 1904
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Government Rd, Cumberland St, King St, Regent St, High St, Harris St, Mayfield St.

NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2710
SERIES: Maitland Subdivision plans
TITLE: Nillo Estate subdivision
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.H. Foster surveyor
DATE: 1922
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Nillo House, Nillo St, Melrose St, Park St, Wood St.
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER SIX: NORTHUMBERLAND PERMANENT BUILDING… SOCIETY (CONTINUED)

MAP #: M2711
SERIES: Newcastle subdivision plans.
TITLE: [Hamilton] 22 allotments The Junction of Maitland and Hamilton Roads Tudor and Parry Streets.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1889
SCALE:
FORMAT: Litho print backed with linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2712
SERIES: Newcastle subdivision plans.
TITLE: Evelien Estate Cardiff
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Linton C. Palmer surveyor
DATE: [Ca 1904]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Litho print backed with linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2713
SERIES: Newcastle subdivision plans.
TITLE: New Lambton… Part of the Scottish – Australian Mining Co.’s Estate – 6th subdivision.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Kelly and Kelly surveyors
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Litho print backed with linen coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Croudace St, Russell Rd, Dr. Allen’s Home, Dr. Beeston’s Home, “The Lodge”, Mr. Croudace’s Home.
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2714
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: A. A. Co. Newcastle City
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor for A. A. Co.
DATE:  1924
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Brooks St, Bull St, Kitchener Parade
NOTES:

***************
MAP #:  M2715
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: New Lambton subdivision
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print or original
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #:  M2716
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Marine residential sites Josephson's Estate Swansea
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: C.W.B. King, surveyor
H.E.C. Robinson cartographer
DATE:  1921
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Locality plan
NOTES:

***************
MAP #:  M2717
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Hamilton freeholds A. A. Co. Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Davies and Cannington printer
DATE:  1912
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Chatham St, Belford St, Blackall St, Everton St, Winship St
NOTES:

***************
MAP #:  M2718
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: The Florence Estate at Cardiff
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Kelly and Kelly surveyors
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Henry St, Terence St, Loowick Lane, Lake Ave, John St
NOTES:

***************
MAP #:  M2719
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Fairfield Estate New Lambton first subdivision
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Sparke and Helmore
DATE:  1927
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Locality plan, St. James Rd, Fleet St, Bridge St, Queens Rd.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2720
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: A. A. Co. Garden Suburbs Hamilton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor for A. A. Co.
DATE: 1926
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Stewart Ave, Kemp St, Porcher St and Parkway Ave.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2721
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Newcastle Wallsend Coal Company’s Estate at Heaton near Jesmond
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: William Brooks and Co. Printer
DATE: 1917
SCALE:
FORMAT: Litho print. Linen backed
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2722
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Hopkins Estate New Lambton Poitrell St, St. Georges St, Bridges Rd.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: N. Morris – printer
DATE: 1926
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2723
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Houghton Le Spring Waratah
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1891
SCALE: 2 chains to an inch
FORMAT: Litho print. Linen backed
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2724
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: City of Newcastle Hunter St, freehold
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: N. Morris printer
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: King St, Perkins St, Hunter St, Crown St, Brown St
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER SIX: NORTHUMBERLAND PERMANENT BUILDING... SOCIETY (CONTINUED)

MAP #: M2725
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: A. A. Co. Newcastle: Factory and bulk store sites
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor A. A. Co.
Davies and Cannington printer
DATE: 1923
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Tooth’s Brewery, W.E. Bramble and sons, Texas Oil Co.
Newcastle City Council, Stewart Ave, Parry St, Porcher St, Hunter St.
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2726
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: A. A. Co. Garden Suburb Junction – Hamilton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor A. A. Co.
Davies and Cannington printer
DATE: 1926
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Porcher St, Stanley St, Kenrick St, Smith St
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2727
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Toronto: Park View Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1924
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Oak St, Carey St, Renwick St, Bay St, Day St.
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2728
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: A. A. Co. Garden Suburb Hamilton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Davies and Cannington printer
DATE: 1926
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Stewart Ave, Dumaresq St, National Park St, Corona St
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2729
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: A. A. Co. Garden Suburb Hamilton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Davies and Cannington printer
DATE: 1924
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Warrah St, everton St, Hebburn St, stewart ave, Wood St, Parry St.

NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2730
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: A. A. Co. Garden Suburb Hamilton.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1924
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Warrah St, National Park St, Parry St, Stewart Ave
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2731
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver A. A. Co. surveyor
DATE: 1923
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Swan St, Queen St, Brooks St, Railway St
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2732
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: A. A. Co. Newcastle Heights
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor A. A. Co.
DATE: 1926
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Memorial Drive, Parkway Ave, Recreation Reserve, Bar Beach.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2733
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: A. A. Co. Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor A. A. Co.
DATE: 1925
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Dumaresq St, Darby St, Lake Macquarie Rd.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2734
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: A. A. Co. Newcastle Heights
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor A. A. Co.
DATE: 1926
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Light Parade, Tooke Parade, Wrightson Parade, Parkway Ave,
Recreation Reserve, Bar Beach.

NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2735
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: A. A. Co. Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor A. A. Co.
DATE: 1923
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Corlette St, Tooke St, Union St, Kemp St.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2736
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: A. A. Co. Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor A. A. Co.
DATE: 1924
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Bruce St, Kemp St, Lake Macquarie Rd
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2737
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: A. A. Co. Newcastle City 12 central Residential and business sites.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Pulver surveyor A. A. Co.
DATE: 1924
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Brook St, Bull St, Kitchener Parade.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2738
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: The Heights of New Lambton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Croudace St, Russell St.
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER SIX: NORTHUMBERLAND PERMANENT BUILDING... SOCIETY (CONTINUED)

MAP #: M2739
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Coalbrook No.3 Estate Cardiff.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 

DRAWER SIX: NORTHUMBERLAND PERMANENT BUILDING... SOCIETY (CONTINUED)
Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.

Stockton

- Monmouth St, Roxburgh St, Douglas St, Clyde St, James Mitchell Private Town of Stockton.

Stockton

- King St, College St, Clyde St, Douglas St.

Stockton

- Forbes St, Young St, Gipps St.

Garden Suburb Hamilton A.A. Co. Estate

- Lawson St, Martin St, Turnbull St

New Lambton

- Croudace St, Russell Rd

The Lookout subdivision [Lambton]

- T. Walter Raymond surveyor
DATE: 1920
SCALE: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2751
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: The Junction Newcastle A.A. Co. Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1913
SCALE: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Lake Macquarie Rd, Junction St, Watkins St
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2752
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: [Stockton] Auction Sale of Crown Lands
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1915
SCALE: 2 chains to an inch
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Roxburgh St, Monmouth St, Clyde St, James Mitchell
(Private Town of Stockton).
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2753
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Mayfield....
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: [1923]
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Dora St, Maitland Rd, Victoria St, Hanbury St, Waratah Hotel, Mayfield Picture Theatre, Jenolan Café, Salvation Army Citadel.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2754
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Pilkingtonville Jesmond and North Lambton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: H. Moreton Christie and McFree Licensed surveyors
DATE: 1884
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Original drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER SEVEN: NEWCASTLE TRADES HALL – WORKERS CULTURAL ACTION COMMITTEE

MAP #: M2755
SERIES: Calendar
TITLE: Celebrating the Centenary of Newcastle Trades Hall 1885 – 1985
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Produced by the Workers’ Cultural Action Committee of the Newcastle Trades Hall, with assistance of the community Arts Board and the N.S.W. Office of the Minister for Arts.
DATE: 1985
SCALE: Calendar
FORMAT: Calendar
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Photographs: (1) Old Newcastle Trades Hall building, Hunter St, West 1895. (2) Brickmakers and Pottery Workers Union Float, 8 hour day Procession early 1900’s. (3) Union of Australian Women May Day March early 1960’s, Trade Union photographs, May Day and 8 hour day Processions 1885 – 1984.
NOTES: *******************

DRAWER SEVEN: COX, BAYLISS AND GREEN FAMILIES, BRANXTON, N.S.W

MAP #: M2756 (transferred from A5196)
SERIES: Branxton plans
TITLE: Plan of the survey of the southern boundary of Bowen’s Grant Parish of Branxton…
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Gerald V. Doyle surveyor
DATE: 24th February, 1904
SCALE: 10 inches to 1 chain
FORMAT: Ink drawing
NOTES: *******************

MAP #: M2757 (transferred from A5196)
SERIES: Branxton plans
TITLE: Plan of portion 195 Parish of Branxton, County of Northumberland.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Walter Jack Crisp
DATE: 1952
SCALE: 160 ft to 1”
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: New England Highway, Station St, Roman Catholic Church, Town of Branxton.
NOTES: *******************

DRAWER SEVEN: NORTHUMBERLAND PERMANENT BUILDING … SOCIETY

MAP #: M2758
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Cambridge Park, Waratah
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: April 8, [Ca early 1900’s?] 
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: [Has fragment of Islington attached]
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2759
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Wangi Point Lake Macquarie
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Victor Comfield surveyor
DATE: 1916
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Locality map included
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2760
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Parnell Place, Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: July 6, 1889
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Carriage drive around Fortification Hill, Beach St, Parnell Place, Scott St.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2761
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Plan of residential sites in Church and Wolfe Streets.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: [Ca 1890 – 1915]
SCALE: 40ft to 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Church St, Wolfe St, Newcomen St, Christ Church Cathedral, Parish Hall.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2762
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: The Hamilton Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: October 5th, 1889
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Beaumont St, Cleary St, Elcho St, Lindsay St, Murray St, Devon St.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2763
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Toronto
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: 1905
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Hunter St, Renwick St, Day St.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2764
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Woodville, Hamilton CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: T.A. Bourke DATE: 1887
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Beaumont St, Cameron St, Lindsay St Cleary St.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2765
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Newcastle, …The Ferndale Freehold Estates: Key plan – near Tighes Hill CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: DATE: 1902
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Wickham, Islington, Carrington, Port Waratah, Caledonian Coal Company’s Railway, Tramway route, Great Northern Railway Line, The Dyke coal loading wharves and cranes.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2766
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Clyde St, Chinchen St, Dora St, Maitland Rd.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2767
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: West Wallsend – second subdivision – Township of West Wallsend.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Ink drawing on linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2768
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Mayfield: Corner of Crebert and Kerr Streets CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Attached to M2769
NOTES:
**************************

DRAWER SEVEN: NORTHUMBERLAND PERMANENT BUILDING, INVESTMENT, LAND AND LOAN SOCIETY.

MAP #: M2769 (attached to M2768)
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Marksville at Belmont, Lake Macquarie
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R. Langstaff surveyor
DATE: February 26, 1887
SCALE: Print
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************************

MAP #: M2770
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Cardiff… Fronting main, Main Rd Cockle Creek to Cardiff.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: T.W. Raymond surveyor
DATE: 1919
SCALE: Print
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************************

MAP #: M2771
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Hamilton Park Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1913
SCALE: Print
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Bounded by Cardigan St, Donald St, Sandon St, Blackall St
NOTES:

**************************

MAP #: M2772 (Wickham CEMETERY)
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Municipal District of Wickham Land included in application No. 14719.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A. Schleicher surveyor
DATE: 1906
SCALE: 40ft to an inch
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Henry Dangar, Great Northern Railway, Cemetery, Maitland Rd
NOTES:

**************************

MAP #: M2773
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Hamilton South: adjoining new racecourse
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall
DATE: 1907
SCALE: Print
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Racecourse, Beaumont St, Turnbull St, Darling St.
NOTES:
*******************
MAP #: M2774
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Merewether
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 2 chains to an inch
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Frederick St, Mitchell St, Pell St
NOTES:
*******************
MAP #: M2775
SERIES: Cessnock subdivision plans
TITLE: Town of Cessnock adjoining the Aberdare Extended Colliery
        A.F. Hall’s Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: 1908
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
*******************
MAP #: M2776
SERIES: Cessnock subdivision plans
TITLE: Cessnock – Bellbird East adjoining Bellbird Colliery
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: 1912
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
*******************
MAP #: M2777 – M2778
SERIES: Cessnock subdivision plans
TITLE: Cessnock – Bellbird East adjoining Bellbird Colliery
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: 1912
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
*******************
MAP #: M2779
SERIES: Cessnock subdivision plans
TITLE: [Cessnock] adjacent to Caledonian Coal Company’s (Aberdare Colliery)
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
*******************
MAP #: M2780
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #:</th>
<th>M2781</th>
<th>SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE:</td>
<td>[Waratah]</td>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: R. Whyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE:</td>
<td>1940 – 1941</td>
<td>SCALE: Rough drawing on back of Premium notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:</td>
<td>Christo Rd, Turton Rd, Sparke St, Miller St</td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #:</th>
<th>M2782</th>
<th>SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE:</td>
<td>Limeburner’s Point, Toronto</td>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: R. Whyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE:</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>SCALE: Ink drawing on linen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:</td>
<td>Residence of A.H. Clapin. Bounded by Ambrose St and Lake Macquarie.</td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #:</th>
<th>M2783</th>
<th>SERIES: Sales brochures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE:</td>
<td>[Newcastle – properties]</td>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE:</td>
<td></td>
<td>SCALE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:</td>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #:</th>
<th>M2784</th>
<th>SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE:</td>
<td>Plan of building land at Waratah the property of James Roe</td>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: R. Whyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE:</td>
<td>1862</td>
<td>SCALE: Rough tracing from field plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:</td>
<td>Macquarie St, Railway Terrace Waratah Station, Braye St, Dundas St, Pilkingtons Inn.</td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| MAP #:     | M2785           | SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans. |
TITLE: Newtown Hamilton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Ink drawing on linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Clyde St, Hamilton St, Waratah St, Boreas Rd
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2786
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: 1885
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Bull St, Mort St, Kerr St
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2787
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Edinburgh Park Estate overlooking the Waratah Recreation Reserve.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: 1913
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Fletcher St, Mabel St, Maria St, Moate St, Mr. Charles Bulker's residence.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2789
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: Chatham Rd and Brett St Georgetown
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 100 ft to an inch
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2788
SERIES: Price list for blocks of land “Beresford”
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: [Ca early 1900’s]
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2790
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.
TITLE: C. Kays subdivision
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: Pencil drawing

SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Macquarie St, Cadell Ave, Railway Terrace.

NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2791
M2792

SERIES: Newcastle?

TITLE: Suburb – New Lambton?

CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:

DATE:

SCALE:

FORMAT: Print tracing


NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2793

SERIES: Gosford subdivision plans

TITLE: Gosford Heights Parish of Kincumber

CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: Percy C. Hodgkinson surveyor

DATE: October 10, 1885

SCALE:

FORMAT: Print

SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Gordon St, Railway St, Station St, Melville St, Oberton St.

NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2794

SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs subdivision plans.

TITLE: Lake Macquarie?

CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:

DATE:

SCALE:

FORMAT: Pen drawing on linen

SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Main Rd to Wallsend, Teralba Rd, Watkins St, Fegan St, Edden St, South St.

NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER SEVEN: REID, JOHN LTD

MAP #: M2799

SERIES: Newcastle – Harbour

TITLE: [No title]

CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:

DATE:

SCALE:

FORMAT: Duplicated copy

SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Port of Newcastle wharves, Hunter River, Walsh Island, Stockton, Mosheto Island.

NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2800

SERIES: Newcastle – Harbour
TITLE: Port of Newcastle showing export facilities
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing on linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Wharves and port, storage sheds, and silos.
NOTES:

**************
MAP #: M2801
SERIES: Newcastle – Harbour
TITLE: Port Hunter, Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Carrington, Wickham, State Dockyard, the Basin.
NOTES:

**************
MAP #: M2802
SERIES: Newcastle – Harbour
TITLE: Newcastle Harbour, Steelworks Channel Soundings taken June, 1946
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Public Works. F.G.I. Mahon Engineer.
DATE: June, 1946
SCALE: 200 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Blueprint Hydrographic chart
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************
MAP #: M2803
SERIES: Mileage Chart
TITLE: [Mileage chart from Cape York to Hobart and points in between]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************
MAP #: M2804
SERIES: Ships plans
TITLE: “M.S. Worms”
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************
MAP #: M2805
SERIES: Ships plans
TITLE: M/Vs “Skagerak” & Eidsvold
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
MAP #: M2806
SERIES: Ships plans
TITLE: Stuwplan “S.S. Zaanland”

MAP #: M2807
SERIES: Ships plans
TITLE: "M.S. Shohuku Maru" capacity plan
        "M.S. Shinsho – Maru"

MAP #: M2808
SERIES: Ships plans
TITLE: “Skycrest” : capacity plan: Cargo ship of 13700 Ts for Crest Shipping
        Company Limited.

MAP #: M2809
SERIES: Ships plans
TITLE: Nickel 1: Plan des capacities

MAP #: M2810
SERIES: Avonfield: Newcastle
TITLE: Print capacity plan
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Owner Northern Petroleum and bulk Freighers.
***************
MAP #: M2811
SERIES: Ship plans
TITLE: Bulk carrier M.S. Ringwood
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Capacity plan print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M2812
SERIES: Ship plans
TITLE: S.S. Zebulan Pike
Loading plan “Liberty” Class U.S.A. Cargo vessels
Ship building data
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 1942
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M2813
SERIES: Coalfields maps
TITLE: Newcastle District: Location of underground and o/c Mines
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Joint Coal Board, Sydney.
DATE: 1953
SCALE: 1” = 2 miles
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M2814
SERIES: Coalfields maps
TITLE: Location of Collieries, Cessnock District
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Joint Coal Board, Sydney
DATE: 1948
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M2815
SERIES: World maps
TITLE: Services of the Shipping Corporation of India Ltd.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: [Shipping Corporation of India].
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M2816
SERIES: World maps
TITLE: Atlantic Ocean
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: National Geographic Society
DATE: 1939
SCALE: 1:20,000
316 miles to 1”
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Shows ocean currents
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2817
SERIES: World maps
TITLE: Indian Ocean
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: National Geographic Society
DATE: 1941
SCALE: 1:20,000
316 miles to 1”
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Shows ocean currents
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER SEVEN: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY

MAP #: M2818
SERIES: Richmond Main Colliery Holdings plans
TITLE: Richmond Main Colliery Holding
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.N Nielsen (compiled from various surveys)
DATE: 1943
SCALE: 20 chains to 1”
FORMAT: Hand coloured print or pen drawing on linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2819
SERIES: Richmond Main Colliery Holdings plans
TITLE: Richmond Main Colliery Holdings and workings
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: L.R. Clifton, draughtsman
DATE: 1961
SCALE: 20 chains to an inch
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2820
SERIES: Richmond Main Colliery Holdings plans
TITLE: Richmond Main Colliery
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.N.N.
DATE: 1941
SCALE: 2 chains to 1”
FORMAT: Print on linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
***************
MAP #: M2821
SERIES: Richmond Main Colliery Holdings plans
TITLE: Richmond Main Colliery
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.N.N.
DATE: 1941
Amended 1962
SCALE: 2 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2822
SERIES: Richmond Main Colliery Holdings plans
TITLE: Richmond Main Colliery
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.N.N.
DATE: 1941
SCALE: 2 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Drawing on linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2823
SERIES: Cottages and farm plans
TITLE: Richmond Vale Estate
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: n.d
SCALE: Not to scale
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Shows cottages
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2824
SERIES: Cottages and farm plans
TITLE: Property and improvements at farm
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: n.d
SCALE: 2 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Wallis Cr.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2825
SERIES: Cottages and farm plans
TITLE: Property and improvements at farm
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Drawn by M.N.N.
DATE: 1943
SCALE: 2 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Drawing on linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2826
SERIES: Cottages and farm plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2832
SERIES: Buildings plans and equipment.
TITLE: Diagramatic arrangement of John Thompson Water Tube boilers
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2833
SERIES: Buildings plans and equipment.
TITLE: Richmond Main Colliery [Plan showing location of buildings]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 2 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2834
SERIES: Building and equipment plans
TITLE: Layout of Miners' Bath House.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J & A Brown Abermain and Seaham Collieries
DATE: 1948
SCALE: 1/8" 1 ft
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2835
SERIES: Building and equipment plans
TITLE: Bath House eating and hot water arrangements. Richmond Main Colliery.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 1/8" = 1 ft
FORMAT: Drawing on linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2836
SERIES: Building and equipment plans
TITLE: Plan showing contours around Bath House. R.M.C.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 20 ft = 1"
FORMAT: Drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2837
SERIES: Building and equipment plans
TITLE: Lighting layout for shaft bottom area R.M.C.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: n.d
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************

MAP #: M2838
SERIES: Building and equipment plans
TITLE: Miners bath and change house Richmond Main Colliery.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J & A Brown
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************

MAP #: M2839
SERIES: Brick yards plans
TITLE: Richmond Main Brick yards
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.N.N.
DATE: 1943
SCALE: 66 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Print on linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************

MAP #: M2840
SERIES: Brick yards plans
TITLE: Richmond Main Brick yards
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.N.N.
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************

MAP #: M2841
SERIES: Brick yards plans
TITLE: Richmond Main Brick yards
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.N.N.
DATE: 1943
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************

DRAWER SEVEN: THE NEWCASTLE WALLSEND COAL COMPANY PTY LTD.

MAP #: M2842 – M2850
SERIES: Pelton Colliery timbering diagrams
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Newcastle Wallsend Coal Co. Ltd
DATE:  1958 – 1961
SCALE:  Various
FORMAT: Prints
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER SEVEN: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY

MAP #:  M2851
SERIES:  Equipment plans
TITLE:  Sirocco fan installed at No.3 shaft R.M.C.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.N.N.
DATE:  1944
SCALE:  4 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Print on linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #:  M2852
SERIES:  Equipment plans
TITLE:  [Fan and Rail waggon]  
(Portable Air Compressor)
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Rough pencil sketch
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #:  M2853
SERIES:  Equipment plans
TITLE:  Two stage portable AT8 Air Compressor – details
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Alfred Snashall Pty Ltd
DATE:  1952
SCALE:  1 ½ "= 1 ft
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #:  M2854
SERIES:  Equipment plans
TITLE:  Two stage portable AT8 Air Compressor – overall dimension
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Alfred Snashall Pty Ltd
DATE:  1952
SCALE:  1 ½ "= 1 ft
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #:  M2855
SERIES:  Equipment plans
TITLE:  Two stage portable AT8 Air Compressor Carriage mounted twin two stage
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: M.N.N.
DATE: 1952
SCALE: 1 ½” = 1 ft
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2856
SERIES: Equipment plans
TITLE: Pit top and screen arrangements
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: M.N.N.
DATE: 1945
SCALE: 16 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2857
SERIES: Equipment plans
TITLE: Richmond Main Colliery: proposed alterations at Top and screens.
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: M.N. Nielsen
DATE: 1943
SCALE: 16 ft to 1”
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2858
SERIES: Equipment plans
TITLE: Pit Top
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: M.N. Nielsen
DATE: 1943
SCALE: 20 ft to 1”
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2859
SERIES: Equipment plans
TITLE: Arrangement of stone tippler and bin
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M2860
SERIES: Parish maps
TITLE: [Parish of Stanford]
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall
DATE: 1900
SCALE: 5 chains to 1” various
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
MAP #: M2865
SERIES: New South Wales maps
TITLE: N.S.W. Government Electricity Supply
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1942
SCALE: 1” = 16 miles
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Includes N.S.W. Department of Railways Electrical undertaking
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M2866
SERIES: Railway plans
TITLE: Department of Railways N.S.W. Newcastle Way and Works Branch
       Newcastle proposed coal handling facilities at Bullock Island.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Railways N.S.W.
DATE: 1951
SCALE: 1 chain = 1”
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER SEVEN: AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY

MAP #: M2867 (important map)
SERIES: Newcastle maps
TITLE: Plan of the town of Newcastle in New South Wales, showing its present actual state, with part of the adjoining country and the coal works of the Australian Agricultural Company from a careful survey in 1830 by Jn. Armstrong.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1830
SCALE:
FORMAT: Bromide print from original in Turnbull Library
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Sent from the Turnbull Library, National Library of New Zealand,
                        1986. 817.95gbb
                        1830, Acc 3580 Shows location of Colonial Hospital
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER SEVEN: NORTHUMBERLAND PERMANENT BUILDING, INVESTMENT, LAND AND LOAN SOCIETY

MAP #: M2868
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs plans.
TITLE: Plan of 71 building sites, Smedmore Estate, Wickham
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Joseph J. Tucker surveyor
DATE: 1878
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
***************
MAP #: M2869
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs plans.
TITLE: Waratah Coal Company’s Torrens Title Estate at Lambton Heights and Jesmond
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: 1908
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2870
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs plans.
TITLE: Plan showing subdivision of part of land comprised in Certificate of Title vol. No.880 folio 84 PH of Teralba County of Northumberland Scale 1chain to 1”
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Robert Langstaff
DATE: 1908
SCALE: 1 chain to 1”
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Attached to M2869
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2871
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs plans.
TITLE: [Islington] [Morgan St, Power St, Throsby St]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Pen and wash drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2872
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs.
TITLE: ... Mayfield
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Kelly and Kelly
DATE: 1925
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Newbolds fire brick and silica works, Adrian St, Gordon St, Frith St, Cadell Ave, Thomas St.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2873
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs.
TITLE: Newcastle East
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: 1918
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Watt St, Hunter St, Newcomen St, Pacific and Telford St.
NOTES:
MAP #: M2874  
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs.  
TITLE: Coalbrook Estate Cardiff  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: T. Walter Raymond  
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT:  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: (Attached to M2873)  
Close to Cardiff Station adjoining Lymington Colliery

NOTES:

DRAWER SEVEN: ANDERSON, BRIAN DAVID OUTRAM [PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING]

MAP #: M2875  
SERIES: Membership Certificates  
TITLE: Certificates of Membership of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, the Institute of Radio and Electronics Engineers Australia, the Institution of Engineers Australia, Newcastle University Union.  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE: 1962 – 1968  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Four Certificates  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER SEVEN: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – FACULTY OF ENGINEERING

MAP #: M2876 (p)  
SERIES:  
TITLE: [Photograph of Glenbawn Dam under construction]  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE: Ca 1950’s  
SCALE:  
FORMAT:  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:

***************

BROKEN HILL PROPRIETARY COMPANY LTD

MAP #: M2877 – M2879  
SERIES: Geological charts  
TITLE: Table of Bores in the Permocarboniferous coal basin of N.S.W  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Francis J. Bradshaw  
DATE: 1884 – 1924  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Three charts on linen  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Donated by J. Murray  
N.B. Card in acquisitions under Bradshaw  
NOTES:

***************
DRAWER SEVEN: **PURDUE, FRANK** (Lord Mayor of Newcastle)

MAP #: M2880 (p)
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: [Frank Purdue]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: (n.d)
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Photo 37cm x 30cm Black and white
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

***************

DRAWER TEN: **MITCHELL, CECILY JOAN**

MAP #: M2983
SERIES: New South Wales maps
TITLE: Gregory’s road map of New South Wales
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Gregory Publishing Company
DATE: [Ca 1954]
SCALE: 20 miles to 1”
FORMAT: Litho print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

***************

DRAWER TEN: **SOUTH MAITLAND RAILWAYS**

MAP #: M2984
SERIES: South Maitland railways buildings
TITLE: Locomotive shed, East Greta Junction
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: R.J. Lindsay
DATE: 1912
SCALE: ½” = 1 ft
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Structural details
NOTES: 

***************

MAP #: M2985
SERIES: South Maitland railways buildings
TITLE: Plan of workshops – East Greta Junction
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: R.J. Lindsay
DATE: 13/11/1913
SCALE: 8 ft to 1”
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Structural details
NOTES: 

***************

MAP #: M2986
SERIES: South Maitland railways buildings
TITLE: Loco coaling arrangements – East Greta Junction
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: R.J. Lindsay
DATE: 1926
SCALE: ½” = 1 ft
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Structural details
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2987
SERIES: South Maitland railways buildings
TITLE: Plan of sand drying furnace and shed locomotive shed – East Greta Junction
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: R.J. Lindsay
DATE: 1914
SCALE: 3" = 8 ft
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Structural details
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2988
SERIES: South Maitland railways buildings
TITLE: No.1 Bridge down Main Om. C Existing structure
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 1" = 4 ft
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Structural details
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M2989
SERIES: Plans of Railway grades
TITLE: South Maitland railways main line grades
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: R.J. Lindsay
DATE: 24/2/1933
SCALE: [2" = 1 mile]
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Structural details
NOTES:

***************
DRAWER TEN: NATIONAL MINERAL HOLDINGS, WICKHAM
MAP #: M2990
SERIES: National Mineral Holdings - Buildings
TITLE: Preliminary layout proposed building for National Mineral Holdings at Railway Street Wickham.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Homemaker planning Company D.J.H.
DATE: 12/7/1961
SCALE: 1/8" = 1 ft
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Northern Wool stores
NOTES:

***************
DRAWER TEN: FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE – MULLER, PETER
MAP #: M2991
SERIES: Post Office plans
TITLE: Walcha Post Office
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands?
MAP #: M2992
SERIES: Post Office plans
TITLE: Stroud Post and Telegraph Office
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.A.E.L.
DATE: 1894
SCALE: 8 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Print

MAP #: M2993
SERIES: Post Office plans
TITLE: Stroud Post and Telegraph Office
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1918
SCALE: 8 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Print

MAP #: M2994
SERIES: Fort Scratchley plans
TITLE: Fort Scratchley
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1966
SCALE: 1" to 40 ft
FORMAT: Tracing

MAP #: M2995
SERIES: Fort Scratchley plans
TITLE: Fort Scratchley alterations for 6" Mark vii Guns
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 8 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Tracing

MAP #: M2996
SERIES: Fort Scratchley plans
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
| DRAWER TEN: **RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY** |
|------------------|------------------|
| **MAP #:**       | M2997            |
| **SERIES:**      | Colliery plans   |
| **TITLE:**       | General arrangements R.M.C. Pit Head structure |
| **CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:** | |
| **DATE:**        |                  |
| **SCALE:**       | 1/16” = 1 ft     |
| **FORMAT:**      | Blueprint        |
| **SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:** | |
| **NOTES:**       |                  |

| DRAWER TEN: **FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE – MULLER, PETER (TECHNICAL OFFICER)** |
|------------------|------------------|
| **MAP #:**       | M2998            |
| **SERIES:**      | Post Office plans |
| **TITLE:**       | Greta Post Office |
| **CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:** | |
| **DATE:**        | 1927             |
| **SCALE:**       | 8 ft to 1”       |
| **FORMAT:**      | Print            |
| **SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:** | |
| **NOTES:**       |                  |

| MAP #: | M2999 |
|----------|
| SERIES: | Post Office plans |
| TITLE: | Deepwater Post Office and residence |
| CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: | |
| DATE: |                  |
| SCALE: | 8 ft to 1” & 20 ft to 1” |
| FORMAT: | Print |
| SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: | |
| NOTES: |                  |

| DRAWER TEN: **NORTHUMBERLAND PERMANENT BUILDING… SOCIETY** |
|------------------|------------------|
| **MAP #:**       | M3000            |
| **SERIES:**      | Newcastle and suburbs plans. |
| **TITLE:**       | Islington Township |
| **CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:** | |
| **DATE:**        | 1879             |
| **SCALE:**       |                  |
| **FORMAT:**      | Print on linen   |
| **SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:** | |
| **NOTES:**       |                  |

| MAP #: | M3001 |
|----------|
| M3002, 3, 4 |
| SERIES: | Newcastle and suburbs plans. |
TITLE: Plan of 98 allotments, the property of the Northumberland Permanent Building Society [Islington Township & Hamilton].
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J.J. Tucker surveyor
DATE: 1880
SCALE: Print on linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Maitland Rd, May St, Fern St, Beaumont St
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M3005
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs plans.
TITLE: Hamilton – Newtown...
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: Ca 1920?
SCALE: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Local sketch – showground and Great Northern Railway, Clyde St, Hamilton St, Waratah St, Boreas Rd
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M3006
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs plans.
TITLE: Carrington... subdivision of portion of the Scottish Australian Mining Cos Estate 28th April, 1906.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Atkins and Chapman surveyors
DATE: 1906
SCALE: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Dennison St, Young St, Gipps St, Young St, Forbes St
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M3007
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs plans.
TITLE: Carrington...
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1925
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Young St, Forbes St, Gipps St, Bourke St.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M3008
SERIES: Newcastle and suburbs plans.
TITLE: Waratah
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M. Roe and Son Hamilton R.W. Langstaff Surveyor
DATE:
SCALE: 66 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Coloured tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Section E Section D, Macquarie St, Wilkinson St Dundas St, Sunderland St.
NOTES:
DRAWER TEN: SOUTH MAITLAND COAL FIELDS

MAP #: M3009  
SERIES: Coalfields maps  
Maitland maps  
TITLE: Plan of the South Maitland Coal Fields  
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: Compiled by A.F. Hall surveyor  
DATE: 1904  
SCALE: 40 chains to 1"  
FORMAT: Paper on linen coloured  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Names of owners of grants and mineral leases and property owners.  
NOTES:  
***************

DRAWER TEN: NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS

MAP #: M3010  
SERIES: Railway maps – N.S.W.  
TITLE: New South Wales Rys Southern and Northern Junction Railway Homebush to Waratah Contract No.3 Hawkesbury River to Gosford working plan and section.  
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: John Whitton Engineer-in-chief  
DATE:  
SCALE: 4 chains to 1"  
FORMAT: 10 plans – original drawings – ink and wash fastened in a folder  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  
NOTES:  
***************

DRAWER TEN: TURNER, DR. J.W.

MAP #: M3011  
SERIES:  
TITLE:  
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT:  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:  
NOTES:  
***************

DRAWER TEN: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – PROPERTY DIV.

MAP #: M3012  
SERIES: House plans  
TITLE: Proposed brick residence... for D. Henry, New Lambton  
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: (Donor) Hoskings and Pilgrim Architects  
DATE: (n.d)  
SCALE: 1/8" to 1"  
FORMAT: Coloured print  
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Vice Chancellor’s residence  
NOTES:  
***************
DRAWER TEN: MORRIS, DON

MAP #: M3013
M3014
SERIES: Shop plans
House plans
TITLE: Proposed new shop and flat... Maitland Rd Mayfield for Mrs. O. Morris
[Specifications for M3013]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Jeater, Rodd and Hay Architects
DATE: 1937
SCALE: 8 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER TEN: YOUNG PEOPLE'S THEATRE

MAP #: M3015
SERIES: M3015
TITLE: Proposed alterations and additions to Young Peoples Theatre and Arts Centre Newcastle Lindsay St Hamilton
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 19th September, 1980
SCALE: Plans 1/50
Elevations 1/100
Block plan 1/100
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

M3016, Cardiff, CROSS ROADS ESTATE, 30th October 1926.
M3017, Belmont, LEWERS ESTATE, 12TH April 1919. On back glued is Georgetown Waratah, Saturday November 9th [N.D] and Mayfield Locality plan [N.D].
M3018, Cardiff, The RAILWAY ESTATE 11th December 1926.
M3019, Cardiff, RAILWAY WORKS, 30th January 1926.
M3020, Cardiff Heights, HILL CREST ESTATE, 16th December 1922.
M3021, Cessnock, AUCTION SALE OF CROWN LANDS, 24th April 1909.
M3022, Newcastle, CENTENNIAL PARK ESTATE, 24th April 1926.
M3023, Belmont, THE RECTORY ESTATE, 11th November 1922.
M3024, Belmont, PARKLANDS ESTATE, 11th April 1936.
M3025, Cardiff, BIG WORKS ESTATE, 20th October 1928.
M3026, Lake Macquarie, for sale by auction, Easter Monday 9th April [N.D].
M3027, Belmont, LEWERS ESTATE, 30th April 1921(2 Copies).
M3028, Islington, The great northern railway, 4th October 1883.
M3029, Newcastle, 29th May 1901.
M3030, Newcastle, MARYVILLE ESTATE, 25th November 1905.
M3031, Wickham, MARYVILLE ESTATE, 14th May 1885.
M3080, Belmont, 16th April 1927.
M3081, Toronto, 8th January 1921.
M3082, Lake Macquarie, FREEHOLD ESTATE, 26th December 1921.
M3083, Freehold shop sites? 19th June 1918.
M3085, Newcastle, 1st December 1923.
M3086, Newcastle, 28th November 1923.
M3087, Waratah, 13th December 1919.
M3088, Newcastle, location plan. [N.D].
M3089, Carrington, 2nd May 1925.
M3090, Hamilton, 24th July 1924.
M3091, Hamilton, A.A.CO'S ESTATE. 28th February 1914.
M3092, Stockton, PARISH OF STOCKTON, 1887. [N.D]
M3093, Cardiff, CROSS RAODS ESTATE, 30th October 1926.
M3094, New Lambton, AVENUE ESTATE, Saturday 14th February
M3095, Hamilton, 18th April 1925.
M3096, Cardiff, 14th December 1918.
M3097, Hamilton, A.A.CO'S ESTATE, 18th August 1928.
M3098, Waratah, HIGHLANDS ESTATE, 2nd February 1888.
M3099, Cardiff, 5th April 1919.
M3100, New Lambton, 24th January 1920.
M3101, Newcastle, 20th November 1926.
M3102, Newcastle, 7th November 1925.
M3103, New Lambton, FAIRFIELD ESTATE, 19th March 1927.
M3104, Carrington, 19th May 1926.
M3105, Stockton, FREEHOLDS ESTATE. 20th March 1915.
M3106, Mayfield, 6th October 1928.
M3107, Hamilton, A.A.CO'S ESTATE 19th November 1927.
M3108, Broadmeadow, 18th December 1920.
M3109, Hamilton, A.A.CO'S ESTATE, 29th August 1925.
M3110, New Lambton, 24th January 1920.
M3111, Hamilton, HAMILTON PARK ESTATE, 29th April 1908.
M3112, Stockton, 29th November 1924.
M3113, Hamilton, 4th February 1928.
M3114, Cardiff, 4th April 1925.
M3115, Cardiff, COALBROOK ESTATE, Saturday 14th October [N.D].
M3116, Adamstown, MEREWETHER ESTATE, 8th May 1915.
M3117, Cardiff, NO.2 ESTATE, 30th January 1926.
M3118, Hamilton North, 21st November 1925.
M3119, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 10th December 1927.
M3120, Merewether, MEREWETHER ESTATE, 27th May 1922.
M3121, Mayfield, Saturday 15th July. [N.D]
M3122, Cardiff, A.A.CO ESTATE, 10th April 1926.
M3123, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 15th August 1925.
M3124, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 13th October 1923.
M3125, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 3rd May 1924.
M3126, Hamilton, HAMILTON PARK ESTATE, 3rd May 1913.
M3127, New Lambton, [N.D].
M3128, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 18th August 1923.
M3129, Newcastle, A.A.CO ESTATE, 16th October 1926.
M3130, Newcastle, A.A.CO ESTATE, 1st November 1924.
M3131, Waratah, 28th April 1923.
M3132, Newcastle, 25th September 1915.
M3133, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 25th October 1924.
M3134, Hamilton, A.A. ESTATE, 24th July 1926.
M3135, Cardiff, 4th April 1925.
M3136, Wallsend, NEWCASTLE WALLSEND COAL CO’S ESTATE, 24th November 1923.
M3137, Hillsborough, 5th June 1920.
M3138, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 12th July 1924.
M3139, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 15th September 1928.
M3140, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 9th October 1926.
M3141, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 21st May 1927.
M3142, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 11th October 1924.
M3143, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 12th June 1926.
M3144, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 2nd November 1912.
M3145, Newcastle, A.A.CO ESTATE, 7th November 1925.
M3146, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 2nd May 1914.
M3147, Lake Macquarie, 10th May 1919.
M3148, New Lambton, HOPKINS’ ESTATE, 4th December 1926.
M3149, Waratah, MOUNT VIEW ESTATE, 23rd January 1914. (2 Copies)
M3150, Belmont, LEWERS ESTATE, 12th April 1919.
M3151, Belmont, ILUKA ESTATE, 10th January 1925.
M3152, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 30th April 1927.
M3153, Tighes Hill, Georgeville, Islington and Wickham, MARYVILLE ESTATE, 25th November 1905.
M3154, Broadmeadow, 13th December 1924.
M3155, Lake Macquarie, SCARBORO ESTATE, [N.D].
M3156, Belmont, BELMONT BAY ESTATE, 1st January 1927.
M3157, Lake Macquarie, FREEHOLD ESTATE, 26th December 1921.
M3158, Swansea, JOSEPHSONS ESTATE, 23rd 1909.
M3159, Lake Macquarie and Belmont, 20th October 1923.
M3160, Paxton, 2nd April 1923.
M3161, Islington, 4th October 1883.
M3162, Mayfield, 15th October 1927.
M3163, Newcastle, A.A.CO ESTATE, 24th September 1921.
M3164, Waratah, FLEMINGTON PARK ESTATE, 7th August [N.D].
M3165, Newcastle Bar Beach, A.A.CO ESTATE, 29th November 1924.
M3166, Mayfield East, THE KITCHENER PARADE ESTATE, 1st May 1915.
M3167, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 26th July [N.D].
M3168, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 29th March 1919.
M3169, Cessnock, 8th March 1924.
M3170, Paxton, 17th November 1923.
M3171, Mayfield, THE GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY NO.5 ESTATE. 15th October (Date has been cut off).
M3172, Hamilton, A.A.CO ESTATE, 29th March 1919.
M3173, Lake Macquarie, NEWCASTLE AND COAL COY’S ESTATE, 1st March 1919.
M3174, Red Head, 12th April 1924. VERY DAMAGED!
M3175, Adamstown, MEREWETHER ESTATE, 12th February 1921.
M3176, Stockton, 30\textsuperscript{th} November 1912.

**DRAWER FOUR/1: TURNER, DR. JOHN, DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP #</th>
<th>M4000 (Part 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SERIES</td>
<td>Coalfield maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDEX NO</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>[Cover title] The coal resources of the southern portion of the Maitland – Cessnock – Greta coal district. [In 3 parts] (Mineral resources, No.37).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER</td>
<td>Department of Mines, Sydney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE</td>
<td>1” = 40 chains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT</td>
<td>Coloured print</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MAP #: M4001 (Part 2)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERIES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>Map Title: Geological map of the southern portion of the Greta – Cessnock coalfield County of Northumberland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER</td>
<td>Surveyed by L.J. Jones and A.C Lloyd, based on the original survey by T.W.E. David.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MAP #: M4002 (Part 3)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERIES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>Part 3: Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MAP #: M4003**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERIES</th>
<th>Maps of Australia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDEX NO</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>Map of Australia showing principal Commercial forest regions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER</td>
<td>Compiled by Forestry and Timber Bureau.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE</td>
<td>1” = 80 miles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT</td>
<td>Coloured print</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MAP #: M4004**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERIES</th>
<th>Maps of Australia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
INDEX NO: 10
TITLE: Map of Australia showing State forests, timber reserves and forest administrative regions.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Compiled by Forestry and Timber Bureau.
DATE: 1950
SCALE: 1" = 80 miles
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************
MAP #: M4005
SERIES: Newcastle maps
TITLE: 1903 Port of Newcastle
DATE: 1903
SCALE: 1" = 500 ft
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************
MAP #: M4006
SERIES: Newcastle maps
TITLE: [1903 Port of Newcastle corrected to November 1903 by W.H. Sproull and Co.]
DATE: 1903
SCALE: 1" = 500 ft
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************
MAP #: M4007
SERIES: Newcastle maps
INDEX NO: 86
TITLE: City of Newcastle: Northumberland County District Scheme map as approved by the Minister. (Sheet No.2)
DATE: 1960
SCALE: 1" = 400 ft
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

**************
MAP #: M4008
SERIES: Newcastle maps
TITLE: City of Newcastle: Northumberland County District Scheme map as approved by the Minister. Sheet 5 [Wallsend, Birmingham Gardens]
MAP #: M4009
SERIES: Newcastle maps
TITLE: City of Newcastle: Northumberland County District Scheme map as approved by the Minister. Sheet 4 [Broadmeadow, Blackbutt, Rifle Range]
DATE: 1960
SCALE: 1" = 400 ft
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M4010
SERIES: Newcastle Northumberland County District.
TITLE: Four chain series.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: [n.d]
DATE: [n.d]
SCALE: Black and white print
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M4011
SERIES: Newcastle Steelworks plans
INDEX NO: 89
TITLE: Newcastle Steelworks general arrangement
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: B.H.P. Propriety Ltd
DATE: 16th June 1966
SCALE: 100 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M4012
SERIES: Public works building and police station plans
INDEX NO: 95
TITLE: Existing police station and public works building [Hunter St, Newcastle] Site plan.
DATE: 16th June 1966
SCALE: 1/8" = 10 ft
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: [See also 2429]
NOTES:
MAP #: M4013
SERIES: Newcastle District maps
INDEX NO: 99
TITLE: Newcastle District showing State electoral district and subdivisions as determined in the 1966 redistribution of boundaries.


DATE: 1966
SCALE: 1” = 2 miles
FORMAT: Print

SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4014
SERIES: Port Stephens maps
INDEX NO: 98
TITLE: Shire of Port Stephens planning scheme as exhibited. Sheet No.3

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Base map published by The State Planning Authority.

DATE: July, 1970
SCALE: 1” = 12 chains
       = 800 ft
       1cm = 100 metres
FORMAT: Print

SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Tanilba, Lemon Tree Passage, Mallabula, Salamander Bay, Anna Bay. (Zoning)

NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4015
SERIES: Port Stephens maps
INDEX NO: 98
TITLE: Shire of Port Stephens planning scheme as exhibited. Sheet No.2

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Base map published by The State Planning Authority.

DATE: July, 1970
SCALE: 1” = 12 chains
       = 800 ft
       1cm = 100 metres
FORMAT: Print

SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Fingal Bay, Shoal Bay, Nelsons Bay, Raymond Terrace, Karuah.

NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER FOUR/ 1: DELANEY, JOHN

MAP #: M4021
SERIES: Greta maps
TITLE: Greta (Proclaimed a town October, 1881)
       [Sketch map – not to scale]

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Compiled by J. Delaney from information obtained from residence and records of Branxton and Greta.

DATE: 1984 (Don)
       Ca 1910 – 1915
SCALE: Not to scale
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Master plan proposed University Shortland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cartographer/Surveyor/Publisher</td>
<td>Laurie and Heath Architects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>1964, revised 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>1.5cm = 100 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Print coloured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject/Area/Features</td>
<td>Shows completed buildings and 1970 – 1972 construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| MAP #: | M4026 |
| SERIES: | University of Newcastle campus and building plans. |
| TITLE: | The University of New South Wales Newcastle: Scheme A |
| Cartographer/Surveyor/Publisher | Laurie and Heath Architects |
| Date: | 1963 December |
| Scale: | ½” = 100 ft |
| Format: | Print |
| Subject/Area/Features: |  |
| Notes: |  |

| MAP #: | M4027 |
| SERIES: | University of Newcastle campus and building plans. |
| TITLE: | The University of New South Wales Newcastle: Scheme B |
| Cartographer/Surveyor/Publisher: Laurie and Heath Architects |
| Date: | 1963 December |
| Scale: | ½” = 100 ft |
| Format: | Print |
| Subject/Area/Features: |  |
| Notes: |  |

| MAP #: | M4028 |
| SERIES: | University of Newcastle campus and building plans. |
| Cartographer/Surveyor/Publisher: | Laurie and Heath Architects Macdonald, Wagner and Priddle consulting engineers |
| Date: | 1963 December |
| Scale: | ½” = 100 ft |
| Format: | Print |
| Subject/Area/Features: |  |
| Notes: |  |

| MAP #: | M4029 |
| SERIES: | Campus and building plans |
| TITLE: | The University of New South Wales Newcastle. Drawing No.1 |
| Cartographer/Surveyor/Publisher: | Laurie and Heath Architects |
| Date: | June, 1962 survey |
| Scale: | 1” = 400 ft |
| Format: | Print plan of site and 13 photographs |
| Subject/Area/Features: | * Earliest plan |
| Notes: |  |
***************
MAP #: M4030
SERIES: Campus and building plans
TITLE: [Folder of plans:-
Tighes Hill plan S1
Locality plan S2
Shortland site plan dwg S3
Site sections S6
Stage 1 S7
Stage 2 S8
Stage 3 S9
Utilities plan sheet No.1, gas Electricity and water supply Dr. No. S10
Utilities plan No. 2 S11
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE:
SCALE: 1" = 100 ft Various
FORMAT: Prints
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4031
SERIES: Campus and building plans
TITLE: As above and S4 and 5
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE:
SCALE: 1" = 100 ft Various
FORMAT: Prints
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER FOUR/ 2

MAP #: M4032
SERIES: University buildings plans
TITLE: University College Shortland Stage 1 Development building groups 1 and 2
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: 1964
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Folder with 110 plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Administration, Lecture BOI, Geology, Physics
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4033
SERIES: Campus and building plans
TITLE: Newcastle University College of the University of New South Wales sketch plans Stage 1 development Shortland.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: 1964
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Folder 13 plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
**MAP #: M4034**
**SERIES:** Campus and building plans
**TITLE:** The University of Newcastle Main Plaza Laurie and Heath Architects, Phillip and Hunter Streets Sydney.
**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:** Laurie and Heath Architects
**DATE:** (Ca 1965?)
**SCALE:**
**FORMAT:** Folders of Architects drawings

**MAP #: M4037**
**SERIES:** Site location plan
**TITLE:** [As series]
**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:**
**DATE:**
**SCALE:** ½” = 200 ft
**FORMAT:** Print
**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:** Shows University site and neighbouring suburbs

**MAP #: M4038**
**SERIES:** Campus and building plans. Record plans
**TITLE:** … Main building Arts and Administration Drawing No.3
**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:** Laurie and Heath Architects
**DATE:** 1965
**SCALE:** 1/8” = 1 ft
**FORMAT:** Record plans mounted on cardboard
**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:** Ground floor Administration building

**MAP #: M4039**
**SERIES:** Campus and building plans. Record plans
**TITLE:** …Main building Arts and Administration. Drawing No.1
**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:** Laurie and Heath Architects
**DATE:** 1965
**SCALE:** 1/8” = 1 ft
**FORMAT:** Record plans mounted on cardboard
**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:** Lower ground floor administration building, and lower ground and Main floor Lecture Theatre. (BOI)

**MAP #: M4040**
**SERIES:** [No.2?]
**TITLE:**
**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:**
**DATE:**
**SCALE:**
**FORMAT:**
**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:**

**NOTES:**
MAP #:  M4041
SERIES:  Campus and building plans. Record plans
TITLE:  ...Main building Arts and Administration. Drawing No.4
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE:  1965
SCALE:  1/8" = 1 ft
FORMAT: Record plans mounted on cardboard
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Main building ground floor and first floor
NOTES:

MAP #:  M4042
SERIES:  
TITLE:  No.5
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE:  
SCALE:  
FORMAT:  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:

MAP #:  M4043
SERIES:  Campus and building plans. Record plans
TITLE:  ...Geology building. Drawing No.6
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE:  1965
SCALE:  1/8" = 1 ft
FORMAT: Record plans mounted on cardboard
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Ground floor and first floor
NOTES:

MAP #:  M4044
SERIES:  Campus and building plans. Record plans
TITLE:  ...Physics building. Drawing No.7
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE:  1965
SCALE:  1/8" = 1 ft
FORMAT: Record plans mounted on cardboard
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Ground floor and first floor
NOTES:

MAP #:  M4045
SERIES:  Campus and building plans. Record plans
TITLE:  The University of New South Wales – Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE:  1963
SCALE:  1/16" = 1 ft
FORMAT: 8 prints fastened together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: * First preliminary sketches
NOTES:

MAP #:  M4046
SERIES:  Campus and building plans. Record plans
TITLE:  ...Stage 1, building 1
[Arts and Administration]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: 1963
SCALE: 1/16” = 1 ft
FORMAT: Prints fastened together.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER FOUR/ 3

MAP #: M4047
SERIES: Campus and building plans. Record plans
TITLE: Buildings group 1 and 2 [arts, Administration and Physics]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: Revised 1964
SCALE: 1/16” = 1 ft
FORMAT: Prints fastened together.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4048
SERIES: Campus and building plans. Record plans.
TITLE: Building 1, 1964 [Arts, administration and Physics]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: 1964
SCALE: 1/16” = 1 ft
FORMAT: Prints fastened together.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4049
SERIES: Campus and building plans. Building 2
TITLE: …Building 2 – Physics Building
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: 
SCALE: 1/16 = 1’ 0”
FORMAT: Prints
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Proposed Lecture Theatre Physics
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4050
TITLE: Newcastle University Science Lecture
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: Revised 1968
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 16 prints of plans fastened together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4051
SERIES: Campus and building plans. University Library plans
TITLE: The University of Newcastle Library
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: [Ca 1965]
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Architects drawings and plans in folder
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4052
SERIES: Campus and building plans.
TITLE: Library: Facade detail 20
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: [Ca 1965]
SCALE: Architects drawing mounted on cardboard
FORMAT: Architects drawings mounted on cardboard
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4053
SERIES: Campus and building plans.
TITLE: Library stage 1
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects. Hughes & Murphy Consulting structural engineers, Julius & Poole & Gibson, Electrical & Mechanical Engineers.
DATE: 1966
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Collection of prints joined into folder
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4054
SERIES: Campus and building plans.
TITLE: Library stage 2
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: 1970
SCALE: 1/16" = 1 ft
FORMAT: Collection of prints joined into folder
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4055
SERIES: Campus and building plans.
TITLE: Library stage 2
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: ? 1970
SCALE: Collection of prints joined into folder
FORMAT: Collection of prints joined into folder
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Superseded
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4056
SERIES: Campus and building plans.
TITLE: Library stage 2. Scheme 1
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: February, 1970
SCALE: 1/16" = 1 ft
FORMAT: Collection of prints joined into folder
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

*******************
MAP #: M4057
SERIES: Campus and building plans.
TITLE: Library stage 2. Scheme 2
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: February, 1970
SCALE: 1/16" = 1 ft
FORMAT: Collection of prints joined into folder
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

*******************
MAP #: M4058
SERIES: Campus and building plans.
TITLE: Library
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Folder of coloured plans and drawings
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

*******************
MAP #: M4059
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Library
TITLE: Library
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: (n.d)
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Collection of black and white plans, fastened together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

*******************
MAP #: M4060
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Library
TITLE: … University of Newcastle Library stage 2
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: 1970
SCALE: 16 ft = 1"
FORMAT: Collection of prints fastened together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: 

*******************
MAP #: M4061
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Library
TITLE: … University of Newcastle Library stage 2
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: Ca 1970
SCALE: 1" = 20 ft
FORMAT: 3 floor plans fastened together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Original proposed for stage 2
NOTES: 

**************
SERIES: Floor plan

MAP #: M4068
SERIES: University campus and building plans – Union
TITLE: Union stage 3 University of Newcastle Shortland.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Anchor, Murray, Mortlock & Woolley Architects
DATE: August, 1972
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 9 prints fastened together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4069
SERIES: University campus and building plans – Union
M4069A
M4069B
TITLE: Union stage 3 University of Newcastle Shortland.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Anchor, Murray, Mortlock & Woolley Architects
DATE: March – June 1972
December 1972
September 1972
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 12 prints fastened together
39 prints
10 prints
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4070
SERIES: University campus and building plans – Entrance gates
TITLE: Proposed main entrance gates The University of Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: November, 1967
February, 1968
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 6 prints fastened together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4071
SERIES: University campus and building plans – Pedestrian bridge.
M4072
TITLE: Pedestrian bridge The University of Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: 1967
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Site plans and sections charcoal drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: M4071 – M4072 in same envelope
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4073
SERIES: University campus and building plans: Union
TITLE: Union Newcastle University College
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Anchor, Murray, Mortlock & Woolley Architects
DATE: (n.d)
SCALE:
FORMAT: 4 prints in folder
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4074
SERIES: University campus and building plans: Proposed College
TITLE: Proposed College for The University of Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Rodd and Hay Architects
DATE: July, 1966
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 4 prints in folder
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4075
SERIES: University campus and building plans: Proposed College
TITLE: Proposed first Hall of residence for The University of Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Rodd and Hay Architects
DATE: 1970
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 17 plans fastened together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4076
SERIES: University campus and building plans: Proposed College
TITLE: Proposed College for The University of Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Rodd and Hay Architects
DATE: [1970?]
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 15 plans and 2 photographs of Architects models.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4077
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Sports Pavilion
TITLE: Proposed sports pavilion at sportsfield, Shortland for University of Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Wilson, Barnett and Suters Architects
DATE: June, 1967
SCALE: 1/8" = 1 ft
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4078
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Sports Pavilion
TITLE: Sports pavilion for The University of Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Wilson and Suters
DATE: February, 1968
SCALE: 1" = 8 ft
FORMAT: 3 prints fastened together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4079
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Religious Centre
TITLE: Religious Centre – Shortland site
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: The Lander, Deamer, McKenzie & Hilliard Architects
DATE: May, 1964
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 2 plans and 2 water colour drawings fastened together.
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER FOUR/ 4

MAP #: M4080
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Great Hall
TITLE: Great Hall... The University of Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Anchor, Murray, Mortlock & Woolley Architects
DATE: October, 1969
SCALE: 1/8" = 1 ft
FORMAT: 10 plans fastened
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4081
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Great Hall
TITLE: Great Hall... The University of Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Anchor, Murray, Mortlock & Woolley Architects
DATE: September, 1969
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 3 perspective drawings
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4082
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Great Hall
TITLE: Great Hall... The University of Newcastle S3/S2/6
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Anchor, Murray, Mortlock & Woolley Architects
DATE: 1969
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Perspective drawings
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
MAP #: M4083
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Great Hall
TITLE: University of Newcastle Great Hall CS 1/6 – CS5/6
Competition submission
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Anchor, Murray, Mortlock & Woolley Architects
DATE: 1969
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 5 plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M4084
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Great Hall
TITLE: …Submission 4
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Anchor, Murray, Mortlock & Woolley Architects
DATE: July, 1969
SCALE: 1/16” = 1 ft
FORMAT: 8 plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M4085
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Great Hall
TITLE: … Submission 1
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Anchor, Murray, Mortlock & Woolley Architects
DATE: January, 1969
SCALE: 4 plans
FORMAT: 4 plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M4086
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Great Hall
TITLE: ..Submission 2
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Anchor, Murray, Mortlock & Woolley Architects
DATE: March 1969
SCALE: 4 plans
FORMAT: 4 plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M4087
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Great Hall
TITLE: ..Submission 3
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Anchor, Murray, Mortlock & Woolley Architects
DATE: May 1969
SCALE: 7 plans
FORMAT: 7 plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
TITLE: Pre clinical science building University of Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Architects Todd, Reddacliff, Stockley, Johnson Pty Ltd
DATE: [Ca 1974]
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 10 plans bound together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
***************
MAP #: M4100
SERIES: Plans of pre clinical science building
TITLE: Pre clinical science building University of Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Architects Todd, Reddacliff, Stockley, Johnson Pty Ltd
DATE: December 1974
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 11 plans bound together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
***************
MAP #: M4101
SERIES: Plans of pre clinical science building
TITLE: Pre clinical science building University of Newcastle.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Architects Todd, Reddacliff, Stockley, Johnson Pty Ltd
DATE: June 1975
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 13 plans bound together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
***************
MAP #: M4102
SERIES: Clinical sciences building at Royal Newcastle Hospital. [New Med. I]
TITLE: Clinical sciences building at Royal Newcastle Hospital. [Printed history and description by Health Commissioner of N.S.W.]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Architect Lawrence Nield and partners
DATE: February, 1978
SCALE:
FORMAT: Printed leaflet
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
***************
MAP #: M4103
SERIES: Clinical sciences building at Royal Newcastle Hospital. [New Med. I]
TITLE: Clinical sciences building at Royal Newcastle Hospital. [Key plan, car park and aerial view]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Architect Lawrence Nield and partners
DATE: February, 1978
SCALE:
FORMAT: Printed plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
MAP #: M4104 – 5  
SERIES: Clinical sciences building at Royal Newcastle Hospital. [New Med. I]  
TITLE: Newmed 1 West elevation  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Architect Lawrence Nield and partners  
DATE: [1978]  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Printed plans  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

MAP #: M4106 – 7  
SERIES: Clinical sciences building at Royal Newcastle Hospital. [New Med. I]  
TITLE: Newmed 1 View from King St  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Architect Lawrence Nield and partners  
DATE: [1978]  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Prints of perspective drawing  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

MAP #: M4108 – 9  
SERIES: Clinical sciences building at Royal Newcastle Hospital. [New Med. I]  
TITLE: Newmed 1 View up Watt St  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Architect Lawrence Nield and partners  
DATE: [1978]  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Prints of perspective drawing  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

MAP #: M4110  
SERIES: Clinical sciences building at Royal Newcastle Hospital. [New Med. I]  
TITLE: Newmed 1 view down Watt St  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Architect Lawrence Nield and partners  
DATE: [1978]  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Prints of perspective drawing  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

MAP #: M4111  
SERIES: Mathematics building plans  
TITLE: The University of Newcastle mathematics and classroom complex  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Architect/engineer Macdonald, Wagner and Priddle Pty Ltd  
DATE: December 1972  
SCALE: Various  
FORMAT: 5 prints, 3 tracings fastened together  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

MAP #: M4112  
SERIES: Student footbridge plans
TITLE: Student footbridge at Shortland
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects; Macdonald, Wagner and Priddle Engineers
DATE: December 1967
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 5 prints fastened together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M4113
SERIES: Tennis Court plans
TITLE: Tennis pavilion and tennis courts
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects; Julius, Poole and Gibson Electrical Engineer.
DATE: December 1967
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 5 prints fastened together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M4114
SERIES: Social sciences building plans
TITLE: University of Newcastle Social Sciences building
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Crooks, Mitchell, Peacock and Stewart Architects and Engineers
DATE: November 1970
May 1971
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 19 plans fastened together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Note: Amended from Archives copy August 1985.
NOTES: 

***************
MAP #: M4115
SERIES: Biological sciences building plans
TITLE: The University of Newcastle Biological sciences building
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Eggleston, Macdonald and Secomb Architects
DATE: 1972
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 54 plans fastened together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: 

***************

DRAWER FOUR/ 5

MAP #: M4116
SERIES: Social sciences building plans
TITLE: ... Social sciences building set 6
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Crooks, Mitchell, Peacock and Stewart
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 108 plans together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4117
SERIES: Social sciences building plans
TITLE: Social sciences building set 6
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Crooks, Mitchell, Peacock and Stewart
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 41 plans together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4118
SERIES: Behavioural sciences building
TITLE: Behavioural sciences building
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Civil and Civic Pty Ltd Project management
DATE: 1975
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 71 plans together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4119
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Civil Engineering
TITLE: Civil Engineering works for stage 2 development at Shortland
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects, Macdonald, Wagner and Priddle Engineers, Julius, Poole and Gibson Electrical Engineers.
DATE: 1967
SCALE: Various
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Set No. 9085/
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4120
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Architecture
TITLE: School of Architecture working drawings
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Romburg and Boyd Architects
DATE: 1969 - 1970
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 19 plans fastened
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4121
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Great Hall
TITLE: Great Hall
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Anchor, Murray, Mortlock & Woolley Architects; Taylor Thomson and Whitting Structural
Engineers.

DATE: 1970
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 34 plans together
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4122
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Great Hall
TITLE: ...Great Hall - Stair
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: Anchor, Murray, Mortlock & Woolley Architects;
Taylor Thomson and Whitting Structural Engineers.
SCALE: ½” = 1 ft
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4123
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Great Hall
TITLE: ...Great Hall
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 15 plans together
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: 6803
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER FOUR/6

MAP #: M4124
SERIES: ...Engineering complex
TITLE: University of Newcastle. Engineering Complex
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: Macdonald, Wagner and Priddle
DATE: 1968 – 1972
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 30 plans joined
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER FOUR/6: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – BURSAR’S DIVISION – ACCOUNTING OFFICE – ASSISTANT BURSAR – GEORGE WALKER

MAP #: M4125
SERIES: Payroll system
TITLE: Proposed payroll system
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER:
DATE: Ca 1960’s
SCALE:
FORMAT: Payroll forms and pay slips
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:
*******************

UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – PROPERTY DIVISION

MAP #: M4126
SERIES: Campus and building plans:
TITLE: The University of Newcastle small scale plans schedule of drawings
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Drawn by D.R.W.
DATE: September 1976
SCALE: 2.5cm = 5 metres
FORMAT: 53 plans fastened together (prints)
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Architecture, Arts – Administration, Auchmuty Library Auchmuty sports Centre, Basden Theatre, Behavioural Sciences, Biological science, Chemistry, Child Care Drama, Edwards Hall, Engineering, Geology, Great Hall Groundsmans lodge, Wardens residence, Lecture Theatres Mathematics, Staff House, Medicine, Metallurgy, Physics, Staging building, Social sciences, Sports Pavilion, Union Vice Chancellor’s residence.

NOTES:
*******************

MAP #: M4127
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Medical sciences 3003
TITLE: The University of Newcastle Medical sciences building
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1976
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 79 plans fastened together
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
*******************

MAP #: M4128
SERIES: Campus and building plans: Medical sciences 3003
TITLE: The University of Newcastle Medical sciences building
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1976
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: 41 plans in folder
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
*******************

MAP #: M4129
SERIES: Bronze building plaques drawings
TITLE: This building for the biological sciences was opened by Sir MacFarlane Barnet O.M Nobel Laureate on 1st March 1974…
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Drawn by A. Lee
DATE: 1974
SCALE:
FORMAT: Pencil drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Design for Bronze plaque
NOTES:
*******************

MAP #: M4130
SERIES: Bronze building plaques drawings
This Great Hall built as the result of a public appeal sponsored by The Lord Mayor’s Newcastle University Committee was opened by his Excellency Sir Roden Cutler... on 28th November 1973...

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Drawn by A. Lee
DATE: 1973
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Design for Bronze plaque
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER FOUR/ 6: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – PROPERTY DIVISION

MAP #: M4131
SERIES: University of Liverpool school of Mechanical Engineering plans
TITLE: The University of Liverpool School of Mechanical Engineering, Courtaulds Technical Services, Limited, Coventry.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Courtaulds Technical Services, Architects
DATE: 1962
SCALE: Variable
FORMAT: Eleven drawings/prints? Typescript details in folder
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4132
SERIES: University of Bristol School of Chemistry plans
TITLE: The University of Bristol School of Chemistry. Plan at cloister level
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Courtaulds Technical Services, Architects
DATE: 1960
SCALE: 1/16" to 1’ 00
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4133
SERIES: University of Bristol School of Chemistry plans
TITLE: University of Bristol School of Chemistry. Plan at bridge level
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Courtaulds Technical Services, Architects
DATE: 1960
SCALE: 1/16 to 1’ 00
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4134
M4135
M4136
M4137
M4138
SERIES: Queen Elizabeth College, London, plan
TITLE: Queen Elizabeth College, London
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Courtaulds Technical Services, Architects
DATE: 1962
SCALE: 16 ft – 1 inch
FORMAT: 5 prints fastened
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
MAP #: M4139  
SERIES: University of Newcastle Social Sciences building plans  
TITLE: As series  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: B. Wauhope for Dillingham Constructions  
DATE: 1971  
SCALE: Variable  
FORMAT: Large book of plans  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Social Sciences building  
NOTES:

DRAWER FOUR/ 6: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE

MAP #: M4140  
SERIES: University of Newcastle Chapel plans  
TITLE: Brief for Chapel design plan, and photographs of model, University news article Vol.9, No.18, October 13 – 27 (Architecture 11C, Second term assignment).  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Dr. J.R. Rockey  
DATE: 1983  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Coloured and black & white photographs. Coloured drawing typescript  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: See also model at.  
NOTES:

MAP #: M4141 – 2  
SERIES: University of Newcastle Chapel plans  
TITLE: A Chapel for The University of Newcastle design synthesis 2 by Francis Lim  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Francis Lim Department of Architecture  
DATE: 1983  
SCALE: 1: 100  
FORMAT: Site plan, floor plans and sections drawings  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 2 maps in plastic envelope  
NOTES:

DRAWER FOUR/ 6: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – PROPERTY DIVISION

MAP #: M4143  
SERIES: Auchmuty Library plans  
TITLE: North elevation [6]  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE: n.d 1964?  
SCALE: 1/8" = 1 ft  
FORMAT: Print  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:

MAP #: M4144  
SERIES: Auchmuty Library plans  
TITLE: Stage 1 (Stage 2 development)  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Drawn by B.J. Kerr. Laurie and Heath Architects  
NOTES:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>SERIES</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>SCALE</th>
<th>FORMAT</th>
<th>SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M4150</td>
<td>Auchmuty Library plans</td>
<td>Library stage 1 (Stage 2 development)</td>
<td>Laurie and Heath Architects</td>
<td>June 1966</td>
<td>1/8&quot; = 1 ft</td>
<td>Print</td>
<td>Job No.2684</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4151</td>
<td>Auchmuty Library plans</td>
<td>Library stage 1 (Stage 2 development)</td>
<td>Drawn J. Ford. Laurie and Heath Architects</td>
<td>June 1966</td>
<td>1/8&quot; = 1 ft</td>
<td>Print</td>
<td>Job No.2684</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4152</td>
<td>Auchmuty Library plans</td>
<td>Library stage 1 (Stage 2 development)</td>
<td>Drawn J. Ford. Laurie and Heath Architects</td>
<td>August 1966</td>
<td>1/8&quot; = 1 ft</td>
<td>Coloured print</td>
<td>Job No.2684</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4153</td>
<td>Auchmuty Library plans</td>
<td>Library stage 1</td>
<td>Laurie and Heath Architects</td>
<td>14th March 1966</td>
<td>1/8&quot; = 1 ft</td>
<td>Print</td>
<td>Drawing SK 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4154</td>
<td>Auchmuty Library plans</td>
<td>Library stage 1</td>
<td>Laurie and Heath Architects</td>
<td>14th March 1966</td>
<td>1/8&quot; = 1 ft</td>
<td>Print</td>
<td>Drawing SK 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
***************
MAP #: M4166
SERIES: Auchmuty Library plans
TITLE: Interior perspective Main Entrance lobby
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: n.d
SCALE:
FORMAT: Pen, pencil and watercolour
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4167
SERIES: Plans of Administration Building, Shortland Campus including original University Library.
TITLE: [Ground floor and first floor Administration building including Library]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: [n.d]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Blueprint
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4168
SERIES: Plans of Administration Building, Shortland Campus including original University Library.
TITLE: [Pen drawing of Administration building Shortland Campus]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Architecture Newcastle College.
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4169 – 73
SERIES: Plans of Administration Building, Shortland Campus including original University Library.
TITLE: [Plans of Administration building and Library Shortland Campus]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Prints and tracings
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

DRAWER FOUR/ 6: THE UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE

MAP #: M4174 – 5
SERIES: Aerial photographs of The University of Newcastle Campus
TITLE: The University of Newcastle Looks ahead
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: N.D [After Great Hall]  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Posters – aerial photographs  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

*******************

DRAWER FOUR/ 6: NEWCASTLE COMMUNITY BICENTENNIAL COMMITTEE

MAP #: M4176 – M4186  
SERIES: Bicentennial celebrations posters  
TITLE: [As series]  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE: 1988  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Posters  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

*******************

DRAWER FOUR/ 6: UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – PROPERTY DIVISION

MAP #: M4188  
SERIES: Auchmuty Library plans  
TITLE: The University of Newcastle Library  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects  
DATE: 1966?  
SCALE:  
FORMAT: Book of plans  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

*******************

MAP #: M4189  
SERIES: Auchmuty Library plans  
TITLE: The University of Newcastle Library stage 2/A  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects  
DATE: November 1970  
SCALE: Various  
FORMAT: Book of plans  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

*******************

MAP #: M4190  
SERIES: Auchmuty Library plans  
TITLE: The University of Newcastle Library stage 2 scheme 2  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects  
DATE:  
SCALE: Various  
FORMAT: Book of plans  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:  
NOTES:  

*******************

MAP #: M4191  
SERIES: Auchmuty Library plans  
TITLE: The University of Newcastle Library stage 2 B
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: March 1977
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Book of plans
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4192
SERIES: Auchmuty Library plans
TITLE: ...AUCHMUTY LIBRARY stage 2 B Sketch plans
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: May 1977
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Printed, 1 coloured Book of plans.
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4193
SERIES: Auchmuty Library plans
TITLE: The University of Newcastle Library Client Copy. Preliminary set 2/2
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: January 29, 1970
SCALE: 1" = 1 ft
FORMAT: Printed Book of plans
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4194
SERIES: Auchmuty Library plans
TITLE: The University of Newcastle, Shortland Auchmuty Library stage 2B
Landscaping plan L1.
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: July 1986
SCALE: 1: 50
1: 200
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4195
SERIES: Auchmuty Library plans
TITLE: The University of Newcastle, Shortland Auchmuty Library stage 2B
Landscaping plan level 3 [amended plan].
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: Laurie and Heath Architects
DATE: Amended April 1986
SCALE: 1: 50
1: 200
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
DRAWER FOUR/6: RAYMOND TERRACE HISTORICAL SOCIETY

MAP #: M4214
M4215
SERIES: Plans of Raymond Terrace
TITLE: Plan of Raymond Terrace including the extension through the adjoining land of Mr. King.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: E.D. Barlow Lithographer
DATE:
SCALE: 1840
FORMAT: Xerox copies of Litho print [Print not clear on Xerox copy]
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Has map No.L.H. map B 330.3/10 [Original N.P.L.?
NOTES: (Transferred from M136 – 7)

MAP #: M4216 – M4218
SERIES: Plans of Wallsend
TITLE: Plan of the township of Wallsend
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Xerox copies
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Street names and names of block owners.
NOTES: (Transferred from M138 – M143)

MAP #: M4219
SERIES: Pencil rubbings from a brass plate belonging to The Newcastle and Wallsend Coal Company.
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER FOUR/6: BEN EAN VINEYARD, POKOLBIN

MAP #: M4220
SERIES: Map of Pokolbin, Rothbury, and part of Cessnock
TITLE: Cessnock No.35 Counties of Durham and Northumberland
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1907
SCALE: 1” = 40 chains
FORMAT: Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Rothbury, Pokolbin, Broken Back, Millfield, Aellalong, Cessnock.
NOTES:
MAP #: M4221
SERIES: Plan of Winery
TITLE: Plan of still, spirit and bond store, Pokolbin for J.M. McDonald Esq.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: n.d
SCALE: Xerox copy
FORMAT: SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Front elevation and ground plan
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER FOUR/ 6: AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY

MAP #: M4222
SERIES: Warrah Estate – from 296
TITLE: CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: DATE: SCALE: FORMAT: SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4223 (296A)
SERIES: Plans of Warrah Estate
TITLE: Plan of the connecting road between lots 21 & 23 Parish of Parson’s Hill
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Worters, Readett and Pulver
DATE: 1924
SCALE: 2 chains to 1”
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: (Transferred from M296A)
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4224 (297)
SERIES: Plans of Warrah Estate
TITLE: (Proposed) Warrah Township... A.A. Company’s Estate, County of Buckland, N.S.W.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.A. Co. Survey Department
DATE: 1924
SCALE: 2 chains to 1”
FORMAT: Print hand coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Warrah Township [This plan was subsequently withdrawn and two separate plans lot 6, section A and lots 4 & 5 section A, and lot 3 section C were substituted]
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4225 (298)
SERIES: Plans of Warrah Estate
TITLE: Shire of Warrah proposed subdivision and new road, village of Warrah, Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.A. Co.
DATE: 1935
SCALE: 2 chains to 1”
FORMAT: Print hand coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Section A lots 3126
NOTES:
MAP #: M4226 (299)
SERIES: Plans of Warrah Estate
TITLE: Shire of Warrah proposed subdivision and new road, village of Warrah, Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.A. Co.
DATE: 1935
SCALE: 2 chains to 1”
FORMAT: Print hand coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Section C lot 3
NOTES:

Section A, 1, 2 3 4 5, road from Miller’s Creek to Willow Tree (to accompany letter 9/1/1935 signed W.J. Rees – not enclosed)

MAP #: M4227 (300)
SERIES: Plans of Warrah Estate
TITLE: Warrah Township
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.M. Hyndes surveyor
DATE: Survey March 1935
SCALE: 2 chains to 1”
FORMAT: Print hand coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M4228 (301)
SERIES: Plans of Warrah Estate
TITLE: Plan showing level of proposed road, Warrah Township
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.M. Hyndes, H.M. Chadwick
DATE: 1935
SCALE: 1 chain to 1” + 10 ft to 1”
FORMAT: Print hand coloured
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Longitudinal and vertical sections.
NOTES:

MAP #: M4229 (302)
SERIES: Plans of Australian Agricultural Company’s Warrah Estate
TITLE: Shire of Warrah proposed design lots 3 – 7 section B Village of Warrah Parish of Parson’s Hill, County of Buckland
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: A.A. Co.
DATE: May 1935
SCALE: 2 chains to 1”
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: [As title]
NOTES:

MAP #: M4230 (303)
SERIES: Plans of Australian Agricultural Company’s Warrah Estate
TITLE: ...Plan of lots 6 – 8 section A and lots 3 – 5 section C Village of Warrah...
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Henry Chadwick
DATE: 1935
SCALE: 2 chains to 1”
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Registered plan 650 reference to title crown grant 20th November
1847. Registered Book No.80 fol.503/512.

NOTES:

*******************

MAP #:  M4231 (304)
SERIES:  Plans of Australian Agricultural Company’s Warrah Estate
TITLE:  Warrah Estate portions 39 – 47
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Marcus Michael Hyndes
DATE:  1934
SCALE:  20 chains to an inch
FORMAT:  Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #:  M4232 (304A)
SERIES:  Plans of Australian Agricultural Company’s Warrah Estate (Not there
21/12/89)
TITLE:  ... Warrah Estate portions 39 – 47
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Marcus Michael Hyndes
DATE:  1934
SCALE:  40 chains to an inch
FORMAT:  Smaller plan than M4231
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #:  M4233 (305)
SERIES:  Plans of Australian Agricultural Company’s Warrah Estate
TITLE:  ...Lots 48, 49, 50 Parish of Parson’s Hill
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Marcus Michael Hyndes
DATE:  1944
SCALE:  2 chains to 1”
FORMAT:  Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #:  M4234 (306)
SERIES:  Plans of Australian Agricultural Company’s Warrah Estate
TITLE:  Shire of Warrah plan lot 3 section A... Parish of Parson’s Hill
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE:  1931
SCALE:  2 chains to 1”
FORMAT:  Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #:  M4235 (307)
SERIES:  Plans of Australian Agricultural Company’s Warrah Estate
TITLE:  ...Lots 4 and 5 section A Warrah...
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.M. Hyndes
DATE:  November 1934
SCALE:  2 chains to 1”
FORMAT:  Council certificate included
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Edward John Davis
DATE: April 1931
SCALE: 8 chains = 1”
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Includes Borambil Creek
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4253 (325)
SERIES: Plans of Australian Agricultural Company’s Warrah Estate
TITLE: …Lot 77…Warrah Estate – Parish of Willow Tree
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Astley R. Pulver
DATE: 1947
SCALE: 4 chains = 1”
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4254 (326)
SERIES: Plans of Australian Agricultural Company’s Warrah Estate
TITLE: …Lot 79…Warrah Estate – Shire of Murrurundi.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Astley R. Pulver
DATE: 1949
SCALE: 4 chains = 1”
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Council Certificate enclosed
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4255 (327)
SERIES: Plans of Australian Agricultural Company’s Warrah Estate
TITLE: Warrah Shire plan of proposed subdivision of P.S. Eippers property at Willow Tree.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.R.P.
DATE: 1926
SCALE: 4 chains = 1”
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER FOUR/6: DOCHERTY, JAMES

MAP #: M4263
SERIES: Maps of Newcastle and suburbs
TITLE: Map of City of Newcastle and suburbs
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: William Hutchinson
DATE: 1 November 1912
SCALE: 12 chains to 1”
FORMAT: Photo – lithographed by W.A. Gullick
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Shows municipal boundaries [From National Library]
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4264
SERIES: Maps of Newcastle and suburbs
TITLE: [Contour map of Newcastle]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
MAP #: M4265
SERIES: Maps of Newcastle and suburbs photomap series
TITLE: Newcastle - South
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Central mapping Authority – Department of Lands N.S.W.
DATE: 1966
SCALE: 1: 50,000
1" = ¾ mile
FORMAT: Copy of aerial photograph

MAP #: M4266
SERIES: Maps of Newcastle and suburbs
TITLE: Craigies road, rail and tramway map of Newcastle
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Kenneth Craigie
DATE: [1918]
SCALE: 1" = ¼ mile
FORMAT: Photocopy

MAP #: M4267
SERIES: Newcastle Harbour
TITLE: Newcastle Harbour
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: L.A.B. Wade
DATE: 1905
SCALE: 800 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Photo – print

MAP #: M4268
SERIES: Maps of Newcastle and suburbs
TITLE: Railways and Tramways Newcastle District, N.S.W.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1941
SCALE: 1" = 4 miles
FORMAT: Photocopy

MAP #: M4269
SERIES: Maps of Newcastle and suburbs
TITLE: Newcastle and district
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Kenneth Craigie
DATE: [1928?]
MAP #: M4270
SERIES: Census maps 1971
TITLE: 1971 Census Newcastle Statistical District Sheet 1
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Bureau of Census and Statistics
DATE: 1971
SCALE: 1: 10,000
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M4271 – M4294
SERIES: Census maps 1971
TITLE: 1971 Census Newcastle Statistical District Sheet 2 – 25
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Bureau of Census and Statistics
DATE: 1971
SCALE: 1: 10,000
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M4295
SERIES: Census maps 1971 Collectors Districts
TITLE: Newcastle Collectors Districts, 1971
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Bureau of Census and Statistics
DATE: 1971
SCALE: 1: 25,000
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M4296
SERIES: Census maps 1971 Collectors Districts
TITLE: 1971 Census Collectors Districts: Base map published 1970
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1970
SCALE: 40 chains to an inch
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M4297
SERIES: Newcastle Census maps
TITLE: Newcastle Collectors Districts 1971 Census. Area boundary code 061
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Bureau of Census and Statistics, Canberra
DATE: 1971
SCALE: 1: 100,000
2cm: 1 mile
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Newcastle, Lake Macquarie
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4298
SERIES: Newcastle Census maps
TITLE: Newcastle Collectors Districts 1971 Census. Area boundary code 064
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Bureau of Census and Statistics, Canberra
DATE: 1971
SCALE: 1: 100,000
2cm: 1 mile
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Port Stephens
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4299
SERIES: Military survey maps
TITLE: Morisset, New South Wales Military survey Australia 1: 63,360
Sheet No.403 Zone 8
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Royal Australian Survey Corps
DATE: 1959
SCALE: 1 mile to 1 inch
FORMAT: Print contour map
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4300
SERIES: [L.G.A’s 1921
Craigies map 1924
Census map 1921]
TITLE: Tracing of Hunter Valley and Port Stephens
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1921 – 1924
SCALE:
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4301
SERIES: [Map of Newcastle and Hunter Valley]
TITLE: [No title: source 1941 Australian Army map]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: [J. Docherty]
DATE: 1941
SCALE: 1” = ¼ mile
FORMAT: Coloured contour drawing [hand done]
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: In bag with 4300
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4302
SERIES: Newcastle Census maps
TITLE: 1921 Census District boundaries
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: [J. Docherty]
DATE:
SCALE: 1” = ¼ mile
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
*****
MAP #: M4303
SERIES: See M4300
TITLE:
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
*****

MAP #: M4304
SERIES:
TITLE: Tracing of map of Newcastle showing boundaries 1897 – 1914
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: [J. Docherty]
DATE: Shows details 1897 – 1914
SCALE: 4” = 1 mile
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
*****

MAP #: M4305
SERIES: Plans of Newcastle and Hunter Region: Census maps
TITLE: 1933 CD [Census District boundaries]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: [J. Docherty]
DATE: 1933 original. Tracing May 1979
SCALE: 4” : 1 mile
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
*****

MAP #: M4306
SERIES: Plans of Newcastle A.A. Company Estate
TITLE: A.A. Estate, 1905
[A.N.U. Archives 811 – 253. 1905]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: [J. Docherty]
DATE:
SCALE: 8 chains = 1”
FORMAT: Tracing of 1905 map held at A.N.U
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
*****

MAP #: M4307
SERIES: Newcastle Electoral maps
TITLE: Map showing boundaries of Electoral Districts under the Electorates Redistribution Act 1904.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Government printer
DATE: 1904
SCALE: 1” = 40 chains
FORMAT: Photo-litho print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Wickham/Stockton, Newcastle. [filed with map M4308]
NOTES:
*****

MAP #: M4308
MAP #:   M4314 – 15
SERIES:   Maps of Newcastle and suburbs
TITLE:   North Stockton, Newcastle proposed garden suburb.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:   W.H. Foggill
J. Docherty
DATE:   1919, tracing 1976
SCALE:   2 chains to 1"
FORMAT:   Plan and tracing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Source [Mitchell Library?] N.S.W. subdivisions – Newcastle – Stockton box
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:   M4316 – 17
SERIES:   Conscription votes 1916 – 1917
TITLE:   As. series
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:   J.C. Docherty
DATE:   1916 – 1917 [1976]
SCALE:   4km = 3 inches
FORMAT:   2 tracings
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Source not included
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:   M4318 – 19
SERIES:   Coalfield maps
TITLE:   Map of the coal properties in the Newcastle District embracing the coal measures of Lake Macquarie, Newcastle, Port Stephens and Greta... also roads and state and private railways.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:   1890
SCALE:   40 chains to 1"
FORMAT:   Photographic copy in two parts [with a small gap down the middle].
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:   M4320
SERIES:   Coalfields maps
TITLE:   Plan of the South Maitland Coalfields
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:   A.E. Hall
DATE:   1904
SCALE:   40 chains to an inch
FORMAT:   Photographic copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Original in Mitchell Library
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:   M4321
SERIES:   Hunter Valley maps
TITLE:   Craigies general map of the Newcastle-Maitland-Cessnock District
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:   Kenneth Craigie
DATE:   [1916?]
SCALE:   1" = 2 miles
FORMAT:   Photographic copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: [Identification No.M4 811.25/1916/1
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #:   M4322
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 1923
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Photocopy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: (Portion of map)
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4327
SERIES: Military maps – Hunter Region
TITLE: ...Port Stephens
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Australian section imperial general staff
DATE: Surveyed 1941
SCALE: 1 mile to 1" Contour interval 50 ft
FORMAT: Coloured contour print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Sheet 389 Zone 8
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4328
SERIES: Newcastle maps
TITLE: Plan of the Port of Newcastle and part of the Hunter River
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: E. Moriarty, Allan Wigley Lithographer
DATE: n.d
SCALE: 24 chains to an inch
FORMAT: Litho-print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Mosquito Island, Bulloch Island, Pirate Point, Fullerton Cove.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4329
SERIES: Newcastle maps
TITLE: Parish of Newcastle: County of Northumberland... Lake Macquarie and Tarro Shires.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: December 1908
SCALE: 30 chains to 1"
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Newcastle, Waratah, Wickham and Kahibah. Shows names of
Land occupiers.
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4330
SERIES: Newcastle Census maps
TITLE: Newcastle and environs Census 1966
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: State Planning Authority of New South Wales
DATE: 1966
SCALE: 1" = 2000 ft
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Newcastle, Lake Macquarie, Maitland, Cessnock
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4331
SERIES: Newcastle Census maps
TITLE: City of Newcastle and part of Shire of Lake Macquarie.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1961
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Newcastle, Lake Macquarie
NOTES:

*******************

DRAWER FOUR/ 6: ROYAL OAK LODGE NO.9

MAP #: M4332
SERIES: 
TITLE: Diploma of Mastery in gardenery
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Original [transferred from A5042]
NOTES:

*******************

MAP #: M4333
SERIES: 
TITLE: Diploma of Master in Gardenery
Key to the Diploma… 1886
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 3 Xerox copies
Xerox copy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: [For original Key see A5042]
NOTES:

*******************

ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE

MAP #: M4334
SERIES: Parish maps
TITLE: Parish of Patonga, County of Northumberland, Land District of Gosford, Erina and Hornsby Shires, Eastern Division New South Wales
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: 1918
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho. Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 
NOTES: Transferred from M193A

*******************

MAP #: M4335
SERIES: Parish maps
TITLE: Parish of Cessnock… Land Districts of Maitland and Wollombi
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Department of Lands, Sydney
DATE: October 25 1901
SCALE: 1" = 40 chains
FORMAT: Litho. Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Cessnock, mining permits, mineral leases, bounded by Parishes of Pokolbin, Allendale, Stanford, Mulbring, Quarrybylong, Aellalong, Allandale.
NOTES: Transferred from M196

***************
MAP #: M4336
SERIES: 
TITLE: Plan of the village of Pokolbin
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: Surveyor General’s Office, Sydney
DATE: 1885
SCALE: 1” = 8 chains
FORMAT: Litho. Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Adjacent to Parishes of Allandale and Cessnock
NOTES: Transferred from M195

***************
MAP #: M4337
M4338
SERIES: Plans for lease of Church Property
TITLE: Plans of residential; sites situate in Church and Wolfe Streets, City of Newcastle to be leased by auction for a term of 60 years.
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: A.F. Hall surveyor
DATE: 
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: Christ Church Cathedral, Deanery, Parish Hall, Blocks 1 – 8, Church St, Blocks 9 – 12, Wolfe St, Tyrrell St, Newcomen St
NOTES: Transferred from 165, 165A

***************
DRAWER FOUR/6: RICHMOND MAIN COLLIERY

MAP #: M4339
SERIES: Colliery plans
TITLE: Richmond Main Colliery No.3 panel main West.
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 
SCALE: 1 chain = 1”
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: 
NOTES: Transferred from M547

***************
MAP #: M4340
SERIES: Plans of mine accident locations
TITLE: Plan of fatal accident to F. Hill…. 
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: K. McD
DATE: 19th May 1948
SCALE: 20 ft to 1”
FORMAT: Tracing
SUBJECT/AREA/FEATURES: 
NOTES: Transferred from M476

***************
MAP #: M4341
SERIES: Plans of mine accident locations
TITLE: Richmond Main Colliery scene of No.1 pillar 3 Main West District
CARTOGRAPHER/SURVEYOR/PUBLISHER: M.N. Nielsen
DATE: 10th February, 1941
SCALE: 6.6 ft to 1”
FORMAT: Pen drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: Transferred from M511

*******************
MAP #: M4342
SERIES: Equipment plans
TITLE: Sirocco fan installed at No.3 shaft R.M.C.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: M.N.N
DATE: 18/11/44
SCALE: 4 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: Transferred from M542

*******************
ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE

MAP #: M4343
SERIES: Plans of buildings
TITLE: Plan of proposed additions for the Church of England Girls Grammar School
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: John. W Oldham
DATE:
SCALE: 8 ft to 1"
FORMAT: Tracing Existing building and extensions
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: Transferred from M154

*******************
NEWCASTLE WOOL SELLING BROKERS ASSOCIATION

MAP #: M4344
SERIES: Newcastle maps
TITLE: [Newcastle]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 1" = 1 mile
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Residential and industrial areas
NOTES:

*******************
OSTERLEY

MAP #: M4345
SERIES:
TITLE: Plan of Osterley Hunters River
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Donated by Mitchell Library accompanying letter has Mort and Co.
NOTES:

*******************
DRAWER FOUR/6: HUNTER RIVER
MAP #: M4346
SERIES: Hunter River maps
TITLE: Plan of the River Hunter from Port Hunter to the Falls at West Maitland.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: G.B. White surveyor
DATE: 1844
SCALE:
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Donated by the Mitchell Library 1990
NOTES:

NEWCASTLE ABATTOIRS
[DONOR M. HENRY, DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES]

MAP #: M4347
SERIES: Abattoir plans
TITLE: Municipal Abattoirs for the Newcastle District Abattoir Board at Waratah, N.S.W
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: C.A. Debro
DATE: 1915?
SCALE:
FORMAT: Ink drawing
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

MAP #: M4348 (p)
SERIES: Abattoir photographs
TITLE: Seven photographs of the Abattoirs and staff 1932 – 1938, [and some undated]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

DRAWER FOUR/ 6: JOHN C. REID Ltd

MAP #: M4349
SERIES:
TITLE: Clyde navigation: plan of River Clyde from Glasgow to Clydebank.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: W.M. Alston
DATE: 1911
SCALE: 6" = 1 mile
FORMAT: Coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************

ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE

MAP #: M4350
SERIES: Parish maps
TITLE: Parish of Tomaree County of Gloucester: plan of subdivision of lot 6 Dep plan 17731.

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Henry Ferdinand Halloran

DATE: October, 1948 (date of survey)
Map date 15/8/1949

SCALE: 100 ft to 1"

FORMAT: Print, partly coloured

SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Bounded by Rigney St, Fingal St and Tomaree Rd.

NOTES:

************************

COMMUNIST PARTY OF AUSTRALIA, NEWCASTLE BRANCH

MAP #: M4351
M4352

SERIES: Scrapbooks

TITLE: Two scrapbooks of “The Public face of the Party” [Posters and press clippings], press releases.

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:

DATE: 1973 – 1984

SCALE:

FORMAT: 2 scrapbooks

SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:

NOTES:

************************

STATE RAILAUTHORITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES [Donated by Amalgamated Metal Workers Union]

MAP #: M4353 – M4356

SERIES: Plans of wagon repair facilities

TITLE: Loco and wagon maintenance Hunter region Broadmeadow Loco Depot.

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J.J.H.

DATE: September, 1943

SCALE: 1: 250

FORMAT: 6 prints fastened together

SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Wagon repair sheds and park

NOTES:

************************

MAP #: M4357 – 8

SERIES: Plans of wagon repair facilities

TITLE: Broadmeadow Loco Depot proposed Loco and wagon servicing facilities

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J.J.H.

DATE: [1943?]

SCALE: 1: 500

FORMAT: 2 hand coloured prints

SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Site plans

NOTES:

************************

MAP #: M4359

SERIES: Plans of Loco Servicing Depot

TITLE: Port Waratah Proposed Loco servicing Depot track work

CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:

DATE: [1943?]

SCALE: 1: 500

FORMAT: Hand coloured print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 69
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4375
SERIES: Plans of Newcastle Teachers College Stage 2
TITLE: Newcastle Teachers College stage 2
Roof sections
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE:
SCALE: 1" = 1 ft
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 70
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4376
SERIES: Newcastle Teachers College plans
TITLE: Newcastle Teachers College site development plan. [Shortland site]
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1974
SCALE: 1cm = 10 metres
FORMAT: Print
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Total site area
NOTES:

*******************
PROFESSOR W.F GEYL
MAP #: M4377
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: King Alfred School, Golders Green
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Langfier (photographer)
DATE: 1933[?]
SCALE:
FORMAT: Photograph
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Students and teachers of King Alfred School
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4378
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: University College, London
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: London Panoramic Coy. (photographer)
DATE: 1937
SCALE:
FORMAT: Photograph
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Union Society of University College, London: Group photograph
NOTES:

*******************
WALLSEND DISTRICT HOSPITAL (formerly Wallsend Mining District Hospital)
MAP #: M4379 – M4401
SERIES: Photographs
TITLE: Various areas within Wallsend Hospital complex
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1970’s
SCALE:
FORMAT: Mounted photographs
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Wallsend District Hospital, showing various locations, staff and patients.

NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4402
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Wallsend Hospital Committee, 1931
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Tyndall studios Newcastle West
DATE: 1931
SCALE: Mounted photograph
FORMAT: SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Members of the Hospital Committee, photographed outside one of the Hospital’s buildings.

NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4403
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Panoramic view of Hospital complex
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: Early 1930’s
SCALE: Photograph (in 2 halves)
FORMAT: SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Hand tinted, wide angle view of Hospital

NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4404
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Aerial view of Hospital complex
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1940’s
SCALE: Photograph 20” x 15”
FORMAT: SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Depicts Hospital complex and surrounds

NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4405
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Aerial view of Hospital complex
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1960’s
SCALE: Photograph 20” x 15”
FORMAT: SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Hospital complex and surrounds

NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4406
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: The Wallsend Mining District Hospital, the President and Members of the Board.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Howard Harris, Newcastle, photographer
DATE: c.1920's  
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Mounted photograph 10” x 8”  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Copy of a framed collage of portraits of Board Members  
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4407  
SERIES: Photograph  
TITLE: Unidentified bearded man  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Charleston, Newcastle  
DATE: c.1910’s  
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Mounted photograph  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Possibly a member of Hospital Board  
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4408  
SERIES: Photograph  
TITLE: Edward Charlton, J.P, President 1908 – 1923  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Charleston, Newcastle  
DATE: c.1920’s  
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Mounted photograph  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Large (formerly framed) photograph.  
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4409  
SERIES: Drawing  
TITLE: Wallsend Mining District Hospital, perspective view of completed scheme  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE: c.1940’s  
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Mounted drawing  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Architects perspective drawing (colour).  
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4410  
SERIES: Photograph  
TITLE: Wallsend Mining District Hospital 1913 – 1938  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Howard Harris  
DATE: 1938  
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Mounted photograph  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Panoramic view of Hospital complex  
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4411  
SERIES: Photograph  
TITLE: The original Wallsend Mining District Hospital 1892 – 1912  
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:  
DATE: c.1940’s/50’s  
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Mounted photograph  
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: View of original building (copy of an older print)  
NOTES:
**MAP #: M4412**
**SERIES: Photograph**
**TITLE:**
**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:**
**DATE:**
**SCALE:**
**FORMAT:** Mounted photograph
**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:**
**NOTES:**

**MAP #: M4413**
**SERIES: Cartoon**
**TITLE: Concentration camp**
**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:**
**DATE: Early 1940’s**
**SCALE:**
**FORMAT: Framed**
**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:** Cartoon signed by Hospital staff, depicting Mussolini, Hitler and Goering under guard by an Australian soldier.
**NOTES:**

**MAP #: M4414**
**SERIES: Award/ photograph**
**TITLE: Isabella Dorothy Charlton**
**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:**
**DATE:** 23rd January 1907
**SCALE:**
**FORMAT:** Framed
**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:** Testimonial presented by the Hospital Committee of Management.
**NOTES:**

**MAP #: M4415**
**SERIES: Plan of Hospital**
**TITLE: Plan of Wallsend Mining District Hospital (A)**
**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Frederick Menkens**
**DATE:** 3rd August 1892
**SCALE:** 8 ft to 1"
**FORMAT:** Ground plan
**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:** Plans for a new building
**NOTES:**

**MAP #: M4416**
**SERIES: Ground plan**
**TITLE: Wallsend District Hospital, renovations of old Nurses Home**
**CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Armstrong, Cunningham and Ratcliffe**
**DATE:** 11th August 1965
**SCALE:** 1/8" to 1 ft
**FORMAT:**
**SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:** Plans for renovations of existing building.
**NOTES:**
J & A BROWN/ COAL AND ALLIED

MAP #: M4422 – M4445
SERIES: Caledonian Collieries Ltd
TITLE: Plans of properties in various parishes
DATE: [c.1920's]
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Plan
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:

PLANS AND MAPS – J & A Brown/ Coal & Allied

CALEDONIAN COLLIERIES LTD - PLANS OF PROPERTIES (M4422 - M4445):

M4422. Parish of Kahibah, Sheet No 1. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1485, Folio 168 (Part 1), [c1920s].
M4423. Parish of Kahibah, Sheet No 1A. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1485, Folio 168 (Part 2), [c1920s].
M4424. Parish of Kahibah, Sheet No 2. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1595, Folio 241, [c1920s].
M4425A. Parish of Kahibah, Sheet No 3. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1197, Folio 151, [c1920s].
M4425B. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 3. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 615, Folio 214, [c920s].
M4425C. Parish of Mulbring, Sheet No 3. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2221, Folio 122, [c1920s].
M4425D. Parish of Mulbring, Sheet No 3. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2225, Folio 53, [c1920s].
M4426. Parish of Newcastle, Sheet No 4. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2307, Folio 224, [c1920s].
M4427. Parish of Newcastle, Sheet No 5. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1485, Folio 169, [c1920s].
M4428. Parish of Kahibah, Sheet No 6. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2402, Folio 235, [c1920s].
M4429. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 7. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2396, Folio 99 (now 5408, Folio 113 – Consolidated Certificate), [c1920s].
M4430. Township of West Wallsend, Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 8. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2390, Folio 188, [c1920s].

M4431. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 9. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1226, Folio 167, [c1920s].

M4432A. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 10. Plan of Certificate of Title, Volume 1409, Folio 187, [c1920s].

M4432B. Parish of Pokolbin, Sheet No 10. Plan of Certificate of Title, Volume 1715, Folio 37, [c1920s].

M4432C. Parish of Pokolbin, Sheet No 10. Plan of Certificate of Title, Volume 1715, Folio 38, [c1920s].

M4432D. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 10. Plan of Certificate of Title, Volume 1409, Folio 186, [c1920s].

M4433A. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 11. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1381, Folio 189, [c1920s].

M4433B. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 11. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1434, Folio 89, [c1920s].

M4433C. Parish of Cessnock, Sheet No 11. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2397, Folio 54, [c1920s].

M4433D. Parish of Cessnock, Sheet No 11. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2431, Folio 81, [c1920s].

M4434. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 12. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2164, Folio 166, [c1920s].

M4435. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 13. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1399, Folio 204 (Part 1), [c1920s].

M4436. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 13A. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1399, Folio 204 (Part 2), [c1920s].

M4437. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 14. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1063, Folio 143, [c1920s].

M4438. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 15. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2387, Folio 202, [c1920s].


M4440. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 17. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1226, Folio 163, [c1920s].

M4441. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 18. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2041, Folio 13, [c1920s].


M4445. Plan showing Colliery holdings - the property of Wm Laidley and Company, August, 1929.

M4446. Plan showing Delta No 1 Colliery, Parish of Maitland, Sheet No U4565-3-2, [1980s]. (Box No 2779, Code 473).

M4447. Photograph entitled "Bullock Team arriving with Pit Timber" reproduced from book Abermain and Seaham Coals page 40 (See A5373 (iii)), c1925.

M4448. Photographs entitled "The Skip Repairer" and "Seaham No 1 Colliery" reproduced from book Abermain and Seaham Coals pages 6 and 41 respectively (See A5373 (iii)), c1925.

M4449. Worksheet for photographic layout containing photographs of ship MV Conara, State Rail Authority Unit Coal Train, coal truck and transhipment at Balls Head, Sydney, [c1980s].

ADMINISTRATION - PHYSICAL PLANNING AND ESTATES BRANCH (PREVIOUSLY PLANNER'S DIVISION, THEN PROPERTY DIVISION). (ID 9000)


M4458. Plans relating to Proposed Students Refectory at HIHE, Rankin Drive, Waratah, [c.1980s].


M4460. Plans relating to Extensions to No.2 Carpark at The University of Newcastle, 1988.


M4469. Copy of State Highway No.23 - construction of north/south bypass, Newcastle Road to Sandgate Road, Volume 1, c.1985.


M4471. Copy of a proposal to the University of Newcastle for the design and construction of multi storey car parking with cover letter dated 25th July, 1991.


UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – VC’S UNIT – FIRST VICE-CHANCELLOR J.J. AUCHMUTY

M4471 - 4478
PLANS AND MAPS – J & A Brown/ Coal & Allied


M4480. Photograph of vessel in Newcastle Harbour (?), [c1930].

M4481. R W Miller and Company Pty Ltd - Ayrfield Coal with two hand coloured coal trucks in foreground, [c1950].

M4482. Minmi Colliery Workshops, 1906.


M4486. Vessels in Sydney Harbour with Dalgetys Wool and Grain Stores Building in background, c1945.

M4489. West Wallsend Colliery, c1905.

M4490. Aberdare Colliery, c1980s.

M4491. Aberdare South Colliery, c1980s.

M4492. Aberdare Central Colliery, c1980s.


M4494. Wallarah Colliery Panorama, 1912.

M4495. Aerial view of Coal Loader, c1980.

M4496. Unidentified mine site, c1980s.

M4497. Wallarah Junction (?), c1905.

M4498. Wallarah Colliery (?), c1905.

M4499. Unidentified mine site, c1915.


M4502. Joint Coal Board, Sydney - Cessnock District - location of underground and open cut mines, June, 1951.

M4503. Joint Coal Board, Sydney - Newcastle District - location of underground and open cut mines, June, 1951.

UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – ADMINISTRATION – PHYSICAL PLANNING AND ESTATES (PREV. PLANNER’S DIVISION THEN PROPERTY DIVISION)

MAP #: M4450
SERIES: Plans
TITLE: Student refectory building
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Architect Snell
DATE: September 1989
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Photocopies
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Showing steel dimensions, steel/brick stout, site plan, floor plan, Elevation section, details and electrical layouts.

MAP #: M4451
SERIES: Plans
TITLE: Science Engineering building
DATE: August 1987
September 1987
SCALE: 1: 200
1: 100
FORMAT: Architects plans (copies)
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Landscape plan, floor plans, roof plan, site plan, elevations and sections.

MAP #: M4452
SERIES: Plans
TITLE: Science Engineering building Hydraulic services
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Julius, Poole and Gibson
DATE: 9/7/1987
SCALE: 1: 500
FORMAT: Architects plans (copies)
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Site detail plan, long sections and details

MAP #: M4453
SERIES: Plans
TITLE: Science Engineering building
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Rankine and Hill
DATE: July, 1987
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Architects plans (copies)
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Bulk earthworks, Footing details, column schedule and details

MAP #: M4454
SERIES: Plan
TITLE: Alterations and additions to Drama Theatre
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: J.L.M Property Division
DATE: June 1987
SCALE: 1: 100
FORMAT: Architects plans (copies)
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Plans: Section elevations
NOTES:**************

MAP #: M4455
SERIES: Plan
TITLE: Joint computer and Teaching building lift services
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Valentine and Dick Pty Ltd
DATE: October 1988
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Architects plans (copies)
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:**************

MAP #: M4456
SERIES: Plans
TITLE: Joint computer and Teaching building Landscape plan
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: January 1989
SCALE: 1: 200
FORMAT: Photocopies
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 2 copies
NOTES:**************

MAP #: M4457
SERIES: Plan
TITLE: International House Landscape plan
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: D.D. Morris
DATE: June 1988
SCALE: 1: 200
FORMAT: Photocopy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:**************

MAP #: M4458
SERIES: Plans
TITLE: Proposed students refectory at H.I.H.E Rankin Drive, Waratah
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Low and Hawke Pty Ltd
DATE: [c.1980’s]
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Photocopy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Footings, floor slabs, Mezzanine floor and skillion roof, main roof framing and roof section/details.
NOTES:**************

MAP #: M4459
SERIES: Plans
TITLE: Additional Residential Accommodation at Edwards Hall of Residence
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Rodd and Hay Associates
DATE: May 1987
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Architects plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Plans, elevation, sections, electrical, bedroom, kitchen layout, site, ground floor 1st floor and plumbing
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4460
SERIES: Plans
TITLE: Extensions to No.2 carpark
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Robert Towers and Assoc.
DATE: November 1988
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Architects plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Zone 1, zone 2, sections
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4461
SERIES: Plans
TITLE: Science Engineering building
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Bernard Aire Rodd and Hay
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Architects plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Setout of fume cupboard exhaust fan and discharge ducts and Floor plans level 1 and 2.
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4462
SERIES: Plans
TITLE: Science Engineering building
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Julius Poole and Gibson Pty Ltd
DATE: 1987
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Architects plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Electrical services
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4463
SERIES: Plans
TITLE: Residential Accommodation International House
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Rodd, Hay, Craig Associates
DATE: 1988
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Architects plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Site plans, elevation, electrical, bedroom and kitchen unit layout
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4464
SERIES: Plans
TITLE: Joint computer and Teaching building
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Valentine and Dick
DATE: 1988
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Architects plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Site, location landscape, levels 1 – 3, section, elevation and reflected ceiling plans.

NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4465
SERIES: Plans
TITLE: Edwards Hall
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Killen and Doran
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Architects plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Extension plans, elevations, electrical and landscape plan
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4466
SERIES: Plan
TITLE: University Union
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Valentine and Dick
DATE: 1988
SCALE: 1: 100
FORMAT: Architects plans
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Fast food, coffee shop and Kitchen upgrading
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4467
SERIES: Plan
TITLE: Hunter District Water Board Sewer Diagram
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: H.D.W.B
DATE: 1988
SCALE: 1: 500
FORMAT: Photocopy
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Unidentified site
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4468
SERIES: Book of plans
TITLE: Proposed Directional and Destination Signage
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Eckford/Johnson
DATE: 1990
SCALE: 1: 10
FORMAT: Printed
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Various concept sketches
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4469
SERIES: Book of plans
TITLE: State Highway No.23 Construction North – South Bypass Newcastle Rd to Sandgate Rd vol.1.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: McDonald, Wagner and Priddle
DATE: c.1985
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Printed
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
MAP #: M4470
SERIES: Book of plans
TITLE: Extensions to faculty of Architecture building Degree Course Uni of Newcastle Preliminary Working drawings Progress Report No.1
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Architects Snell
DATE: c.1989
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Printed
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Elevations, floor plans, roof plans and details
NOTES:

MAP #: M4471
SERIES: Book of plans
TITLE: A proposal to the University of Newcastle for the design and construction of the multi storey car parking.
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Leighton
DATE: July 1991
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Printed
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Levels 1 – 7, elevations, sections
NOTES:

MAP #: M4472
SERIES: Group of plans
TITLE: Child Care Centre Rankin Drive, Shortland N.S.W
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Noble Bennett Pty Ltd
DATE: Jan – May 1975
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Printed
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Location, floor plans, sections, elevations, electrical and roof, drainage, site works, footing, suspended slab and details.
NOTES:

MAP #: M4473
SERIES: Group of plans
TITLE: Child Care Centre Rankin Dr, Shortland N.S.W
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Noble Bennett Pty Ltd
DATE: Jan 1975 – Dec 1976
SCALE: Various
FORMAT: Printed
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Eaves, exterior store, room divider, fitment, window section, Setouts, drainage, electrical, elevations, floor plans.
NOTES:

UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – ADMINISTRATION – VICE CHANCELLOR’S UNIT – FIRST V.C – PROFESSOR J.J. AUCHMUTY

MAP #: M4474
SERIES: Artifact
TITLE: Academical gown (black)
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Property of Professor J.J. Auchmuty
DATE: 1950’s [?]
SCALE: 
FORMAT: Housed in plastic
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Students of Ripon Hall, Oxford
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4475
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Ripon Hall, Oxford 1932 – 1933
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Gillman and Hill and Saunders
DATE: 1933
SCALE:
FORMAT: Large
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Students of Ripon Hall, Oxford
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4476
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Staff of Farouk 1 University, Alexandria, 1949
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1949
SCALE:
FORMAT: Large
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4477
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: College Theological Society, Centenary Session, 1930 – 31
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: R. Sparkes, The College Studios
DATE: 1931
SCALE:
FORMAT: Large
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Trinity College, Dublin
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4478
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Armagh Royal School, 1st XV 1926 – 27
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: H. Allison and Son, Armagh
DATE: 1927
SCALE:
FORMAT: Large
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Footballers
NOTES:

***************
J & A BROWN/ COAL & ALLIED

MAP #: M4479
SERIES: Photographs
TITLE: Photo album
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: c.1986
SCALE:
FORMAT: Mounted
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Coal spillage and screening processes (colour)
NOTES:
***************
MAP #: M4480
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Photo of vessel in Newcastle Harbour
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: c.1930
SCALE:
FORMAT: Mounted
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: On coming vessel b/w
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4481
SERIES: Photographs
TITLE: R.W. Miller and Co. Pty Ltd Ayrfield Coal and tracks
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: c.1950
SCALE:
FORMAT: Mounted
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: 2 R.W. Miller coal tracks at the front of Ayrfield coal silos hand
coloured
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4482
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Minmi Colliery Workshops
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1906
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Workshop, railstock and chimney at centre of photo. b/w
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4483
SERIES: Photograph
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: c.1945
SCALE:
FORMAT: Mounted
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Jetty, coal truck and S.S. “Cofio” loading
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4484
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Stockton Pit
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1906
SCALE:
FORMAT: Un-mounted
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Left hand side view L/W
NOTES:

***************
MAP #: M4485
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: South Maitland Railways Pty Ltd Locomotive
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: c.1950
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Distinctive black and red train with two coal trucks
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4486 – M4488
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Vessels in Sydney Harbour with Dalgety, Wool and Grain stores building in background
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: c.1945
SCALE:
FORMAT: Mounted
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Dalgety, Wool and Grain store building in background
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4489
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: West Wallsend Colliery
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: c.1905
SCALE:
FORMAT: Un-mounted
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Colliery in background, empty coal trucks in foreground
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4490
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Aberdare Colliery
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: c.1980’s
SCALE:
FORMAT: Mounted
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Aberdare in background colour
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4491
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Aberdare south
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: c.1980’s
SCALE:
FORMAT: Mounted
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Colour. Colliery in background
NOTES:

*******************
MAP #: M4492
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Aberdare central
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: c.1980’s
MAP #: M4493
SERIES: Vessel William the Fourth photograph
TITLE: Vessel William the Fourth
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: May 1988
SCALE: Mounted
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Colour. Sailing ship with letter
NOTES:

MAP #: M4494
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Wallarah Colliery
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: 1912
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: B/W panorama of mine
NOTES:

MAP #: M4495
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Coal loader (aerial view)
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: c.1980's
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Colour
NOTES:

MAP #: M4496
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Unidentified mine site
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: c.1980's
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Colour. Aerial view
NOTES:

MAP #: M4497
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Wallarah Junction
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: 
DATE: c.1905
SCALE: 
FORMAT: 
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: B/W
NOTES:
MAP #: M4498
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Wallarah Colliery?
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: c.1905
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Photograph is companion to M4497. Three men in foreground
NOTES:

MAP #: M4499
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: Unidentified mine site
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: c.1915
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: B/W photograph
NOTES:

MAP #: M4500
SERIES: Artifacts
TITLE: Artwork for R.W. Miller and Co. Dinner menu
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: August 1978
SCALE:
FORMAT: Mounted
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Company function held Friday 18/8/1978
NOTES:

MAP #: M4501
SERIES: Artifacts
TITLE: Artwork for R.W. Miller and Co. Advertisement
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: c.1970
SCALE:
FORMAT: Mounted
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Coal: Bread and Butter for Australia R.W. Miller Coalmines
NOTES:

MAP #: M4502
SERIES: Maps and plans
TITLE: Cessnock District – Location of underground and O/C Mines
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Joint Coal Board, Sydney H.T.W.
DATE: 22/6/1951
SCALE: ½" = 1 mile
FORMAT: Mounted
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Cessnock District with list of underground and Open Cut mine
NOTES:

MAP #: M4503
SERIES: Maps and plans
TITLE: Newcastle District – Location of underground and O/C mines
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Joint Coal Board, Sydney H.T.W.
DATE: 7/6/1951
SCALE: ½” = 1 mile
FORMAT: Mounted
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Newcastle District with list of all Underground and Open Cut Mines

NOTES:

*******************
FARRELL, (R.E.) TOM
MAP #: M4504
SERIES: Map
TITLE: New Lambton land sale Creer and Berkeley, Auctioneers
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER: Linton, Palmer and Turner, Surveyors
DATE: 23/6/1932
SCALE:
FORMAT:
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Area adjacent to Kotara Railway station
NOTES:

*******************
UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
MAP #: M4505
SERIES: Photograph
TITLE: “Earthquake Village”
CARTOGRAPHER/ SURVEYOR/ PUBLISHER:
DATE: 1990
SCALE:
FORMAT: Framed
NOTES:

*******************

M4422 TO M4503 HAVE BEEN ENTERED ABOVE IN THE STANDARD FORMAT.

PLANS AND MAPS – J & A Brown/ Coal & Allied
CELERONIAN COLLIERIES LTD - PLANS OF PROPERTIES (M4422 - M4445):
M4422. Parish of Kahibah, Sheet No 1. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1485, Folio 168 (Part 1), [c1920s].
M4423. Parish of Kahibah, Sheet No 1A. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1485, Folio 168 (Part 2), [c1920s].
M4424. Parish of Kahibah, Sheet No 2. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1595, Folio 241, [c1920s].
M4425A. Parish of Kahibah, Sheet No 3. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1197, Folio 151, [c1920s].
M4425B. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 3. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 615, Folio 214, [c1920s].
M4425C. Parish of Mulbring, Sheet No 3. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2221, Folio 122, [c1920s].
M4425D. Parish of Mulbring, Sheet No 3. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2225, Folio 53, [c1920s].
M4426. Parish of Newcastle, Sheet No 4. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2307, Folio 224, [c1920s].
M4427. Parish of Newcastle, Sheet No 5. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1485, Folio 169, [c1920s].
M4428. Parish of Kahibah, Sheet No 6. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2402, Folio 235, [c1920s].
M4429. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 7. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2396, Folio 99 (now 5408, Folio 113 – Consolidated Certificate), [c1920s].
M4430. Township of West Wallsend, Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 8. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2390, Folio 188, [c1920s].
M4431. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 9. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1226, Folio 167, [c1920s].
M4432A. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 10. Plan of Certificate of Title, Volume 1409, Folio 187, [c1920s].
M4432B. Parish of Pokolbin, Sheet No 10. Plan of Certificate of Title, Volume 1715, Folio 37, [c1920s].
M4432C. Parish of Pokolbin, Sheet No 10. Plan of Certificate of Title, Volume 1715, Folio 38, [c1920s].
M4432D. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 10. Plan of Certificate of Title, Volume 1409, Folio 186, [c1920s].
M4433A. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 11. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1381, Folio 189, [c1920s].
M4433B. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 11. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1434, Folio 89, [c1920s].
M4433C. Parish of Cessnock, Sheet No 11. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2397, Folio 54, [c1920s].
M4433D. Parish of Cessnock, Sheet No 11. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2431, Folio 81, [c1920s].

M4434. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 12. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2164, Folio 166, [c1920s].

M4435. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 13. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1399, Folio 204 (Part 1), [c1920s].

M4436. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 13A. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1399, Folio 204 (Part 2), [c1920s].

M4437. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 14. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1063, Folio 143, [c1920s].

M4438. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 15. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2387, Folio 202, [c1920s].


M4440. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 17. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 1226, Folio 163, [c1920s].

M4441. Parish of Teralba, Sheet No 18. Plan on Certificate of Title, Volume 2041, Folio 13, [c1920s].


M4445. Plan showing Colliery holdings - the property of Wm Laidley and Company, August, 1929.

M4446. Plan showing Delta No 1 Colliery, Parish of Maitland, Sheet No U4565-3-2, [1980s]. (Box No 2779, Code 473).

M4447. Photograph entitled "Bullock Team arriving with Pit Timber" reproduced from book Abermain and Seaham Coals page 40 (See A5373 (iii)), c1925.

M4448. Photographs entitled "The Skip Repairer" and "Seaham No 1 Colliery" reproduced from book Abermain and
Seaham Coals pages 6 and 41 respectively (See A5373 (iii)), c1925.

M4449. Worksheet for photographic layout containing photographs of ship MV Conara, State Rail Authority Unit Coal Train, coal truck and transhipment at Balls Head, Sydney, [c1980s].

ADMINISTRATION - PHYSICAL PLANNING AND ESTATES BRANCH (PREVIOUSLY PLANNER’S DIVISION, THEN PROPERTY DIVISION). (ID 9000)


M4458. Plans relating to Proposed Students Refectory at HIHE, Rankin Drive, Waratah, [c.1980s].


M4460. Plans relating to Extensions to No.2 Carpark at The University of Newcastle, 1988.


M4469. Copy of State Highway No.23 - construction of north/south bypass, Newcastle Road to Sandgate Road, Volume 1, c.1985.


M4471. Copy of a proposal to the University of Newcastle for the design and construction of multi storey car parking with cover letter dated 25th July, 1991.


UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – VC’S UNIT – FIRST VICE-CHANCELLOR J.J. AUCHMUTY

M4471 - 4478

PLANS AND MAPS – J & A Brown/ Coal & Allied


M4480. Photograph of vessel in Newcastle Harbour (?), [c1930].

M4481. R W Miller and Company Pty Ltd - Ayrfield Coal with two hand coloured coal trucks in foreground, [c1950].

M4482. Minmi Colliery Workshops, 1906.


M4489. West Wallsend Colliery, c1905.

M4490. Aberdare Colliery, c1980s.

M4491. Aberdare South Colliery, c1980s.
M4492. Aberdare Central Colliery, c1980s.
M4494. Wallarah Colliery Panorama, 1912.
M4495. Aerial view of Coal Loader, c1980.
M4496. Unidentified mine site, c1980s.
M4497. Wallarah Junction (?), c1905.
M4498. Wallarah Colliery (?), c1905.
M4499. Unidentified mine site, c1915.
M4502. Joint Coal Board, Sydney - Cessnock District - location of underground and open cut mines, June, 1951.
M4503. Joint Coal Board, Sydney - Newcastle District - location of underground and open cut mines, June, 1951.

Electric Lamp Manufacturers (Australia) Pty Ltd (ELMA) [Incl. Subsidiary Company: Newcastle Glass Works (NGW)]

Conduit: Robert McLardy
Date: July 2002

M4506 Aerial photograph of E.L.M.A. Hamilton works plant, c1950s.
M4507 Aerial photograph of E.L.M.A. Hamilton works plant, c1930s.
M4508 Photograph - Photometry Department Merv Light Quality Manager, c1960s.
M4510 Newcastle Glass Work Pty Ltd Factory Layout 1986 (Plan 1217 Revised 17.6.86) R.J.P.

M4511 Client: Electric Lamp Manufacturers (Aust.) Pty Ltd
Job Name: Earthquake Remedial Works Electric Lamp Manufacturers (Aust.) Pty Ltd Factory Clyde Street Hamilton.
Drg Title: T.L. Groups Factory First Floor Plan
Drawn by BJB for Rankine & Hill Pty Ltd May 1990
Plan S2
Drawn by M. Driscoll

M4521 Newcastle Glass Works Pty Ltd Clyde Street Hamilton Newcastle Aust.  
Title: Existing Building Layout of Newcastle Glass Works  
Date: 21.9.1961  
Scale: 1mm = 1’  
Drg 1129 D  
Drawn by Allan Farr

M4522 Newcastle Glass Works Pty Ltd Clyde Street Hamilton Newcastle Aust.  
Title: Layout Foundations and Drains New Factory  
Date: 14.2.1950  
Scale: ¼ inch = 1 foot  
Drg 829  
Drawn by W.L.

M4523 Newcastle Glass Works Pty Ltd Clyde Street Hamilton Newcastle Aust.  
Title: Brick Chimney Stack  
Date: 15.3.1950  
Scale: ¾ inch = 1 foot  
Drg 834  
Drawn by W. Leupen

M4524 Newcastle Glass Works Pty Ltd Clyde Street Hamilton Newcastle Aust.  
Title: Layout Existing Glass Factory  
Date: 4.2.1947  
Scale: 2mm = 1 foot  
Drg 653  
Drawn by W. L.

M4525 Newcastle Glass Works Pty Ltd Clyde Street Hamilton Newcastle Aust.  
Title: Annealing Kiln Handplant  
Date: 13.5.1949  
Scale: 1 inch = 1 foot  
Drg 776D  
Drawn by W. Leupen.

M4526 Newcastle Glass Works Pty Ltd Clyde Street Hamilton Newcastle Aust.  
Title: 8.1 m² Tank #2 Transverse Section & Supporting Steelwork  
Date: 28.7.1969  
Scale: 1:10  
Drg 1226  
Drawn by Allan Farr

M4527 Newcastle Glass Works Pty Ltd Clyde Street Hamilton Newcastle Aust.  
Title: Foundation & Drains No1 Tank  
Date: 8.10.1970  
Scale: ¼ inch = 1 foot  
Drg 1258  
Drawn by Allan Farr

M4528 Electric Lamp Manufacturers Pty Ltd  
Title: Wagga Lamp Factory  
Date: 2.6.1942  
Scale: 1 inch = 16 feet  
Drg - no number  
Traced by A.B.

M4529 Electric Lamp Manufacturers Pty Ltd  
Title: ELMA - Rearrangement of First Floor Offices
Date: September 1953  
Scale: 1/8 inch = 1 foot  
Drg - H-80  
Drawn by Rodd & Hay Architects

M4530 Electric Lamp Manufacturers Pty Ltd  
Title: Master Plan - Electric Lamp Manufacturers (Australia) Pty Ltd  
Date: July 1950  
Scale: 1 inch = 40 feet  
Drg - H-73k  
Drawn by NGW Pty Ltd

M4531 Series of high quality A3 size prints showing various stages of lamp production process c.2000

M4532 Photograph of A.R. Edwards Manager 1931 - 1944.


M4534 Aerial Photograph of ELMA Plant Sept 1958.

M4535 Aerial Photograph of ELMA Plant 1959.

M4536 Aerial Photograph of ELMA Plant 1959.

M4537 Aerial Photograph of ELMA Plant and locality 1977.

M4538 Aerial Photograph of ELMA Plant and locality [Hilder 12.5.72].

M4539 Metal Trades Employers Association Certificate, 17th May 1931.

M4540 The Illuminating Engineering Society of Australia, Victoria Certificate, c.1930s.


M4542 Scrap positives of lamps, c.1980s.

M4543 Large format photographic album of various retirements 1983-1985.


M4545 Two 40 watt fluorescent tubes and one 36 watt fluorescent tube last manufactured at ELMA plant, 18th April 2002.

M4546 The Management Shield Sports and Social Club For Annual Competition between ELMA and NGW., 1946-1957.

**CARRINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOL RECORDS:** (Conduit: Mrs. M. Cramp). [Received: 15th September 2000]. [Accessioned: 4th November 2003]

M4547 Class Rolls, March 1880 – June 1881

M4548 Class Rolls, March 1883 – Sept 1885

M4549 Class Rolls, March 1884 – June 1905
M4550  Class Rolls, June 1884 – June 1886
M4551  Class Rolls, 1885 – 1886 (Fragments)
M4552  Class Rolls, Dec 1885 – June 1887
M4553  Class Rolls, June 1886 – June 1888
M4554  Class Rolls, Sept 1888 – Dec 1889
M4555  Class Rolls, May 1889
M4556  Class Rolls, Sept 1889 – March 1890
M4557  Class Rolls, March 1890 – Dec 1890
M4558  Class Rolls, March 1890 – Dec 1890
M4559  Class Rolls, March 1891 – Sept 1891
M4560  Class Rolls, Dec 1891 – June 1893
M4561  Class Rolls, March 1892 – Dec 1892
M4562  Class Rolls, March 1893 – June 1894
M4563  Class Rolls, Sept 1893 - Dec 1894
M4564  Class Rolls, October 1893 – June 1894
M4565  Class Rolls, March 1895 – March 1896
M4566  Class Rolls, March 1895 – Dec 1896 (Upper Third)
M4567  Class Rolls, March 1895 – Dec 1896 (Second, Boys/Girls)
M4568  Class Rolls, Sept 1895 – Dec 1896
M4569  Class Rolls, March 1897 – June 1898
M4570  Class Rolls, March 1897 – Sept 1898
M4571  Class Rolls, March 1897 – Dec 1898
M4572  Class Rolls, Dec 1898 – Dec 1899
M4573  Class Rolls, Cover only (Onybrgambah, Newcastle, NSW)
M4574  Class Rolls, March 1899 – March 1900
M4575  Class Rolls, March 1900 – March 1902
M4576  Class Rolls, March 1900 – June 1902
M4577  Class Rolls, March 1902 – Dec 1903
M4578  Class Rolls, June 1902 – Dec 1903
M4579  Class Rolls, Sept 1902 – Sept 1903
M4580  Class Rolls, March 1903 – Dec 1903
M4581  Class Rolls, March 1904 – Sept 1905
M4582  Class Rolls, Dec 1906 – Dec 1907
M4583  Observation Book, July 1896-March 1903 (Carrington Public School)
M4584  Observation Book, May 1891-Sept.1895
M4585  Observation Book, Aug.1896
M4586  Observation Book (blank) (acc. Letter dated 22.4.1899)
M4587  Register of Admission Book, (1885?) 1886-Nov.1896
M4588  Register of Admission Book, Mar.1890-Apr.1890
M4589  Register of Admission Book, Mar.1890-Nov.1896
M4590  Daily Report Book, April 1881-Dec.1884
M4592  Daily Report Book, Jan.1892-Feb.1892; Aug.1893-Sept.1893 (Fragments)
M4593  Daily report Book, Sept.1894-Dec.1894
M4595  Daily Report Book, Jan.1897-Feb.1900
M4596  Daily Report Book (Blank)
M4597  Ireland-Rubber (Dunlop Instruction Card) (Teaching and Information board, c.1890s)
M4598  ‘Treatment of the apparently dead from drowning or Suffocation’ (Teaching and information poster)
M4599  ‘Temperance. Wall Sheet No.1’ (Teaching and Information poster) (fragmented - in 2 parts)
M4600  ‘Cow’ (poster)
M4601  ‘Horse’ (poster) (badly faded)
M4602  ‘The Native Cat’ (poster) (decayed, beginning to fragment)
M4603  ‘Lion’ (poster) (badly faded)
M4604  ‘Marguerite’ (poster) (fragmented condition)
M4605  ‘Productions of Russia’ (Teaching and information board) (Decayed, damaged condition)
M4606  Behaviour rules-Carrington Public School (6 Nov. 1890) (Teaching and information board)
M4607  Behaviour rules-Carrington Public School (6 Nov. 1890) (Teaching and information board)
M4608  ‘The Preaching of John the Baptist’ (Teaching information board) (damaged, fragmented, faded)

M4609  ‘The Pigs’; ‘Sheep Dog’; ‘The Horse’ (decayed, fragmented), (Poster)

UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE – FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE
Conduit: A/Professor Ross Deamer. Date accessioned: 2nd April 2004.


M4611  Photographs of buildings, features of buildings, scenes and statuary, of architectural interest, from Italy, England, France, Egypt and India. (42). [1900]

ROYAL NEWCASTLE HOSPITAL GRADUATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
Conduit: K. Kvist. [Date received: November 1988]. [Date accessioned: 7th April 2004.]

M4612  Framed photograph of Nurses and medical staff at Royal Newcastle Hospital. n.d.

UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE –
Conduit: [Date accessioned: 7th April, 2004].

M4613  Aerial photograph as a poster “The University of Newcastle Looks Ahead”. [197?].

NEWCASTLE & HUNTER DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Conduit: Mavis Ebbott [Date received: 13th September 2000]. [Date Accessioned: 7th April 2004].

Photographs
M4614  Winn’s Corner, Hunter Street, showing the store, electric tram and Scotts Limited in background. Also sign for Cavalier, Optician [L., 51 Hunter Street]. [1930]

M4615  Cardiff Railway Workshop employees. 12x50cm. NDHS No. P000056/31.25/97. [1940]

M4616  The Junction School, showing ex-pupils [?] 12x48cm. [1930.]

M4617  A group of nurses in the grounds of a hospital [unidentified]. P1204/31.28/2000. [1930?].


M4621  Winn’s Staff and Director. P143/89. [1930?].

M4622  Stockton Bridge over the Hunter River, looking north. [1973?]

M4623  Waiting for trams, Perkins Street, Newcastle. P1224/44.19/2000. [1920?].
M4624 Scott Street, Newcastle with adjacent trainlines, steamtrain and steamtram. P1223/44.16/2000. [1920?]

M4625 Hospital, Newcastle. [Coal monument and Park, Royal Newcastle Hospital. 1900?]. P1225/44.16/2000.

M4626 Aerial View of Newcastle showing Winn’s Store, Christ Church Cathedral, St Mary’s Catholic Church, Congregational Church. [1960s].


M4628 City of Newcastle – Coat of Arms. Masonite board. 61x46cm. n.d.

M4629 Photograph of unidentified country location, in colour, stuck to glass sheet. n.d.

M4630 The Newcastle and Hunter District Historical Society badge with Seal. Masonite Board in wooden frame. 51x71cm. n.d.


M4641-2 Map of the City of Newcastle and environs, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland. Land district of Newcastle. 23rd September 1958. 6mm = 1

Plan of the City of Newcastle, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland, N.S.W. 1873. From the original in the Archives Office of N.S.W. A.O. 4393. Scale of 4 chains to one inch. Sheet 86 x 70 cm. Shows only that part of the city which was laid out by the Crown. M1998/12.


M4687 Northumberland County District scheme map as approved by the Minister, City of Newcastle. Sheet 1. Northumberland County Council. 1960. Heavy cardboard. 100 x 78 cm. Shows Wickham, Carrington and Stockton. M1999/51A.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M4688</td>
<td>Northumberland County District scheme map as approved by the Minister, City of Newcastle. Sheet 2. Northumberland County Council. 1960. Scale 8 chains = one inch. Heavy cardboard. 77 x 95 cm. Shows Hamilton, Merewether and Newcastle. M1999/51B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4690</td>
<td>Northumberland County District scheme map as approved by the Minister, City of Newcastle. Sheet 4. Northumberland County Council. 1960. Scale 8 chains = one inch. Heavy cardboard. 77 x 95 cm. Shows New Lambton and Adamstown. M1999/51D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4691</td>
<td>Northumberland County District scheme map as approved by the Minister, City of Newcastle. Sheet 5. Northumberland County Council. 1960. Heavy cardboard. 77 x 100 cm. Shows Plattsburg, Wallsend, Birmingham Gardens, and Jesmond. M1999/51E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4692</td>
<td>Northumberland County District scheme map as approved by the Minister, City of Newcastle. Sheet 6. Northumberland County Council. 1960. Heavy cardboard. 81 x 100 cm. Shows Ironbark Creek, Shortland, Sandgate Cemetery. M1999/51F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4694</td>
<td>Map of City of Newcastle. Scale 20 chains to one inch. Heavy cardboard 75 x 102 cm. Mine subsidence areas are outlined in red, proclaimed in 26th June 1961 and in blue, proclaimed 19th January 1968. M1999/52.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4701</td>
<td>View of Newcastle, N.S.W., showing illustrations of commercial buildings, Stockton, The Nobbies and Newcastle Harbour. [NNPL LH MAP C 919.442/52.] M2000/62.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
M4703  Chart of the First Fleet Passenger Manifest.  Here find the name o’ every soul who sailed aboard His Majesty’s First Fleet bound for Botany Bay.  Australia Post, 1987.  83 x 56 cm.

M4704  Chart of paper showing Newcastle city area bounded by Scott and King Streets, and Brown and Pacific Streets.  Sheet 260 x 85 cm.  Some business locations have been penciled in.  n.d.


M4706  Chart of The First Fleet, 1788, the founders of the Nation of Australia.  Compiled by Bryan Thomas, Sydney.  1980.  44 x 63 cm.

M4707  The Founders of the Nation, the people of the First Fleet.  Compiled from the records of Fellowship of First Fleeters.  Chart 60 x 42 cm.  [1988].


M4713  Copy of Conversion Tables added in Registrar General’s Department for DP 239405 SH 1/2 and SH 2/2 to accompany plans M4709 and M4710.  1967.

M4714  Chart of The Opening of the Sydney Harbour Bridge, March 19th 1932.  Has photographs of the bridge, personalities, activities as well as statistics and a description of the official opening of the bridge.  72 x 49 cm.

M4715  Wall map on rods – Craigie’s general map of the Newcastle-Maitland-Cessnock District, with an insets of southern Lake Macquarie and Singleton.  Compiled, drawn & published by Kenneth Craigie, Sydney.  Scale 1 mile to 1 inch. Shows mines and collieries.  70 x 100.  [1920’s?]  M1998/43.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M4716</td>
<td>Wall map on roller blind rod - <em>The World showing political divisions. Mercator’s Projection.</em> Compiled and published by H.E.C. Robinson, Sydney. [1940’s?]. 63 x 100 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4717</td>
<td>Wall map on roller blind rod - <em>The World showing political divisions. Mercator’s Projection.</em> Compiled and published by H.E.C. Robinson, Sydney. [1940’s?]. 63 x 100 cm. 2nd copy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4718</td>
<td>Wall map on rods – <em>Australia, pictorial exploration map.</em> Published by Chas. H. Scully &amp; Co., Wollstonecraft, NSW. Map no. 117. Shows routes on land and sea. Inset <em>Crossing the Mountains</em> (Blue Mountains). 85 x 114 cm. [1940’s].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4719</td>
<td>Wall map on rods - <em>School map of Australia.</em> Published by Chas. H. Scully &amp; Co., Wollstonecraft, NSW. Shows travel routes and international distances from Sydney. Insets of Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide. 114 x 88 cm. [1940’s].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4720</td>
<td><em>Chart of Newcastle Harbour and Port Waratah.</em> Inset <em>Plan of Newcastle.</em> D.T. Allan, Harbour Master, 1861, corrected to 1870. Illustration at bottom of map shows <em>Newcastle, New South Wales. Seen from Nobbys.</em> Lat: 32º55´20&quot;S. Long: 151º50´20&quot;E. Published by R.C. Knaggs &amp; Co., Newcastle, NSW. 1870. Soundings in Feet at low Water. Scale: one cable = 100 fathoms. (Map has two pieces detached. Missing top left corner.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4721</td>
<td>Map of <em>City of Newcastle, County of Northumberland, N.S.W.</em> Scale 4 chains = 1 inch. Surveyor General’s Office, Sydney. July, 1860. <em>Note: This Plan embraces only that part of the City of Newcastle which was laid out by the Government.</em> Map pasted onto linen backing. Sheet 90 x 60 cm. Fragile condition.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4723</td>
<td>Photocopy of &quot;Sketch showing the Hundred Acres of land in the Parish of Newcastle formerly occupied by B[Belisarius?] Davis which Mrs. Muir has been permitted to retain at a fixed price.&quot; No. H 617.663. Adjoins James Mitchell’s 900 acres. Additional notes. 3 pages. (HDHS -2 ) 1884-1932.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4725</td>
<td>Photocopy of Certificate of Title, NSW. [Reference to Grant Vol.cxix Folio 13]. Joint Tenancy Register Book Vol.cxix Folio 115. Transfer of land from Thomas Adam to Thomas Bryant and Henry Bryant, then transferred to The Waratah Coal Company, 6th May 1871. (No. 6).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4727</td>
<td>Photocopy of Certificates from the Joint Tenancy Register Book Vol. cxix Folio 219 of Thomas Bryant and Henry Bryant. Transfer from The Waratah Coal Company, numbered 6085. 15th May 1871. Notice states &quot;Reserving to the said Waratah Coal Company … all mines and minerals… under the said land.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Later Bryant to Gulliver sale of land 12th March 1872, followed by other transfers to 1875. Further records of transactions shown on next pages. (No. 11.) 4 pps.

M4728
Photocopy of Plan of subdivision of part of Sec Y, forming part of A.A. Coy’s 200 ac. grant, in Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland. (Hamilton). Scale: 80 feet to an inch. Regd. Plan no. 737. FP37737. 20th October, 1938. (No. 17.) 4pps.

M4729

M4730

M4731

M4732
The Newcastle Sun, Golden Jubilee, 1918-1968. Tuesday, 2nd April, 1968. Includes an article by J.J. Auchmuty, Vice Chancellor, Newcastle University. 2 copies.

M4733

M4734

M4735

M4736
Happy Anniversary, Henry Lane. 1919-1989. Sheet of illustrations of the factories, Newcastle and Mentone, together with products e.g. steel components for the Tangara train, locks, can openers. (12 copies).

M4737
Fragile Newspapers, Incomplete:

**To Maitland Mercury and Hunter River General Advertiser.**
- Thursday, 4th February 1892. WallSEND Jubilee Celebrations 1874-1924 programme. Biographical items on James Fletcher, died 19th March 1891, and WallSEND Colliery manager John Young Neilson, d. 27th May 1889. Published every Saturday morning, Elgin Street, Maitland.
- 22nd April 1924. Wallsend Jubilee Celebrations 1874-1924 programme. Biographical items on James Fletcher, died 19th March 1891, and WallSEND Colliery manager John Young Neilson, d. 27th May 1889. Published every Saturday morning, Elgin Street, Maitland.
- 2nd Sheet to The Maitland Mercury, Saturday 6th February 1892. Top half of sheets – partial copy. Second Sheet to The Maitland Mercury, Saturday 25th June 1892.

**To Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate.**
- 22nd April 1924. Wallsend Jubilee Celebrations 1874-1924 programme. Biographical items on James Fletcher, died 19th March 1891, and WallSEND Colliery manager John Young Neilson, d. 27th May 1889. Published every Saturday morning, Elgin Street, Maitland.

**To The Maitland Mail.**
- 9th December 1882. Carries local and Sydney advertisements. Scrap of page for July 1884. Scrap for Friday 12th January 1883 has a report of Gambetta’s funeral in France.
- 16th December 1882 has a report of the Dominican Convent High School Annual Concert. Third Sheet to The Maitland Mercury, Saturday 25th June 1892.

**To The Sunday Times.**
- 21st November 1915. World War 1914-1918 reports.

**To Sydney Mail Annual.**


**To The Newcastle Morning Herald.**

**To The Newcastle Daily Mercury Centenary Supplement.**

**To The Newcastle Morning Herald, The Post.**

**To The Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate.**
- 1914?. Sydney Mail Annual, 1st October 1938, 1 sheet, Supplement, 1 sheet (tabloid).
- Sydney Mail, 5th September 1917 (very fragile) ; 16th August 1916 ; 2nd August 1916 ; 9th August 1916 ; 11th August 1915 ; 1st August 1917 ; 22nd August 1917 ; 8th August 1917 ; 12th September 1917 ; 11th November 1916 – Armistice Day, 50th Anniversary.
- Tourist guide map of Sydney, 1907.

**To The Maitland Daily Mercury Centenary Supplement.**


**To The Newcastle Daily Mercury Centenary Supplement.**

**To The Newcastle Morning Herald, The Post.**

3rd January, 1891, p.7, Saturday Magazine – Looking back an an Eccles tart, (Hunter Street Mall), and, Reminiscing about Barrington Guest House, by Athel D'Ombrain. – early days of photographing birds and animals with noted ornithologists.

M4746

M4747
Newcastle City Street maps (37 photocopies). From Copy of part of Plan of Newcastle, prepared by Mahlishedt and Gee, Surveyors and Draughtsmen, January, 1866.

M4748
The Queenslander Annual, November, 1937; The Sydney Mail Coronation Number, May, 1937; Daily Telegraph Coronation Souvenir, May, 1937; Woman, January, 1938.

M4749
Broadsheet for The 72nd Annual September Champion Brass Band Contest, 1924, Zoological Gardens, Belle Vue, Manchester. [England]. The Newcastle Steel Works Band took part with 26 players, the conductor was Mr. Albert H. Baile. Additional photocopy.

M4750

M4751
London Gazette Friday, August, 1768. No. 117. 4 pages. Article, Secret Voyage, Lieutenant Cook awaits fair winds, Search for unknown continent south of the equator. Also about the tax on tea, glass and paper in the American Colonies, and the expected rioting in Boston.

M4752

M4753

M4754
Certificate The Call to Arms, presented...by the Lambton Welfare and Patriotic Committee... to express gratitude to those who served, 1939-1945. Coloured, contains portrait of the King, flags, war symbols and Military badge and State coats of arms. 45x31 cm. Unused. 5 copies.

M4755
M4756 Certificate of Title for Lot 7, Little Bourke Street, Town of Carrington, Parish of Newcastle, for August Johnson from Edwin Robert Hudson. Part of the Original Grant to Jesse Hannell, 1867. Photocopy. 1987/91R. 1902.

M4757 Copy of a certificate - The Royal Humane Society of Australasia, awarding the Silver Medal to Sidney Baber of Stockton. Rescued an exploring party from the Stockton Coal Mine after the death of two men by foul air. 4 copies. 1897.

M4758 A facsimile letter from H.R.H. Edward, Prince of Wales, presented to Elsie Gorton, pupil at Glen William Public School, as to all primary school children in Australia, for his visit in 1920.

M4759 Fragile newspapers:
* Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate. Supplement - A portfolio of historical pictures- Tuesday 28th November, 1978;
* Sydney Morning Herald, Survey of 200 Years of Progress. Monday, 27th April, 1970 24pp.;
* Sydney Morning Herald, Landfall Australia Feature, Monday, 20th April, 1970. 4-page lift-out. Some colour.


M4761 Magazines: * Woman’s Day and Home, 6th June, 1953; * Sunday Telegraph Coronation Supplement, May 1953; * Women’s Weekly, 10th June 1953; * Pix, 30th May, 1953; * Women’s Weekly, 29th July, 1953; * 5 issues Woman’s Day, 1st June, 1953; 6th July; 13th July; 20th July; 27th July, 1953.

M4762 Collection of clippings from The Newcastle Herald. Subjects – Rathmines Air Base, 1939-1945 war; Morpeth history, January 1977; Hebburn coalmining, by Jim Comerford; Menkens’ city; Jesmond House; Rotunda in King Edward Park; Scott Street; Steels Parking Station; The Hill; Convicts – P.A. Haslam; Bolton Street; Newcastle Psychiatric Centre; The Newcastle Co-op Store; Dudley-Redhead; Mining in 1987; Mining, South Greta Coal Company; Stockton Colliery 1906; Newcastle Transport and Ken Magor, collector; The Star Hotel, 1855-1980; Panorama of Newcastle West, sail and steam era – P.A. Haslam; Storm 1987; The Koondooloo; Newcastle geology – Nobby’s, - B.A. Engel, 1985; Scone – thoroughbred horses, 1988; Carrington by Paul Rea, 1978; Murrurundi – National Trust classified, 1981; Aerial photograph, Richmond Main, 1940’s.

M4763 Scrapbook containing clippings from The Newcastle Herald, and The Newcastle Sun. Topics include Newcastle and suburbs, B.H.P. Steelworks Band and its visit to England in 1924, Lake Macquarie, Shipping, Stockton Bight army disaster, the Bellbird mine disaster, the Hunter Valley and Maitland floods, 1955.

M4764 Collection of supplements to The Newcastle Herald, The Newcastle Sun, and to the Daily Telegraph. 1947 1978 1989 1999. A portfolio of historical pictures; 60 years of Greater Newcastle Council; 50th Anniversary of the Newcastle Town Hall; The Rural Bank presents Our living past; Times Past in Newcastle and Lake Macquarie; 100 years in the Hunter, Birth of Nationhood; A to Z of Newcastle and the Hunter; Newcastle and Lake Macquarie, the Way We Were; An Historical Survey, 1858-1966, 108 years of journalism in Newcastle; School Feature; Newcastle, 175th Anniversary,

**Broadsheets:**
- *Newcastle Herald*, 5 May, 1945, Victory in Europe.;
- *Newcastle Herald*, 6 June, 1994, D-Day Revisited.;
- *Newcastle Morning Herald*, 7 June, 1944, Allies Have Beachheads in France.;
- *Newcastle Morning Herald*, 16 August, 1945, Japan Ordered to Cease Fire.;
- *Newcastle Morning Herald*, 9th May, 1945, Cease Fire Along the European Front.;
- *Newcastle Morning Herald*, 26 December, 1977, Diary of Isaac McAndrew.;
- *Newcastle Morning Herald*, 27th December, 1977, 100 Years Ago (Isaac McAndrew).;
- *Newcastle Morning Herald*, 28th December, 1977, Diary of Isaac McAndrew (Newcastle in 1877).

**Tabloids and Supplements:**
- *Newcastle Herald*, 1939-1945 “Hunter” – The War Years.;
- *Daily Telegraph* Supplement, War in Pictures, 1945.;

**M4766**

Broadsheets – fragile newspapers.
- *Newcastle Herald, Saturday Magazine*, 3rd June, 1995, The Big Novocastrian.;
- *Sydney Morning Herald*, McWilliams Centenary, 1877-1977. 4 pp.;
- *Newcastle Herald*, 21st November, 1986, Supplement, Choose Australia, Buy Hunter. 8pp.;
- *Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate*, 14th July, 1967, Hunter District Water Board Feature. 10 pp.;
- *Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate*, 5th September, 1947, 150th Anniversary Supplement. 16 pp.;
- *Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate*, 5th September, 1947, 1-12, 15,16 pp.;
- *The Newcastle Sun*, 8th September, 1947, Special Supplement in Commemoration of Newcastle’s 150th Anniversary. 28 pp.;
- *Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate*, 8th June, 1959. 22 pp.;
- *Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate*, 1st November, 1984, History of the Hunter, a special supplement. 28 pp.;
- *The Newcastle Herald*, 24th May, 1988, Enterprise 200, Bicentennial Year Survey. 22 pp.;

**M4767**

Broadsheets:
- *Newcastle Morning Herald*, 20th April, 1976, Supplement Charlestown Centenary, 1876-1976.;
- *Newcastle Herald*, 3rd June, 1995, The Big Novocastrian (B.H.P.);
- *Newcastle Herald*, 31st October, 1987, Belmont Citi Centre Feature. Officially opened by Mr. Peter Morris, MHR.;

**Tabloids:**
CARRINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOL (Received 9th March, 2005).
Conduit: Angie Parkes (ph. 4969 4938):

M4768   Class Roll Book, 28th March, 1881 – 24th June, 1882

M4769   Daily Report Book (unused)

SOUTH MAITLAND MINES RESCUE STATION
Conduit: Mervyn Copley
Accessioned June 2006 by Peter Gray-Brattan.
Grant Donation by Vera Deacon

The South Maitland Mines Rescue Station Files document the daily workings of the first Mines Rescue Station of its kind in New South Wales. The Station was founded in 1925 with the passing of the Mines Rescue Act 1925, largely in response to the public outcry over the Bellbird mine disaster of 1923. The station remained operative until the mid 1970’s and throughout this time was responsible for the preservation of many lives and valuable property in the Hunter Valley coalfields.

The collection contains numerous notebooks and ledgers that record the names and daily activities of the Mines Rescue Station staff and trainees, as well as documenting the administrative workings of the Station. Equipment registers and records of training activities provide a detailed account of the use of the ‘proto’ apparatus, a breathing device allowing rescue workers to perform in hot and low-oxygen atmospheres. Also contained within the collection are a number of mine maps showing plans of various Hunter Valley mines.

Please also see C710 – C719

Aberdare North Colliery. Plan showing colliery workings and location of plant and equipment at time of Fire on 2/3/1966, 3/3/1966

M4771
Aberdare Extended Colliery. Plan of No.s 2 and 3 Panels: 4 West District. 17/7/1953

M4772
NOT USED

M4773
NOT USED

M4774
Aberdare Extended Colliery. Position of Heating No.2 Panel, 6 West 28/10/1952

M4775
Aberdare No.7 Colliery. Sealed Area Bottom of No.2 Panel, 2 West 13/5/1961

M4775A
Aberdare No.7 Colliery. Sealed Area Bottom of No.2 Panel, 2 West 13/5/1961

M4776
Aberdare Extended Colliery Undated

M4777
Aberdare 2 Panel 4 West 27/6/1961

M4778
Aberdare No.7, 4 Panel 2 West 8/7/1964 - 13/1/1965

M4779
Aberdare Extended Colliery. No.3 Panel, 4 West 17/7/1959 - 18/7/1959

M4780
Aberdare No.7 Colliery. Sealed Area Bottom of No.2 Panel 2 West 20/5/1961

M4781
Aberdare. Pit Bottom 16/10/1962 – 21/6/1965

M4782
Aberdare No.7 Colliery No.3 Panel 4 West 6/7/1961

M4782A
Aberdare No.7 Colliery. No.3 Panel 4 West 24/10/1963 – 1/12/1965

M4783
Aberdare No.7 Colliery. 4 West and 6 West Districts 27/8/1962

M4784
Aberdare No.7 Colliery C Panel 10 East Bellbird Colliery 23/3/1965

M4784A
Aberdare No.7 Colliery C Panel 10 East Bellbird Colliery 23/3/1965

M4785
Aberdare No.7 Colliery 2 Panel 4 West 9/3/61 – 19/3/1964

M4786
Aberdare No.7 Colliery 4 and 6 West Districts 27/8/1962

M4786A
Aberdare Extended Colliery (Bridges Hill) No.1 East 14/9/1965

M4786B
Aberdare Extended Colliery (Bridges Hill) No.1 East 14/9/1965

M4786C
Aberdare Extended Colliery. Proposed Drifts For Access to Bridges Hill Area 8/3/1966

M4786D
Aberdare Extended Colliery. Proposed Drifts For Access to Bridges Hill Area 9/3/1966

M4787
Aberdare No.7 Colliery. 1 Sub-Panel 2 West 10/4/61

M4788
Aberdare No.7 Colliery No.3 Panel 4 West 6/7/1961

M4788A
Aberdare No.7 Colliery No.3 Panel 4 West 6/7/1961
M4788B
Aberdare No.7 Colliery No.3 Panel 4 West 6/7/1961

M4788C
Aberdare No.7 Colliery No.3 Panel 4 West 6/7/1961

M4789
Aberdare No.7 Colliery 18/7/1959 – 7/5/1963

M4790

M4791
Aberdare No.7 Colliery No.3 Panel 4 West 24/10/1963

M4792
Aberdare Extended Colliery. No.s 2 and 3 Panels 4 West 17/7/1953

M4793
Aberdare Extended Colliery. Plan showing Proposed Stowage No.4 Panel 2 West District
Undated

M4794
Bellbird Colliery No.1 Tunnel 21/12/1963 – 12/3/1964

M4795
Bellbird Colliery. Main Bank Pillars 22/12/1963

M4796
Cessnock Colliery. No. 2 Tunnel 21/4/1946

M4797
Hepburn No.1 Colliery. Middle Seam. 2/9/1960-2/9/1961

M4798
Hepburn No.1 Colliery. Middle Seam Undated

M4799
Part of Liddell Colliery 20/6/1967
M4800
Pelaw Main Colliery. 4 Bord and 16 Bord Districts 1/6/1953

M4801A-Y
South Maitland Mines Rescue Station - Mine Rescue Work Course Completion Certificates 18/11/1950-5/12/1962

DEED, CAPTAIN ERNEST SNOWDEN (NEWCASTLE PILOT)
Deposited by Mrs Diana Stephenson (Grand daughter) (Unit 3/113 Ridge St Merewether) February 2007

MAP #: M4802
TITLE: Lake Macquarie
CARTOGRAPHER: Captain Ernest Snowden Deed
DATE: 1907-1908
SCALE: 40 chs 2 inches = 1 mile (land mile)
FORMAT: Laminated Linen
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Original hand drawn map on linen, with annotations in pen and pencil and including depth soundings from across Lake Macquarie.
NOTES: Captain Deed was assisted by his two sons Captain Ernest James Deed and Captain Allan William Deed. Contains two news clippings from the Newcastle Herald.

COTTRILL, FRANCES DIXON (nee WELLS) KNOWN AS FANNY WELLS 1906-1997
Deposited by Mrs Francis Jenkins, 19 Lockyer Street Merewether West February 2003

M4803 Correspondence, biographical notes, and music certificates relating to Francis Cottrill, 1917 – 1997.

[Francis Cottrill was the first candidate to attain the certificate of the Licentiate examination at the Newcastle Conservatorium of Music.]

ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE – CENTENARY CELEBRATIONS


ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE – PARISH OF WINGHAM

Deposited by Carol Copland, Wingham Parish 19 March 2004

M4805 [PHOTOGRAPH] Framed black and white photograph of Reverend Percy de Laure Musgrove 26th August 1872 in the old doorway of St Matthews Wingham.

NEWCASTLE TOWN HALL
Deposited by Mr Kel Grabham July 2004

M4806 – M4807 Four (4) Original Plans of Newcastle Town Hall, 1925 including
Title: City of Newcastle New Town Hall.
Scale 1/8" = 1'00"
Approx Sheet Size: 76cm x 66.3cm
Detail: Front Elevation
Date: 8.[10].1925
Designed by H.E.W. (Henry E. White)
Drawn by E.F.H
Traced by E.F.H
Checked by W.C.R.
Approved by G.N.K
Condition: Water damage and brittle tears along right hand end, lower right hand corner broken off.

Title: [City of Newcastle New Town Hall.]
[Scale 1/8” = 1’00”]
Approx Sheet Size: 61cm x 65.5cm
Detail: Side Elevation
Date: n.d.
Designed by H.E.W. (Henry E. White)
Drawn by E.F.H
Traced by E.F.H
Checked by E.W.M.
Approved by G.N.K
Condition: Water Damage along right hand side, some brittle tears.

Title: [City of Newcastle New Town Hall]
[Scale 1/8” = 1’00”]
Approx Sheet Size: 62.3cm x 31.3cm
Detail: Section A-A
Date: n.d.
Designed by H.E.W. (Henry E. White)
Drawn by G.C & W.C.R.
Traced by G.C & W.C.R.
Checked by W.C.R.
Approved by G.N.K
Condition: Water damage lower right hand corner.

Title: City of Newcastle New Town Hall.
Scale 1/8” = 1’00”
Approx Sheet Size: 61cm x 65.6cm
Detail: Section B-B, Tower Room “B”, Upper Part of Tower Room “A”, Bell Chamber and Tower Room “D”
Date: n.d.
Designed by H.E.W. (Henry E. White)
Drawn by G.C & W.C.R.
Traced by G.C
Checked by W.C.R.
Approved by G.N.K
Condition: Water damage lower right hand corner.

ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF NEWCASTLE – PARISH OF SINGLETON (ALL SAINTS’ demolished 1911) - BLACKET, EDMUND THOMAS (1817-1883)

Deposited by Mrs Helen Shearer and Mrs Marianne Reynolds on behalf of Rev’d Canon Gary Harman Rector, Anglican Parish of Singleton 29 November 2006.
MAP/PLAN #: M4808
TITLE: Singleton Church
CARTOGRAPHER: Blacket Bros. Architects Sydney
DATE: c1880s
SCALE: Eighth Scale
FORMAT: Linen
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 53cm x 48.5cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: North Elevation. Section A-B. West Elevation. Plan shows old work, new additions and old work to be taken down.
CONDITION: Complete with some foxing, wormholes.

MAP/PLAN #: M4809
TITLE: Singleton Church
CARTOGRAPHER: Blacket Bros. Architects Sydney
DATE: c1880s
SCALE: 1/8th
FORMAT: Linen
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 53cm x 38cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Section A,B. North Elevation. East Elevation. Roof Plan
CONDITION: Complete with some foxing, wormholes.

MAP/PLAN #: M4810
TITLE: Singleton Church
CARTOGRAPHER: Blacket Bros. Architects Sydney
DATE: c1880s
SCALE: 1/4th
FORMAT: Linen
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 54.5cm x 39cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Coloured. Section C,D. Section E, F.
CONDITION: Complete with some foxing, wormholes.

MAP/PLAN #: M4811
TITLE: Singleton Church
CARTOGRAPHER: Blacket & Son. Architects Sydney
DATE: 16 Sep (18)82
SCALE: 1 inch and ½ inch
FORMAT: Linen
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 38cm x 28.5cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Cross Scale 1 inch, Iron Columns Etc. scale ½ inch
CONDITION: Complete with some foxing, wormholes.

MAP/PLAN #: M4812
TITLE: Singleton Church
CARTOGRAPHER: Blacket Bros. Architects Sydney
DATE: c1880s
SCALE: 1/8 inch
FORMAT: Linen
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 53cm x 39cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: “Ground Plan as at Present”
CONDITION: Complete with some foxing, wormholes.

MAP/PLAN #: M4813
TITLE: Singleton Church
CARTOGRAPHER: Blacket & Son. Architects Sydney
DATE: 16 Sep (18)82
SCALE: 1/16 inch to the foot
FORMAT: Pencil, coloured ink on cartridge paper
MAP/PLAN #: M4814
TITLE: Singleton Church
CARTOGRAPHER: Blacket & Son. Architects Sydney
DATE: c1882?
SCALE: 1/16 inch
FORMAT: Pencil, coloured ink on cartridge paper
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 37cm x 28cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Plans of Church to seat 560, 630 and 490.
CONDITION: Complete.

MAP/PLAN #: M4815
TITLE: Ground Plan of Parsonage?
CARTOGRAPHER: [A] B(lacket)?
DATE: c1876
SCALE: 10 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Pencil, coloured ink on tracing paper
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 25cm x 15.5cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Ground Plan.
CONDITION: Complete.

MAP/PLAN #: M4816
TITLE: Parish Church
CARTOGRAPHER:
DATE: c1880s
SCALE: 4 ft to an inch
FORMAT: Ink on linen
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 28cm x 17cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: North Elevation
CONDITION: Complete.

M4817
Envelop addressed to A(bbey) A(gustus) Dangar Esq. containing Ground Plan of Parsonage
Sent to [Fred?] 22.1.76 located at M4815.

M4818
Sentence of Consecration of the additional Burial Ground at Singleton by the Right Reverend
The Lord Bishop of Newcastle Dated [n.d.] day of November AD 1862. [Unsigned Draft] on
vellum.

PARRY, REAR ADMIRAL J.F. (HYDROGRAPHER)

MAP/PLAN #: M4819
TITLE: Newcastle Harbour
CARTOGRAPHER: Rear Admiral J.F. Parry
DATE: 21 Nov 1916 (Corrections 2 May 1941)
SCALE: 1/7500
FORMAT: Card Board
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 68.5cm x 101cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Portion of Dempsey, Moscheto, Spectacle, Walsh, Bullock
Islands, City of Newcastle, Carrington, Throsby Creek, Stockton and Nobbys.
NOTES: Soundings in Fathoms.
PORT STEPHENS – SUBDIVISION PLANS

Deposited by Paterson Historical Society 14 July 2003

MAP/PLAN #: M4820
TITLE: The Mallabula Estate Port Stephens
DRAFTSMAN: Kenneth Graigie
DATE: n.d. c1920s?
SCALE: 1/100
FORMAT: Poster
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 76cm x 50cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
CONDITION: Complete.

MAP/PLAN #: M4821
TITLE: Tanilba Bay Port Stephens
DRAFTSMAN: Edward Anderson
DATE: n.d. c1920s?
SCALE: 1/160
FORMAT: Poster
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 101cm x 76cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES:
CONDITION: Complete.

HERBERT, W. ESQ.

Deposited by C & A Watson December 1998

MAP/PLAN #: M4822
TITLE: Residence for W. Herbert Esq. Corner Kemp and Silsoe Streets Hamilton.
Lot Nos. 20 & 21 Section 2 A.A.C. Estate
DRAFTSMAN:
DATE:
SCALE: 1/8 inch = foot
FORMAT: Paper
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 44.5cm x 57cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Ground Plan Sheet No.1
NOTES:
CONDITION: Complete

MAP/PLAN #: M4823
TITLE: Residence for W. Herbert Esq. Corner Kemp and Silsoe Streets Hamilton.
Lot Nos. 20 & 21 Section 2 A.A.C. Estate
DRAFTSMAN:
DATE:
SCALE: 1/8 inch = foot
FORMAT: Paper
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 73.5cm x 43.5cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Sheet No.2
NOTES:
CONDITION: Complete. Some water damage.
MAP/PLAN #: M4824
TITLE: Residence for W. Herbert Esq. Corner Kemp and Silsoe Streets Hamilton.
Lot Nos. 20 & 21 Section 2 A.A.C. Estate
DRAFTSMAN:
DATE:
SCALE: 1/8 inch = foot
FORMAT: Paper
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 77cm x 52 cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Sheet No.3
NOTES: CONDITION: Complete.

BROWN, JOHN ESQ.


Five (5) Plans relating to Residence for John Brown Esq. Darling Point Sydney

MAP/PLAN #: M4825
DRAFTSMAN: S. & A. Luttrell Architects Christchurch N.Z.
DATE:
SCALE: 1 inch = 8 feet
FORMAT: Cartridge Paper
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 74.5cm x 59.5 cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Gardens, House.
NOTES: CONDITION: Complete.

MAP/PLAN #: M4826
TITLE: Residence Darling Point Sydney for John Brown Esq.
DRAFTSMAN: S. & A. Luttrell Architects Christchurch N.Z.
DATE:
SCALE: 1 inch = 8 feet
FORMAT: Cartridge Paper
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 87cm x 56.5 cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES: Elevation to highway, Elevation facing Sydney Harbour.
NOTES: CONDITION: Complete.

MAP/PLAN #: M4827
DRAFTSMAN: S. & A. Luttrell Architects Christchurch N.Z.
DATE:
SCALE: 1 inch = 8 feet
FORMAT: Cartridge Paper
APPROX SHEET SIZE: 91cm x 58 cm
SUBJECT/ AREA/ FEATURES:
NOTES: CONDITION: Complete.

MAP/PLAN #: M4828
TITLE: ¼ " details of Interior Panelling, Fitments etc. Residence Darling Point Sydney for John Brown Esq.
DRAFTSMAN: S. & A. Luttrell Architects Christchurch N.Z.
DATE:
SCALE: 1/4 inch = 1 Foot
ANGLICAN PARISH OF NEWCASTLE – ST JOHN’S ANGLICAN CHURCH NEWCASTLE

M4830 Folder, photographs, plans and notes relating to The Rectory, St John’s Anglican Church 1A Parry Street Newcastle.

NEWCASTLE & HUNTER DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Conduit: Marj Cramp

M4831 Various Large format Plans, Aerial photographs and historic views of Newcastle and harbour including University.

a. Aerial photograph of University and HIHE site 20 February 1974
c. Map of the Municipality of Newcastle, January 1926
d. Plan of Hospital for the Insane, Newcastle, 2 Dec 1880.
e. Newcastle. Supplement to the Sydney Illustrated News, April 1875.
f. City of Newcastle, New South Wales. From the Illustrated Sydney News [1887/9?]
g. Panorama of Newcastle, N.S.W. from Mrs Woods Residence (Baker Street) 1895.
h. Newcastle from the North Shore 1895.

Huldah M Turner BA. MA.

Conduit: Mrs Roslyn Pallister 21 Fieldgate Place Woodridge 6041
Telephone: 08 9577 1645

Received: 2007
Archived: 6 August 2007

M4832 Huldah M. Turner Drama lecture on cardboard.
MAYFIELD EAST PUBLIC SCHOOL - HISTORICAL RESEARCH PAPERS COMPILED BY MS JEAN GRAHAM FOR 125TH ANNIVERSARY BOOKLET.


M4833 Mayfield Public School Block Plans Scale 16ft : 1 inch Date: 26.7.1917 (?) Originals held by the Archives Authority NSW (NSW State Records)

M4834a-b Mayfield East Public School. Drawing No.1. Ground floor and First floor. Scale 1/8 inch : 1 ft Date: c.1920. Originals held by the Archives Authority NSW (NSW State Records)


M4835 Department of Public Works NSW. Mayfield East Public School. Part Pland Detail and Contour. Scale 1:200 Date: n.d.

M4836a Mayfield East Public School. Craft Room by Conversion of Shelter. Scale 1:100 Date: 12.5.1975

M4836b New South Wales Department of Public Works. Mayfield East Public School. Sketch Plans. Scale 1/8” , ¼” = 1” Date: 15.5.1972.


M4838 Class Book of Mayfield East Public School Class 6/4 1981.

M4839 Class Book of Mayfield East Public School Class 6/7 1985.
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